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SESSION I
PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECTION
OF CHRISTINE MCVIE AND HER
FLEETWOOD MAC ARCHIVES

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3RD, 2022
Session I : 10:00 a.m. Pacific Time

1

CHRISTINE MCVIE: “LADY OF THE MANOR” FOOTSTOOL
3

A footstool with a wooden base and legs, topped with a stuffed embroidered cushion
which reads “Lady of the Manor”.

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ANTIQUE
AND VINTAGE ITEMS

15.5 x 11.5 x 11 inches

$100 -200

A group of decorative items including: a pair
of Paris Deraisme binoculars, a miniature
Italian accordion box in a fitted box, a heartshaped black lacquer box with abraded hand
painted gilding, and a vintage oval wood coin
box.
Largest, approximately 6 x 4 inches

$300 -500

2

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ABERCROMBIE & FITCH METAL HORSESHOE SET
An Abercrombie & Fitch horseshoe game set that includes the original box and metal horseshoes.
9 x 26.5 inches

$100 -200

8

9

5

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ARMED UPHOLSTERED OTTOMAN BENCH
A black and gold colored armed upholstered ottoman bench owned by Christine McVie. Fabric
has a gold vine pattern with high rolled arms. Legs are curved and narrow with black and gold
paint. Feet are gold with scale carved details.
58 x 18 x 28 inches

$300 -400

4

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ANTIQUE
CHINESE PAINTED CHEST
An antique Chinese painted wood storage
chest with allover figural and scenic
decoration.
29 x 23.5 x 19.5 inches

$800 -1,200
6

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ART DECO DECORATIVE ITEMS
A group of Art Deco items including: a female nude black ceramic table lamp,
a pair of marble bookends, and a bronze figural door stop.
15 inches

$400 -600

10

11

8

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASIAN BOOKENDS
A pair of ceramic Asian bookends including a figure sitting
on a dragon, and a figure sitting on a fish. Made in China.
Each, 11.5 x 7 x 3.5 inches

$100 -200

7

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ART DECO STYLE
CABINET WITH BIRD DECORATION
A vintage ebonized wood cabinet with a reeded case
front, the door panel featuring a stork standing in a lake
in black, gold, and peach.
44 x 40.5 x 16 inches

9

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASSORTED DECORATIVE ITEMS

$1,000 -2,000

A group of assorted decorative items, including: an antique Viennese painted
porcelain vase marked “C.T. Altwasser/ Silesia,” A vintage Mackenzie-Childs wine
goblet, and two painted carved wood swans.
Largest, 5 x 12 x 4 inches

$200 -400

12

13

10

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASSORTED DECORATIVE ITEMS
A group of assorted small decorative items, including: a Tony Moretto ceramic
figurine of an artist with an easel, a group of four putti figurines, a Lefton
ceramic butterfly trinket dish, and a set of painted wood Russian matryoshka
dolls.

12

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BANTAM BOOKS
AGATHA CHRISTIE 38 VOLUME SET

6 inches

$200 -300

The Agatha Christie Mystery Collection Bantam
Leatherette Set, approximately 38 volumes, published in
1983.
9 x 5.75 inches

$200 -300

11

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASSORTED VINTAGE
BOOKS
A group of four assorted vintage books, including: : History of
England by J. Bigland, Volumes I and II (London: Longman, 1813);
and Greater London Illustrated, Volume II (London, Cassell &
Company, n.d.)

13

10 x 7.75 inches

Two modern figural Chinese porcelain headrests, one marked “Made in Macau.”

$200 -300

Largest, 8 x 11 x 5 inches

CHRISTINE MCVIE: TWO CHINESE PORCELAIN HEADRESTS

$200 -400

14

15

16

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CARVED
AND PAINTED CHINESE
DRAGON STATUE
A Chinese carved and painted parcelgiltwood dragon statue perched on a rocky
outcropping base.
23.5 inches

14

$400 -600

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CHINESE HAND
PAINTED TRUNK ON STAND
A Chinese red parchment hand painted trunk with
metal hardware on a conforming wood stand.
17 x 26 x 16 inches

$300 -500

15

CHRISTINE MCVIE: JACOBEAN
STYLE CARVED CUPBOARD
A Jacobean style carved oak cupboard with
chip carved doors, bell and cup cover legs and
conforming stretcher.
HWD 29.5 x 36 x 17 inches

17

$300 -500

CHRISTINE MCVIE: THEODORE AND ALEXANDER SPANISH STYLE TRESTLE TABLE
A modern Spanish style trestle coffee table with multiple boards on the top, shaped trestle legs, and sinuous iron supports.
Marked “Theodore and Alexander.”
20 x 52 x 30.5 inches

$300 -500

16

17

Lot 20

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CARVED
DOLPHIN SWIVEL BAR STOOLS

Lot 350

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STAGE-PLAYED
“SONGBIRD” YAMAHA C3 BABY
GRAND PIANO

18

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CAST IRON FIREBACK
An antique English cast iron fire back with heraldic imagery.
21 x 27 inches

$400 -600

19

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CAST IRON FIREBACK
20

An antique cast iron fire back with figures under a tree.

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CARVED DOLPHIN
SWIVEL BAR STOOLS

25 x 20 inches

$400 -600

A trio of grotto style carved wood swiveling bar stools in the
Baroque taste with curved winged arms, shaped narrow back,
and elaborately carved dolphin bases with brass foot rails.
These stools were originally in McVie's Los Angeles home
where they were frequently used by guests during numerous
parties hosted by McVie.
"Many bums from the music industry have sat on them, famous
musicians, from both sides of the Atlantic”
Christine McVie
46.5 x 20 x 23 inches

$3,000 -5,000

20

21

21

22

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CHINESE PORCELAIN
BLUE AND WHITE PALACE VASE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CHINESE RED LACQUER CABINET

A baluster-form Chinese porcelain blue and white palace vase
with floral and foliate decoration.

A Chinese red lacquer mixed wood trapezoidal cabinet on feet with two cupboard
doors over two small drawers and a butterfly shaped metal hardware closure with
inset colored cabochon glass.

36 x 18 inches

71 x 53 x 27 inches

$400 -600

$300 -500

22

23

24

CHRISTINE MCVIE: COLLECTION
OF PIANO TRINKET BOXES
A collection of four piano trinket or music boxes,
made of plastic, glass and ceramic materials.
4.5 x 6.5 x 7 inches

$200 -400

25

CHRISTINE MCVIE: JAIPUR MAT
A Contemporary Jaipur Mat made in India. The
ascending floral pattern on the pale amber field is
within a saffron border.
41 x 37 inches

23

$50 -100

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CHINESE RED LACQUER END TABLE
A Chinese red lacquer end table with all-over hand painted designs and three figures
in a boat decorating the top.
24 x 22 x 16 inches

$300 -500

24

25

27

CHRISTINE MCVIE: COPPER AND BRASS HUNTING HORN
A long vintage copper hunting horn with brass mouth piece.

$300 -500

28

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAINTED CHINESE
SEMANIER TANSU CABINET
26

A painted Chinese tansu chest with a cupboard decorated
with standing figures surmounting eight scenic painted
drawers.

CHRISTINE MCVIE: JOHN CLAYTON
TALL CASE CLOCK

67 x 21.5 x 18 inches

An 18th century English carved mahogany tall case
clock, the fantastical phoenix scenic and landscape
painted on the steel dial with Roman numerals and
Father Time illustrating the moonphase. With scrolled
bronze escutcheons on brass. Not guaranteed to be
operational.

$300 -500

88 x 23.5 x 12 inches

$2,000 -4,000

26

27

31

29

CHRISTINE MCVIE: DRAGONFLY LEADED GLASS TABLE LAMP
An art nouveau style polychrome leaded glass dragonfly table lamp with a bronze quadruped
base and UK electrical plug. Unmarked.

CHRISTINE MCVIE:
ENGLISH OAK CORNER
CUPBOARD
An English oak corner cupboard on a
tri-legged spiral twist base.

36 x 23 inches

$400 -600

68 x 28 x 16 inches

$300 -500

30

CHRISTINE MCVIE: EBONIZED
AND GILTWOOD CARVED
FRAMED MIRROR
A rectangular ebonized and giltwood carved
framed mirror with beveled mirror glass.
28 x 38.5 inches

$400 -600
32

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ENGLISH REGENCY STYLE MAHOGANY DESK
An English Regency style mahogany desk with three frieze drawers and turned legs with toupie feet.
29.5 x 47 x 17

$300 -500

28

29

33

CHRISTINE MCVIE: FELT
HANDMADE PARAKEET PILLOW
A handmade felt pillow decorated with colorful
parakeets.
15 x 15 inches

$200 -400

35

CHRISTINE MCVIE: IRON RAM’S HEAD FIREDOGS AND GRATE
A set of four hand wrought iron firedogs, together with a wrought iron grate.
26 x 24 x 27 inches

$600 -800

34

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CAST IRON
FIREBACK

36

A 19th century English cast iron fireback with
heraldic imagery.

A set of two brass fireplace tools in a stand, together with another
empty brass stand.

31 x 39 inches

31 x 10 x 8 inches

$600 -800

$100 -200

CHRISTINE MCVIE: FIREPLACE TOOLS

30

31

37

38

CHRISTINE MCVIE: RENAISSANCE
STYLE CUPBOARD WITH CHERUBS

CHRISTINE MCVIE: FUMED OAK COFFEE
TABLE WITH SHAPED APRON

A 19th century Italian Renaissance style cupboard with
marquetry inlay and carved pilasters, winged cherubs
surmounting architectural fronts on the door panels.
(Item is currently locked without key).

A provincial fumed oak coffee table with a shaped apron
evocative of the Queen Anne style. The top composed of multiple
boards and with Marlborough style legs.

42 x 58 x 24 inches

18 x 36 x 36 inches

$300 -500

$1,000 -2,000

32

33

39

40

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GEORGE III INLAID
MAHOGANY SLANT FRONT DESK

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GEORGE SMITH
DAMASK UPHOLSTERED SOFAS

A George III slant front mahogany writing desk with a
parquetry inlaid writing surface, fitted compartments and
hidden letter compartments, one long over one short over
two long drawers, batwing brass pulls, and ogee feet.
42 x 41 x 24 inches

Two Damask upholstered George Smith sofas, each
with two seats, both with rose patterned fabric one
against a khaki ground and the other with a peach
ground. Both have down filled loose seat and back
cushions, accent throw pillows, and turned wood legs
with casters. Circa 1997.

$1,000 -2,000

Larger, 31 x 84 x 36 inches

$2,000 -3,000

34

35

41

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GEORGIAN STYLE
OAK TWO DRAWER DRESSER
A Georgian style oak two drawer dresser with brass pulls.
25.5 x 31.5 x 15 inches

$200 -400

43

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GILTWOOD WALL MIRROR
A carved giltwood rectangular wall mirror with beveled mirror glass.
34.5 x 46.5 inches

$200 -400

42

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GERMAN
BEER STEIN AND REGULATOR
WALL CLOCK
A tall 20th century German beer stein with a
metal lid, marked “Made in Germany Western,”
together with a New England Clock Co.
regulator wall clock.

44

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF ASSORTED BOOKS
A group of assorted vintage books, including: Child Craft in Fourteen Volumes,
(Chicago: The Quarry Corporation, circa 1943, 12 volumes from the set of 14);
Three volumes from Charles Knight’s Half Hours Best Authors , (Philadelphia:
Porter & Coates, no date), Volumes 1, 3, 5; Who’s Who in America, 1990-91,
Volume II, (Macmillan: Willmette, 1991); and an empty journal with an
embossed paisley design on the cover.

Clock, 4 x 22.5 x 14 inches

$200 -300

Largest, 12 x 9.5 inches

$100 -200

36

37

47

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF
THREE BRITISH PORCELAIN ITEMS
A group of three British porcelain items, including a
Charles and Diana 1981 commemorative trinket box
marked “Conoisseur/ Fine Bone China/ England” on
the underside, a Wedgwood Peter Rabbit Prince of
Wales commemorative Prince of Wales baby cup, and
a parcel-gilt hand painted soap dish.

45

2 x 5 x 3.5 inches

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF DECORATIVE ITEMS

$200 -400

A group of assorted decorative items, including a painted mantle clock, three
painted wood frog musicians, and a stuffed animal frog.
11.5 x 14 x 3.75 inches

$200 -400

46

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF PORTUGUESE
CERAMIC ITEMS
A group of four items, including a Vista Allegre hand painted trinket
box, a pair of hand painted terra cotta candlesticks, signed on the
underside, and a hand painted Vista Allegre owl figurine.
7.5 inches

$200 -400

48

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF ARMCHAIRS
WITH SILVERED ACCENTS
A pair of modern armchairs with silvered backs, crests, and
sabots, white arm pads and seat cushions.
41.4 x 24 x 20 inches

$600 -800

38

39

49

CHRISTINE MCVIE: HARRODS CARVED
OAK CUPBOARD END TABLE
A carved English oak cupboard with a frieze drawer having
Georgian style pulls over cupboard doors with Jacobean
style chip carving. Marked with a Harrods label.
24.5 x 24 x 18 inches

$200 -400

50

CHRISTINE MCVIE: IRON SWALLOW
HANGING SIGN
A vintage iron sign reading “Swallow” and picturing a
flying swallow, hanging from a scrolled wrought iron
bracket.
The sign was made specifically for the Swallows
Recording Studio at Christine's private home in the UK.
The Quaives, a 300 year-old historic property in the town
of Wickhambreaux in the county of Kent in the English
country side.
The Swallows Recording Studio has been credited on
several of her recordings and has been the location of
many "jam sessions"
48 x 30 x 5 inches

$400 -600

40

51

CHRISTINE MCVIE: JOHN MCVIE
INSCRIBED COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED
SHAKESPEARE BOOK
A large edition of The Complete Illustrated Shakespeare
(Wordsworth Editions, 1989), gifted and inscribed by John McVie
to Christine McVie. The book, edited by Howard Staunton,
features over 800 illustrations by Sir John Gilbert R.A.
Written on the front end sheet in blue ink reads, “Chris, Pretty
Heavy stuff, uh? Love to you!! John Deel 1990.”
12 x 8.5 x 3.75 inches

52

$800 -1,200

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PHOTO OF JOHN MCVIE
A framed photograph of John McVie performing, attached to a
cardboard backing. There is no glass or cover on the frame.
14.5 x 11.5 x 1.5 inches

$100 -200

42

43

53

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STAGE-PLAYED CHOPPED AND CUSTOMIZED TOURING
HAMMOND B3 ORGAN (A1)
A Hammond B3 organ used by Christine McVie while on
tour with Fleetwood Mac, marked #1. The organ was
professionally chopped and customized B3 (by KPC
Keyboard Products Co) and serviced by Ken Rich, both
renowned Hammond experts.
Housed in a custom Fleetwood Mac road case (#408) with
cabling for audio and power, pedals, and hardware
included.
YEAR
Circa 1960s -70s

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
The organ was removed from its original (heavy) wooden cabinet
and the new streamlined body has been modified and covered in
black Tolex. It has a new control panel with power and start-up
switches on the right and preamp, volume, EQ, and percussion
and Leslie controls on the left side. There are an assortment of
handles on both sides of the organ for set-up and road case
access, four built-in heavy duty steel legs in lieu of the cabinetry
and an i/o control panel at the rear with a wide range of options
including: two Leslie connectors, effects loops, various outputs an
aux input and more. Metal edge corners.
OPERATION
Sounds and plays great. Superb.

BRAND
Hammond

CONDITION NOTES
In excellent working condition and good cosmetic shape. Some
scrapes and scuffs to the Tolex and wood at the organ’s edges are
visible, a quarter-sized section of wood is visible on the side panel.
Four screw holes visible on top panel.

MODEL
B3
TYPE
Electric Organ

53.25 x 38.5 x 17 inches

SERIAL NO
N/A

$5,000 -7,000

44

45

Photograph Credit: Jason DeBord

54

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STAGE-PLAYED CHOPPED AND CUSTOMIZED TOURING
HAMMOND B3 ORGAN (B2)
A Hammond B3 organ used by Christine McVie while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac, marked #2. The organ was professionally chopped
and customized B3 (by KPC Keyboard Products Co) and serviced by
Ken Rich, both renowned Hammond experts.

BRAND
Hammond

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
The organ was chopped and professionally removed from its
original (heavy) wooden cabinet and the new modified,
streamlined body covered in black Tolex. The original top
panel has drawbars, switches, and chorus vibrato controls while
a new lower control panel has power and start-up switches,
preamp, volume, EQ, percussion and Leslie speed controls.
There are an assortment of handles on both sides of the organ
for set-up and road case access, four built-in heavy duty folding
steel legs in lieu of the cabinetry and an i/o control panel at the
rear with a wide range of options, including: two Leslie
connectors, effects loops, various outputs an aux input and
more.

MODEL
B3

OPERATION
Sounds and plays great. Superb.

TYPE
Electric Organ

CONDITION NOTES
In excellent working condition and good plus cosmetic shape.
Some scrapes and scuffs to the Tolex and wood at the organ’s
edges and a bit of rust to handles and legs. All in all, a great pro
workhorse organ.

Housed in a custom red Fleetwood Mac road case (#409) with cabling
for audio and power, pedals, and hardware included.
YEAR
Circa 1960s -70s

SERIAL NO
N/A

$5,000 -7,000

48

49

55

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STAGE-USED HAMMOND LESLIE ROTARY SPEAKER (A1)
A Leslie rotary speaker in custom flight case used by
Christine McVie with her Hammond organ while on tour
with Fleetwood Mac.
YEAR
Circa 1960s
BRAND
Leslie

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
15” woofer and rotating midrange horn in refinished
black wooden cabinet, housed in a red road case.
Preamp in rear has two black hat knobs for volume and
speed with six-pin Leslie connector. Ken Rich contact
details on back panel, bit of gaffer tape and velcro on top
at rear.
OPERATION
Works and sounds fabulous

MODEL
122

CONDITION NOTES
In good condition, refinished black, looks good with
some scratches and scrapes from use. Lower rear panel
removed.

TYPE
Organ Speaker

44.5 x 32.25 x 23.75 inches

SERIAL NO
0150

$1,000 -2,000

50

51

56

CHRISTINE MCVIE: “OUR PREFERRED
HAMMOND” FLEETWOOD MAC
ROAD CASE
An official red Fleetwood Mac ATA flight case preferred by
Christine McVie to transport a studio-used speaker for her
Hammond organ. The case features the Fleetwood Mac
penguin logo, as well as various tape and labels indicating
prior use.
53 x 39.75 x 18 inches

$1,000 -2,000

57

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CHRISTINE PERFECT 1969
MELODY MAKER “POP POLL AWARDS TOP
SINGER” AWARD
A small trophy designating Christine McVie as the 1969 Melody Maker
“Top Pop Singer.” She would go on to win the award again in 1970.
12.5 x 11 inches

$600 -800

52

53

Photograph Credit: Michael Ochs Archives / Stringer / Getty Images

58

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1971 STAGE AND EVENT-WORN THEA PORTER DRESS
A navy and green polka dot maxi dress, stage-worn by Christine McVie on multiple occasions throughout her career
including during a 1971 live performance with the original Fleetwood Mac lineup, as well as to the Second Annual
Rock Music Awards held on September 18, 1976 in Los Angeles, California. The chiffon hippie dress, by “Thea Porter,”
features a colorful floral pattern above the empire waistline, blue velvet trim detailing, cinched sleeve cuffs, a green
silk interior slip, and a back zipper.
Size 10

$10,000 -20,000

54

55

59

CHRISTINE MCVIE: “SAY YOU LOVE
ME” BMI CITATION OF ACHIEVEMENT
A Special Citation of Achievement presented by Broadcast
Music Inc. to Christine McVie in recognition of the great
national popularity, as measured by over 2 million
broadcast performances, attained by the song “Say You
Love Me.”
15.5 x 18.5 x 1 inches

$100 -200

61

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1977 “RUMOURS”
BEST SELLING ALBUM JUNO AWARD
A tall acrylic Juno Award from the C anadian Academy of
Recording Arts and Sciences presented to Christine McVie
of Fleetwood Mac for Rumours (Warner Bros, 1977)
achieving the status of best selling album.
4.5 x 5.5 x 23 inches

$500 -700

60

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1977 “RUMOURS”
AUSTRALIAN RECORD AWARD
A 1977 award presented to Christine McVie by WEA
Records-Australia in recognition of over 50,000 units sold
for the Fleetwood Mac album Rumours (Warner Bros,
1977).
20.25 x 15.25 x 1.5 inches

$500 -600

56

57

63

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1977 “RUMOURS” BEST
SELLING ALBUM AWARD
A 1977 National Association of Recording Merchandisers award
presented to Christine McVie of Fleetwood Mac when Rumours
(Warner Bros, 1977) became a best-selling album.
A large metal cup award from NARM presented to Christine McVie
of Fleetwood Mac for the best-selling album Rumours (Warner Bros,
1977). The award is a gold-tone cup with a flourish design on the
handles. There is a removable small silver-tone metal cup inside the
bowl.
Diameter 9 x Height 11 inches

$500 -700

62

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1977 “RUMOURS”
AMA AWARD
An American Music Award presented to Christine McVie
of Fleetwood Mac in 1978 at the Fifth Annual AMA
Awards for Rumors (Warner Bros, 1977) winning Favorite
Album - Pop/Rock ‘N’ Roll Music.
An award presented to Fleetwood Mac band on July 16,
1978 at the Fifth Annual American Music Awards for
winning Favorite Pop/Rock Album for Rumours (Warner
Bros, 1977). The award is an acrylic pyramid on a wood
stand, with “Fleetwood Mac”, “1977” “American Music
Awards”, and “Favorite Album - Pop Rock ‘N’ Roll Music
‘Rumours” etched on the front, back, and sides. The front
plaque is missing.

64

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1976-77
“RUMOURS” AWARD
An unidentified award featuring a large bronze-tone
eye awarded to Christine McVie for Fleetwood Mac’s
album Rumours (Warner Bros, 1977).

4.5 x 4.5 x 14.5 inches

$5,000 -7,000

9 x 4 x 7 inches

$200 -300

58

59

65

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1977 “RUMOURS” PHOTO-MATCHED ALBUM
COVER-WORN DRESS (WITH ALBUM)
A vintage maxi dress, worn by Christine McVie on the back cover of Fleetwood Mac’s infamous 1977
eleventh studio album Rumours. The dress features a green, yellow, red, and cream leaf pattern
throughout, a scoop neck, butterfly sleeves, zig-zag stitching to the waistline, and two attached white
thread belt loops, as well as a slightly ruffled bottom hem. No size or label present.
During the album shoot, photographed by Herbert W. Worthington, McVie styled the maxi dress with
a black floral headscarf, a chunky belt, and silver chain necklace.
After the album debuted on February 4, 1977, Rumours instantly skyrocketed into commercial
success, selling over 10 million copies worldwide within just a month of its release, with 'Go Your Own
Way,' 'Dreams,' 'Don't Stop,' and 'You Make Loving Fun' topping the U.S. charts. Over the years, the
folklore surrounding the tumultuous recording of the award-winning album has only increased, the
intrigue spanning over many decades and generations. In 2018, Rumours was selected to be
preserved in the National Recording Registry by the Library of Congress.
Reminiscing years later in an interview, Worthington shared of shooting the sequence featured on the
back of the cover (with Christine wearing the maxi dress), “When John walked across to hug Lindsey,
at this particular time, nobody was getting along a lot. You know, the divorces... And if you notice,
you’ll see Lindsey is a little bit put off because he doesn’t know; this wasn’t staged,” he said. “John just
spontaneously walked across and hugged him, and when John walked across, I just kept clicking.
When he hugged him, Christine took a hold of Stevie, and poor Mick, out in the cold.” Worthington
forever referred to the sequence as “an expression of love” despite the tension-riddled environment.
Includes a Rumours album.

$10,000 -20,000
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1977 “RUMOURS”
JOHN COURAGE TOUR JACKET
A blue and gold varsity style bomber jacket, owned by Fleetwood
Mac’s former road manager, John Courage. The jacket, produced
by “West Wind” features a large patch on the back that reads,
“Associated Students UCSB Presents *World Tour* 77 - Fleetwood
Mac - UCSB Campus Stadium May 8, 1977” as well as an
embroidered Fleetwood Mac Penguin illustration. striped wool
hem and sleeve cuffs, yellow snap buttons. Embroidered in gold
to the left breast pocket region is “J.C.”
Includes a blue lighter found in the pocket. John was there in the
early days of Fleetwood Mac with Peter Green.
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: “RUMOURS” MOCK-UPS
A group of two pages of mock-ups for Fleetwood Mac’s eleventh
studio album Rumours (Warner Bros, 1977).

He became Fleetwood Mac's tour manager and played a major
roll during the Rumours era. He was also Christine's personal
manager.

Two mock-ups of Fleetwood Mac’s eleventh studio album, and one of
their most popular albums, Rumours (Warner Bros, 1977). The first is a
wrap-around mock-up of the front and back of the album cover. The
second is a mock-up of a collage-style poster of the band, which
came with the album when it was released.

“JC was a very special part of the band for many years”
Christine McVie

Each: 25.25 x 14.25

$2,000 -3,000
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$2,000 -4,000
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1977 “HONORARY
CITIZEN OF NEW ORLEANS” CERTIFICATE
A framed 1977 “Honorary Citizen of New Orleans” certificate for
Christine McVie.
16 x 11.5 inches

$75 -100

68
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1977 “BEST
POP/ROCK GROUP” AMA AWARD

CHRISTINE MCVIE: “FRENCH KISS”
“PLATINUM” RECORD AWARD

An American Music Award presented to Christine
McVie of Fleetwood Mac in 1978 at the Fifth Annual
AMA Awards for the band’s winning of Favorite
Pop/Rock Group/Duo/Chorus.

A framed RIAA Certified “Platinum” record award for
one million sales of French Kiss (Capitol, 1977),
presented to Christine McVie. The paper back of the
frame is torn.

An award presented to Fleetwood Mac band on July
16, 1978 at the Fifth Annual American Music Awards
for winning Favorite Group. The award is an acrylic
pyramid on a wood stand, with “Fleetwood Mac”,
“1977” “American Music Awards”, and “Favorite Duo,
Group, or Chorus / Pop or Rock ‘N’ Roll Music” etched
on the front, back, and sides. The front plaque is
missing.

21 x 17 x 1.5 inches

$300 -500

4.5 x 4.5 x 14.5 inches

$5,000 -7,000
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: KENNY LOGGINS
PERFORMANCE PHOTO
A photo of Kenny Loggins performing, circa 1970s, affixed
to a white poster-board. It is signed by the photographer
in black ink, illegible.
24 x 20 inches

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: KENNY LOGGINS
PERFORMANCE PHOTO
A photo of Kenny Loggins performing, circa 1970s,
printed and affixed to a brown poster-board. The print is
signed by the photographer in black ink, illegible.
24 x 20 inches

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1978
PLAYBOY MUSIC POLL
WINNER
An award presented to Christine McVie for
Fleetwood Mac winning best Pop/Rock
Group in a 1978 Playboy music poll. The
double-sided playboy emblem sits inside an
acrylic square.
3.75 x 2 x 5 inches

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: “TUSK” USC TROJAN MARCHING BAND HELMET
INSCRIBED TO DENNIS WILSON
A 1950 to 1971 USC “Spirit of Troy” Trojans marching band helmet with pencil inscription. Helmet is plastic and painted in
gold and red. Inscription written on the underside reads “Dennis 1979, thanks for the wiener.” Dennis Wilson, former
member of The Beach Boys and ex-boyfriend of Christine McVie, was at the filming of the music video for “Tusk.”

$500 -700
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: PHOTO OF DENNIS WILSON

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PHOTO OF DENNIS WILSON

A framed and matted photograph of The Beach Boys co-Founder Dennis
Wilson . Wilson and Christine McVie dated in the late 1970s.

An undated framed photograph of Dennis Wilson, co-founder of The
Beach Boys, performing in a Fleetwood Mac shirt. Wilson and Christine
McVie dated in the late 1970s.

17 x 17 x 1.5 inches

$300 -500

15 x 13 x 1.5 inches

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: JACK DAVIS
CARICATURE OF DENNIS WILSON

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PHOTO OF DENNIS WILSON
An undated framed photograph of Dennis Wilson, co-founder of The
Beach Boys, performing in a Fleetwood Mac shirt. Wilson and Christine
McVie dated in the late 1970s.

An ink-and-watercolor painting by Jack Davis in his
traditional caricature style of Dennis Wilson carrying a
large object, painted on poster-board and covered
with a plastic flap.

15 x 13 x 1.5 inches

$100 -200

Jack Davis was a cartoonist known for his popular
caricatures in early issues of Mad Magazine, and other
Harvey Kurtzman magazines, as well as multiple
covers of TV Guide.
10.5 x 8 inches

$500 -700
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: “TUSK” “SILVER” RECORD AWARD
A framed “silver” record sales award from WEA Music of Canada presented to
Christine McVie in April 1980 for 200,000 sales of Fleetwood Mac’s album Tusk
(Warner Bros, 1979).
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: “TUSK” “PLATINUM”
RECORD AWARD

30.25 x 20.5 x 1.5 inches

$500 -700

A framed RIAA “platinum” record award presented to
Christine McVie for one million sales of Fleetwood Mac’s Tusk
(Warner Bros, 1979).
21 x 17 x 1.5 inches

$500 -700
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: STAGE-PLAYED “TUSK” WELTMEISTER BANDMASTER ACCORDION
A candy red Weltmeister LM-25-12 Bandmaster piano accordion that
served as part of Christine McVie’s touring equipment for Fleetwood Mac
and can be seen being played live by McVie on stage on numerous
occasions for performances of the song “Tusk.”
Together with an accordion microphone. Housed in a hard travel case with
“Christine McVie” white stenciled lettering.
YEAR
Circa 1960

SERIAL NO
088595
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
25 keys, 12 bass buttons, two knobs for adjustment,
emblem with two witch’s brooms. Hard case with
“Sofiamarie Accordions” decal and the artist’s name
stenciled on.
OPERATION
Seems to work well. May need a service to be in optimum
shape and tune.

BRAND
Weltmeister

CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with some grime around the bass
buttons from extensive use by McVie.

MODEL
Bandmaster

$1,000 -2,000

TYPE
Accordion
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1980 EUROPE TOUR GIFTED CLOCK
A small countertop gold-tone clock gifted to Christine by manager Barry Dickins who
booked Fleetwood Mac’s show at Wembley Arena in 1980.
The message engraved on the top of the clock reads:
“To Christine / Fleetwood Mac Europe 1980 / Thank You Barry Dickins.”
2 x 2 x 4.5 inches

$300 -500

83

CHRISTINE MCVIE: JOHN MCENROE SIGNED AND
INSCRIBED 1980 TENNIS POSTER
A framed World Tennis poster publicizing the feud between Bjorn Borg and John McEnroe,
and their match at Wimbledon in 1980.
A framed World Tennis posted with a personalized message from John McEnroe to Christine
McVie in gold-tone ink reading: “To Christine / you sing : I’ll try / to play tennis! / All the best /
John McEnroe.” The paper backing on the back of the frame is torn.
37 x 26 x 2 inches

$300 -500
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75
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1985 “MCVIE CUP”
TENNIS TROPHIES
A pair of “McVie Cup” silver-tone plastic trophies, labeled
“doubles” and “singles” respectively, both dated July 13,
1985.
Each: 6 x 4 x 9.5 inches

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1982 WORN
GRAND PRIX HELMET AND
SIGNED COMPETITION LICENSE
A white Star and Mac racing helmet with “C. McVie”
printed on the front and “Chaparral Grand Prix”
printed on the back. Together with a September 29,
1982 Grand Prix competition license featuring a
photo of McVie wearing the helmet, signed by
McVie in black ink.
12.5 x 9 x 10.5 inches (helmet), 3.5 x 2.5 inches
(license)
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$300 -500

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1982 “MIRAGE”
“CASHBOX MAGAZINE” TOP 100 LIST
A framed July 31, 1982 Cashbox Magazine Top 100 albums
list featuring the Fleetwood Mac album Mirage (Warner
Bros., 1982) at number one.
18 x 14 x 1 inches

$75 -100

76

77

87

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1982 “GYPSY”
AMERICAN VIDEO AWARD
A 1982 “Special Merit” American Video Award,
presented to Christine McVie for the music video for
“Gypsy, “ from Fleetwood Mac’s thirteenth studio
album, Mirage (Warner Bros, 1982).
7 x 9 x 6 inches

$5,000 -7,000

88

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1990 “HOLD ME”
BMI CITATION OF ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD
A Special Citation of Achievement presented by Broadcast
Music Inc. to Christine McVie in recognition of the great
national popularity, as measured by over 1 million
broadcast performances, attained by the song “Hold Me”
in 1990.

89

14 x 17 x 1.5 inches

CHRISTINE MCVIE: “MIRAGE” ALBUM
COVER MOCK-UPS

$100 -200

A group of three pages of mock-ups depicting the front
and back cover art of Fleetwood Mac’s Mirage (Warner
Bros, 1982), the band’s thirteenth studio album.
25.75 x 14.25 inches

$300 -500
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79

90
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1982 MIRAGE TOUR ASHTRAY

CHRISTINE MCVIE: TOURING HAMMOND ORGAN LESLIE SPEAKER (B2)

A glass ashtray, with burn marks, from Fleetwood Mac’s 1982 Mirage tour.

A Leslie rotary speaker in custom flight case marked “spare.” Used by
Christine McVie with her Hammond organ while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac. The case contains the speaker, three microphones,
wiring and panel jack.

A six-sided glass ashtray with the Penguin band mascot and the words “mirage tour
1982” etched onto the underside of the tray. One corner of the tray has a buildup of
burn-marks.
8.5 x 7.5 x 1.5 inches

$300 -500

YEAR
Circa 1960s
BRAND
Leslie

OPERATION
Works and sounds fantastic. In excellent working condition.

MODEL
122

CONDITION NOTES
Refinished in black, looks good with lots of scratches and scrapes
from use.

TYPE
Organ Speaker

45.5 x 32.25 x 34.5 inches

SERIAL NO
0157
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PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
15” bass speaker and rotating midrange horn housed in a black
live-in, road case. If the front panel is removed you get the sweet
full sound or if you leave the panel on, it doubles as an iso
chamber, great for studio work. As mentioned, cleverly designed
with rear panel access to the three internal mics for stereo rotary
and full range signals . Penny Owsley (defunct keyboard dealer)
sticker.

$1,000 -2,000

81
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93

CHRISTINE MCVIE: HAMMOND LESLIE
SPEAKER ROAD CASE (A1)

CHRISTINE MCVIE: HAMMOND LESLIE
SPEAKER ROAD CASE (B2)

An official red Fleetwood Mac ATA flight case used by
Christine McVie to transport a Leslie speaker for her
Hammond organ. The case features the Fleetwood Mac
penguin logo, as well as various tape and labels indicating
prior use.

An official red Fleetwood Mac ATA flight case used by
Christine McVie to transport a Leslie speaker for her
Hammond organ. The case features the Fleetwood Mac
penguin logo, as well as various tape and labels indicating
prior use.

46 x 33 x 24 inches

46 x 33 x 24 inches

$1,000 -2,000

$1,000 -2,000
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83

94

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1984 SOLO ALBUM
COVER-WORN JACKET (WITH ALBUM)
A long black hooded coat, worn by Christine McVie on the
cover of her 1984 self-titled solo album. The cotton-blend
jacket, designed by Four Seasons of London, features a
matching hood, an attached belt with loops, two exterior
pockets, one interior pocket, and black buttons.
Tag reads size S.
McVie’s second solo album, following her debut 1970 selftitled record released under her maiden name, scored two
U.S. top-40 hit singles including “Got a Hold on Me” and
“Love Will Show Us How,” and spent 23 weeks on the US
Billboard 200.
Includes a copy of the album.

$6,000 -8,000

84

85
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: SOLO ALBUM
COVER MOCK-UP

CHRISTINE MCVIE: “TANGO IN THE NIGHT”
WEA RECORD AWARD

A mock-up of the cover of Christine McVie’s selftitled album Christine McVie (Warner Bros, 1984)
on thick poster-board.

An award presented to Christine McVie by WEA Musik Germany
for 250,000 sales of Fleetwood Mac’s Tango in the Night (Warner
Bros, 1987) in West Germany. The disc and jewel case are
preserved in an acrylic case.

22.5 x 18.5 inches

$300 -500

16.75 x 12 x 1.75 inches

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: COSTUME NECKLACES
Two vintage costume necklaces, one designed as a series of faced
clear glass bead links, joined by silver-tone links to the central
simulated diamond swag pendant, 17.25 inches, with tag signed,
“Erickson Beamon;” the other designed as a choker, the openwork
central panel composed of gold-tone links, with faceted brown and
clear glass beads joined to a backchain of similar design, 12 inches.
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: “TANGO IN THE NIGHT” WEA RECORD AWARD
A NUPI certified WEA Records award presented to Christine McVie for the sale of 100,000 records of
Fleetwood Mac’s album Tango in the Night (Warner Bros, 1987) in The Netherlands. A holographic
version of the album cover is featured in the frame.

Various Sizes

$100 -200

25 x 13.5 x .75 inches

$300 -500

86

87
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: COSTUME
SAXOPHONE BROOCH
A costume brooch, designed as a silver-tone
saxophone.
Length, 3 inches

$50 -75

101

CHRISTINE MCVIE: VINTAGE JEWELRY
A set of vintage jewelry comprising a silver-tone bracelet,
designed as alternating black enamel and green pyramidal
glass links, 6.75 inches; and a necklace centering upon a
oval-shaped azurite plaque within a silver-tone and
marcasite surround, joined to the fancy link necklace, four
links enhanced by marcasite accents, 14 inches.
Various Sizes

$400 -600

100
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: STATEMENT EARRINGS

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STERLING SILVER
BEATLES EARRINGS

Two pairs of earrings, one designed as a mother-of-pearl plaque
suspended by a navette-shaped silver-tone surmount, for pierced
ears, 2.25 inches; the other, a pair of ornate ear hoops of hollow
gold, for pierced ears, 2 inches, 2.35 grams.
Various Sizes

A pair of sterling silver ear pendants, each designed as the
four Beatles heads suspended by a polished apple surmount,
for pierced ears. One backing deficient. 3.80 grams

$50 -75

Length, 1 inch

$50 -75

88

89

105

CHRISTINE MCVIE: “BEHIND THE MASK” AMPEX
GOLDEN REEL AWARD

103

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STERLING SILVER
DOLPHIN RING

An Ampex Golden Reel award plaque presented to Christine McVie for
Fleetwood Mac’s Behind the Mask (Warner Bros, 1990), the band’s fifteenth
studio album.

A sterling silver ring by Kabana, the top designed as a
sculpted dolphin within churning waves. 6.35 grams.

17 x 13.5 x 1 inches

$200 -300

Size 8.25

$50 -75
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: VIAL
PENDANT NECKLACE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1991 “SAVE ME”
BMI CITATION OF ACHIEVEMENT

A necklace set with a black glass vial,
decorated by simulated gemstones
and silver tone trim, with a detachable
stopper with wand, suspended from a
fancy link necklace of silver-tone.
Signed “LVP France.”

A Certificate of Achievement presented to Christine
McVie for the song “Save Me” (Warner Bros, 1990), with
the printed signature of (former) BMI President and CEO
Frances Williams Preston in black ink. Comes in original
plastic sleeve with gold-tone cardboard backing.
20 x 10 inches

Length, 34 inches

$300 -500

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1990S CORSET BUSTIER

109

CHRISTINE MCVIE: “TIME” ALBUM
COVER MOCK-UPS

A black floral print, corset bustier, worn by Christine McVie
throughout the 1990s. The bustier, designed by “flexees,” features
fourteen hook closures down the back. Tag reads size “S.”

A group of three pages of mock-up alternate album
covers for Fleetwood Mac’s Time (Warner Bros, 1995),
including the cover ultimately used for the final
release of the album.

$300 -500

Largest: 18.5 x 13 inches

$500 -700

108

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1990S
EMBELLISHED VEST
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: “TIME” CD DESIGN
MOCK-UP AND NOTE

A black embellished vest part of Christine McVie’s
personal wardrobe throughout the 1990s. The vest,
designed by Monsoon Twilight, features black
beads and sequins embellished in a paisley pattern
on the front, in clusters on the back, and a border
along the outer edges, as well as a sheer black
interior lining. Tag reads size 12.

A group of four pages of mock-ups for the CD booklet and label
of Fleetwood Mac’s Time (Warner Bros, 1995) made by Gabrielle
Raumberger, along with a note from Raumberger to the band
asking for comments, and the original envelope mailed by
Raumberger to the band’s manager John Courage.

$300 -500

Courage wrote a note to Christine McVie in blue ink and signed
his initials. The note reads: “Chris / Hope you [illegible] / had a
great / time / I’ll call you / on Monday. / J.C.” Typo’s and mistakes
are circled in black or blue ink.
Largest: 20.25 x 13 inches

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: “I DO” SINGLE MOCK-UP AND NOTE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1997 “THE DANCE”
TOUR STAGE-WORN VELVET BLAZER

A mock-up of the album sleeve for the single “I Do” from the Fleetwood Mac album
Time (Warner Bros, 1995) sent to Christine McVie by Art Director and Designer Gabriele
Raumberger with a handwritten message asking for McVie’s approval.
Largest: 18.5 x 11.5 inches

$500 -700

A custom black velvet blazer, worn by Christine McVie during
Fleetwood Mac’s 1997 “The Dance” tour. The blazer features
a gothic-style pattern as well as structured shoulders, a black
satin interior lining, a high-low hem, and a single matching
velvet button closure. No size or label present.

$800 -1,200

94

95
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1997 “THE DANCE” TOUR STAGE-WORN BOOTIES
A pair of emerald green suede, lace-up booties stage-worn by Christine McVie during Fleetwood Mac’s 1997
“The Dance” tour. The booties, designed by “Shoemaker to the Stars” Pasquale Di Fabrizio, feature a heeled
wingtip silhouette, and matching fabric laces. No size present.

$400 -600
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1997 “THE DANCE”
TOUR STAGE-WORN VELVET BLOUSE
A black velvet blouse, worn by Christine McVie during
Fleetwood Mac’s 1997 “The Dance” tour. The flowy top by
“Harari” features matching buttons down the front with bow
details as well as a deep v-neckline. Tag reads “One Size Fits All.”

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1997 “THE DANCE” STAGE-WORN EGYPTIAN
BROOCHES
A pair of Egyptian-style brooches stage-worn by Christine McVie during the live MTV Concert special
Fleetwood Mac: The Dance (MTV Concerts, 1997). This lot includes a silver-tone brooch of Egyptian
motif, 2 x 1.5 inches; as well as a silver-tone costume brooch of Egyptian design set with a sphinx,
suspending a stylized lotus flower with three articulated Egyptian themed charms, 2.75 x 2 inches.
The MTV concert special, recorded on May 23, 1997 at Warner Brothers Studios in Burbank,
California, was to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the award-winning 1977 album Rumours.
Various Sizes

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: EGYPTIAN-THEMED
COSTUME JEWELRY
A group of costume jewelry comprising a gold-tone
costume brooch of Egyptian design set with a sphinx,
suspending a stylized lotus flower with three articulated
Egyptian themed charms, 2.75 inches; a pair of silver-tone
Anubis and lotus ear pendants, each suspending a pyramid
or scarab beetle pendant, for non pierced ears, 2 inches,
along with two additional pendants.
Various Sizes

$100 -200

117

CHRISTINE MCVIE: EGYPTIAN-THEMED JEWELRY
A group of three silver-tone brooches of Egyptian motif, measuring from
1.75 to 3.25 inches; two sterling silver brooches of of Egyptian motif,
measuring from 1- 2 inches, 2.50 and 9.87 grams; two sterling silver
cartouche pendants, measuring from 1 to 1.25 inches, 3.23 and 3.31 grams;
and a single sterling silver Eye of Horace ear pendant, 0.5 inch, 2.48 grams,
for pierced ear.
Various Sizes
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1997 “THE DANCE” TOUR STAGE-WORN EMBELLISHED BLAZER
A black velvet, embellished blazer, stage-worn by Christine McVie during Fleetwood Mac’s 1997 “The Dance” tour. The oversized
blazer features an embroidered paisley-esque pattern embellished with black beads, chains, and rhinestones, as well as structured
shoulders, a black satin interior lining, small interior pocket, and a single black button closure.

$600 -800

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1997 “THE DANCE” TOUR
STAGE-WORN BOOTIES
A pair of maroon suede, lace-up booties stage-worn by Christine
McVie during Fleetwood Mac’s 1997 “The Dance” tour. The booties,
designed by “Shoemaker to the Stars” Pasquale Di Fabrizio, feature a
heeled wingtip silhouette, and matching fabric laces. No size present.

$400 -600

121
119

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1997 “THE MARK”
TICKET RECORD AWARD

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1997 “THE DANCE” TOUR STAGE-WORN VELVET BLOUSE
A custom black chiffon blazer with a green velvet leaf design, worn by Christine McVie during Fleetwood Mac’s 1997
“The Dance” tour. The blazer features structured shoulders, a black interior lining, a high-low hem, and a single matching
velvet button closure. No size or label present.

A glass globe presented to Christine McVie of Fleetwood Mac
for the band achieving the highest grossing ticket sales for a
performance on November 18, 1997 at The Mark at the Quad
Cities venue in Moline, Illinois. This performance came a
month after the release of the chart-topping live album The
Dance (Reprise, 1997) and a stadium tour featuring the
reunion of the Rumours-era lineup.

$800 -1,200

Diameter 8 x Height 10.5 inches

$500 -700
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1998 TIFFANY
AND CO NARM CHAIRMAN’S
AWARD

122

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1997 STAGE-WORN
AND 1998 BRIT AWARDS EVENTWORN BLAZER

A glass NARM Chairman’s Award for Sustained Creative
Achievement presented to Christine McVie of
Fleetwood Mac in recognition of three decades of
music and sales. “Tiffany and Co” is engraved on the
front corner, but a large chip obscures part of the
branding. There is some other chipping to the corners
of the award.
3 x 4.5 x 8.25 inches

$300 -500

A rust-colored, velvet blazer worn by Christine McVie during
a live on-stage concert performance with Fleetwood Mac in
1997 and to the 18th Annual BRIT Awards in London, UK on
February 9th, 1998. The blazer, custom tailored by Novex
Beverly Hills, features a pattern with grids, arrows, crosses,
and other royal symbols, as well as a black satin interior
lining, ruffle back, and three matching velvet buttons (one to
the front, and one on wrist). No size present.

$800 -1,200

123

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 1998 BRIT AWARDS
EVENT-WORN FABRIZIO BOOTIES
A pair of black suede, lace-up booties worn by Christine McVie
to the 18th Annual BRIT Awards in London, UK on February 9th,
1998. The booties, designed by “Shoemaker to the Stars”
Pasquale Di Fabrizio, feature a heeled wingtip silhouette,
matching fabric laces, and Dr. Scholls inserts. Also included are
two beige and two black stocking socks. No size present.
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$400 -600

CHRISTINE MCVIE: “SONGBIRD” “GOLD”
RECORD AWARD
A framed RIAA “gold” record award presented to Christine McVie
for 500,000 sales of Songbird (Blix Street, 1998), a compilation
album of songs by Eva Cassidy. Christine McVie wrote Songbird
(Warner Bros, 1977) for Fleetwood Mac, which was covered by
Cassidy on Eva by Heart (Blix Street, 1997).
21 x 17 x 1 inches

$300 -500

102
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: YAMAHA E3 SERIES DISKLAVIER ELECTRIC PIANO WITH CUSTOM
“CHRISTINE FUCKING MCVIE” SLIPCOVER
A c. 2000s five-foot baby grand digital MIDI-equipped piano
SERIAL NO:
belonging to Christine McVie. Features black gloss finish and a custom N/A
black quilted slipcover with the words Christine Fucking McVie
embroidered in white across the front.
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES:
Five-foot baby grand MIDI-equipped piano, can record or playback
YEAR:
music at any volume or silently. Gloss black finish with custom
c.2000
embroidered cover.
BRAND:
Yamaha

OPERATION:
Sounds great. looks fantastic. Impressive response

MODEL:
DGP

CONDITION NOTES:
VGC

$7,000 -9,000

ITEM:
Digital piano
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: FLEETWOOD MAC
2018-2019 TOUR-USED WATER BOTTLES
Three reusable Fleetwood Mac logo water bottles, used by
Christine McVie during the 2018-2019 “An Evening With
Fleetwood Mac” tour. This lot includes the following: a red, plastic
32 oz Nalgene brand water bottle with the Fleetwood Mac logo
and “Christine Fucking McVie” handwritten in black marker
directly on the surface; a black, plastic 24 oz Nalgene brand water
bottle with the Fleetwood Mac crew logo and “Chris F. McVie”
handwritten in black marker on a white sticker; a black, stainless
steel 20 oz water bottle with the Fleetwood Mac crew logo and
“C. Fucking McVie” handwritten in black marker on a white sticker.
Largest, 10.5 x 2.75 inches

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: “CHRISTINE FUCKING MCVIE” BEDAZZLED SHIRT
A black 100% cotton t-shirt, owned by Christine McVie, with “Christine Fucking McVie” bedazzled on the
front in silver rhinestones. Tag reads size “L.”
During a phone conversation, Mick Fleetwood said to Christine "You are Christine Fucking McVie, and
don't forget it!" The shirts were created in very limited quantity and were worn by McVie and members of
her staff during the 2018/2019 Fleetwood Mac world tour.

$300 -500

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PELICAN CASE WITH SIGNED
STAGE-USED SHAKERS AND KEYBOARD
DECORATIONS (WITH DVD)
A black Fleetwood Mac Pelican case containing wooden percussion
shakers signed by Christine McVie, a kiwi bird stuffed animal, a troll doll, a
Mickey Mouse car toy, vintage car mirror, and sequined ribbons. This case
accompanied McVie on tour and the various items can be seen decorating
her keyboard onstage, while the shakers can be seen being played by her
on numerous occasions throughout her time with Fleetwood Mac during
performances of her song "Everywhere." Together with a DVD of The Dance
(Reprise, 1997).

$800 -1,000
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: YAMAHA YPG-235 PORTABLE GRAND PIANO KEYBOARD
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: TOURING HOHNER WHITE 48 ACCORDION
A c. 1990s Hohner White 48 Accordion in a hard
travel case, from Christine McVie’s personal
collection of touring equipment.
YEAR
Circa 1990s
BRAND
Hohner

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
48 buttons, white pearloid finish with silver grille
and white bellows with black V shaped design.
Hohner logo across front of instrument. Two
button and two knobs. Hardware attachment that
looks like it might mount to a stand. Hard Hohner
case with “White 48” stenciled on it.
OPERATION
Works well and sounds good but may need
service for optimum performance and tuning.

MODEL
White 48

A Yamaha YPG-235 portable grand keyboard in its carrying
bag from Christine McVie’s touring collection, used for
practice and warmups while on the road with Fleetwood
Mac in recent years.

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Portable grand with 76 semi-weighted keys, 500 sounds, and
6 channel midi recorder. Champagne gold finish, USB port, in
soft bag. Uses 12V PSU (not included).

YEAR
Circa 2018

OPERATION
Works and sounds good with a library of useful sounds.

BRAND
Yamaha

CONDITION NOTES
In good condition with a few dings, scratches and worn spots
but in very presentable shape.

MODEL
YPG-235

$200 -300

TYPE
Electric keyboard
SERIAL NO
086792880334

CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition

TYPE
Accordion

$300 -500

SERIAL NO
667523
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2007 “DON’T STOP”
BMI ACHIEVEMENT CITATION

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2012 “DON’T STOP”
BMI ACHIEVEMENT CITATION

A Special Citation of Achievement presented by Broadcast
Music Inc. to Christine McVie in recognition of the great
national popularity, as measured by over 5 million broadcast
performances, attained by the song “Don’t Stop” in 2007.

A Special Citation of Achievement presented by Broadcast Music
Inc. to Christine McVie in recognition of the great national
popularity, as measured by over 7 million broadcast performances,
attained by the song “Don’t Stop” in 2012.

14 x 17 x 1.5 inches

14 x 17 x 1.5 inches

$100 -200

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2013 “IN YOUR DREAMS”
PREMIERE-WORN BLAZER
A black blazer, worn by Christine McVie to the UK premiere of
Fleetwood Mac bandmate Steve Nicks’ documentary In Your Dreams,
held on September 16, 2013. The polyester blend, single-vent blazer,
by “Jaeger,” features two front pockets, a single black button closure,
and a black interior lining. Tag read size US 8.

$600 -800
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Photograph Credit: Keith Mayhew / Alamy Stock Photo
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014 “TODAY SHOW”
SCREEN AND STAGE-WORN TANK TOP
AND SLEEVES
A brown, bedazzled tank top, screen and stage-worn by Christine
McVie during a live performance with Fleetwood Mac for NBC’s
“Today Show” on October 9, 2014. McVie was also seen wearing
the during Fleetwood Mac’s “On With The Show” tour. The tank
top features a brown satin interior lining, side zipper, and small
brown triangular beads throughout.
Also included are two black, knitted arm sleeves worn by McVie
during the same performance.

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: EDGY TOPS
A pair of edgy tops including a black blazer top by “DKNY” with silver studs throughout, a single black
button closure, two front pockets, size 8; and a grey leather jacket by “Rebecca Corsi” with contrasting
stretch fabric on the exterior, as well as white netting on the interior, size 42.

$200 -300
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3297578

CHRISTINE MCVIE:
BLACK BLAZERS
A pair of black blazers, one from the
brand “Joseph” with three front
pockets, a single black button closure,
and a white polyester blend lining,
size 40, and one from the brand
“Hobbs London” with ribbed detailing
on the front, a single vent to the back,
two black button closures, and a black
polyester interior lining, size 12.

$200 -300
138

CHRISTINE MCVIE: HATS AND CAPS
A group of hats and caps worn by Christine McVie. This
includes two black felt hats, three straw sun hats, five
caps, and one bucket hat. Sizes S/M.
15 x 15 (largest)

$75 -100
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 14K GOLD
STERLING SILVER RING
A sterling silver ring band enhanced by 14k
gold woven trim. 7.19 grams.
Size 7

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: EMBELLISHED
LOUBOUTIN RED BOTTOM SNEAKERS
A pair of black Christian Louboutin high-top lace-up sneakers,
embellished with black strass (Size 39), worn by Christine McVie
on tour with Fleetwood Mac in recent years. Bandmate Stevie
Nicks loved the shoes so much that McVie gifted her a sister pair
of the shoes in gray, which Nicks now displays in her home.
Size 39

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: ANGEL EARRINGS
A pair of gold-tone earrings, each depicting a crescent
moon with an angel hanging off the end, 1 inch, with one
missing the earring element, the other missing backing, for
pierced ears; and a single silver-tone and cultured pearl
angel earring, 2 inches.
Various Sizes

$50 -75
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: VICTORIAN JEWELRY BOX
A Victorian Rosewood jewelry box, featuring floral fitted trays, burgundy
velvet details, brass plates, and a small glass vanity jar. With original
writing slope and key.
12 x 8.75 x 7 inches

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: BLACK CORD NECKLACES
A group of necklaces comprising a gold-tone bead necklace, the
sculpted beads suspended by a black cord, 17.5 inches, beads signed
“MMR;” a simulated amber drop necklace suspended by a black cord,
16.5 inches; and a gold plated sterling silver pendant necklace, the
openwork pendant depicting the astrological Cancer sign, 27 inches.

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: VINTAGE JEWELRY
143

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BAKELITE BROOCHES
A group of costume brooches comprising a red and black bakelite
brooch with a foliate plaque detail, by Laura Thornhill for Rin Tin
Pin, 3 inches; a costume brooch of Art Deco inspiration, the
lozenge shaped plaque with black, brown, and green plastic detail
and simulated diamond trim, signed “Rohanne Paris,” 3.5 inches;
and a costume brooch of mixed media, the top with daisy cluster
design, 2.5 inches.

A set of vintage jewelry comprising a large gold-tone brooch
of floral motif, enhanced by simulated diamonds and
simulated baroque pearls, 2 inches; a safety pin brooch with
cultured pearl and gold-tone beads, 2 inches; and a pair of
costume earrings, each gold-tone half hoop set with a
diamond simulant, 1 inch, for pierced ears.
Various Sizes

$100 -200

Various Sizes

$200 -300
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Margi Kent is a Los Angeles based fashion & costume designer

Randee St. Nicholas is an acclaimed photographer and director based in

that specializes in creating one- of-a-kind designs for the stage &

Los Angeles. Through her storied career, Randee has photographed and directed

screen. Margi creates something unique that contributes both to

some of the most iconic stars across Film, TV and Music. Her photographs

the artist’s performance and legacy. The blending of art and

have appeared in nearly every major publication, on billboards and now

fashion is the essence of her approach.

smartphone screens around the globe. She has shot over one thousand album
covers and directed hundreds of award-winning music videos for some of the

Kent is well known for her costume design & styling for stage,

greatest icons including Prince, Whitney Houston, Diana Ross, Barbra Streisand,

film, and musical artists. Over the years she has helped define the

Van Halen, Dolly Parton, Celine Dion, Carrie Underwood and Britney Spears,

style of rock legend Stevie Nicks. According to GQ magazine, her

to name a few. Randee is also an author whose latest book is the bestselling

ability to diagnose & cure stage fashion problems has earned her

My Name is Prince, a 25-year retrospective of the incredible creative

the nickname “the rock and roll doctor.” Her top music clients

relationship she and Prince shared.

have included George Harrison; Don Henley; Stevie Nicks;
Neil Diamond; Gladys Knight; Gloria Gaynor; Lindsey Buckingham,

On the other side of the camera, Randee was always known for her eclectic style

Christine McVie, and Mick Fleetwood of Fleetwood Mac.

when she made several pieces for herself during a book tour for her 2008
collaboration with Prince, 21 Nights. TV hosts and producers begged her

Her work has been featured in VOGUE, W Magazine, Harper’s

publicist to know who the designer was for months after, something that had

Bazaar, and InStyle, among others. Some of her iconic looks are

never before happened. She told Randee that she MUST do something with her

featured in the permanent collection of the Rock & Roll Hall

talent for designing. Now, years later, Randee has developed an atelier that is a

of Fame, The Metropolitan Museum in New York, the Grammy

go-to for celebs and industry insiders in the know. The “RSN Boheme” showroom

Museum in Los Angeles, and several Hard Rock museums.

in Los Feliz has grown to include hundreds of bespoke, couture, one-of-a-kind

In her Los Angeles showroom & online boutique, she continues

pieces made by hand from the finest European fabrics.

catering to her private and celebrity clientele as well as to the
general public with her ready-to-wear collections.

In 2018, Randee had the pleasure of shooting Fleetwood Mac’s tour and

Her collections are ever evolving, changing from season to season.

publicity campaign in Los Angeles over two days at a beautiful chateau
overlooking the Pacific. Soon after, Christine McVie visited Randee’s atelier in
Los Feliz. Upon walking in, she peered around and exclaimed “It’s like Aladdin’s
Cave!” Randee went on to customize many stage-worn pieces for her during
the record-breaking Fleetwood Mac tour that followed.
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 STAGE-WORN
BIKER JACKET ENSEMBLE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 STAGE-WORN
JACKET ENSEMBLE

A black textured biker-style jacket, stage worn by Christine McVie
during a live concert performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s 20142015 “On With The Show” tour. The jacket, designed by Margi Kent,
features brass zippers, a red satin lining, and three pockets.

A black velvet biker-style jacket, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a
live concert performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s 2014-2015 “On
With The Show” tour. The jacket, designed by Margi Kent, features brass
zippers, a burgundy satin lining, shoulder pads, and three pockets.

Also included is a black embellished tank top and pair of black
trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The tank top features a sheer, stretchy
material, black rhinestones along the upper, front area in an inverted
triangular shape, thin spaghetti straps, and ruched detailing along the
sides. The black “Mid-Rise Cigarette” trousers, designed by Adriano
Goldschmied, feature a black bedazzled paisley pattern down each
leg, two front pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads size 27R.

Also included is a black, embellished tank top and pair of black trousers,
stage-worn by McVie. The tank top, designed by Margi Kent, features a
sheer, stretchy material, black rhinestones along the upper front area in
an inverted triangular shape, thin spaghetti straps, and ruched detailing
along the sides. The black “Mid-Rise Cigarette” trousers, designed by
Adriano Goldschmied, feature black rhinestones down each leg, two
front pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads size 27R.

$600 -800

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 STAGE-WORN EMBELLISHED TANK TOP ENSEMBLE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 ERA CHEVRON BLAZER

A navy blue, embellished tank top, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live concert performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s
2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. The tank top features a navy satin interior lining, side zipper, and small navy beads
embellished throughout.

A grey and black chevron blazer, worn by Christine McVie during the era of Fleetwood
Mac’s 2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. The blazer, by Margi Kent, features a
rounded lapel, ornate black buttons with amber centers down the front, and a black
interior lining. No size present.

Also included is a pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The black trousers, designed by “rag & bone,” feature black
rhinestones down each leg, two front pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads size 27.

$300 -500

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015
ERA EMBELLISHED TOP
A black embellished jacket worn by Christine
McVie during the era of Fleetwood Mac’s
2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. The
open face jacket, by Margi Kent, features
tinsel-laced floral embroideries and beaded
embellishments throughout. No size present.

$300 -500

152

CHRISTINE MCVIE: JAMIN PUECH
RAFFIA HANDBAG
A multicolor woven raffia Jamin Puech handbag with seed
details, wooden rings anchoring two short leather straps, and a
wooden toggle closure. The bag is lined with blue floral print
cotton fabric and features wooden buttons along a small
interior pocket. A leather tag reads "Jamin Puech Paris."

151

Housed in a tan Loewe microfiber drawstring bag.

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 TOUR EMBELLISHED PATCHES

Dimensions: 11 x 12 inches

A group of embellished jacket patches, designed for Christine McVie to wear on performance
jackets for Fleetwood Mac’s 2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. This lot includes the following:
a gold dog with a red collar, black eyes, and black nose; a green snake with a red eye; a blue
elephant with a silver eye; three hearts (one green, one black, one blue); four stars (one black,
one blue, one purple, one gold); two lightning bolts (one black, one gold); and a red letter M.

$100 -200

Largest, 2.25 x 3 inches

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 9K GOLD FEDE RING
A 9k gold fede ring designed as two hands shaking, with
English hallmarks. 3.43 grams.
Size 10

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: WINGED BROOCHES
A pair of brooches, one sterling silver sculpted stylized insect
brooch enhanced by marcasite detail, 2.25 inches, 8.69 grams;
and a costume brooch designed as a silver and gold-tone
winged scarab, 1.5 inches.
Various Sizes

$50 -75
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: SIMULATED
DIAMOND EARRINGS
Two pairs of earrings, one designed as a
simulated mab pearl within a simulated diamond
triangular shaped surround, gold-tone, for non
pierced ears, 0.75 inches, signed “Richelieu;” the
other designed as a circular and baguette-cut
simulated diamond curved line, for non pierced
ears, 0.75 inches.
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Length, 0.75 inches

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STERLING
SILVER NECKLACES

$50 -75

A set of two necklaces, one set with a sculpted
silver pendant enhanced by polished gold
detail and a cabochon onyx, suspended from a
fine link chain, 15.5 inches, 6.62 grams; the
other set with a sterling silver rubber stamp and
tag pendant suspended from a bead link
necklace, 23.75 inches, 9.69 grams.
Various Sizes

$50 -75
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 STAGE-WORN JACKET ENSEMBLE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 STAGE-WORN BURGUNDY JACKET ENSEMBLE

A black velvet biker-style jacket, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live concert performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s
2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. The jacket, designed by Margi Kent, features silver zippers, a satin, red and black polka
dot print lining, and three pockets.

A burgundy velvet biker-style jacket, stage-worn by Christine McVie during during a live concert performance as part of
Fleetwood Mac’s 2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. The jacket, designed by Margi Kent, features brass zippers, a
burgundy-striped satin lining, and three pockets.

Also included is a black, embellished tank top and pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The tank top, designed by
Margi Kent, features a sheer, stretchy material, black rhinestones along the upper, front area in an inverted triangular shape,
thin spaghetti straps, and ruched detailing along the sides. The black “Angel” mid-rise skinny trousers, designed by DL1961,
feature a black bedazzled paisley pattern down each leg, two front pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads size 26.

Also included is a black embellished tank top and pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The tank top, designed by
Margi Kent, features a sheer, stretchy material, black rhinestones along the upper, front area ina n inverted triangular
shape, thin spaghetti straps, and ruched detailing along the sides. The black “Angel” mid-rise skinny trousers, designed by
DL1961, feature black rhinestones down each leg, two front pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads size 26.

$600 -800

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015
STAGE-WORN EMBELLISHED
TANK TOP ENSEMBLE
A black, embellished tank top, stage-worn by
Christine McVie during a live concert performance
as part of Fleetwood Mac’s 2014-2015 “On With
The Show” tour. The tank top features a black satin
interior lining, side zipper, and small black beads
embellished throughout.
Also included is a pair of black trousers, stage-worn
by McVie. The black trousers, designed by “rag &
bone,” feature black rhinestones down each leg,
two front pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads
size 27.

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 TOUR EMBELLISHED PATCHES
A group of embellished jacket patches, designed for Christine McVie to wear on performance
jackets for Fleetwood Mac’s 2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. This lot includes the following:
a gold dog with a red collar, black eyes, and black nose; a red snake with a silver eye; a blue
elephant with a silver eye and a silver elephant with a copper-colored eye; three hearts (one
green, one gold, one blue); three stars (one black, one green, one purple); one gold lightning
bolt; a silver letter M; and a black “songbird.”
Largest, 2.25 x 3 inches

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 STAGE-WORN
BLACK TURTLENECK ENSEMBLE
An “Intimately by Free People” black turtleneck, stage-worn by
Christine McVie during various live concert performances as part of
Fleetwood Mac’s 2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. The cotton,
polyester, and spandex blend turtleneck features raglan sleeves and a
tag that reads size “S/P.”
Also included is a pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The
black trousers, designed by “True Religion,” feature black rhinestones
down each leg, two front pockets, and two back pockets. Size 26.
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 ERA EMBELLISHED TOPS

$600 -800

A trio of embellished tops worn by Christine McVie during the era of Fleetwood Mac’s
2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. This lot includes a maroon sheer netted open face
jacket with floral embroideries and beaded embellishments along the lapel and trim,
no size or label present; a matching maroon tank top by Margi Kent, with maroon
rhinestones along the front, no size present; and a black sheer netted open face jacket
with swirl embroideries and black beaded embellishments throughout, no size or label
present.

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: BLAZER
AND TANK TOP

163

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BLUELINE
& CO. LEATHER
MOTORCYCLE JACKET

A black 100% virgin wool blazer from
Michael Kors Pre Fall 2014 collection
featuring black buttons down the front and
along each sleeve cuff as well as a black
interior lining, size 4; and a tan 100% silk
tank top by DKNY featuring webbed
straps, size 6. Both pieces include original
clothing tags.

A chocolate brown genuine leather padded
motorcycle jacket by “Blueline & Co.,”
featuring a faux fur collar, two front pockets, a
matching leather belt with belt loops, and
gold-tone zipper details. Tag reads size M.

$200 -300

$400 -600
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: PANT
SUIT ENSEMBLE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: FLANNEL
BUTTON DOWNS

A black pant suit ensemble including a
black wool blend cropped blazer by
“The Fold,” with a single hook and eye
closure and a grey interior lining, size
10; a pair of matching fitted trousers
with a size zipper, size 10; and a sheer
black 100% silk tank top by “DKNY”
with metal stud detailing, size 6.

A pair of flannel button-down shirts, both
from the brand “Rails,” one with a red, white,
and blue color scheme and a navy and white
checkered interior, the other various shades
of blue and a solid blue interior. Both tags
read size S.

$200 -300

$400 -600
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: J BRAND SKINNY JEANS

CHRISTINE MCVIE: LEATHER BELTS

Two pairs of black J-Brand skinny jeans including: a pair of velvet “Tori
Mid-Rise Moto Skinny” style jeans with zippers along the bottom hem
and original tags attached, size 27; and a pair of velvet “Super Skinny
Mid-Rise” style jeans with original tags attached, size 26.

A group of twelve leather belts worn by Christine McVie, in black,
brown, and silver colors with various styles of belt buckles.

$200 -300

$100 -200

40 x 3 inches (longest)
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: OUTDOOR BOOTS

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 18K GOLD AND DIAMOND RING

Two pairs of outdoor boots including a pair of tall brown
leather and water resistant boots, labeled, “Quayside,” size
41; and a pair of tall brown leather riding boots with back
lace-up details, labeled, “Russell & Bromley,” size 40.

An 18k gold ring, the geometric style top enhanced by single-cut diamonds. 4.84
grams. 24 circular-cut diamonds, gauged to weigh approximately 0.25 carats total.

$200 -300

$600 -800
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Size 7.25
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: BRACELETS
Two bracelets, one designed as a series of silvertone, marcasite and orange enamel heart-shaped
links, 7 inches; the other designed as a series of
sculpted sterling silver links of foliate design, the
central panel set with a buff top square-cut
carnelian, within an openwork plaque, 5.5 inches,
6.92 grams.
Various Sizes

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: BOW BROOCHES

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GOLD DIAMOND BRACELET

A group of costume brooches comprising an oversized
simulated diamond ribbon bow, signed “B&W,” 2.25 x 4 inches;
a foliate brooch with cabochon marquise black glass and
simulated diamond ribbon bow detail, 3.5 inches; and a sterling
silver and marcasite ribbon bow brooch, 2.25 inches.

A bracelet designed as a series of matte 14k gold cylindrical links, spaced
by circular-cut diamond arched spacers. 21.52 grams. 64 circular-cut
diamonds, gauged to weigh approximately 1.90 carats total.

$75 -100

$1,000 -2,000

Length, 7 inches
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: PINS AND PENDANT
A group of jewelry comprising a gold-tone and red enamel,
HEAD GIRL bar pin, 1.75 inches; a silver-tone sculpted Beb bar
pin, 1.25 inches; a Le Chef bar pin by JJ, with articulated
kitchen themed pendant terminals, 2.25 inches; and a silvertone costume locket pendant, the front with black enamel and
simulated diamond detail, 1 inch.
Various Sizes

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: SIMULATED
DIAMOND COSTUME RING

176

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014 STAGE-WORN “SONGBIRD”
JACKET ENSEMBLE

A costume ring centering upon a rectangular-cut
simulated diamond, flanked on either side by
smaller rectangular-cut simulated diamonds.
Mounted in 9k gold. 4.00 grams.

A black sheer jacket with beaded details, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a
live concert performance at Target Center in Minneapolis, MN on September 30,
2014 as part of Fleetwood Mac’s “On With The Show” tour. The open face jacket
features black floral embroidery along the collar, sleeves, hemline and patches
throughout, as well as sequins and beads embellished on the collar and a large
beaded “songbird” on the back.

Size 7.5

$100 -200

Also included is pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The black trousers,
designed by Paige Denim Co., feature black rhinestones down each leg, two front
pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads size 27.

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2015 STAGE-WORN
“SONGBIRD” PATCH JACKET ENSEMBLE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2015 STAGE-WORN
PURPLE BIKER JACKET ENSEMBLE

A black velvet biker-style jacket, stage-worn by Christine McVie
during a live concert performance at First Direct Arena, Leeds in
Leeds on July 5, 2015 as part of Fleetwood Mac’s “On With The
Show” tour. The blazer, designed by Margi Kent, features two
purple beaded “songbird” patches on each upper sleeve region,
silver zippers, a satin, zebra print lining, and three pockets.

A purple velvet biker-style jacket, stage-worn by Christine
McVie during a live concert performance at Madison Square
Garden on January 22, 2015 as part of Fleetwood Mac’s “On
With The Show” tour. The jacket, designed by Margi Kent,
features silver zippers, a black satin lining, and three pockets.

Also included is a black, embellished tank top and pair of black
trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The tank top, designed by Margi
Kent, features a sheer, stretchy material, black sequins along the
neckline, and thin spaghetti straps. The black “Skyline Straight”
trousers, designed by Paige Denim Co., feature two front and
back pockets. Tag reads size 26.

Also included is a black, embellished tank top and pair of
black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The tank top, designed
by Margi Kent, features a sheer, stretchy material, black beads
and sequins along the upper front region, and thin spaghetti
straps. The black trousers, designed by Paige Denim Co.,
feature black rhinestones down each leg, two front pockets,
and two back pockets. Tag reads size 27.

$600 -800

Link to image available upon request.

$600 -800
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143
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014 STAGE-WORN BLAZER
A black fitted blazer stage-worn by Christine McVie at Air Canada Centre
in Toronto, Canada on October 18, 2014 (among other stops) as part of
Fleetwood Mac’s “On With The Show” tour. The blazer, designed by
Michael Kors, features six black buttons on the front and four on the
bottom of each sleeve, as well as a black satin lining. Tag reads size 4.
Link to image available upon request.

$300 -500

181

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 TOUR EMBELLISHED PATCHES
A group of embellished jacket patches, designed for Christine McVie to wear on performance
jackets for Fleetwood Mac’s 2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. This lot includes the
following: a purple dog with a silver collar, gold eyes, and brown nose; a green snake with a red
eye and a red snake with a silver eye; a silver elephant with a copper-colored eye; three hearts
(one red, one black, one gold); four stars (one black, one blue, one green, one gold); one black
lightning bolt; and a red letter M.
Largest, 2.25 x 3 inches

180

$200 -300

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014 STAGEWORN JUICY COUTURE JEANS
A pair of black embroidered Juicy Couture jeans,
stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live
concert performance at XL Centre in Hartford, CT
on November 1st, 2014 as part of Fleetwood Mac’s
“On With The Show” tour. The jeans feature gold
buttons as well as a black paisley pattern
embroidered down the front of both legs with
black rhinestones throughout.
Tag reads size “US 28.”

182

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PENDANT
EARRINGS

$200 -300

Two pairs of costume earrings comprising a
pair of gold-tone, seed pearl, and blue
cabochon glass ear pendants, 1.5 inches, for
pierced ears; and a pair of gold-tone and
simulated diamond ear pendants, 1.25 inches,
for pierced ears, one earring back deficient.
Various Sizes

$50 -75

144

145
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: GOLD AND CRYSTAL RING
A gold and cabochon glass crystal ring. 4.47 grams.
Size 8.5

$100 -200

184

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PENDANT NECKLACES
A group of jewelry comprising a silver-tone snake link necklace
suspending a circular labradorite pendant, 21 inches; a faceted white
bead necklace, joined by a sterling silver clasp and enhanced by a
sterling silver ring link, 19 inches; and a twin strand silver-tone long
necklace suspending a circular pendant, 48 inches.
Various Sizes

$50 -75

186

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014 STAGE-WORN SEQUINED JACKET ENSEMBLE

185

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PERFUME BOTTLE

A black sheer and gold sequined jacket, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live concert performance at
United Center in Chicago on October 2, 2014 as part of Fleetwood Mac’s “On With The Show” tour. The jacket,
designed by Margi Kent, features a textured body and sleeves with a golden fabric clasp closure, golden tulle
hem lining, and sequins and beads embellished on the front of the jacket in a butterfly silhouette and on the
back in an hourglass.

A glass gem-shaped perfume bottle with a red textile and
rubber sprayer.

Also included is pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The “Hudson” brand trousers feature black
rhinestones down each leg, two back pockets, and a small, circular union jack button on the front right faux
pocket. Tag reads size 27.

10 x 3 x 5 inches

$600 -800

$100 -200

146

147
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188

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014 STAGE-WORN TANK TOP ENSEMBLE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 STAGE-WORN EMERALD JACKET

A red, bedazzled tank top, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live concert performance at
Verizon Center in Washington, DC on October 31, 2014 as part of Fleetwood Mac’s “On With
The Show” tour. The tank top features a red satin interior lining, side zipper, and small red beads
embellished throughout.

An emerald velvet biker-style jacket, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live concert
performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s 2014-2015 “On With The Show” tour. The jacket, designed
by Margi Kent, features silver zippers, an emerald satin lining, shoulder pads, and three pockets.

Also included is pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The black trousers, designed by
Paige Denim Co., feature black rhinestones down each leg, two front pockets, and two back
pockets. Tag reads size 27.

$600 -800

148

Also included is pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The black trousers, designed by “rag &
bone,” feature black bedazzled paisley print down each leg, two front pockets, and two back
pockets. Tag reads size 27.

$600 -800

149

189

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2015 STAGE-WORN
PATCH JACKET ENSEMBLE

190

A black velvet biker-style jacket, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live
concert performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s 2014-2015 “On With The
Show” tour. The jacket, designed by Margi Kent, features two beaded purple
heart patched on the right upper arm region, a purple beaded animal patch on
the left wrist region, and a red beaded “songbird” in the center of the back as
well as a satin animal print lining, silver zippers, and three pockets.

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2015 STAGE-WORN ENSEMBLE

Also included is pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The “Hudson”
brand trousers feature a black bedazzled paisley print down each leg, two back
pockets, and a small, circular union jack button on the front right faux pocket.
Tag reads size 27.

Also included is a black, embellished tank top and pair of black trousers, stage-worn
by McVie. The tank top, designed by Margi Kent, features a sheer, stretchy material,
black rhinestones along the upper, front area in an inverted triangular shape, thin
spaghetti straps, and ruched detailing along the sides. The black “Mid-Rise
Cigarette” trousers, designed by Adriano Goldschmied, feature black rhinestones
down each leg, two front pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads size 27R.

$600 -800

A black velvet biker-style jacket, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live concert
performance at Boardwalk Hall in Atlantic City, NJ on January 24, 2015 (among other
stops) as part of Fleetwood Mac’s “On With The Show” tour. The jacket, designed by
Margi Kent, features silver zippers, a red satin lining, and three pockets.

$600 -800

150

151
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2015 STAGE-WORN
PATCH JACKET ENSEMBLE
A black velvet biker-style jacket, stage-worn by Christine McVie
in Glasgow, Scotland on June 16, 2015 (among other stops) as
part of Fleetwood Mac’s “On With The Show” tour. The blazer,
designed by Margi Kent, features a red beaded bird patch and
red beaded heart patch on the right upper sleeve region, as
well as a silver beaded bird patch and silver beaded star patch
on the left upper sleeve region. Also featured are silver zippers,
a burgundy, polka dot print lining, and three pockets.
Also included is a black, embellished tank top and pair of black
trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The tank top, designed by Margi
Kent, features a sheer, stretchy material, black rhinestones along
the upper, front area in an inverted triangular shape, thin
spaghetti straps, and ruched detailing along the sides. The
black “Angel” mid-rise skinny trousers, designed by DL1961,
feature black rhinestones down each leg, two front pockets, and
two back pockets. Tag reads size 26.

$600 -800

192

CHRISTINE MCVIE: COLUMBUS
BLUE JACKETS ROBE
A navy Columbus Blue Jackets bath robe owned by
Christine McVie. The 100% cotton robe, designed by
Terry Town Loungewear, features a Columbus Blue
Jackets logo patch on the left breast pocket region
and large white letter and number patches on the
back that read “McVie 18.”

$800 -1,200

152

153

193

154

194

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ETRO LEATHER
BOWLING BAG

CHRISTINE MCVIE: THE STRONGHOLD
DAMASK CARPET BAG

A brown leather paisley design bowling bag with
multicolor floral accents made by Etro. The bag features
dark brown leather detailing and zipper closure and an
interior lined with orange Etro fabric. The interior label
reads "ETRO / Milano / Made in Italy."

A purple and gold damask carpet bag made by The
Stronghold, featuring wooden frame, leather handles, and
buckle closure. The interior is lined with maroon canvas and
features white label that reads: "The Stronghold / Trade Mark
/ Los Angeles 1895."

Dimensions: 10 x 13 x 5 inches; 5 inches (handle height)

Dimensions: 11.5 x 15 x 7.5 inches; 4 inch (handle height)

$300 -500

$100 -200

155

195

196

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BROWN FABRIC ARMCHAIRS AND SOFA

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CONTEMPORARY
ART DECO STYLE WALL MIRROR

A set of two armchairs and one three seat sofa owned by Christine McVie. Curved arms with
beige fabric upholstery.

A modern Art Deco style wall mirror with beveled glass
and a floriform crest.

Sectional: 36 x 36 x 34 inches (each) ,
Sofa: 106 x 16.5 x 25 inches

52.5 x 33.75 inches

$800 -1,000

$100 -200

156

157
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: CONTEMPORARY MACHINE-MADE
CUSTOM CARPET
A contemporary machine-made custom carpet, the field consisting of polychrome
stripes in red and brown tones within a charcoal outer stripe binding.

199

CHRISTINE MCVIE: MARCEL CHARVOLIN
CONSOLE TABLE

22’7 x 13’9

An open back blue-grey painted wood console table with an x-form rear
panel and one center shelf, with maker’s mark Marcel Charvolin.

$300 -500

32 x 55.5 x 13 inches

$300 -500

198

CHRISTINE MCVIE: MAP OF THE
HUNDREDS OF DOWNHAMFORD,
AND OF BRIDGE AND PETHAM
A vintage copy of A Map of the Hundreds of
Downhamford and of Bridge and Petham, with the
City and County of the City of Canterbury and the
Liberty of Fordwich, originally published (Canterbury,
England: W. Bristow, 1791-1801). The map is taped to
a beige mat.
20 x 24 inches

200

$100 -200

CHRISTINE MCVIE: MODERN
OVAL UPHOLSTERED BENCH
An elliptical oval cream colored patterned
upholstered bench with a single center buttontuft, resting on an x-form metal base.
17.5 x 56 x 24.5 inches

$200 -400

158

159

201

CHRISTINE MCVIE: MODERN TABLE AND
ARCHED LITHOGRAPHIC PRINT
A small black painted side table with a lithographic English
country scenic top, together with a similar MDF semi-circular
scenic wall plaque with a printed French garden scene, reading
“Marignolle.”
24 x 20.5 x 12 inches

$200 -400

203

CHRISTINE MCVIE: MOROCCAN WOOD
AND INLAID MOTHER-OF-PEARL CABINET

202

CHRISTINE MCVIE: MODERN WOOD CUPBOARD

A carved Moroccan wood and inlaid mother-of-pearl cabinet with
multiple arches on the upper and lower cases.

A modern wood cupboard with fluted side panels and contrasting knob pulls.

61 x 52 x 13 1/2 inches

30 x 44.5 x 25 inches

$600 -800

$200 -300

160

161

205

CHRISTINE MCVIE: OCTAGONAL MIRROR
IN A FLORAL DECORATED FRAME
A vintage octagonal mirror with a faux “stained glass” style floral
decorated border.
34 x 28 inches

$200 -400

204

206

CHRISTINE MCVIE: OAK CHURCH PEW
WITH STORAGE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: OVAL
VICTORIAN WALL MIRROR

An antigue oak church pew with posterior rail on the back
and an under-bench storage compartment.

An oval Victorian wall mirror in an oak frame.

32 x 48 x 20 inches

25 x 34 inches

$200 -400

$800 -1,200

162

163

209

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAINTED SPLIT BAMBOO
STALK AND TWO PAINTED WOOD BOWLS
A pair of painted bamboo stalks with peacock decoration, together
with two graduated black painted wood bowls.
Larger, 31 x 4.5 inches

$300 -500

207

CHRISTINE MCVIE: DECORATIVE WALL ART
A pair of black and white architectural photograph prints, matted
and framed.
31.5 x 25.5 inches

$200 -300

208

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAINTED
PORCELAIN BUDDHA LAMP
A vintage painted porcelain table lamp on acrylic base,
featuring a smiling Buddha with many children climbing
on him and UK electrical plug.
26 x 16 x 10 inches

$300 -500

210

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF THREE VINTAGE FORD MOTORCAR PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of three black and white artistic photograph prints of a vintage Ford motorcar.
31.5 x 26 inches

$300 -500

164

165

212

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF DECORATOR TABLE LAMPS
A pair of modern resin table lamps with faux-shell decoration on the bodies, feathers on
the bases and UK electrical plug.
17 inches

$200 -300

211

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF
ART NOUVEAU INCISED
SCENIC PANEL DOORS
A pair of incised scenic panel doors
featuring Asian storks, reeds and lotus
flowers above roundels with maidens and
figures below.
Each 57.5 x 12 inches

$600 -800

213

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF ENGLISH OAK SIDE TABLES
A pair of English square oak side tables, each with shaped aprons, two tiers, and turned legs.
24 x 17 x 17 inches

$400 -600

166

167

216

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF NEOCLASSOCAL
STYLE BRASS TABLE LAMPS
A pair of modern Neoclassical style columnar brass table lamps and
UK electrical plug.
25 inches

$200 -400
214

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF LARGE
CARVED AND PAINTED WOOD SWANS
A pair of large carved and painted wood swans, one marked
“Designer Repros/ LA Calif.”
20 x 30 x 12 inches

$200 -300

215

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF
MODERN STAFFORDSHIRE DOGS
A pair of modern Staffordshire dogs, each with a gilt
painted collar and lead. Unmarked.
10.5 x 8 x 4 inches

$200 -300

217

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF UPHOLSTERED EASY CHAIRS
A pair of button-tufted easy chairs upholstered in a printed foliate fabric with pleated skirt
bottoms.
36 x 30 x 31 inches

$300 -500

168
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: PHILLIPS
BUTTON TUFTED LEATHER
EXECUTIVE OFFICE CHAIR
A modern button tufted leather swiveling
executive office chair on casters.
39.5 x 24 x 29 inches

$400 -600

218

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF WALL ART PRINTS
A pair of decorative wall art prints, one vertical image and one horizontal image, matted and
framed.
37.5 x 32 inches

$200 -300

221

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PINE TRUNK WITH
IRON HARDWARE

219

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF WHITE
UPHOLSTERED CLUB CHAIRS

A vintage trunk with paper lined interior and iron hardware.
17 x 32 x 17 inches

A pair of white on white damask upholstered down-filled easy
chairs with rolled arms and loose seat and back cushions.

$200 -400

31 x 36 x 38 inches

$600 -800

170

171

222

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PROVINCIAL OAK TABLE AND
MAGAZINE RACK
A small provincial oak round end table with a turned quadruped base,
together with a shaped magazine rack with a rectangular table top.
Larger, 20 x 19.5 x 13.25

$300 -500

224

CHRISTINE MCVIE: REGENCY MAHOGANY DESK
A 19th century Regency mahogany double pedestal desk with a tooled green leather top and original brasses.
29 x 48 x 35.25 inches

$1,000 -2,000
223

CHRISTINE MCVIE: RED
FABRIC CHAIR
An upholstered red chair with black painted
wooden siding accented with painted gold
flowers and the top and base.
28 x 24.5 x 45 inches

$200 -300

172

173

227

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SALMON
COLORED EASY CHAIR
225

A salmon and white upholstered easy chair
with a loose seat cushion.

CHRISTINE MCVIE: FOUR
DECORATIVE DOLPHIN ITEMS

34 x 31 x 32 inches

$200 -300

A group of four decorative dolphin items,
including: a cast metal figurine, a John Perry
mother and baby dolphin sculpture on a
burlwood base, a vintage metal dolphin bottle
opener marked “BMF/ Made in West
Germany,” and a brass dolphin bell on stand.
Largest, 10 x 21 x 8 inches

$200 -400

228

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SET OF EASTON ART
BOOKS
A set of seven leather bound art books published by Easton Press
in 1985, including: Gauguin, Homer, Hundertwasser, Klimt, Leger,
Modigliani, and Rohner.

226

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ROUND WALL MIRROR
WITH BLACK FRAME

12.5 x 9.25 inches

$400 -600

A circular wall mirror with a black painted wood frame.
42 inches

$200 -300

174

175

229

3300431

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SET
OF FRAMED REDOUTE
BOTANICAL PRINTS
A group of six framed Redoute
botanical prints.
19.5 x 16.5 inches

$100 -200

231

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SHAPED BLACK
CONSOLE TABLE
A modern shaped black console table with a lacquered
woven texture and demilune legs.
Approximately 28 1/2 x 48 x 18 inches

$200 -400

232

230

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SET OF TWELVE INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTORS LIBRARY BOOKS
A set of various classic titles from the International Collectors Library, including: Dracula, The
Citadel, Ivanhoe, The Picture of Dorian Gray, The Keys of the Kingdom, The Treasury of American
Short Stories, The Treasury of English Short Stories, The Iliad, Complete Fairy Tales, Mark Twain
Complete Short Stories, A Treasury of Hans Christian Andersen, and The Treasury of English
Poetry. Together with Low Notes on a High Level by J.B. Priestley, (London: Heron Books, 1961).

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SILVER GILT
TRIPOD DOLPHIN CENTER
TABLE BASE
A silver gilt elaborately carved tripod dolphin
center table base on a monopod marble plinth.
Lacking top.
30 x 30 inches

$800 -1,200

8.5 x 5.24 inches

$200 -300
176

177

233

3295924

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STACKED BLOND
OAK OCCASIONAL TABLE
A modern circular hourglass-shaped stacked wood
occasional table.
22 x 27 inches

$200 -400
235

CHRISTINE MCVIE: THROW PILLOWS
A pair of throw pillows from the home of Christine McVie. One pillow is embroidered with
flowers while the other depicts a cornucopia or fall harvest scene.
Round: diameter 13 x 2 inches , Rectangle: 17 x 12.5 x 4 inches

$100 -200

234

CHRISTINE MCVIE: THREE
DECORATIVE WALL ART PIECES
A group of three (two as a pair and one smaller) abstract
modern art printed images, matted and framed.

236

Larger, 32.5 x 37.5 inches

CHRISTINE MCVIE: TWO CARVED WOOD
CHINESE BOXES

$200 -400

Two carved wood Chinese boxes, including a hexagonal one with
fitted painted porcelain liners, the other a brass-bound red satin
lined jewelry box.
3 x 12 x 12 inches

$200 -400

178

179

237

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BIRD FIGURINE
An orange and white clay bird figurine used by Christine McVie to decorate her dressing room vanity case
during the recent Fleetwood Mac tours. Carved in the bottom of the figurine is “Oh Man!”
3.5 x 1.5 x 2.5 inches

239

$200 -300

CHRISTINE MCVIE: TWO MODERN PINE CHESTS WITH
IRON HARDWARE
A set of two modern pine chests, both with two short over three long drawers and iron
brackets and drawer pulls.
Larger, 47.5 x 35.5 x 17 inches

$200 -400

238

CHRISTINE MCVIE: TWO MODERN GREY CHAIRS
A dove grey button-tufted upholstered armchair, together with a darker grey velour
wing back chair
Larger, 37 x 28 x 31 inches

$300 -500

240

CHRISTINE MCVIE: TWO OCCASIONAL TABLES
Two small end tables, one in an Asian style, the other with modern chrome legs.
Larger, 13.25 x 23.5 x 21 inches

$200 -400

180

181

241

CHRISTINE MCVIE: TWO REUGE MUSIC BOXES
AND PAIR OF WOOD CANDLESTICKS
Two Reuge marquetry musicboxes, one plays “The Wind Beneath My
Wings,” the other plays “My Lady Greensleeves,” together with a pair of
Mark Wilkinson blond wood hexagonal candlesticks.
Largest, 4 x 11 x 7 inches

242

$400 -600

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ROCKING CHAIR
A rocking chair with a fruit-carved crest quilted floral upholstery
Larger, 37.5 x 20.5 x 28 inches

$600 -800

182

183

243

CHRISTINE MCVIE: UPHOLSTERED
BLACK OTTOMOAN
An upholstered ottoman with multi-colored small hearts
against a black ground.
18 x 31 x 24 inches

$200 -300

245

CHRISTINE MCVIE: WHITE PAINTED DRESSER
AND SIDE CHAIR
A modern white painted three-drawer dresser with wood pulls, together
with a Louis XV style caned-back side chair with loose seat cushion and
cabriole legs.
Dresser, 32 x 32.5 x 17 inches

$200 -300
244

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SHARON FINN SHADOWBOX ART ASSEMBLAGE
A cut paper, beaded floral design with leafy vines attached to a brick wall painted canvas and housed in a
shadowbox frame, created by Sharon Finn, new member of Fleetwood Mac and wife of Crowded House
founder Neil Finn.
39.5 x 51.25 x 5.5 inches

$300 -500

184

185
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CHRISTINE MCVIE:
LAMB OF MANCHESTER DINING CHAIRS
A set of 12 Lamb of Manchester dining chairs, each embroidered
with knights on horseback against a floral background depicting
apples hanging from tree branches. Two of the chairs have arms,
eight have square backs and no arms, and three additional chairs
have round backs and no arms. “Lamb” and “Manchester” are
carved underneath the seats
No Arms: 19 x 19 x 33 (each), Arms: 24 x 23.5 x 36

$5,000 -8,000

188

189

249

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SMALL
PAINTED METAL GARDEN SIDE
TABLE
A small white painted metal garden side table with
a tripod swan neck base and a triangular glass top.
16 x 19 x 17 inches

$200 -400

247

CHRISTINE MCVIE: JAMES LYNCH OAK DINING TABLE
An oak James Lynch rectangular carved wood dining table, signed and dated 1992.
30 x 117 x 60 inches

$800 -1,200

250
248

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SLIPPER CHAIR AND OTTOMAN
A salmon-colored upholstered Victorian style slipper chair and ottoman both with
turned legs and brass casters, the ottoman with nail head trim.
Overall, 27 x 22 x 51 inches

$800 -1,200

190

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SMALL SILVER PLATED TABLE ITEMS
A group of seven small silver plated table items, including: a vase, a trinket box, a cobalt lined
salt and pepper shaker set, a condiment jar, a small spoon, and a circular trinket box. Some
items have marks, all believed to be plated.
Largest, 6 x 6 inches

$200 -300

191

251

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2017 STAGEWORN BIKER JACKET
A black waffle textured biker-style jacket, stage-worn by
Christine McVie during a live concert performance
alongside Lindsey Buckingham at The Greek Theatre in
Los Angeles, California on August 2, 2017. The jacket,
designed by Margi Kent, features black zippers, a blue
satin lining, and three pockets.

$300 -500

252

CHRISTINE MCVIE: COACH BROWN LEATHER JACKET
A brown 100% sheep leather jacket from the brand “Coach New York,” featuring four front
pockets, silver zipper details, padded arm bands, and a black cotton interior lining. Tag reads
size S.

$400 -600

192

193

253

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CUSTOM
BLACK VELVET JACKET
A custom open-face black velvet jacket
featuring a matching quilted texture along the
collar and upper sleeves, a black satin interior
lining, and matching velvet ties attached near
the collar to fasten the garment. No size or
labels present.

$400 -600
255

CHRISTINE MCVIE: EMROIDERED WARNER
BROTHERS VARSITY JACKET
A vintage Warner Brothers-related varsity jacket, with “Christine”
embroidered in white to the right breast pocket region. The navy
blue jacket, by DeLong Sportswear, features a large Warner
Brothers Logo patch with Bugs Bunny eating a carrot, two front
pockets, navy blue snap button closures, and white leather sleeves,
as well as red, white and blue striped wool hem. Tag reads size 40.

$600 -800

254

CHRISTINE MCVIE: DESIGNER BLAZERS
A pair of designer black blazers, one from the brand “Sandro
Paris” with two front pockets, a hook and eye closure, and a black
interior lining, size 38, and one from the brand “Armani
Collezioni” with two front pockets, a single black button closure,
and a black interior lining, size 40.

$300 -500

256

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIGE SKINNY JEANS
Three pairs of black Paige brand skinny jeans including: a pair of “Skyline Straight” style, size 27; a pair of “Skyline
Straight” style, size 26; and a pair of “Skyline Straight” style, size 27.

$200 -300
194

195

259

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PENDANT NECKLACE
MAGNIFYING GLASS
A silver-tone long chain necklace, of snake link design,
suspending a silver-tone magnifying glass and a sterling silver
retractable sniffing tool.
Length, 31 inches

$100 -200

257

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 18K GOLD RING
An 18k gold ring, designed as a wide textured band. 10.56 grams.
Size 6.5

$300 -500

258

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ANIMAL JEWELRY
A group of jewelry, comprising a pair of oxidized metal ear
pendants, each designed as a line of three sculpted frogs,
for pierced ears, 3 inches; a pair of costume snake ear
pendants, each silver-tone snake with simulated diamond
accents, one ear hook deficient, 2.25 inches; and a black
elastic cord, enhanced by three costume beads each in the
shape of a fish, 12 inches circumference.

$50 -75
260

CHRISTINE MCVIE: DON LUCAS STERLING
SILVER TURQUOISE WRISTWATCH
A Southwestern-style wristwatch, of quartz movement, the circular
white dial with black Roman numerals, within a silver-tone bezel
joined to the woven leather, sterling silver and cabochon
turquoise strap, with a toggle clasp. The strap is signed “J Feeney
for Don Lucas,” the watch movement by “Peyote Bird Santa Fe.”
Length, 7.5 inches

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASIAN HAND-PAINTED JEWELRY BOX
A vintage Asian jewelry box featuring hand-painted exterior scenes, bone figurines, a red
velvet interior lining, and brass panels. Unlabeled.
15.5 x 9 x 7 inches

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: DIAMOND AND
GOLD HEART JEWELRY
A set of jewelry comprising a pair of open heart-shaped ear
studs each enhanced by circular-cut diamonds, mounted in
14k gold, 0.75 inches, for pierced ears; a costume necklace
by Christian Dior set to the front with a simulated diamond
open heart pendant, adjustable length, signed “ChrDior;”
and a costume necklace, the gold-tone chain suspending
an open heart pendant, set with simulated diamonds and
simulated rubies, 15.75 inches.

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2017 STAGE-WORN JACKET ENSEMBLE
A black and silver striped biker-style jacket, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live
concert performance alongside Lindsey Buckingham on October 19, 2017 in San Diego,
California. The jacket, designed by Margi Kent, features silver beaded lightning bolt patches
on the left upper arm and wrist regions, as well as silver zippers, a black satin lining, and three
pockets.
Also included is pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The “Hudson” brand trousers
feature a black bedazzled paisley print down each leg, two back pockets, and a small, circular
union jack button on the front right faux pocket. Tag reads size 27.

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2017 STAGE-WORN
SNEAKERS
A pair of dusty pink, embellished slip-on sneaker, stage-worn
by Christine McVie during a live concert performance
alongside Lindsey Buckingham at Beacon Theatre in New York
City on August 8, 2017. The suede sneakers, designed by
Michael Kors, feature chunky white soles with “Michael Kors”
embossed on the outer sides, and are embellished with
sparkling crystals on the tops. Size 8.5.

$300 -500

266

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2017 TOUR
LOGO JACKET
A black Christine McVie / Lindsey Buckingham 2017 tour
logo jacket owned by Christine McVie. The zip-up cotton
jacket, designed by Independent Trading Company,
features a hood with drawstrings, two front pockets, a
small “Lindsey Buckingham / Christine McVie Tour 2017”
logo on the left breast pocket region, and a larger logo
on the back. Tag reads size “S.”

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2017 STAGEWORN SNEAKERS
A pair of black, embellished slip-on sneaker, stage-worn by
Christine McVie during a live concert performance
alongside Lindsey Buckingham at Ironstone Amphitheatre
in Murphys, California on July 21, 2017. The mesh
sneakers, designed by Michael Kors, feature chunky white
soles with “Michael Kors” embossed on the outer sides,
and are embellished with sparkling black and silver
rhinestones along each entire surface. Size 8.5.
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2017 STAGE-WORN
SPIDER BROOCH

$300 -500

A costume brooch designed as a gold-tone spider with a
large simulated ruby body and simulated diamond head and
legs, stage-worn by Christine McVie during Halloween shows
alongside Lindsey Buckingham during their 2017 tour, as well
as during Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019 “An Evening With
Fleetwood Mac” tour.
Length, 2 inches

$200 -300

200

201
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2017 STAGE-WORN
SPIDER BROOCH
A costume brooch designed as a silver-tone spider entirely
decorated by simulated diamonds, stage-worn by Christine McVie
during Halloween shows alongside Lindsey Buckingham during
their 2017 tour, as well as during Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019 “An
Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour.
Length, 2.5 inches

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: FLEETWOOD MAC
2014-2019 TOUR TRAVELING VANITY CASE
A navy blue traveling vanity case on wheels with metal edges, used
backstage by Christine McVie throughout several tours, including
Fleetwood Mac's 2014-2015 "On With The Show" tour; the 2017
"Buckingham & McVie" tour; and the group's 2018-2019 “An Evening
With Fleetwood Mac” tour.
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2017 STAGE-WORN SNEAKERS
A pair of dusty pink, embellished slip-on sneakers, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live concert
performance alongside Lindsey Buckingham at Fox Theatre in Detroit Michigan on July 2, 2017. The mesh
sneakers, designed by Michael Kors, feature chunky white soles with “Michael Kors” embossed on the outer
sides, and are embellished with sparkling golden tinted rhinestones along each entire surface. Size 8.5.
Link to image available upon request.

The interior of the trifold case features large vanity mirrors covering
each fold, six light bulbs down each side of the center mirror, four
attached animal stickers (one cockatoo, one clown-fish, one sea turtle,
and one koala), four cards with handwritten messages addressed to
McVie, a red “bullshit” button that features various sayings when
pressed, and a small postcard that reads: “Organized chaos is a thing
of beauty.” The exterior of the case features white stamped
“Fleetwood Mac - Christine McVie” penguin logos.
One of the cards reads: “Dear Chris, Wishing you lots of Love on the
First Night of the tour. We know you’ll be fabulous. With lots of Love,
Martin & Denny.”

$300 -500

Closed, 38 x 29.5 x 14.25; Open, 38 x 59 x 8.5 inches

$1,000 -2,000
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018 STAGE-WORN
BLAZER ENSEMBLE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018 STAGEWORN STRIPED BLAZER
ENSEMBLE

A black shimmery blazer, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a
live concert performance at Bankers Life Fieldhouse in
Indianapolis, Indiana on Tuesday, October 16, 2018 as part of
Fleetwood Mac’s “An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. The
fitted, single vent blazer, designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St.
Nicholas),” features three black buttons, two pockets, and black
lace interior details. Tag reads size “S.”

A black, striped blazer, stage-worn by Christine
McVie during a live concert performance at United
Center in Chicago, Illinois on October 6, 2018 as
part of Fleetwood Mac’s “An Evening With
Fleetwood Mac” tour. The fitted, single vent blazer,
designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St. Nicholas),”
features vertical stripes down the body and arms
and a horizontal striped fabric attachment around
the bottom hem, as well as six black button
closures and a black satin interior lining. Tag reads
size “M.”

Also included is a black tank top and pair of black trousers, stageworn by McVie. The tank top, designed by “rsn boheme (Randee
St. Nicholas),” features a shimmery, stretchy material, thin
spaghetti straps, and a scoop neckline. Tag reads size “S.” The
black velvet “J Brand” trousers feature a textured biker design
down the legs, a silver button, two zippers along the outer bottom
edge of each leg, and two back pockets. Tag reads size 27.

Also included is a black tank top and pair of black
trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The tank top,
designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St. Nicholas),”
features a shimmery, stretchy material, thin
spaghetti straps, and a scoop neckline. Tag reads
size “S.” The black “rsn boheme” trousers feature
two velvet stripes along the outside of each leg,
two front pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads
size “S.”

$600 -800

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 STAGEWORN DUSTER ENSEMBLE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: HARRODS
SUEDE COAT

A long black velvet duster, stage-worn by Christine McVie during
the 2017 Buckingham/McVie tour, as well as the 2018-2019 “An
Evening with Fleetwood Mac” tour. The long, single vent duster
features two circular metal hook clasps, three silver buttons down
each sleeve cuff, a black satin interior lining, shoulder pads, and a
black chain detail along the interior bottom hem.

An espresso brown, open face coat from Harrods
department store in London, UK, featuring a matching tie
belt and a brown satin interior lining. Tag reads size 12.

$300 -500

Also included is a pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The
black velvet “rag & bone” trousers feature silver details, two front
pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads size 27.

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: LOUIS VUITTON CASE
WITH KEYS AND COVER
A brown Louis Vuitton Alzer 75 suitcase trunk with black suitcase
cover and key owned by Christine McVie. There is a Louis Vuitton
monogram design on the exterior of the trunk with brass corners
and three latches, and one lock with two attached keys. Interior has
pink lining with one interior tray. Labeled on the inside. The exterior
is monogramed with McVie’s initials near the handle. A protective
cover zips around the case.
30 x 9 x 19.5 inches

$3,000 -4,000
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: PURSES
A collection of three purses of unknown make belonging to Christine McVie,
including: one tan purse with orange embroidery and bright blue beading
with periwinkle blue cord shoulder strap; one beaded black purse with
beaded black shoulder strap and zipper closure (interior label reads "Made
in Hong Kong"); and one brown leather purse with purple leather contrast
stitching and rosette with snap closure.
Housed in a white cloth Balenciaga drawstring bag.
Dimensions: 5 x 8 inches (largest)

$50 -75
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: OVERCOATS
A pair of overcoats, one a black 100% cashmere coat
from the brand “Donna Karan New York” featuring
100% lamb skin leather sleeves, two front pockets, and
a single black button closure, size US 6; and a tan
padded single-vent trench coat from “Hugo Boss” with
two front pockets, two interior pockets, tortoise shell
patterned buttons, and grey plaid interior lining, no size
present.

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: RUFFLED MIDI SKIRT
A black ruffled midi skirt by “Max & Co.” with two front pockets,
a front zipper, an asymmetrical hemline, and ruffled detailing.
Tag reads size 42.

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: PATTERNED DRESSES
A pair of patterned dresses including a black maxi dress with a cream, three
stripe pattern throughout, as well as three matching fabric buttons down the
front scoop neckline, no size or labels present; and a cream and black leaf
and floral print midi dress by “Brora,” with three quarter length sleeves and a
v neck, size 10.

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: PENELOPE CHILVERS WESTERN BOOTS
A pair of tan leather midi boots with a snakeskin-like texture and a square toe. Labeled,
“Penelope Chilvers.”
Size 41

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: ANTIQUE
STERLING SILVER TRINKET BOX
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: BEAD NECKLACES

Various Sizes

A McVie family heirloom antique sterling silver
trinket box with wooden interior - bearing an
Alexander Clark Co. Ltd. makers mark and date
mark of 1929. The exterior of the lid features a
monogram of the initials "MJ" and the interior of
the lid has been hand-engraved: "Terry / From his
Godmother / June 1, 1930."

$50 -75

2 x 5.5 x 3.5 inches

A set of two bead necklaces, one composed of shell beads, the
front suspending nine carved scarab plaques, 18 inches; the
other a twin strand horn bead necklace, the front suspending a
carved figural pendant depicting twin figures fighting, with
damage to several beads, 28 inches.

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: BRACELETS

A costume brooch, designed as a flexible simulated amethyst and
simulated citrine military ribbon badge. Signed, “B&W.”

Two bracelets, one designed as a gold-tone bangle
bracelet with knot design accents, adjustable; the
other of flexible design composed of a series of
gold links with floret accents, the bracelet spaced
by cabochon turquoise details joined by a larger
floret clasp, the pistil set with a cabochon turquoise,
7 inches, with hallmarks, later 19th century.

Length, 4 inches

Various Sizes

$50 -70

$500 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: MILITARY RIBBON
COSTUME BROOCH
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: BEADED JEWELRY
A group of beaded jewelry comprising a faceted red glass
bead necklace, with adjustable length, 11.5-16 inches; a
faceted purple and pink bead necklace suspending a
pendant of similar design, 17 inches; a woven black iridescent
seed bead bracelet, 7.5 inches; and a sterling silver link
bracelet suspending a series of articulated faceted black and
brown glass beads and simulated black pearls, the front
enhanced by a tassel of similar design, with sterling silver
circular link accents, 18 inches, 51 grams.
Various Sizes

$75 -100
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: SKELETON KEY NECKLACE
A costume necklace, designed as a fancy silver-tone long chain
suspending a simulated diamond oversized skeleton key. Tag marked
“Butler and Watson.”
Length, 30 inches

$50 -75
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2014-2019 TOUR TRAVELING WARDROBE CASE
A navy blue traveling wardrobe case on wheels with metal edges, used backstage by Christine McVie throughout
several tours, including Fleetwood Mac's 2014-2015 "On With The Show" tour; the 2017 "Buckingham & McVie"
tour; and the group's 2018-2019 “An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour.
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: GOLD RINGS
A set of two rings comprising a gold ring centering upon a cabochon
opal, flanked on either side by cushion-cut rubies, size 8, 2.77 grams; and
a gold plated ring centering upon a sculpted cameo plaque, with
cabochon red glass accents, size 6, stamped “GE” for gold electroplate
and “Espo” for Joseph Esposito.
Various Sizes

The interior of the two-fold case includes six drawers with labels (Official Travel Case, Cosmetics, Undergarments,
and Shoes) and two open compartments (one with a wardrobe rack), as well as a built in “Mesa Safe Company”
safe. The exterior of the case features white stamped “Fleetwood Mac - Christine McVie” penguin logos on each
face, labels that read “NYC 2019” and “Fiber,” as well as “CM DR36” stamped in large white font.
Also included is one yellow FM Touring luggage tag with “7” on one side, and the company’s contact info on the
other..
70.25 x 47 x 23.75 inches

$1,000 -2,000

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 STAGEWORN FLORAL BLAZER ENSEMBLE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019
STAGE-WORN PAISLEY BLAZER
ENSEMBLE

A charcoal floral-print blazer, stage-worn by Christine McVie
during a live concert performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s
2018-2019 “An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. The fitted,
single vent blazer, designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St.
Nicholas),” features a black floral pattern, three fabric button
closures, and black lace lining on the interior. Tag reads size “S.”

A blue and brown corduroy blazer, stage-worn by
Christine McVie during a live concert performance as
part of Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019 “An Evening With
Fleetwood Mac” tour. The fitted, single vent blazer,
designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St. Nicholas),”
features a retro-inspired paisley print, four blue velvet
button closures, and a yellow satin interior lining. Tag
reads size “S.”

Also included is a black tank top and pair of black trousers, stageworn by McVie. The tank top, designed by “rsn boheme (Randee
St. Nicholas),” features a stretchy material, thin spaghetti straps,
and a scoop neckline. Tag reads size “S.” The black velvet “J
Brand” trousers with a black leather alligator print belt feature a
silver button and two back pockets. Tag reads size 27.

Also included is a black tank top and pair of black
trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The tank top,
designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St. Nicholas),”
features a shimmery, stretchy material, thin spaghetti
straps, and a scoop neckline. Tag reads size “S.” The
black “rsn boheme” trousers feature two velvet stripes
along the outside of each leg, two front pockets, and
two back pockets. Tag reads size “S.”

$600 -800

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 STAGEWORN SCARF

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019
STAGE-WORN PLAID BLAZER
ENSEMBLE

A black cashmere scarf, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a
live concert performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019
“An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. The wrap scarf features
fringe edges along each end.

A blue and black plaid-print blazer, stage-worn by
Christine McVie during a live concert performance as part
of Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019 “An Evening With
Fleetwood Mac” tour. The fitted, single vent blazer,
designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St. Nicholas),” features
a shimmery nylon plaid print, three blue velvet button
closures. Tag reads size “S.”

Link to image available upon request.

$200 -300

Also included is a black tank top and pair of black
trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The tank top, designed by
“rsn boheme (Randee St. Nicholas),” features a stretchy
material, thin spaghetti straps, and a scoop neckline. Tag
reads size “S.” The black “rsn boheme” trousers feature
two velvet stripes along the outside of each leg, two front
pockets, and two back pockets. Tag reads size “S.”

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 STAGE-WORN STUART WEITZMAN BOOTS
A pair of black, lace-up Stuart Weitzman combat boots, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live concert performance as
part of Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019 “An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. The faux-fur and tinsel lined leather boots
feature black laces, a small heel, and rhinestones along the back of the insoles. Size 8.

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 STAGEWORN STRIPED BLAZER ENSEMBLE

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 STAGEWORN STRIPED BLAZER ENSEMBLE

A grey striped blazer, stage-worn by Christine McVie during a live
concert performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019 “An
Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. The fitted, single vent blazer,
designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St. Nicholas),” features vertical
grey and tinsel stripes, four grey mesh button closures, and black
lace lining on the interior. Tag reads size “S.”

A black, shimmery striped blazer, stage-worn by Christine
McVie during a live concert performance as part of Fleetwood
Mac’s 2018-2019 “An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. The
fitted, single vent blazer, designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St.
Nicholas),” features vertical cotton and shimmery stripes, five
black velvet button closures, black lace lining on the interior,
and two pockets. Tag reads size “S.”

Also included is a black tank top and pair of black trousers with a
belt, stage-worn by McVie. The tank top, designed by “rsn
boheme (Randee St. Nicholas),” features a stretchy material, thin
spaghetti straps, and a scoop neckline. Tag reads size “S.” The
black “rsn boheme” trousers with a small black leather belt feature
two velvet stripes along the outside of each leg, two front pockets,
and two back pockets. Tag reads size “S.”

Also included is a black tank top and pair of black trousers,
stage-worn by McVie. The tank top, designed by “rsn boheme
(Randee St. Nicholas),” features a stretchy material, lace on the
upper portion, thin spaghetti straps, and a scoop neckline. Tag
reads size “S.” The black velvet “J Brand” trousers feature a
silver button and two back pockets. Tag reads size 26.

$600 -800

$600 -800
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 TOUR-USED
PERFUME AND MIRROR
A pair of two 3.4 oz bottles of Chanel perfume and a small Jerdon vanity
makeup mirror, used by Christine McVie during the 2018-2019 “An Evening
With Fleetwood Mac” tour. Both bottles of salmon pink Eau de Parfum are
labeled “Coco Mademoiselle - Chanel Paris” and feature a glass rectangular
body, a cloudy plastic top, and gold details. The tabletop mirror (Model:
JP910NB) features a two-sided swivel mirror with 10x magnification and a
nickel finish.
Largest, 6.75 x 3.75 x 11 inches

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 TOUR COOKIES
Three square shortbread cookies with Fleetwood Mac album covers for Fleetwood Mac and
Mystery to Me as well as the penguin logo for the 2018-2019 “An Evening With Fleetwood
Mac” tour printed on white fondant icing. The cookies are wrapped in a thick blue cloth
napkin.
Cookie, 3.5 x 3.75 x 0.5 inches

CHRISTINE MCVIE: MIU MIU HANDBAG
A green crocodile handbag with mauve velvet wrapped handle
and bow made by Miu Miu. The interior features two
compartments separated by a zipper closure compartment.
Dimensions: 8 x 8.5 x 3 inches; 6.5 inches (handle height)

$200 -300

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: PHOTO-SHOOT
WORN SAINT LAURENT JACKET
(WITH PHOTO)

300

A photo-matched forest green Saint Laurent “Rive
Gauche” jacket, worn by Christine McVie during a 1970sera photoshoot. The Russian style velvet jacket features
balloon sleeves, black trim, black buttons half way down
the front, and two front pockets. Tag reads size 38.

Two pairs of black Seven For All Mankind skinny jeans
including: a pair of “The High Waist Skinny” style
jeans, size 26; and a pair of “The Ankle Skinny” style
jeans, size 26.

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SEVEN FOR
ALL MANKIND SKINNY JEANS

$200 -300

Includes a small Christine McVie artist trading card
featuring the jacket.
Trading Card, 3.5 x 2.75 inches

$2,000 -3,000
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: SILK BUTTON DOWNS
A pair of silk button down shirts including a cream pleated
button-down by “Ralph Lauren” with mother of pearl buttons, size
6; and a white button down by “Equipment Femme” with white
buttons and two front breast pockets, size S.

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: SHOES
Two pairs of shoes including a pair of black faux
snakeskin leather boots, labeled, “Carvele Kurt
Geiger,” size 39; and a pair of tan Gommini
Leather Penny Drivers with a rubber pebble
outsole, labeled, “Tod’s Made In Italy,” size 40.

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: SKINNY JEANS
Two pairs of black skinny jeans including: a pair of DL1961 brand,
“Nicky Mid-Rise Cigarette” style jeans, size 26; and a pair of Rag &
Bone jeans with silver studs down each side seam and original
tags attached, size 27.

$200 -300
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: BRACELETS
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: STUDDED LEATHER BELTS
A group of seven studded leather belts worn by Christine McVie in black,
brown, and white.
40 x 3 inches (longest)

$100 -200

A group of bracelets comprising a sterling silver
bangle with circular-cut emerald detail, 2.5 inches
inner diameter; a gold-tone and simulated
gemstone costume bangle, 2.75 inches inner
diameter, 38.04 grams; a gold-tone and simulated
diamond bangle bracelet, 2.5 inches inner
diameter; a sterling silver bangle bracelet,
engraved with DOSPES PAX VERITAS AMOR
HONEST ASVITA FORTITU, 2.5 inches inner
diameter, 52.89 grams, with English hallmarks; and
a simulated diamond and emerald costume
bracelet of flexible link design, 7.5 inches.
Various Sizes

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: BLACK COSTUME JEWELRY

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STERLING SILVER
MARCASITE BROOCHES

A group of costume jewelry comprising a black leather strap bracelet of
Southwestern design, enhanced by silver-tone X links and a silver-tone
buckle clasp, 9.25 inches, adjustable; a pair of dark red glass ear pendants,
1.75 inches; and a single black glass crystal shaped ear pendant, 2 inches.

A group of brooches comprising a sterling silver and
marcasite brooch, designed as an openwork leaf, 2.5
inches, 10.15 grams; a silver-tone and marcasite chair
brooch, 1 inch; and a silver-tone and marcasite glasses
brooch, 2.25 inches.

Various Sizes

$50 -75

Various Sizes

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: HEART JEWELRY
A group of various jewelry, comprising a pair of sterling silver ear
pendants of scalloped heart shaped design, 1.25 inches, 5.34 grams; a
sterling silver charm bracelet, 7.75 inches, 16.19 grams; a silver-tone link
bracelet with a heart shaped charm and a toggle clasp, 7.5 inches; a
silver-tone and marcasite openwork clip, 1.25 inches; and a pair of 14k
gold ear hoops, suspending polished gold and collet set pink sapphire
and sapphire charms, for pierced ears, 1.25 inches, 3.85 grams.

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: STERLING SILVER BEAD JEWELRY
A group of jewelry, comprising a three strand black seed pearl and orange hardstone
bead bracelet, 7.5 inches; a gold-tone and sterling silver twin strand bracelet enhanced
by star, moon, and bar link beads, 7 inches; and a sterling silver hollow bead necklace,
17.25 inches, 62.56 grams.
Various Sizes
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: COSTUME BRACELETS

$100 -200

Two gold-tone bracelets, each designed as a double strand link
bracelet, one with a sculpted foliate sliding bead.
Length, 7.5 inches

$100 -200
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: FLEETWOOD MAC 2014-2019 TOUR TRAVELING WARDROBE CASE
A navy blue traveling wardrobe case on wheels with metal edges, used backstage by Christine McVie throughout several tours, including
Fleetwood Mac's 2014-2015 "On With The Show" tour; the 2017 "Buckingham & McVie" tour; and the group's 2018-2019 “An Evening With
Fleetwood Mac” tour..
The interior of the two-fold case includes four drawers with labels (Purses & Sunglasses, Stage Tops, Hats/Scarves/Extra Toiletries) and two
open compartments with wardrobe racks. The exterior of the case features white stamped “Fleetwood Mac - Christine McVie” penguin logos
on each face, a duct tape label that reads “To Christine McVie Locker - 3E,” as well as “CM DR34” stamped in large white font.
Also included is one yellow FM Touring luggage tag with “7” on one side, and the company’s contact info on the other.
72 x 46.5 x 24 inches

$1,000 -2,000
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018 MUSICARES AWARDS EVENT-WORN
SAINT LAURENT BLAZER
A black Saint Laurent Paris blazer with a bedazzled, open-face collar worn by Christine McVie to the
2018 MusiCares Person Of The Year Awards honoring Fleetwood Mac at Radio City Music Hall. The
cropped blazer features crystals along the collar in a paisley print pattern, and three buttons near
the wrist of each sleeve.

$1,000 -2,000

Photograph Credit: Matt Baron / Shutterstock
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 ERA VINCE
LEATHER JACKET ENSEMBLE

313

A black leather Vince-brand biker-style jacket, worn by Christine
McVie during the time of the 2018-2019 “An Evening with
Fleetwood Mac” tour. The zip-up jacket features two cotton stripes
along the sides and sleeves, a cotton interior lining, two exterior
pockets, and original clothing tags. Evidence of wear can be seen
on the back, lightly on the collar, and towards the bottom on the
front. Tag reads size “S.”

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 ERA
ALLSAINTS LEATHER JACKET
A brown 100% leather AllSaints jacket, worn by Christine McVie
during the time of the 2018-2019 “An Evening with Fleetwood
Mac” tour. The double-breasted jacket features nine chocolate
brown buttons (eight along the outside, one on the interior), a
cotton and viscose blend interior lining, a wide collar, and two
exterior pockets. Tag reads size “UK 8/US 4/EU 6.”

Although McVie did not wear the jacket for on-stage appearances
during the tour, she often wore the same brand/style jacket
casually to various dinners and social events.

Although McVie did not wear the jacket for on-stage appearances
during the tour, she often wore the custom piece casually to
various dinners and social events.

Also included is a pair of black jeans, stage-worn by McVie. The
black jeans, designed by “True Religion” feature silver details, two
front pockets, and two back pockets. Size 26.

$400 -600

$300 -500
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CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 ERA VINCE
LEATHER JACKET ENSEMBLE

314

A black leather Vince-brand biker-style jacket, worn by Christine
McVie during the time of the 2018-2019 “An Evening with
Fleetwood Mac” tour. The zip-up jacket features two cotton stripes
along the sides and sleeves, a cotton interior lining, and two
exterior pockets. Tag reads size “S.”

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 ERA
CUSTOM-TAILORED FUCHSIA BLAZER
A fuchsia, hand-tailored blazer, custom-made for Christine Mcvie
by the personal tailor of fellow Fleetwood Mac member Mick
Fleetwood during the time of the 2018-2019 “An Evening with
Fleetwood Mac” tour. The fitted, single vent blazer features four
pockets (two outer pockets, one small breast pocket, and one
interior pocket), a single button closure to the front as well as two
on each sleeve cuff, and a lilac satin interior lining. A tag on the
interior reads: “Exclusively tailored for Christine McVie, S.P.”

Although McVie did not wear the jacket for on-stage appearances
during the tour, she often wore the piece casually to various
dinners and social events.
Also included is a pair of black jeans, stage-worn by McVie. The
black jeans, designed by “True Religion” feature silver details, two
front pockets, and two back pockets. Size 26.

Although McVie did not wear the blazer for on-stage
appearances during the tour, she often wore the custom piece
casually to various dinners and social events.

$300 -500

$400 -600

238

239

318

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CROWN JEWELRY
A set of jewelry comprising a silver-tone butterfly with a central
coronet detail, 1.25 inches; and a silver-tone link necklace
suspending a bicolored metal double pendant, 15.5 inches.
Various Sizes

$50 -75

317

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 ERA VINCE
LEATHER PATCH JACKET ENSEMBLE
A black leather Vince-brand biker-style jacket, worn by Christine
McVie during the time of the 2018-2019 “An Evening with
Fleetwood Mac” tour. The zip-up jacket features two copper
beaded “songbird” patches attached to each sleeve cuff, as well as
two cotton stripes along the sides and sleeves, a cotton interior
lining, and two exterior pockets. Tag reads size “S.”
Although McVie did not wear the jacket for on-stage appearances
during the tour, she often wore the piece casually to various
dinners and social events.
Also included is a pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The
black trousers, designed by “True Religion” feature silver details,
two front pockets, and two back pockets. Size 26.

$600 -800

319

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GARNET AND DIAMOND EAR CLIPS
A pair of ear clips, each designed as a oval-cut garnet flowerhead centering upon a circularcut diamond, with rose-cut diamond accents. Mounted in gold with hallmarks, 12.72 grams,
with clips backs and post for pierced ears.
Length, 0.75 inches

$300 -500
240

241

320

CHRISTINE MCVIE: G-CLEF JEWELRY
A set of sterling silver jewelry comprising a pair of G-clef ear
pendants, enhanced by marcasite detail, for pierced ears, 1.5 inches,
3.60 grams; and a brooch en suite, 1.25 inches, 4.14 grams.
Various Sizes

$100 -200

322

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 “AN EVENING WITH FLEETWOOD MAC” DRESSING ROOM
ROAD CASE WITH PORTABLE YAMAHA KEYBOARD AND ACCESSORIES
A custom road case (#406) containing a c. 2000s Yamaha PSR-E463 keyboard, along with piano stool seat covers and various other
accessories, used by Christine McVie in her dressing room while on tour with Fleetwood Mac.
YEAR
Circa 2000s

321

CHRISTINE MCVIE: WOOD JEWELRY BOX
WITH LEATHER BRACELET
A wooden jewelry box containing a leather bracelet cuff. The box
is dark wood with brass decorations, lined in black. The bracelet
has textured details with cross medallions. This lot comes with a
Chesapeake Arena/Cox Convention Center letterhead note that
reads “Welcome to Oklahoma City” in silver marker.
6 x 4 x 4 inches (largest)

$75 -100

BRAND
Yamaha
MODEL
PSR-E463
TYPE
Keyboard
SERIAL NO
UBTZ03149
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
61-key portable keyboard with built in speakers and over 200 voices. Many sampling possibilities with a DJ-style groove remix feature. Stand
and soft gig bag.
OPERATION
Works well with a wide variety of sounds.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.

$1,000 -2,000
242

243

323

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 STAGEWORN EMBROIDERED TANK TOP
ENSEMBLE

325

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 TOUR
CUSTOM-MADE JACKET ENSEMBLE

A black, embroidered tank top, stage-worn by Christine McVie
during a live concert performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s
2018-2019 “An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. The mesh
tank top features a black embroidered paisley pattern, an entirely
open back (with two clothespins attached for fastening), thin
spaghetti straps, and a sheer black interior lining.

A black “rsn boheme” jacket, custom-made for Christine McVie
during the time of Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019 “An Evening With
Fleetwood Mac” tour. The zip-up jacket features black chain
details along the front, collar, and loosely draping around each
outer arm region, as well as a mock neck, zip-up sleeve cuffs, two
front pockets, and a black satin interior lining. Tag reads size “S.”

Also included is a pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The
black velvet “J Brand” trousers feature a textured biker design
down the legs, a silver button, two zippers along the outer bottom
edge of each leg, and two back pockets. Tag reads size 27.

Also included is a pair of black trousers, stage-worn by McVie. The
black trousers, designed by “True Religion” feature silver details,
two front pockets, and two back pockets. Size 26.

$300 -500

$600 -800

326

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2019 STAGE-WORN
FLORAL BLAZER ENSEMBLE
A tan and black floral-printed blazer, stage-worn by Christine McVie
during a live concert performance at Spectrum Center in Charlotte,
N.C. on Sunday, February 24, 2019 as part of Fleetwood Mac’s “An
Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. The fitted, single vent blazer,
designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St. Nicholas),” features three black
buttons and a black lace interior details. Tag reads size “S.”
Also included is a black tank top and pair of black trousers, stageworn by McVie. The tank top, designed by “rsn boheme (Randee St.
Nicholas),” features a gold and black shimmery material, thin
spaghetti straps, and a scoop neckline. Tag reads size “S.” The black
velvet “J Brand” trousers with a skinny black leather belt feature a
silver button and two back pockets. Tag reads size 26.

324

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2018-2019 STAGE-WORN SCARF
AND GLOVES

Link to image available upon request.

$600 -800

A black infinity scarf, stage-worn by Christine McVie during various outdoor
performance as part of Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019 “An Evening With Fleetwood
Mac” tour. The scarf, designed by the brand “AQUA,” features intermixed matte and
glossy material, as well as black sequins throughout.
Also included is a pair of long, black fingerless knitted gloves.

$300 -500

244

245

327

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2019 ROCK & ROLL
HALL OF FAME EVENT-WORN COMBAT
BOOTS
A pair of black, lace-up Zadig & Voltaire combat boots worn by
Christine McVie to the Rock & Roll Hall Of Fame Induction
Ceremony at Barclays Center on March 29, 2019. The leather
boots feature silver side zippers and grommets as well as black
laces. Size 40.
Link to image available upon request.

$400 -600

329

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CUSTOM STRIPED
VELVET BLAZER
A custom striped black velvet blazer by “Novex Beverly Hills,”
featuring shoulder pads, a black satin interior lining, a high-low
hem, and a single matching velvet button closure. No size present.

$400 -600

328

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 2021 UK AMA DISC AWARD
A wooden record-shaped UK Americana Music Association Trailblazer award
presented to Christine McVie in 2021 for “outstanding contribution to the
Americana genre.”
Diameter 10 x Height 1 inches

$200 -300

330

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CASUAL TOPS
A pair of casual tops including a denim button down from the brand “Halogen” featuring two front breast
pockets and metal buttons, size S; and a black nylon hooded zip-up jacket from the brand “Gear For Sports”
featuring an embroidered Silver Oak Cellars Logo, two front pockets, a drawstring hood, and a grey cotton
blend interior, size M.

$200 -300
246

247

333

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 14K GOLD CULTURED PEARL RING
A 14k gold and cultured pearl ring, the central cultured pearl measuring 6.6 mm,
surmounted by a small cabochon ruby accent, the 14k gold hoop with sculpted cherub
shoulders. 5.22 grams.
Size 5.5

$300 -500

331

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BOOTS
Two pairs of boots including a pair of navy blue leather combat
boots, labeled, “Brora,” size 40, with a purple Brora logo dust bag;
and a pair of grey genuine leather lace up Victorian-style boots,
labeled “Chie Mihara,” size 40, in original box.

$200 -300

334

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 14K GOLD RUBY
DIAMOND BRACELET
A bracelet designed as a series of calibr -cut ruby links,
spaced by sculpted gold links, each set with a circularcut diamond. Mounted in 14k yellow and white gold.
23.68 grams. 14 circular-cut diamonds, gauged to weigh
approximately 0.70 carats total. G-I color. VS-SI clarity.

332

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BELTS

Length, 7.5 inches

A group of seven leather, beaded, rhinestone, and fabric detailed
belts worn by Christine McVie.

$200 -400

40 x 3 inches (longest)

$75 -100

248

249

336

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BIRD BROOCHES
A pair of brooches, one designed as a carved mother of pearl
dove, stamped “Bethlehem,” 1.75 inches; the other a simulated
diamond eagle brooch, 1.75 inches.
Various Sizes

$50 -75

337

CHRISTINE MCVIE: MICHAEL KORS
COSTUME BRACELET
A costume necklace designed as a fancy silver-tone
long chain, suspending a simulated diamond oversized
skeleton key. Tag marked “Butler and Watson.”
Length, 30 inches

335

CHRISTINE MCVIE: 18K GOLD AND
RUBY HOOP EARRINGS

$50 -75

A pair of 18k gold ear hoops, each enhanced by cabochon
ruby accents, for pierced ears. 19.42 grams.
Length, 1.5 inches

$1,000 -2,000

338

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CROSS AND SPADE JEWELRY
A group of jewelry comprising a costume charm bracelet, suspending nine
simulated gemstone pendants, 7.5 inches, some stone deficient; a pair of
silver-tone, simulated pearl and gemstone ear pendants, 2 inches, for pierced
ears; a costume necklace of blackened metal suspending a simulated
gemstone cross pendant, by 1928, 19.5 inches; a square-cut sapphire and
single-cut diamond cross pendant, 1 inch; a costume cross pendant
enhanced by simulated garnet and pearl detail, 1 inch; and a gold-tone
necklace suspending a tiny gem-set spade pendant, 15.5 inches.
Various Sizes

$100 -200

250

251

341

CHRISTINE MCVIE: VELVET ARMANI
BLAZER
339

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SWEATERS
A pair of modern sweaters including a long black cotton-blend
duster sweater by “Lucky Brand,” with two front pockets, size S;
and a grey 100% wool zip-up sweater jacket by “Gro a live,” with a
knitted collar and lapel as well as two front pockets, size 38.

A black velvet blazer by “Armani Collezioni” featuring black
piping, two front pockets, a single black button closure, zippers
along each sleeve cuff, shoulder pads, and a black interior lining.
Tag reads size 42.

$200 -300

$200 -300

340

CHRISTINE MCVIE: TRUE RELIGION
SKINNY JEANS
Three pairs of black True Religion brand skinny jeans
including: a pair of “Halle Mid Rise Super Skinny” style, size
27; a pair of “Halle Mid Rise Super Skinny” style with the
original clothing tags attached, size 26; and a pair of “Halle
Mid Rise Super Skinny” style embellished with black
rhinestones in a swirl pattern down each leg, size 26.

342

$200 -300

CHRISTINE MCVIE: JOHN LENNON PRINT
A colorful John Lennon print signed lower right, “James ‘04.”
15.5 x 29 inches

$200 -400

252

253

345

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PHOTO OF
CHRISTINE MCVIE AND STEVIE NICKS
343

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PHOTO OF
CHRISTINE MCVIE
A framed and cloth matted black-and-white posed portrait
photograph of Christine McVie.

A photograph of Christine McVie and Stevie Nicks printed on
poster-board. The photo was taken by Fleetwood Mac
photographer Herbert W. Worthington, whose stamp is
present on the back.
12 x 10 inches

$100 -200

22 x 19 x 1 inches

$200 -300

344

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PHOTO
OF CHRISTINE MCVIE

346

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAINTED
CERAMIC ASHTRAYS

A framed black-and-white photograph of
Christine McVie in a simulated wood frame.
Scotch tape has been used on the sides to
attach the backing and stand to the frame.

A group of five ashtrays, including a large green
ceramic cigar ashtray with an applied reclining nude
female, together with a set of four small scenic
painted triangular ceramic ashtrays marked “Japan.”

9.5 x 7.5 x 1 inches

$100 -200

10 x 7.5 inches

$200 -400

254

255

347

CHRISTINE MCVIE: AFRICAN BAMILEKE NOBILITY STOOL
A wooden Bamileke stool decorated with beads and cowrie shells, traditionally created for
use by specific people of importance.
A Bamileke stool traditionally from Western Cameroon decorated with bright multi-colored
beads with cowrie shells lining the seat and base. Cameroon stools are traditionally made for
people of importance including King’s (Fon), Chiefs, and Important Women (Ma Fo). The
arms each depict a leopard, a common symbol for King’s. Cowrie shells represent wealth,
dignity, and respect and are present in abundance in the decoration of the stool. The stool is
largely decorated with another traditional symbol, the use of human faces and in this case
likely depicting a Fon (King). There are some loose beads, missing shells, and frayed beaded
strings from age and use.
25 x 27 x 45 inches

$5,000 -7,000

256

257

349

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CONGA AND BONGO HAND DRUMS
A group of natural finish wood hand percussion instruments belonging to Christine
McVie including: two M. Cohen Latin Percussion conga drums with stands, one Toca
conga drum, and two Pulse bongos.
YEAR
Circa 1980s-1990s
BRAND
Mixed (Latin Percussion, Toca, and Pulse)
MODEL
Various

348

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SOUTH AFRICAN STANDING DRUM
A South African carved and painted standing drum with with stretched hide top, wooden sides
and pedestal. Wooden pegs are around the top sides of the drum. The sides feature geometric
patterns with black, red, yellow, and white pigment. Traditionally made by the Tonga in the areas
around Zambia and Zimbabwe.
Minor holes on the drum head.
42x 31 x 31 inches

TYPE
Hand Drums
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Matching set of M. Cohen Latin Percussion 13-inch and 12-inch congas with gold
hardware and an additional Toca brand 11-inch conga with black lugs (quinto, tres and
tumba), plus a pair of Pulse brand bongos (8-inch and 7-inch) . All are a natural blond
maple finish. Includes a pair of conga stands for the Latin Percussion congas.
OPERATION
All hand drums work and sound great.

$500 -700

CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition. A nice and clean rig.
34 x 15 inches (Largest)

$1,000 -2,000

258

259

350

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STAGE-PLAYED "SONGBIRD" YAMAHA C3
BABY GRAND PIANO (WITH DVD)
A c. 1970s Yamaha C3 baby grand piano used
extensively by Christine McVie while on tour
with Fleetwood Mac. She preferred Yamaha
pianos while touring, saying of the maker: "I
have always found Yamaha pianos to be the
most sturdy and reliable for touring... Case in
point, when taking my old piano that I had used
for 20 years on tour to England, it needed very
little tuning when it was taken out of its case.
That just goes to show it's a mighty fine
product" (From Accent [Volume 27], Fall 1997)

YEAR
1970s

For the two decades between the tours for
Rumours and The Dance in 1977 and 1997, this
piano can be seen being played by McVie
during performances of "Songbird," which
would often close Fleetwood Mac concerts.
McVie says: "The baby grand, where I have
played 'Songbird,' the song I'm most proud of,
has been such an important part of my life and
career."

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Baby grand in black gloss finish. On casters so
easily positioned, top opens for recording
and projection.

Together with a DVD of The Dance (Reprise,
1997).

BRAND
Yamaha
MODEL
C3 TYPE Piano
SERIAL NO
B2293638

OPERATION
Plays and sounds really well with great action,
clear rich tonality
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.
Christine McVie collection

$40,000 -60,000

260

261

262

263

351

353

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ANTIQUE ENGLISH
OAK AND COPPER PITCHER

CHRISTINE MCVIE:
ASSORTED COLORLESS
STEMWARE

An antique barrel-form oak and copper pitcher.
11 x 15 x 8 inches

A group of assorted crystal and glass
stemware, unmarked. 14 pieces.

$100 -200

Tallest, 12 inches

$200 -400

352

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASSORTED BRASS HOUSEWARES
A group of eight assorted vintage brass housewares, including two candlestick holders, one
snuffer, one candlestick, a bucket, one pitcher, one match stick holder, and a sad iron with
block insert.
Largest, 8.5 x 10 inches

$300 -500

354

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASSORTED EUROPEAN PORCELAIN ITEMS
A group of four pieces of vintage painted porcelain, including a green-rimmed parcel-gilt trinket dish with a
portrait of a lady, marked “Carlsbad China/ Austria,” a floral trinket cup marked “St. George Fine Bone
China/ Made in England,” a Violets pattern tea cup by Adderleys, and a Victorian double handled vase with
figural painted reserve.
Largest, 10 x 10 inches

$200 -400
264

265

355

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASSORTED GINGER JARS
Two ceramic ginger jars, including: a peach stoneware jar with butterflies
and floral decoration, marked “Made in Macau,” and a blue and white
stoneware jar with exotic birds and flowers, with a red chopmark.
Larger, 15 x 10 inches

$200 -400

357

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASSORTED TABLEWARE
A group of three colorful handpainted Portuguese pottery plates or bowls, together
with a set of six sliced blue geode coasters and a painted vase marked “Made in
Japan.” 10 items.
W 10 inches

$300 -500

356

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASSORTED
PORCELAIN DISHWARE

358

A group of assorted dishware, including: a three piece Haddon
teapot, plate and tray; a shaped Harrods dog bowl with giltpainted features, and a painted flamingo pitcher.
Largest, 11 x 14 inches

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BRASS AND COPPER KITCHEN ITEMS
A group of four antique kitchen items with long handles, including a pot, an egg poacher
pan, a brass strainer, and a scoop.
W Length, 27 inches (largest)

$200 -400

$300 -500

266

267

359

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BRASS AND
GLASS TIERED BAR CART
A vintage multi-tiered oval brass and glass rolling
bar cart
28.5 x 31 .25 x 18.5 inches

$600 -800

361

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CLARICE CLIFF 1993 BLUE AUTUMN TEAPOT AND FOUR CUPS
A 1993 Museum of Modern Art Clarice Cliff “Blue Autumn” pattern teapot and four cups.
7 x 10 inches

$800 -1,200

360

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CHINESE PAINTED
VASE MOUNTED AS A TABLE LAMP
A Chinese vase with hand painted gilt flowers against a dark red
ground, mounted and electrified as a table lamp with UK
electrical plug.
18 inches

$200 -300
362

CHRISTINE MCVIE: COLLECTION OF COCA COLA MEMORABILIA
A group of vintage Coca Cola memorabilia, including: a metal napkin dispenser, a toothpick dispenser, and metal and glass straw
holder; a vintage toy car; a partial toy truck with miniature bottles and crates; a set of notecards; a fabric cover (believed to go with
the miniature truck); and a Bluebell coaster with the letter “C.”
Largest, 7 x 12 x 5 inches

$200 -300

268

269

363

CHRISTINE MCVIE: COPPER AND BRASS
HANGING BELL AND WALL BRACKET
An antique copper hanging bell with attached scrolled brass wall
bracket.
19 x 19 x 12 inches

365

$400 -600

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CRYSTAL
DECANTER, CORDIALS, AND
SHOT GLASSES
A crystal decanter with a metal spigot and faceted
finial, together with assorted etched cordials and
modern shot glasses.
14.5 inches

$200 -400

366
364

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CRYSTAL
TABLETOP ITEMS

CHRISTINE MCVIE: COPPER VESSELS
A group of five vintage copper vessels, including a kettle, a bed
warmer, a coal scoop, a mug, and a pitcher.

An American Brilliant Period cut crystal pitcher,
together with a pair of Val St. Lambert crystal
candlesticks.

W Length, 41 inches (largest)

Larger, 7 x 8 x 5 inches

$300 -500

$300 -500

270

271

369

CHRISTINE MCVIE: EWER AND TRAY
A decorative Art Nouveau style ewer, together with an
engraved Middle Eastern style tray.
Plate: D 16 inches , Ewer: 14.5 x 16 inches

$200 -300
367

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CUT
CRYSTAL CENTERPIECE
BOWL
A large cut crystal centerpiece bowl.
No maker’s mark.
8 x 12 inches

$200 -300

368

CHRISTINE MCVIE: EUROPEAN CHASED SILVER PLATTER
A sinuous circular chased silver tray with an engraved armorial shield in the center cartouche.
With unidentifiable hallmarks “JP[effaced]”/ P within a turnip/ F.” 18.98 troy oz.
W 15 inches

370

CHRISTINE MCVIE: FLEETWOOD
MAC LOGO MUG
A grey, 11oz Fleetwood Mac mug with a white interior,
owned by Christine McVie. The mug features the iconic
Penguin graphic printed on one side and the Fleetwood
Mac logo on the other.

$300 -500

$100 -200

272

273

371

CHRISTINE MCVIE: FLORAL BOWL AND
PITCHER
A cream ceramic bowl and matching pitcher, decorated with blue
floral clusters and pink bows. Made in England.
Bowl, 12.5 x 12.5 x 3.5 inches; Pitcher, 10 x 9 x 7 inches

$100 -200

373

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GABBEH RUNNER
A Gabbeh polychrome power loomed olefin runner. Labeled on the reverse.
92 x 26.5 inches

$100 -200

372

CHRISTINE MCVIE: FLORAL COASTERS
A group of four marble coasters decorated with muted floral
patterns, with cork bottoms. Unlabeled.
Each, 3.75 x 3.75 x .05 inches

$50 -75

374

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF ASSORTED
COLORLESS BARWARE
A group of colorless glass barware, including wineglasses,
coasters, and a dinner bell. Approximately 23 pieces.
Tallest 9 inches

$200 -400

274

275

377

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF
FIVE PEWTER ITEMS
A group of five pewter items, including a pewter
and glass claret jug, a plate with a decorative rim,
a cream jug, a letter holder, and a double sided
trinket box.
W 12 inches

$200 -400

375

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF ASSORTED GLASSWARES
A group of assorted glasswares, including: an etched glass hurricane, a pair of black stem wine glasses, a
covered tea cup, and a set of four etched wine glasses.
Tallest 11 1/2 inches

$200 -300

378

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF
THREE CRYSTAL DECANTERS
A group of three cut crystal decanters, including two
with faceted ball stoppers and one ships decenter
with stopper.
14.5 inches

$200 -400
376

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF BLUE AND WHITE CERAMIC ITEMS
A group of six pieces of blue and white china, including: a Spode Italian Design plate, a Calico Burleigh Staffordshire
cup and saucer, two Chinese porcelain dishes , and a red Chinese hexagonal bowl with blue and white interior.
W 12 3/4 inches

$200 -300

276

277

379

CHRISTINE MCVIE: HEPPLEWHITE
MAHOGANY BURLWOOD SECRETARY
BREAKFRONT CHINA HUTCH
A Hepplewhite mahogany burlwood secretary breakfront
china hutch, the upper case with shelving covered by doors
with glazed astragal moulding; the lower case with a center
fall-front leather-topped writing surface and fitted
compartments, in between cupboard doors concealing
drawers and compartments; the oval brasses with chased
Sphinx and Pyramid design, and round brass pulls with
floriform design.
93.25 x 84.5 x 18 inches

$4,000 -6,000

278

279

381

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAINTED CARVED WOOD
PARROT AND CARVED WOOD BOWL
A carved polychrome painted wood parrot, together with an oval
carved wood bowl.
Taller, 30 inches

$200 -400

380

CHRISTINE MCVIE: NAPIER STERLING AND
14K GOLD WHISKEY FLASK
A vintage Napier sterling silver and 14K gold 7oz. whiskey flask with
Art Deco striped guilloche styling and copper inlay accents,
monogrammed “SMB.” Marked “Napier/ 14K/ Sterling.” 6.36 troy oz.
6 x 4 inches

$800 -1,200

382

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF STERLING
SALT CELLARS IN FITTED BOX
A pair of Depree & Young sterling salt cellars and spoons
in the original fitted case, hallmarked for Birmingham,
1933-34. 1.87 troy oz. The lid of the box is lined with silk
and is stampe with the Depree & Young logo. The base of
the box is lined with shaped crushed velvet, which the feet
of the cellars sit inside.
2 x 7.25 x 4 inches

$200 -300

280

281

383

384

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF TEAL WICKER BAR CHAIRS

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PRESSED GLASS HOUSEWARES

A pair of vintage teal painted wicker bar chairs with rounded backs and arms and loose
seat cushions.

A group of pressed glass table items, including four candleholders, a lidded
container, and a faceted ashtray.

45 x 46 x 20 inches

Plate: 8.5 x 1.5 inches (largest) , Jar: 5 x 5.5 inches (tallest)

$200 -400

$200 -300

282

283

385

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PRESSED
GLASS TABLE ITEMS
A group of three pressed glass items
including: a flower vase, a scalloped
bowl, and a flat round ashtray.
10.5 inches
387

$200 -300

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ROYAL
CROWN RED AVES TUREEN
A red and white lidded tureen in the Red
Aves pattern by Royal Crown Derby.
8 x 11 inches

$200 -400

388

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SET OF
FOUR REUVEN HAND
PAINTED WINE GLASSES
386

CHRISTINE MCVIE: RED CANISTERS
A group of three red and black plastic rounded
canisters with one extra lid. Stackable. Unlabeled.

A set of four colorful Art Nouveau style hand
painted satin wineglasses marked “Reuven.”
12 inches

$200 -300

Largest, 8.25 x 6.5 x 6.5

$100 -200

284

285

391

CHRISTINE MCVIE: STERLING
OWL CONDIMENT JAR
389

A sterling owl condiment jar with painted
glass eyes. Marked “925.” 4.37 troy oz.

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SET OF TWO GRADUATED STERLING SAUCEBOATS

4 inches

$300 -500

A set of two graduated sterling sauceboats with scrolled handles and stepped feet, and hallmarks for
Birmingham, 1940-41, maker CB&Co. Total weight 12.38 troy oz.
Larger 3.5 x 7.5 x 3.5 inches

$400 -600

390

392

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SILVER PLATED WINE COOLER AND BRIDAL BASKET

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CARVED
WINDSOR WHEELBACK ARMCHAIR

A silver plated urn-form wine cooler with lion head handles, together with a silver plated Victorian style bridal
basket with moveable handle.
15 inches

A 19th/20th century carved wood Windsor Wheelback
armchair with splayed legs.

$100 -200

39.5 x 20.5 x 16 inches

$200 -400

286

287

393

CHRISTINE MCVIE: THREE COPPER VESSELS
A pair of textured and riveted copper log buckets, together with a
similar jug.
Larger, 21 x 16 inches

$400 -600

394

395

CHRISTINE MCVIE: TITCHMARSH GOODWIN
GEORGIAN STYLE OAK SIDEBOARD

CHRISTINE MCVIE: TRAVERTINE, BRASS AND GLASS TABLE

A Georgian style oak sideboard with three frieze drawers, shaped
apron, turned legs, and under tier, by Titchmarsh Goodwin, Ipswich.
30 x 72 x 18.5 inches

A modern table with a brass accented travertine two-piece base, fitted with an etched and
frosted Art Deco style glass table top. Together with a protective covering for the glass.
30 x 40 x 77 inches

$500 -700

$600 -800

288

289

396

CHRISTINE MCVIE: VINTAGE CERAMIC
PENGUIN DECANTER SET
A vintage painted ceramic penguin decanter set with a jug
and five cordials.
10.5 inches

$200 -400

397

CHRISTINE MCVIE: WOODEN
WATER BUCKET

398

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ANTIQUE GEORGE III STYLE CHEST OF
DRAWERS

An antique wooden water bucket with a cross
piece carrying handle and iron suspension ring.
10 x 11 inches

A short antique Georgian oak highboy chest of drawers with moulded cornice, batwing
brasses and ogee feet.

$100 -200

33.5 x 17 x 12.5 inches

$1,000 -2,000

290

291

399

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASIAN TABLETOP FOUR PANEL PAINTED LACQUER SCREEN
A small Asian lacquered wood four panel screen with painted decoration on both sides.
18 x 24 inches

$200 -400

401

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BIEDERMEIER PEDESTAL DESK
A Biedermeier-style pedestal desk with a desktop and two banks of drawers.

400

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ASSORTED ASIAN DECORATIVE ITEMS
A group of miscellaneous Asian items, including: a blue ceramic hippopotamus figure, a pair of
Chinese cloisonne enamel urns, and a group of three miniature hardstone musical instruments.
Largest, 6 x 6 x 5 inches

A Biedermeier-style birch blond pedestal desk with a desktop containing three
drawers. The bottom of the desk is made of two separate banks of drawers with
single locking doors one containing three drawers and other without drawers.
The top and bottom drawers are locked with two separate keys, which are
included. The desk can be disassembled into three parts: desktop and two
banks of drawers.
Top: 55 x 32.25 x 6.5 inches , Desks: 30 x 16.5 x 25 inches (each)

$2,000 -3,000

$400 -600

292

293

402

404

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CARVED OAK WALL MIRROR

CHRISTINE MCVIE: BLUE
WICKER OTTOMAN

A vintage rectangular wall mirror with a carved oak frame and beveled
mirror glass.

A vintage powder blue wicker ottoman
or stool.

50 x 40 inches

$200 -300

19 x 20 x 19 inches

$100 -200

403

405

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CERAMIC
FOWLER PHRENOLOGY HEAD

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CHINESE
MOTHER-OF-PEARL WALL MIRROR

A 19th century labeled L.N. Fowler phrenology
head with text painted on all four sides.

An ebonized wood and mother-of-pearl inlaid Chinese
wall mirror with a shaped crest and beveled mirror glass.

12 x 5 x 6 inches

69 x 29.25 inches

$800 -1,200

$200 -400

294

295

406

CHRISTINE MCVIE: EMBROIDERED
FLORAL SHAWL
A vintage black rectangular shawl with an embroidered
floral pattern and black fringe along the edges. McVie
used to display this shawl at her home draped across
the top of her "Songbird" piano.

408

101.5 x 98 inches

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF STUFFED ANIMALS

$400 -600

A group of four stuffed animals, including: one 1999 Harrods Knightsbridge
teddy bear, an undated jointed Harrods Knightsbridge teddy bear, a Mary
Meyer lamb, and a Ty Beanie Baby retriever named Goldwyn.
24 x 16.5 x 9 inches (largest)

$200 -300

407

409

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF ANIMAL FIGURINES

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF THREE ASIAN BOXES

A small group of animal figurines, including: a pair of metal mouse candlesticks,
a painted ceramic rabbit figurine, and a group of one ceramic and four glass
dog figurines.

A group of three Asian boxes, including: two made of carved wood and one
made of black silk with an embroidered hummingbird.

Tallest, 5.5 inches

Largest 6 3/8 x 12 x 7 inches

$200 -400

$200 -300

296

297

410

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF WIZARD,
WAND, CRYSTAL AND OTHER ITEMS
A group of decorative figurines and crystals including a
wizard figurine by John Letts, a rough crystal, two metal and
crystal wands, a cast metal fairy, and a dragon dagger-form
letter opener.
10.5 x 8 x 6 inches

$300 -500

412

CHRISTINE MCVIE: INDO-BIDJAR CARPET
A contemporary Indo-Bidjar carpet made in India. The central
hexagonal pendant medallion on the crimson field is within a
charcoal palmette and vine border.
13’4 x 9’10

$400 -600

411

CHRISTINE MCVIE: CHARLES DICKENS
"MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT" FIRST EDITION
BOOK

413

CHRISTINE MCVIE: JADE EMBLEM BOXES
A pair of black boxes with removable lids, featuring attached
jadeite emblems to the center. Unlabeled.

A first pressing of Charles Dickens' Martin Chuzzlewit.
Dimensions: 8.5 x 6.75 x 2 inches

11.5 x 8 x 2 inches

$600 -800

$100 -200

298

299

414

CHRISTINE MCVIE: LEADED GLASS
LAMP SHADE
A vintage colorful geometric and foliate leaded conical
table lamp shade. Unmarked.
9 x 17 inches

$300 -500

415

CHRISTINE MCVIE: MAMLUK-STYLE CARPET
A contemporary Mamluk-Style carpet made in Turkey. The central
geometric medallion on the madder field is within an indigo rosette
border.

417

6’8 x 6’1

CHRISTINE MCVIE: SMALL FOUR PANEL JAPANESE LACQUER SCREEN

$400 -600

A vintage carved and lacquered wood Japanese four panel screen with painted scenic inlay and flying birds.
44 x 35 inches

$400 -600

418

CHRISTINE MCVIE: VALET STAND
AND BURLWOOD SEMANIER
A valet stand/cabinet with shaped top edges together
with a burlwood semanier with seven drawers and
iron pulls.
Larger, 43 .5 x 18 x 17 inches

$600 -800

416

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PINE WOOD
HEADBOARD
A wooden rounded pine headboard with carved
embellishments at the top, and holes where it had
been previously attached to a bed frame at the base.
64 x 3 x 56 inches

$100 -200

300

301

421

CHRISTINE MCVIE: VICTORIAN SLIPPER CHAIR
An antique carved wood side chair on casters with blue velvet
upholstered seat and back.
30 x 18 x 18 inches

$200 -400

419

CHRISTINE MCVIE: VANITY MIRROR
A three-part vanity mirror in a giltwood frame with an
adjustable center panel.
Mirror, 19.5 x 16.5 inches

$200 -400

420

CHRISTINE MCVIE: VANITY TABLE ITEMS
A group of assorted vanity table items vanity items including a pair
of painted wood candlesticks, a lace and fabric oval vanity box,
three hand-painted glass perfume bottles, and a small round
sterling frame with hallmarks for Sheffield, 1986. (Non-weighable).

422

12 x 10 x 8 inches (largest)

CHRISTINE MCVIE: VICTORIAN STYLE FLOOR LAMP

$300 -500

A vintage Victorian style floor lamp with a beaded fabric shade and a metal base
with a lyre-form finial.
55 inches

$200 -400

302

303

424

CHRISTINE MCVIE: AESTHETIC
MOVEMENT FAUX BAMBOO
WASHSTAND AND WALL MIRROR
A 19th century faux “bamboo” washstand and wall
mirror made of oak in the Aesthetic Movement style,
the stand with white marble top and two short over
two long drawers, “bamboo” decorated edges and
drawer fronts, the mirror with similar edges and
framing.

423

CHRISTINE MCVIE: VINTAGE
ASIAN FOUR PANEL SCREEN

36 x 39.5 x 20 inches

A vintage Asian lacquer four panel screen
with floral and foliate decoration on both
sides.

$1,000 -2,000

72 x 64 inches

$600 -800

425

CHRISTINE MCVIE: ELEPHANT SOAP HOLDER
A rectangular ceramic elephant soap holder, with white leaf, vine, floral, and
decorative carvings on the surface, with hole in the bottom for drainage.
Unmarked.
6.5 x 3.5 x 3.25 inches

$100 -200

304

305

427
426

CHRISTINE MCVIE: FLORAL ARMCHAIR

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PAIR OF CARVED
ROCOCO NIGHTSTAND COMMODES

A tan armchair with floral design on casters.

A pair of carved sinuous rococo nightstand commodes with
pull-out drawers over fall-front door panels, .

Dimensions: 35 x 34 x 32 inches

31 x 17 x 17 inches

$200 -300

$300 -500

306

307

BERRY SMOKEY
GORDY&ROBINSON
428

CHRISTINE MCVIE: GROUP OF VANITY TABLE ITEMS
A group of vanity table items, including: three glass or crystal perfume decanters,
a Chinese hardstone and glass snuff bottle, a Halcyon Days music box, a porcelain
pill box, a pair of Vista Allegre porcelain swans, and a vintage porcelain shoe.
Tallest 6 inches

$300 -500

429

CHRISTINE MCVIE: PORCELAIN
CLOWN DOLL WITH HAT
A porcelain clown doll with a separate hat stuffed
with cotton, in a gold-tone outfit with a large black
neck ruffle.
26 x 10 x 3 inches

AN OFFICIAL GRAMMY ® WEEK EVENT

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2023
SCAN TO VIEW
TICKET AND TABLE
INFORMATION

$100 -200
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LOS ANGELES
CONVENTION CENTER

Proceeds from this event benefit MusiCares®, music's leading charity that offers
confidential preventive, recovery, and emergency programs to address financial,
medical, and holistic wellness issues of music people in need.

ENJOY WORLDWIDE VIP STATUS
FOR THE NEXT 5 YEARS
Our exclusive Preferred Membership offers you access to the
exciting world of celebrities and their collections.

PLUS

You will receive one copy of each of our printed full color auction catalogues*
Receive special VIP treatment for each of our high profile auctions
Enjoy access to our world-class receptions, events, and exhibitions

SIGN UP NOW
and receive your Julien’s Auctions
Preferred Member card.
A sample of auction catalogues received by our Preferred Members in the past.

5 YEAR MEMBERSHIP AT A COST OF ONLY $2,000
You will save approximately $5,000 dollars over a 5 year period.

*This catalogue subscription excludes enhanced editions of the traditional edition catalogue (such as special editions and signature editions
produced to benefit a charity, organization, or other fundraising cause); the subscription includes traditional editions only for each auction event.

For More Information
Email: info@juliensauctions.com
or call 310-836-1818
Please note that Preferred Membership is not a substitute for auction registration, which you must continue to do on a per-auction basis. If you wish to bid in
an auction, you are still required to complete a Bidder Registration Form, and to set up a Member Account in connection with online auction bidding.

H O L LY W O O D | R O C K ‘ N ’ R O L L | S P O R T S | F I N E , C O N T E M P O R A R Y & S T R E E T A R T

Find more of your
favorite individual
catalogues and box sets.

Choose the perfect gift that you
will not find elsewhere.
Scan and visit our online store today!

• Special Edition Box Sets

Scan me!

or visit www.juliensauctions.com/ShopCatalogs

For inquiries, please contact:
Phone: (310) 836-1818
Email: info@juliensauctions.com

ONLINE BIDDERS PLEASE REGISTER ONLINE AT WWW.JULIENSLIVE.COM/REGISTER-TO-BID
INTERNAL USE ONLY:

BIDDER #

BIDDER REGISTRATION FORM
Julien’s Auctions invites you to complete and submit this Bidder Registration Form. You acknowledge your proposed registration to bid in the aboveidentified Auction is subject to verification of the information that you provide and approval of your registration is at the sole and complete discretion
of Julien’s Auctions. We will provide you with written confirmation if and when your application is approved.
This auction sale will be conducted in accordance with Julien’s Auctions’ Auction Terms and Conditions (“Terms and Conditions”) in the form set out in
our auction catalogue, which are incorporated herein by reference. You should read the Auction Terms and Conditions which describe the charges
payable by you on the purchases you make and other terms relating to bidding and buying at the auction, which you accept by signing this form. You
should ask us any questions you have about the Terms and Conditions before signing this Bidder Registration Form.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
o I will be attending the live auction o I will be placing absentee bids o I will be phone bidding
Name: _____________________________________________________ Company: _________________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ______________________________________
ZIP/Postal Code: ________________________________________ Country: ______________________________________________________
Day Phone: _______________________________ Cell Phone: _______________________________ Fax: _____________________________
o Check here if different billing address

o Absentee Bid(s)

o Phone Bid(s)

Absentee Bidders: Please state your MAXIMUM bid in United States Dollars (USD$) for each Lot
(excluding Buyer’s Premium, Online Fee, taxes, shipping fees or other charges):
Please list your lot numbers in chronological order (lowest to highest lot number) on the form or your bid(s) could be missed.
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Special Note Regarding COVID-19: Please allow for additional time for packaging, shipping and delivery in the event that 1) federal, state, and/or local governments
and municipalities impose business operating restrictions and/or 2) any other unforeseen circumstances arise related to COVID-19 that may affect our ability to
prepare and ship items within our standard timeframes.
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Bidder Registration Form

continued
Billing Address (if different than previous page):
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ____________________________________
ZIP/Postal Code: _______________________________________ Country: ___________________________________________________
Type of Credit Card:
o Visa
o MasterCard
o American Express
Card Number: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Expiration Date: ________________________________________________ Security Code: _____________________________________
Upon credit card verification, if you are approved for registration as a Bidder, you hereby authorize Julien’s Auctions to charge the above listed card for any
purchases you make at Auction pursuant to the Auction Terms and Conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: _______________________________________________
Payment Options: We accept payment by cashier’s check, personal check, bank wire, MasterCard, VISA, and American Express
Credit Card Authorization: All invoices under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged to the credit card on file unless prior
arrangements are made. All invoices over five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged five thousand United States Dollars
($5,000.00) as a deposit to the credit card on file unless prior arrangements are made. A 2% credit card processing fee is assessed and added to the total of all
invoices five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) or higher which have payment made by credit card.

Shipping: Please review the shipping terms for your items. Shipping is not included in the Hammer Price of your auction items and winning Bidders are
responsible for all shipping costs. Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot(s) to you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of the Auction, the
destination address of the Lot and the method of transportation to deliver the Lot. Julien's Auctions and Shippers are not responsible for returned or undeliverable
shipments.
Buyer’s Premium: I hereby request approval for registration to bid in this auction sale with Julien’s Auctions (“the Auctioneer”). I acknowledge that I have read,
understood and agreed to the Auction Terms and Conditions applicable to the Auction for which I now register and request the Auctioneer to approve such
registration as an authorized participant as a Floor Bidder (Bidder at live event), Absentee Bidder (Bidder by phone or proxy) or Online Bidder. A Buyer’s Premium
will be added to the successful bid price and is payable by the Purchaser as part of the Total Purchase Price. Successful online bids are subject to the Buyer’s
Premium, plus an additional service fee of three percent (3%) of the Hammer Price, payable by the Purchaser as part of the Total Purchase Price. I acknowledge
and agree that Buyer’s Premium will be added to the Hammer Price on each individual lot as follows:
Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00: twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and including $1,000,000.00: twenty-five percent (25%).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $1,000,000.01 and above: a Buyer's Premium of twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the Hammer Price up to $1,000,000.00,
and a Buyer's Premium of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount above $1,000,000.00.
I further acknowledge that I am responsible to pay Julien’s Auctions the aggregate of the Hammer Price and the Buyer’s Premium for such lot(s), as well as additional
applicable fees as stated in the Auction Terms and Conditions. All invoices must be paid within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction. I authorize Julien’s
Auctions to charge my credit card listed on this form for all items purchased (including shipping) at this auction and any future Julien’s Auctions I may participate in,
if not otherwise paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction.
Representations, Warranties And Acknowledgements: I, the undersigned, represent and warrant to Julien’s Auctions that (i) the information I have provided on
this Bidder Registration Form is truthful, complete and accurate; (ii) I have full power and authority to execute and deliver this Bidder Registration Form; (iii) this
Bidder Registration Form is a legally valid and binding obligation; and (iv) the execution, delivery and/or performance of this Bidder Registration Form and the Auction
Terms & Conditions does not conflict with any agreement, understanding or document to which the proposed registered bidder is a party. I acknowledge receiving
a copy of the Auction Terms and Conditions attached hereto and agree to comply with all provisions therein. I understand that each and every Bid that I place in the
Auction creates a binding obligation to purchase the Lots for which I am the Winning Bidder and that all purchases are subject to additional fees as detailed in the
Auction Terms and Conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: _______________________________________________
Print Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Company (if applicable): ________________________________________ Title: _________________________________________

Please return completed forms via fax at (310) 388-0207 or e-mail to Bidding@JuliensAuctions.com
Forms must be received by 12:00 pm (noon) Pacific Time on the day prior to the auction day in order for your registration information to be timely reviewed and verified.

MAIL ONLY: Julien’s Auctions | 13007 S. Western Avenue | Gardena, CA 90249
phone: (310) 836-1818 | fax: (310) 388-0207 | email: info@juliensauctions.com
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

Auction Terms and Conditions Effective Date: September 14, 2022
The following terms are supplemental to our Terms
of Use and apply to Auctions conducted on the
Service and offline by Julien's Auctions. Our Terms
of Use are incorporated here by reference.
Capitalized terms not defined in these Auction
Terms and Conditions have the meanings set forth
in our Terms of Use. By completing an online Bidder
Registration Form and establishing a Member
Account on the Service, you agree that you have
read, understood, and agree to be bound by the
Terms of Use and these Auction Terms and
Conditions.

2.1 Information Required. To register, Bidders
are required to submit their name, physical address,
telephone number, email address, and credit card
information. You hereby represent that all
information you submit in connection with
registration is truthful and accurate. By submitting
your information, you consent to have your personal
information processed by Julien’s Auctions in the
United States. Julien’s Auctions has implemented
commercially
reasonable
technical
and
organizational measures designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or
disclosure. However, we cannot guarantee that
unauthorized third parties will never be able to
defeat those measures or use your personal
information for improper purposes. You
acknowledge that you provide your personal
information at your own risk.

Julien Entertainment.com, Inc., a California
corporation d/b/a Julien’s Auctions (“Julien’s
Auctions”, “Company”, “we”, “our”, or “us”)
hereby provides the following terms (“Auction
Terms and Conditions”) to apply to sales by Bids
conducted by Julien’s Auctions (each an “Auction”
and collectively, the “Auctions”). By completing a
Bidder Registration Form, you agree that you have
read, understood and agree to be bound by these 2.2 First Time Bidders. For verification purposes,
Bidders who have not participated in an Auction are
Auction Terms and Conditions.
required to submit a copy of their (A) official
PLEASE READ THESE AUCTION TERMS AND government-issued identification document, e.g., a
CONDITIONS CAREFULLY. THESE AUCTION driver’s license, passport, or state identification card,
TERMS AND CONDITIONS INCLUDE AN which such identification document may be
AGREEMENT TO MANDATORY ARBITRATION, redacted to exclude sensitive personal information
WHICH MEANS THAT YOU AGREE TO SUBMIT other than the Bidder’s name and photo and (B)
ANY DISPUTE ARISING UNDER, RELATED TO, OR credit card. Copies of such documents may be
IN CONNECTION WITH THE AUCTION TO submitted in person, via facsimile 310-388-0207 or
BINDING INDIVIDUAL ARBITRATION RATHER email bidding@juliensauctions.com . Failure to do so
THAN
PROCEED
IN
COURT.
THE may inhibit your ability to register.
DISPUTES/ARBITRATION PROVISION ALSO
INCLUDES A CLASS ACTION WAIVER, WHICH 2.3 Credit Card Authorization. We (and/or our
MEANS THAT YOU AGREE TO PROCEED WITH third-party payment processor) may verify credit
ANY DISPUTE INDIVIDUALLY AND NOT AS PART card information in order to register. To verify your
OF A CLASS ACTION. THIS AGREEMENT ALSO
card, we will charge $1.00 to it. After the card is
INCLUDES A JURY WAIVER.
verified, we will immediately refund the card .
Your card issuer will credit your card balance within
1. AUCTIONS.
thirty (30) days from the date of the refund. In the
Each Auction conducted is of a designated set of event you add or replace a credit card, we may also
items (each a “Lot”) on a designated date. Lots are verify such new or replacement credit card.
provided by the party that wishes us to sell property
on their behalf (each such party a “Consignor”). We 2.4 Minors. Bids will not be accepted from those
will provide the pertinent information for each persons under eighteen (18) years of age (i) without
Auction, including: date, start time of auction, each
written consent of said person’s parent or legal
Lot to be sold, and location. Auctions may be
guardian, or (ii) unless such person is an
conducted
live
in-person,
online
via
http://www.julienslive.com (the “Service”), or both. emancipated minor. Written consent must
All Auctions conducted by Julien’s Auctions, and acknowledge the terms and conditions of sale. This
these Auction Terms and Conditions, are governed written consent constitutes an agreement to be
by the laws of the State of California. Julien’s bound thereby on behalf of the Bidder. If you are
Auctions maintains a bond on file with the California under 18 years of age you may participate in
Secretary of State as required by California Civil Auctions only if you are either an emancipated
minor, or possess legal parental or guardian
Code §1812.600.
consent, and are fully able and competent to enter
2. REGISTRATION.
into the terms, conditions, obligations, affirmations,
In order to participate in an Auction, registration is representations, and warranties set forth in these
required for all persons wishing to Bid (“Bidders”). Auction Terms and Conditions, and to abide by and
Any person registering to Bid by phone, absentee, comply with these Auction Terms and Conditions.
or in person will complete a Bidder Registration
Form. Online Bidders will submit a completed IF YOU ARE A PARENT OR GUARDIAN AND YOU
YOUR
CONSENT
TO
THE
electronic form through the Service, where they may PROVIDE
also establish an online account (“Member REGISTRATION OF YOUR CHILD, YOU AGREE TO
Account”). Each Auction requires a separate BE BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT WITH RESPECT
registration; Bidders with a Member Account may TO, THROUGH, AND IN CONNECTION WITH SUCH
register for Auctions via their account.
REGISTRATION AND AUCTION PARTICIPATION.

2.5 Online Member Accounts. Bidder can elect
to set up a Member Account on the Service in
accordance with the policies set forth on the
Service. Bidder acknowledges and agrees that all
Bids placed under a Member Account are
considered to be placed by the Member or with
Member’s authorization.
2.6 Approval of Registration. Julien’s Auctions,
in its sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right
to approve or reject Bidders for its Auctions at any
time. We are under no obligation to accept your
application for registration.
2.7 Term of Registration. Upon approval by
Julien’s Auctions, your registration is effective
throughout the applicable Auction for which you
registered and any post-Auction obligations you
incur in connection with Bids you placed during
such Auction.
3.

BIDDING.

Upon completed and approved registration, Bidders
may submit a binding offer to purchase a Lot at a
specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.
3.1 Placement; Payment Authorization. When a
Lot at the Auction goes live, you are free to place
bids on such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an
Auction conducted both in-person and online, until
the individual conducting the sale for Julien’s
Auctions (the “Auctioneer”) determines that bidding
on such Lot has closed, or (ii) if an online-only
Auction, in accordance with the parameters set forth
on the Service for such Lot. As bids are placed,
Julien’s Auctions reserves the right to authorize your
credit card for any bidamount placed. If an
authorization was made on a Bid and you are
subsequently outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release
that authorization.
3.2 Notifications. If you are placing Bids via the
Service or by proxy, each time you are outbid
Julien’s Auctions will send you an email message
notification advising you of such. If you are a
telephone or in-person Bidder, it is your
responsibility to monitor the Lot(s) for which you
placed Bid(s) in the event you are outbid. If you are
the winning Bidder for a given Lot, Julien’s Auctions
will send you an email message confirmation.
3.3 Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves
the right to accept or decline any Bid. Bids must be
for an entire Lot. Each Lot constitutes a separate
sale. All Bids are per Lot unless otherwise
announced at a live sale by the Auctioneer. All
winning Bids are subject to a Buyer’s Premium (as
defined herein). Live auction Lots will be sold in their
numbered sequence unless the Auctioneer directs
otherwise. Julien’s Auctions may cancel any Lot and
have it removed from an Auction prior to acceptance
of a winning Bid. In the event a Lot is removed from
an Auction, notice will be provided (i) if an online
Auction, by a posting on the Service and by email to
Bidders who placed their Bid on such Lot via the
Service, and (ii) if the Auction is an in-person
Auction, at the physical location of the Auction. In
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such instance of Lot removal from an Auction, any
Bids previously placed on such Lot prior to its
removal from the Auction shall be cancelled, and
Julien’s Auctions will not receive any further Bids on
such Lot.
3.4 Purchase Obligations. In connection with
making Bids, Bidders agree that the registered
Bidder with the highest Bid at the close of the
Auction will be obligated to purchase the Lot. By
bidding on any Lot, you agree to purchase the Lot
at the price you have Bid. You agree that should you
Bid on a Lot and that Bid is the winning Bid, that you
are bound to pay Julien’s Auctions the winning bid
amount for the Lot. All sales are final and winners
cannot cancel. No exceptions will be made. You
further acknowledge and agree that the Winning Bid
you submit for each Lot is subject to: (i) additional
fees, including the Buyer’s Premium and Online
Service Fee (if applicable), and (ii) additional costs,
including taxes, shipping (if applicable), storage (if
applicable), and customs (if applicable), and that you
are obligated to pay such fees and costs in
connection with your winning Bid.
3.5 Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for Bidders
to collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay
less than the fair value for Lot(s). Bidders
participating in both live and online auctions
acknowledge that the law provides for substantial
penalties for those who violate these provisions.
3.6 Disputes Between Bidders.
For live
auctions the Auctioneer will have final discretion in
the event that any dispute should arise between
Bidders. The Auctioneer will determine the
successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or re-offer and
resell the Lot or Lots in dispute. Julien’s Auctions will
have final discretion to resolve any disputes arising
after the sale and in online auctions. If any dispute
arises our sale record is conclusive.

During a live auction the auctioneer may open any
Lot by bidding on behalf of the Consignor and may
bid up to the amount of the Reserve, by placing
successive or consecutive bids for a Lot or Bids in
response to other Bidders. Online sales may do the
same by employing the use of a starting Bid which
will commence bidding at or below the reserve price
agreed to by the Consignor.

(b) Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to
and including $1,000,000.00. For individual Lots
with a Hammer Price of one hundred United States
Dollars and one cent ($100.01) to one million United
States Dollars and zero cents ($1,000,000.00), a
Buyer’s Premium of twenty-five percent (25%) will
be added to the Hammer Price.

Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is one
3.10 Rights Issues in NFT Lots. If the Lot hundred and fifty thousand United States Dollars
contains an NFT, Bidder expressly acknowledges ($150,000). The Winning Bidder would pay a
and agrees that though an NFT is based upon an Buyer’s Premium of 25%, i.e., thirty-seven
Underlying Asset, Bidder is not acquiring ownership thousand five hundred United States Dollars
rights or Intellectual Property Rights in such ($37,500.00) on such Lot.
Underlying Asset unless expressly stated in the Lot
(c) Lots with a Hammer Price of $1,000,000.01
description or the related smart contract. Others
may still be able to download, view, or listen to the and above. For individual Lots with a Hammer
work that was minted into the NFT. The buyer of Price of one million United States Dollars and one
such NFT cannot profit from the use of the cent ($1,000,000.01) and above, a Buyer’s Premium
Underlying Asset, nor does the buyer acquire a of twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the
copyright interest in the Underlying Asset. Bidder Hammer Price up to $1,000,000.00, and an
further expressly acknowledges that other versions additional Buyer’s Premium of twenty percent (20%)
or editions of NFTs containing the Underlying Asset will be added to any amount above $1,000,000.00.
may be sold.
Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is one
million, two hundred and fifty thousand United
States Dollars ($1,250,000.00). The Winning
At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a Lot Bidder would pay a total Buyer’s Premium of three
will be considered the “Hammer Price”, and the hundred thousand United States Dollars
successful Bidder shall be informed by email (the ($300,000.00) on such Lot, calculated as follows:
“Winning Bidder” or the “Purchaser”). The 25% of the first $1,000,000.00, i.e., two hundred
Winning Bidder is responsible for paying to Julien’s and fifty thousand United States Dollars
Auctions the Hammer Price, Buyer’s Premium, and ($250,000.00), plus 20% of the remaining
all applicable taxes, plus shipping costs (if $250,000.00, i.e., fifty thousand United States
applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for Dollars ($50,000.00).
items not picked up in person), Online Service Fee
(if the Winning Bidder placed the Bid online via the 4.3 Online Service Fee. For all Lots where the
Service) and any applicable customs and/or duties Winning Bid is submitted online via the Service, an
(such amounts collectively, the “Total Purchase additional three percent (3%) of the Hammer Price
Price”). Upon conclusion of the Auction, we will (the “Online Service Fee”) will be added to the
provide the Winning Bidder with an accounting Buyer’s Premium amount detailed immediately
above.
statement of the Total Purchase Price by email.

4.

WINNING BIDS.

4.1 Risk of Loss; Release of Lots. Upon
establishment of the Hammer Price for the
purchase of the Lot (the “Sale”), the Winning Bidder
immediately thereafter assumes full responsibility for
all risk of loss or damage (including, without
limitation, liability for or damage to frames or glass
covering prints, paintings, photos, or other works)
and will immediately pay the Total Purchase Price or
such part as Julien’s Auctions may require. All Sales
are final.
You expressly acknowledge that
subsequent to the Sale, a Lot’s value may remain
the same, increase in value where you may be able
to resell the Lot at a profit, or decrease in value even
to the point where such Lot is worth zero. Lots will
be released to you (or the shipping company, as
applicable) upon our receipt of payment of the Total
Purchase Price in full from you.

Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is two
hundred and fifty thousand United States Dollars
($250,000.00), with the highest Bid being placed
online via the Service. The Winning Bidder would
pay, in addition to the Buyer’s Premium, an Online
Service Fee of seven thousand five hundred United
States Dollars ($7,500.00).

4.2 Buyer’s Premium. Winning Bidder agrees
that in addition to the Hammer Price, the Lot will be
subject to an additional charge on the Hammer
Price calculated as set forth below (the “Buyer’s
Premium”) as part of the Total Purchase Price. The
3.9 Reserve. All of the Lots offered at Auction are Buyer’s Premium is as follows:
subject to a confidential minimum price acceptable
(a) Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00.
to the Consignor at which the Lot will be sold (the
For individual Lots with a Hammer Price of up to
“Reserve”). Julien’s Auctions is not obligated to sell and including one hundred United States Dollars
the Lot unless the Reserve is met. A Lot or Lots may and zero cents ($100.00), the Buyer’s Premium is
be withdrawn from an Auction if there is no Bid twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents
($25.00).
equal to or above the Reserve.

4.5 Lot Retrieval. All Lots must be removed from
our premises by the Winning Bidder within thirty (30)
calendar days of the conclusion of the Auction at the
Winning Bidder’s own expense.

3.7 Absentee Bids. Julien’s Auctions will execute
order or absentee bids, and accept telephone bids
as a courtesy to clients who are unable to attend the
live auctions. notwithstanding the foregoing, we take
no responsibility for any errors or omissions in
connection with this courtesy.
3.8 Online Bids. Our online auction software is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.” High speed
internet access is required to access the Service
effectively. The Service is subject to limitations,
delays and other problems inherent in the use of the
Internet and electronic communications. Julien’s
Auctions is not responsible for any delays, delivery
failures, or other damage resulting from such
problems.
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4.4 Taxes. Winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all
applicable taxes due in connection with such Lot,
including but not limited to sales tax, use tax, and
value-added tax (VAT). All items picked up in
California will be charged California state sales tax,
as will all items sent to California residents. All items
sent to New York residents will be charged New York
state sales tax.

(a) In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees. If you
intend to pick up your items as the winning Bidder,
arrangements must be made upon payment of the
Total Purchase Price for the Lot. Pick-ups are by
appointment only, Monday-Friday between 10:00am
and 4:00pm. If, after thirty (30) days following your
payment of the Total Purchase Price, the Lot is not
removed:

(A) a handling charge of eight dollars ($8.00) per
day or one percent (1%) of the Total Purchase Price
per month, whichever is greater, will be payable to
us by the winning Bidder, with a minimum of five
hundred dollars ($500.00) or five percent (5%) of the
Total Purchase Price for any Lot not so removed
within sixty (60) calendar days after the Sale,
whichever is greater (the “Storage Fees”); and (B)
we may send the Lot to a public warehouse or
storage facility, at winning Bidder’s sole risk and
expense. If winning Bidder fails to remove the Lot
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following
the Sale, then, in addition to the Storage Fees,
Julien’s Auctions shall have the right (but not the
obligation) to dispose of or retain any such Lot. All
costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection
with the removal or disposal of any such Lot shall be
paid by winning Bidder within ten (10) days of our
demand therefor.
(b) Packing; Shipping. Winning Bidders are
responsible for all costs to pack and ship their items,
including related insurance fees as detailed in
Section 4.5 (c) below. Packing and shipping is not
included in the Hammer Price of your auction items.
Julien’s Auctions is not responsible for, and
does not assume responsibility for, packing and/or
shipping costs. All packing and shipping costs shall
be the responsibility of the Winning Bidders. Please
review the packing and shipping terms for your
items. Some items may be shipped directly by
Julien’s Auctions, or we or you (upon notice to us)
may contract with an outside shipping company,
such as Federal Express (FedEx), United Parcel
Service (UPS) or another chosen delivery service
(“Shippers”), to ship your Lot to you. Winning
Bidders may elect to utilize their own direct billing
number with such Shippers to cover shipping costs.
Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot
to you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of
the Auction, the destination address of the Lot, and
the method of transportation to deliver the Lot.
Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not responsible
for returned or undeliverable shipments.
Special Note Regarding COVID-19: Please allow
for additional time for packaging, shipping and
delivery in the event that 1) federal, state, and/or
local governments and municipalities impose
business operating restrictions and/or 2) any other
unforeseen circumstances arise related to COVID19 that may affect our ability to prepare and ship
items within our standard timeframes.
(c) Insurance. If Winning Bidders elect to have
their items shipped, Winning Bidders are
responsible for procuring and paying for applicable
insurance to cover the value of the item in
connection with such shipments, whether the
Shippers are engaged by us or by the Winning
Bidder, such insurance to commence upon our
release of the items to the Shippers.
(d) International. Julien’s Auctions will provide
you with a customs document detailing the value of
items purchased. Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are
not responsible if there are any delays in customs.
Purchasers are responsible for compliance with all
laws and regulations applicable to the international
purchase and shipment of items. Purchaser
understands that the shipment of Lots internationally
is subject to United States export controls and trade
and economic sanctions laws, and agrees to

comply with all such laws and regulations, including
the Export Administration Regulations maintained
by the United States Department of Commerce, and
the trade and economic sanctions maintained by the
United States Treasury Department’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control.

(c) Credit Card Authorization. Bidder authorizes
Julien’s Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card
provided at registration for all items purchased at
any Auction that Bidder may participate in, if not
paid in full within ten (10) calendar days after the
close of the Auction. By providing your credit card
number to us at registration, Bidder grants Julien’s
Auctions the express authority to charge such card.
Chargebacks are expressly prohibited. Except as
expressly set forth in these Auction Terms and
Conditions, ALL SALES FINAL – RETURNS /
REFUNDS / EXCHANGES are not possible.
Processing fees for credit card payments may apply.
All invoices under five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged to
the credit card on file unless prior arrangements are
made. All invoices over five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged five
thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) as a
deposit to the credit card on file unless prior
arrangements are made. A two percent (2%) credit
card processing fee is assessed and added to the
total of all invoices five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) or higher which have payment
made by credit card.
(d) Payment Plans; No Lot Rights Until
Payment is Made in Full. In the event Julien’s
Auctions has agreed in writing prior to the Auction
to provide payment terms or an extended period of
time for payment to you, you acknowledge and
agree that you shall have no right, title, or interest in
and to any property purchased by you until all
amounts owed by you are paid in full.

(e) Release for Lot Transport. Winning Bidder,
on behalf of itself and its successors, assigns, and
successors in interest (all of the foregoing are
collectively referred to herein for convenience as
“Releasors”), hereby now and forever fully and
completely and forever releases, discharges, and
covenants not to sue Julien’s Auctions of and from
any and all present or future rights, demands,
actions, causes of action, losses, costs, expenses,
liens, debts, liabilities, allegations, suits, damages,
sums, judgments, equitable or injunctive relief of any
sort, obligations or claims of any kind or character
whatsoever, including without limitation attorneys'
fees and costs (collectively for purposes of this
Paragraph, “Claims”), whether known or unknown,
foreseen or unforeseen, accrued or that may
hereafter accrue, fixed or contingent, whether arising
by law, equity, or otherwise, or pursuant to any
current or future federal, state, local or common law,
regulation, statute, rule, ordinance, directive, order,
or court ruling, whether based in tort, contract, or
any other theory of recovery that the Releasors
have, or may hereafter have, which arise out of or
are in any way connected with (or are alleged to
arise out of or be in any way connected with), either
directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, from the
condition of the Lot after release of the property to If you fail to comply with the terms of the payment
plan or extended payment period, upon your
Shippers.
default, Julien’s Auctions shall have the unequivocal
(f) Indemnity for Lot Transport. Winning Bidder right, at its sole discretion, to sell some or all of the
agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless property on which you were the Winning Bidder, and
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and to apply the proceeds toward the balance of any
other affiliated companies, and the employees, monies owed by you to Julien’s Auctions. If the
contractors, agents, officers and directors of each, monies received through the sale of the items do not
from and against any and all claims, damages, meet your outstanding obligations, Julien’s Auctions
obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and shall have the right to pursue any and all remedies
expenses (including but not limited to attorney’s available under the law against you pursuant to the
fees) arising from the shipment of the Lot by provisions set forth herein. If the monies received
Shippers and all losses arising from and after release through the sale of the items exceed your
outstanding obligations, the excess, minus any fees
of the Property to Shippers.
or costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection
with and arising out of the sale of the properties,
4.6 Invoices and Payments.
shall be refunded to you.
(a) Timing of Payments. All invoices must be
paid within ten (10) calendar days after the close of (e) Late Payment Fees. Commencing with the
the Auction, unless the Lot description indicates an tenth day following the sale, payments not received
by Julien’s Auctions will incur a late charge of oneearlier payment date is required.
and-a-half percent (1.5%) per month (or the highest
(b) Payment Methods. Julien’s Auctions accepts rate allowable by law, whichever is lower) on the
payment by: (i) cashier’s check; (ii) personal check; outstanding Total Purchase Price.
(iii) wire transfer; and (iv) credit card, namely
American Express, Mastercard, and Visa. When (f) Excess Fund Return. In the event you are the
indicated, for certain Lots Julien’s Auctions also Winning Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction you
accepts payment by cryptocurrency, namely Bitcoin provided us with a deposit for your Bid which
exceeds the Total Purchase Price, we will return any
(BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), DAI Stablecoin (DAI),
such excess within thirty (30) business days of the
Dogecoin (DOGE), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC),
conclusion of the Auction, unless delay is compelled
and USD Coin (USDC). Winning Bidders who wish
by (A) legal proceedings, or (B) our inability, through
to pay by check may do so by making checks no fault of our own, to transfer title to the Lot or
payable to:
comply with any provision of California Civil Code
Julien’s Auctions
Section 1812.600-1812.609, the California
13007 Western Avenue
Commercial Code, the California Code of Civil
Procedure, or other provision of applicable law.
Gardena, CA 90249
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4.7 Representations and Warranties. You
represent and warrant to us and to each Consignor
that:
(a) No Money Laundering. You are not utilizing
the purchase of any Lot or Lots for the purposes of
money laundering.
(b) Anti-Bribery / Anti-Corruption. You have no
knowledge or reason to suspect that you are under
investigation, charged with or convicted of any act in
violation of any anti-bribery or anti-corruption law,
including but not limited to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act.
(c) No Tax Crimes. Your purchase of any Lot or
Lots will not enable tax crimes.
(d) OFAC / Designated Persons. You are not nor
will become: (A) a person designated by the U.S.
Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Asset
Control as a “specially designated national or
blocked person” or similar status; (B) a person
described in Section 1 of U.S. Executive Order
13244 issued on September 23, 2001; (C) directly or
indirectly owned or controlled by the government of
any country that is subject to an embargo by the
United States government; or (D) a person acting on
behalf of a government of any country that is subject
to an embargo by the United States government.
(e) Financial Means. You have the financial
means to pay for all Lots at the price at which you
submit a Bid.
(f) No Derivative Violations. Your purchase of a
Lot or Lots will not cause Julien’s Auctions, the
Consignors of the Lot(s), or anyone else to violate
any anti-bribery, anti-corruption, anti-money
laundering, or anti-terrorism laws, or any other laws,
rules, regulations or ordinances, or result in the
violation of the same.
4.8 Defaults; Company’s Remedies. If winning
Bidder does not comply with the conditions herein,
such winning Bidder will be in default. In addition to
any and all other remedies available to Julien’s
Auctions and the Consignor by law and at equity,
including, without limitation, the right to hold the
winning Bidder liable for the Total Purchase Price,
including all fees, charges and expenses more fully
set forth herein, we, at our option, may: (a) cancel the
Sale of the subject Lot, or any other lots sold to the
defaulting Purchaser at the same or any other
Auction, retaining as liquidated damages all
payments madeby the Purchaser; (b) resell the
purchased property, whether at public auction or by
private sale; or (c) effect any combination thereof. In
any case, the Purchaser will be liable for any
deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, late
charges, expenses of both sales, our commissions
on both sales at our regular rates, legal fees and
expenses, collection fees and incidental damages.
We may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds
of sale then due or thereafter becoming due to the
Purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any
payment made by the Purchaser to us or any
affiliated company, where or not intended to reduce
the Purchaser’s obligations with respect to the
unpaid Lot or Lots, to the deficiency and any other
amounts due to us or any affiliated companies. In
addition, a defaulting Purchaser will be deemed to
have granted and assigned to us and our affiliated
companies, a continuing security interest of first
priority in any property or money of our owing to
such Purchaser in our possession or in the
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possession of any of our affiliated companies, and
we may retain and apply such property or money as
collateral security for the obligations due to us or to
any affiliated company of ours. Payment will not be
deemed to have been made in full until we have
collected good funds. In the event the purchaser fails
to pay any or all of the Total Purchase Price for any
Lot and Julien’s Auctions elects to pay the Consignor
any portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser
acknowledges that Julien’s Auctions shall have all of
the rights of the Consignor to pursue the Purchaser
for any amounts paid to the Consignor, whether at
law, in equity, or under these Auction Terms and
Conditions.
Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to prohibit
defaulting Purchasers from being approved for
registration at future Auctions.
5.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

5.1 Exclusion of Consequential Damages. TO
THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL JULIEN’S
AUCTIONS, ITS AFFILIATES, OFFICERS,
DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, OR ITS
LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES,
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION DAMAGES FOR
LOSS OF PROFITS, GOODWILL, USE, DATA OR
OTHER INTANGIBLE LOSSES, ARISING OUT OF
OR RELATING TO THESE AUCTION TERMS AND
CONDITIONS, REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF
LIABILITY, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. THROUGHOUT THE
AUCTION, JULIEN’S AUCTIONS IS NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONDUCT (WHETHER
ONLINE OR OFFLINE) OF ANY BIDDER,
CONSIGNOR, OR NON-COMPANY PERSONNEL.
5.2 Liability Cap. COMPANY’S MAXIMUM
AGGREGATE LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF OR
RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, REGARDLESS
OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, WILL BE LIMITED
TO THE GREATER OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
($500) AND THE TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE PAID
OR PAYABLE BY YOU TO JULIEN’S AUCTIONS.
THE EXISTENCE OF MORE THAN ONE CLAIM
SHALL NOT EXPAND SUCH LIMIT. THE PARTIES
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE FEES AGREED UPON
BETWEEN YOU AND JULIEN’S AUCTIONS ARE
BASED IN PART ON THESE LIMITATIONS, AND
THAT THESE LIMITATIONS WILL APPLY
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ANY
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.
THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
SHALL APPLY TO THE FULLEST EXTENT
PERMITTED BY LAW IN THE APPLICABLE
JURISDICTION.
6.

INDEMNITY.

In addition to as otherwise set forth herein, You
agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and
other affiliated companies, and the employees,
contractors, agents, officers and directors of each,
from and against any and all claims, damages,
obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and
expenses (including but not limited to attorney’s
fees) arising from your violation of any term of these

Auction Terms and Conditions, including without
limitation, (i) your breach of any of the
representations and warranties herein; (ii) your
violation of any law, rule or regulation of the United
States or any other country.
7.

LOTS.

7.1 Warranty; Disclaimers. Julien’s Auctions
only warrants the authenticity of Attribution (as
defined below) of property listed in the catalogue or
online as stated in the Attribution Warranty in
Section 8 below. Except for the Attribution
Warranty, all property is sold “As Is.” We make no
warranties, nor does the Consignor, as to the
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose,
the correctness of the catalogue or other
description of the physical condition, size, quality,
rarity, importance, medium, provenance,
exhibitions, literature or historical relevance of any
property. No oral or written statements made in the
catalogue, online listing, advertisement, the Service,
internet or application-based sites, social media,
Pre-Sale Condition report, bill of sale, and
announcement or elsewhere made by employees,
contractors, and/or us (including affiliated and
related companies) shall be considered a warranty.
We and the Consignor make no representations
and warranties, express or implied, as to whether
the purchaser acquires any Intellectual Property
Rights, including but not limited to, any
reproduction rights of any property. No copyright is
transferred in any item offered for sale at Auction
absent an express written instrument from the
Consignor specifically transferring such rights
provided with and conditioned upon the Consignor
receiving consideration for the item. We and the
Consignor are not responsible for errors and
omissions in the catalogue, online listings, the
Service, internet or application-based sites, or any
other supplemental material. We make no
warranties, express or implied, that any Lot has any
value, whether actual, perceived, or intrinsic.
7.2 Evaluation; Item Descriptions. It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to
perform their own due diligence, and to make the
determination of whether a Lot is suitable for Bid.
7.3 Catalogues. While Julien’s Auctions
customarily produces printed catalogues of all Lots
available for an Auction, such catalogues are for
illustrative purposes only. Descriptions of Lots
therein are not comprehensive and may contain
errors. we do not warrant any aspect of content in
our catalogues other than the Attribution of Lots.
7.4 Pre-Sale Condition Reports. Bidders may
request a written report of the Lot’s repair and
restoration history (a “Pre-Sale Condition Report”)
by emailing info@juliensauctions.com for a Pre-Sale
Condition Report. Other than Attribution, we do not
make any representations or warranties, express or
implied, concerning any content in a Pre-Sale
Condition Report. We will customarily provide PreSale Condition Reports so long as we receive a
written request from you at least forty-eight (48)
hours prior to the Auction. You agree that any PreSale Condition Report(s) we provide to you are the
confidential information of Julien’s Auctions, are to
be utilized for your personal purposes only, are to
be treated by you with the same degree of care that

you utilize to protect your own confidential
information (provided, however, that you must at
least use reasonable care), and are not to be
disclosed to third parties unless mandated by law.
If you breach any obligations in this Section, Julien’s
Auctions shall be entitled to seek equitable relief to
protect its interest therein, including but not limited
to injunctive relief as well as money damages.
These confidentiality obligations will survive the
conclusion of any Auction.
7.5 Pricing. All Lot pricing is listed in United
States Dollars. We may offer certain programs,
tools, and site experiences of particular interest to
international users, such as estimated local
currency conversion and international shipping
calculation tools, but these are offered for
convenience only. Bidders are obligated to pay the
total amount pursuant to pricing in United States
Dollars, irrespective of currency conversions and/or
fluctuations should they elect to pay in a currency
other than United States Dollars.
8.

ATTRIBUTION WARRANTY.

8.1 Attribution. “Attribution” is defined by Julien’s
Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or source of
origin, as the case may be as stated in the (a)
Heading set forth in bold type of a Lot in a live
auction catalogue, and only that bold type heading,
as may be amended by specific statements at the
site of the auction by the auctioneer and/or by written
salesroom notices and announcements (“Bold Type
Heading”) or (b) the lot title, and only the lot title of
an online auction, as amended by any online notices
and announcements (“Online Lot Heading”) (Bold
Type Heading and Online Lot Heading collectively,
“Attribution Headings”).
8.2 Attribution Warranty.
Subject to the
exclusions below, we make no warranties to
information not contained in Attribution Headings.
Subject to the exclusions listed below, Julien’s
Auctions warrants the Attribution of a Lot for a period
of one (1) year from the date of sale and only to the
original Purchaser on record at the auction. If it is
determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution is
incorrect, the sale will be rescinded if the Lot is
returned to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility
in the same condition in which it was at the time of
sale. In order to satisfy us that the Attribution of a Lot
is indeed incorrect we reserve the right to require the
Purchaser to obtain, at the Purchaser’s expense, the
opinion of two experts in the field, mutually
acceptable to Julien’s Auctions and the Purchaser,
before we agree to rescind the sale under this
Attribution Warranty. For clarity, should Purchaser
elect on Purchaser’s own volition to obtain a postsale third-party short-form opinion or look (e.g. from
third parties such as Professional Sports
Authenticator (PSA), James Spence Authentication
(JSA), Beckett Authentication Services, Roger
Epperson Authentication, and others), such opinions
or looks are insufficient and shall not qualify the item
for recission irrespective of the conclusions provided.
This Attribution Warranty is not assignable and
applies only to the original Purchaser on record with
Julien’s Auctions. This Attribution Warranty does not
transfer to any subsequent owners of any purchased
property (this includes without limitation, heirs,
successors, beneficiaries or assigns).

8.3 Remedies. Should a Sale be rescinded and
the Total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically
understood that this will be considered the sole
remedy. It is exclusive and in lieu of any other
remedy available as a matter of law, or in equity.

trademarks or trade dress of Julien
Entertainment.com, Inc. Julien’s Auctions
trademarks and trade dress may not be used in
connection with any product or service that is not
ours, in any manner that is likely to cause confusion
among customers, or in any manner that disparages
8.4 Exclusions. Exclusions will be made and this or discredits Julien’s Auctions.
Attribution Warranty does not apply to Attribution
which on the date of sale was in accordance with 9.4 Data. Julien’s Auctions owns the aggregate,
the then generally accepted opinion of scholars and statistical, and sales data related to, derived from,
specialists, or the identification of periods or dates and concerning its Auctions, and reserves all
of execution which may be proven inaccurate by Intellectual Property Rights to utilize such data for
means of scientific processes not generally its own business purposes.
accepted for use until after publication of the
catalogue or listing online, or which were 9.5 Ideas and Comments. You may choose to,
unreasonably expensive or impractical to employ. or we may invite you to, submit comments or
ideas about our Auctions, including without
9. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY.
limitation about how to improve our operations,
our Service, and/or our products (“Ideas”). By
Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title, and interest submitting any Idea, you agree that your disclosure
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property is gratuitous, unsolicited and without restriction and
Rights) in and to the items outlined in this Section, will not place Julien’s Auctions under any fiduciary
and all derivatives, modifications, or enhancements or other obligation, that we are free to disclose the
thereto. you agree to take any action reasonably Ideas on a non-confidential basis to anyone or
requested by Julien’s Auctions to evidence, otherwise use the Ideas without any additional
maintain, enforce or defend our Intellectual Property compensation to you. you acknowledge that, by
Rights. you shall not take any action to jeopardize, acceptance of your Idea submission, Julien’s
encumber, limit or interfere in any manner with Auctions does not waive any rights to use similar or
Julien’s Auctions ownership of and rights with related ideas previously known to Julien’s Auctions,
respect to the items outlined in this Section. All or developed by its employees, or obtained from
rights not expressly licensed to you in these Auction sources other than you.
Terms and Conditions are expressly reserved by
Julien’s Auctions.
10. DISPUTES.
9.1 Definition. “Intellectual Property Right” PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. IT
means any patent, copyright, trade or service mark, INCLUDES A MANDATORY ARBITRATION
trade dress, trade name, database right, goodwill, PROVISION, WHICH MEANS THAT YOU AGREE
logo, trade secret right, or any other intellectual TO SUBMIT ANY DISPUTE RELATED TO YOUR
property right or proprietary information right, in USE OF ANY OF THE SITES TO BINDING
each case whether registered or unregistered, and INDIVIDUAL ARBITRATION RATHER THAN
whether arising in any jurisdiction, including without PROCEED IN COURT. THIS PROVISION ALSO
limitation all rights of registrations, applications, and INCLUDES A CLASS ACTION WAIVER, WHICH
renewals thereof and causes of action for MEANS THAT YOU AGREE TO PROCEED WITH
infringement or misappropriation related to any of ANY DISPUTE INDIVIDUALLY AND NOT AS PART
the foregoing.
OF A CLASS ACTION. THIS SECTION ALSO
INCLUDES A JURY WAIVER.
9.2 Content. The Auction, the Service, and all
You and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute,
materials, including, without limitation, software,
controversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise
images, text, images, graphics, illustrations, logos,
between us relating in any way to your use of or
catalogues, Pre-Sale Condition Reports, patents,
access to the Auction, the Service, any
trademarks,
service
marks,
copyrights,
interpretation, breach, enforcement, or termination
photographs, audio, videos, footage, music, or other
of these Auction Terms and Conditions, or
forms of data, materials, content, or information, in
otherwise relating to Julien’s Auctions in any way
any form (the “Content”), and all Intellectual
(collectively, “Covered Matters”) will be resolved in
Property rights related thereto, are the exclusive
accordance with the provisions set forth in this
property of Julien’s Auctions and its licensors.
Section 10.
Except as explicitly provided herein, nothing in this
Agreement shall be deemed to create a license in or
under any such Intellectual Property Rights, and you 10.1 Informal Resolution. If you have any
agree not to sell, license, rent, modify, distribute, dispute with us, you agree that before taking any
copy, reproduce, transmit, publicly display, publicly formal action, you will contact us at
perform, publish, adapt, edit or create derivative info@juliensauctions.com, provide a brief, written
works from any materials or Content made available description of the dispute and your contact
to you by Julien’s Auctions orally or in writing information (including your username, if your
regardless of form of media. Use of the Content for dispute relates to an account) and allow sixty (60)
any purpose not expressly permitted by these days to pass, during which time we will attempt to
Auction Terms and Conditions is strictly prohibited. reach an amicable resolution of your issue.
9.3 Trademarks.
“Julien’s Auctions”, “The
Auction House to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions The
Auction House to the Stars”, and other logos and
service names are trademarks, registered

10.2 Applicable Law. the laws of the State of
California, and applicable federal law, will govern
all Covered Matters. California conflicts of law
rules shall apply.
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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10.3 Arbitration. Subject only to the optional
exceptions in Paragraph 10.5 below, you and
Julien’s Auctions each agree that any and all
disputes, claims, or controversies that have arisen,
or may arise, between you and Julien’s Auctions
relating in any way to or arising out of this or
previous versions of the Auction Terms and
Conditions or the breach, termination,
enforcement, interpretation or validity thereof, your
use of or access to our services, or any products
or services sold, offered, or purchased through
Company’s services shall be resolved exclusively
through final and binding arbitration, rather than in
court. Any claims arising out of, relating to, or
connected with these Auction Terms and
Conditions not resolved through Informal
resolution pursuant to paragraph 10.1 above must
be asserted individually in a binding arbitration to
be administered by Signature Resolution, LLC
(“Signature”) in Los Angeles County, California
pursuant to the Signature Comprehensive
Arbitration Rules. Both parties further agree that
the arbitration shall be conducted before a single
Signature arbitrator who is a retired California or
federal judge or justice. the arbitrator shall strictly
apply California substantive law and the California
rules of evidence. BY AGREEING TO ARBITRATE,
YOU WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU HAVE TO A COURT
OR JURY TRIAL. The arbitrator shall not conduct
any form of class or collective arbitration nor join
or consolidate claims by or for individuals

different users, but is bound by rulings in prior
arbitrations involving the same Julien’s Auctions
user to the extent required by applicable law. the
arbitrator’s award shall be final and binding and
judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator
may be entered in any court having jurisdiction
thereof. THE ARBITRATOR MAY AWARD RELIEF
(INCLUDING MONETARY, INJUNCTIVE, AND
DECLARATORY RELIEF) ONLY IN FAVOR OF THE
INDIVIDUAL PARTY SEEKING RELIEF AND ONLY
TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY TO PROVIDE
RELIEF NECESSITATED BY THAT PARTY’S
INDIVIDUAL CLAIM(S). ANY RELIEF AWARDED
CANNOT AFFECT OTHER USERS.

10.7 Future Amendments to the Agreement
to Arbitrate. Notwithstanding any provision in the
Auction Terms and Conditions to the contrary, you
and we agree that if we make any amendment to
this agreement to arbitrate in the future, that
amendment shall not apply to any claim that was
filed in a legal proceeding against Julien’s Auctions
prior to the effective date of the amendment. The
amendment shall apply to all other disputes or
claims governed by the agreement to arbitrate that
have arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
Auctions. If you do not agree to these amended
terms, you may close your account within thirty
(30) days of the posting or notification and you will
not be bound by the amended terms.

10.5 Exceptions.
There are only two
exceptions in which the parties may elect to seek 10.8 Judicial Forum for Legal Disputes. Unless
resolution outside of Arbitration before Signature: you and we agree otherwise, in the event that the
agreement to arbitrate above is found not to apply
(i) First, if we reasonably believe that you have to you or to a particular claim or dispute, either as
in any manner infringed upon or violated or a result of your decision to opt out of the
threatened to violate or infringe any of our agreement to arbitrate, as a result of a decision by
Intellectual Property Rights, privacy rights, the arbitrator or a court order or because of an
publicity rights, or data security, in which case you election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e) above, you
acknowledge that there may be no adequate agree that any claim, controversy, or dispute that
remedy at law and we may seek injunctive or other has arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
appropriate relief in any court of competent Auctions must be resolved exclusively by a state,
federal, or small claims court located in Los
jurisdiction, without any attempt at informal
Angeles County, California. you and Julien’s
resolution pursuant to paragraph 10.1 above.
Auctions agree to submit to the exclusive personal
The arbitrator, and not any federal, state, or local (ii) Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at the jurisdiction of the courts located within Los
court or agency, shall have exclusive authority to option of the claiming party, be resolved in small Angeles County, California for the purpose of
resolve any dispute relating to the interpretation, claims court in Los Angeles County, California, if litigating all such claims or disputes.
applicability, enforceability or formation of these the claim and the parties are within the jurisdiction
Auction Terms and Conditions, including, any of the small claims court and so long as the matter 10.9 Opt-Out. IF YOU ARE A NEW JULIEN’S
claim that all or any part of these Auction Terms remains in such court and advances only on an AUCTIONS USER, YOU CAN CHOOSE TO
and Conditions is void or voidable or that a individual (non-class, non- representative) basis. REJECT THE AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE
PROVISION (“OPT-OUT”) BY EMAILING US AN
particular claim is subject to arbitration. Judgment
NOTICE
TO
on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be 10.6 Costs of Arbitration. Payment of all filing, OPT-OUT
entered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
ARBITRATIONOPTOUT@JULIENSAUCTIONS.
administration, and arbitrator fees will be governed
by JAMS rules, unless otherwise stated in this COM (“OPT-OUT NOTICE”) OR VIA US MAIL TO:
10.4 Award. You agree and acknowledge that
agreement to arbitrate. If the value of the relief JULIEN ENTERTAINMENT.COM, INC., 13007
in any award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your
WESTERN AVENUE, GARDENA, CA 90249. THE
rights and remedies against us or any distributor, sought is $5,000 or less, at your request, Julien’s
OPT-OUT NOTICE MUST BE RECEIVED NO
financier or other party related to the Auction or Auctions will reimburse you for all filing,
LATER THAN THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER THE
administration,
and
arbitrator
fees
associated
with
Service shall be limited to an action at law for
DATE YOU ACCEPT THESE TERMS FOR THE
the
arbitration
following
the
earlier
of
the
money damages, and you hereby waive all other
rights and remedies you may have at law or in arbitrator’s decision or settlement. In the event the FIRST TIME. IF YOU ARE NOT A NEW JULIEN’S
equity (including, without limitation, injunctive arbitrator determines the claim(s) you assert in the AUCTIONS USER, YOU HAVE UNTIL THIRTY (30)
relief, rescission, cancellation, and termination of arbitration to be frivolous, Julien’s Auctions is DAYS AFTER THE POSTING OF THE NEW
this Agreement or the right to enjoin or restrain the relieved of its obligation to reimburse you for any TERMS TO SUBMIT AN ARBITRATION OPT-OUT
advertisement, promotion, marketing or fees associated with the arbitration. the prevailing NOTICE.
exploitation by Julien’s Auctions or any third party party shall be entitled to an award of all attorneys’
in connection with the Auction and/or any rights or fees, costs and expenses incurred by it in In order to opt-out, the Opt-Out Notice must be
activities hereunder in any and all manner of media connection with the dispute. “Attorneys’ fees and sent by email or physical mail as set forth
whatsoever, whether now known or hereafter expenses” includes, without limitation, paralegals’ immediately above and the Opt-Out Notice must
devised). For matters where the relief sought is fees and expenses, attorneys’ consultants’ fees contain your name, complete address (including
over $5,000, the arbitrator’s decision will include and expenses, expert witness’ fees and expenses, street address, city, state, and zip code), and email
the essential findings and conclusions upon which
and all other expenses incurred by the prevailing address(es) associated with your Member
the arbitrator based the award. The arbitrator will
party or its attorneys in the course of their Account(s) to which the opt-out applies. This
decide the substance of all claims in accordance
procedure is the only way you can opt out of the
with applicable law, including recognized representation of the prevailing party in
agreement to arbitrate. If you opt out of the
principles of equity, and will honor all claims of anticipation of and/or during the course of the
agreement to arbitrate, all other parts of these
litigation,
whether
or
not
otherwise
recoverable
as
privilege recognized by law. The arbitrator’s award
Auction Terms and Conditions and its Disputes
“attorneys’
fees”
or
as
“costs”
under
California
of damages must be consistent with the terms of
the “Limitation of Liability” section as to the types law; and the same may be sought and awarded in Section will continue to apply to you. Opting out of
and the amounts of damages for which a party accordance with California procedure as this agreement to arbitrate has no effect on any
may be held liable. The arbitrator shall not be pertaining to an award of contractual attorneys’ previous, other, or future arbitration agreements
that you may have with us.
bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involving fees.
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10.10 WAIVER. BY AGREEING TO THESE
AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU
HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU
MAY HAVE TO A COURT TRIAL (OTHER THAN
SMALL CLAIMS COURT AS PROVIDED ABOVE),
A JURY TRIAL, OR TO SERVE AS A
REPRESENTATIVE, AS A PRIVATE ATTORNEY
GENERAL, OR IN ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIVE
CAPACITY, OR TO PARTICIPATE AS A MEMBER
OF A CLASS OF CLAIMANTS, IN ANY LAWSUIT,
ARBITRATION OR OTHER PROCEEDING FILED
AGAINST US AND/OR RELATED THIRD PARTIES.

11.4 Entire Agreement. These Auction Terms
and Conditions contains the entire understanding
of the parties in respect of its subject matter and
supersedes all prior agreements and
understandings (oral or written) between the
parties with respect to such subject matter.

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THESE
AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND
AGREE TO COMPLY WITH THEM.
BIDDER

11.5 Modifications.
Any modification,
amendment, or addendum to these Auction Terms By: ________________________________________
and Conditions must be in writing and signed by
both parties.
(signature)

11.6 Assignment. You may not assign these
Name:
10.11 STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AND Auction Terms and Conditions or any of your
___________________________________________
WAIVER OF CLAIMS. REGARDLESS OF ANY rights, obligations, or benefits hereunder, by
operation
or
law
or
otherwise,
without
our
prior
STATUTE OR LAW TO THE CONTRARY, ANY
(please print)
CLAIM OR CAUSE OF ACTION ARISING OUT OF written consent.
OR RELATED TO USE OF THE SITE, SERVICE,
11.7 No Third Party Beneficiaries. The
OR THIS AGREEMENT MUST BE FILED WITHIN representations, warranties and other terms Date:
ONE (1) YEAR AFTER SUCH CLAIM OR CAUSE contained herein are for the sole benefit of the
___________________________________________
OF ACTION ARISES OR IT WILL BE FOREVER parties hereto and their respective successors and
WAIVED AND BARRED.
permitted assigns, and they shall not be construed
11. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
11.1 Governing Law. These Auction Terms
and Conditions will be governed by and construed
in accordance with the laws of the State of
California and the applicable federal laws of the
United States of America. California conflicts of
law rules shall apply.
11.2 Force Majeure. Except for the obligation
to pay money, neither party will be liable for any
failure or delay in its performance under these
Auction Terms and Conditions due to any cause
beyond its reasonable control, including acts of
war, acts of god, earthquake, flood, weather
conditions, embargo, riot,
civil disorders,
rebellions or revolutions, health risks or disease
(including pandemics, epidemics, and public
health emergencies, delays relating to obtaining
supplies, parts and other products from impacted
areas, governmental edicts, actions, declarations,
or quarantines by a governmental entity or health
organization due to government health orders
pertaining to COVID-19 or any variant thereof, and
delays in key completion dates or costs
attributable thereto) , acts of terrorism, acts or
omissions of vendors or suppliers, equipment
failures, sabotage, labor shortage or dispute,
governmental act, failure of the Internet or any
cellular-based Internet service, or other acts
beyond such party’s reasonable control (each, a
“Force Majeure Event”), provided that the delayed
party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice of
such Force Majeure Event; and (ii) uses reasonable
commercial efforts to correct promptly such failure
or delay in performance.

as conferring any rights on any other persons.
11.8 Severability. If any provision of these
Auction Terms and Conditions is held by a court or
arbitrator of competent jurisdiction to be contrary
to law, such provision shall be changed by the
court or by the arbitrator and interpreted so as to
best accomplish the objectives of the original
provision to the fullest extent allowed by law, and
the remaining provisions of these Auction Terms
and Conditions shall remain in full force and effect.

ACKNOWLEDGED BY

11.9 Notices. Any notice or communication
required or permitted to be given hereunder may
be delivered by hand, deposited with an overnight
courier, sent by email or mailed by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, postage
prepaid to the address for the other party first
written above or at such other address as may
hereafter be furnished in writing by either party
hereto to the other party. Such notice will be
deemed to have been given as of the date it is
delivered, if by personal delivery or email; the next
business day, if deposited with an overnight
courier; and five days after being so mailed.

___________________________________________

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
By: ________________________________________
(signature)
Name:

(please print)
Title:
___________________________________________

Date:
___________________________________________

11.10 Headings. The headings of the sections
of these Auction Terms and Conditions are for
convenience only and do not form a part hereof,
and in no way limit, define, describe, modify,
interpret or construe its meaning, scope or intent.

11.11 No Waiver. No failure or delay on the part
of either party in exercising any right, power or
remedy under these Auction Terms and Conditions
shall operate as a waiver, nor shall any single or
partial exercise of any such right, power or remedy
preclude any other or further exercise or the
11.3 Counterparts; Facsimile. These Auction exercise of any other right, power or remedy.
Terms and Conditions may be executed in any
number of counterparts and in facsimile or 11.12 Survival. Sections of the Auction Terms
electronically, each of which shall be an original and Conditions intended by their nature and
but all of which together shall constitute one and content to survive termination of the Auction
the same instrument.
Terms and Conditions shall so survive.
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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Julien’s Auctions NFT
Auction Terms and Conditions
The following terms and conditions apply to
auctions of NFTs conducted by Julien
Entertainment.com, Inc. d/b/a Julien’s Auctions
(“Julien’s Auctions”).
These terms are
supplemental to the Julien’s Auctions Terms and
Conditions
set
forth
at
https://juliensauctions.com/terms-and-conditions
which are incorporated here by reference.
1. DEFINITIONS.
“Non-Fungible Tokens” or “NFTs” mean a
unique digital indication of an ownership right to
an Underlying Asset which is stored separately
and uniquely associated with such token. Such
digital indication of ownership right is established
on the blockchain utilizing smart contracts.
“Related Materials” means the metadata,
content, Underlying Asset and/or physical item if
any to which an NFT relates.
“Underlying Asset” means a media file
containing an original work of digital art, sound
recording, audiovisual work, or compilations
thereof, as identified by a particular Lot at auction.
“Unique Record Indicator” or “URI” is the
particular code contained in the NFT which points
to the Underlying Asset
“Wallet ID” means the unique digital identifier of
the Buyer of the NFT which enables such NFT to be
transferred to the Buyer upon payment therefor.
2. NFT LOT PROVISIONS.

(a) Possessory Rights Only. You acknowledge
that ownership of an NFT carries no rights,
express or implied, other than property rights for
the Lot (specifically, the Underlying Asset
tokenized by the NFT).
(b) No IP Rights in Underlying Asset. You
understand that you have no Intellectual Property
Rights in or to the Underlying Asset of the NFT. All
such rights are retained by the artist. You
understand and agree that You are solely are
obtaining a limited use license to the Underlying
Asset where You have the right to use the
Underlying Asset for your own personal noncommercial purposes and display the same. Others
may still be able to download, view or listen to the
work that was minted into the NFT. You cannot
profit from the use of the Underlying Asset, nor do
you acquire a copyright interest in the Underlying
Asset. You further understand that the NFT you
purchase may be subject to royalty payments to the
artist from the proceeds of your purchase, as well as
if you later elect to sell such NFT.
(c) Other Versions. You further expressly
acknowledge that other versions or edits of NFTs
containing the Underlying Asset may be sold.
(d) Julien’s Auctions is the Auctioneer, Not the
Issuer. You understand and accept that NFTs are
issued by third parties, and not by Julien’s
Auctions itself. Julien’s Auctions, as an auctioneer,
is simply acting as an intermediary to facilitate
transactions between you as a buyer and the
seller(s) who have consigned the NFTs in order to
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solicit Bids for the same.

3. BUYER’S REPRESENTATIONS,
WARRANTIES, AND COVENANTS.

(e) Assumption of Risk. You acknowledge and
agree that there are risks associated with By bidding on, and purchasing, NFT Lots, you
purchasing and holding NFTs, and agree to represent, warrant, and covenant to Julien’s
assume all risks associated with the purchase, Auctions that:
holding, and use thereof.
(a) Genuine bidding. Your bids on NFTs are
(f) Price and Valuation Volatility. You honest and genuine, and are not the product of
collusive or anti-competitive activity with any other
acknowledge and agree that the prices of
person or entity.
blockchain assets (including NFTs) are extremely
volatile. Julien’s Auctions does not make any (b) Risks. By purchasing, holding and using
representations, express or implied, concerning NFTs, you expressly acknowledge and assume all
the future value of such digital assets. Such risks including, but not limited to: risk of losing
assets may have little to no intrinsic value at all, access to an NFT due to loss of private key(s),
and may not retain the value of Your purchase custodial error or purchaser error, risk of mining
price or attain or retain any future value. Your attacks, risk of hacking and security weaknesses,
risk of financial loss may be substantial. The risk of unfavorable regulatory intervention in one
value and/or utility of an NFT is inherently or more jurisdictions, risks related to token
subjective and is based on subjective and taxation, risk of personal information disclosure,
market factors outside of the control of Julien’s risk of uninsured losses, ransomware, viruses, or
other harmful or disenabling codes, unanticipated
Auctions. You are solely responsible for making
risks, and volatility risks.
your own independent appraisal and
investigation into the risks of each NFT and (c) Understanding of Tokens, Token Storage,
Underlying Asset. You expressly acknowledge and Blockchain Technology. You acknowledge
that any NFT purchase you make may later be that you have a sufficient understanding of the
worthless, and Julien’s Auctions is not functionality, usage, storage, transmission
responsible for any losses you may mechanisms and other material characteristics of
cryptographic tokens (like NFTs and Ether), token
subsequently incur.
storage mechanisms (such as token wallets),
(g) Depictions. We make no representations or blockchain technology and blockchain-based
warranties regarding the accuracy or reliability of software systems to understand these Terms and
any simulation or videos depicting the intended to appreciate the risks and implications of
performance of the NFT or the Related Materials, purchasing NFTs. You acknowledge that you have
whether displayed on our websites or on any other obtained sufficient information to make an
informed decision to purchase an NFT, including
platform.
carefully reviewing the code of the smart contract
(h) No Warranties; Disclaimer. NFTs are and the NFT and fully understand and accept the
provided on an “as is” and “as available” basis functions of the same.
without warranties of any kind, and we expressly (d) Cryptocurrency Payments. By making a
disclaim all implied warranties as to the NFTs, payment online with one of the Cryptocurrencies
including, without limitation, implied warranties of listed in Section 4 below, you (i) warrant that you
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, are the lawful holder of the cryptocurrency utilized;
title and non-infringement. We cannot and do not and (ii) acknowledge that Julien’s Auctions has no
represent or warrant that an NFT is reliable, liability for your payment not reaching us,
correctly programmed, current or error-free, meets including, but not limited to, instances where
or will meet your requirements, or that defects in payment through the blockchain is unsuccessful.
the NFT can or will be corrected. We make no It is solely your responsibility to confirm with
representations or warranties as to whether the Julien’s Auctions and the blockchain that the
NFT or any related materials is subject to payment has been accepted.
copyright. We cannot and do not represent or
(e) Compliance. You acknowledge and represent
warrant that an NFT or the delivery mechanism for
that there is substantial uncertainty as to the
an NFT are free
of viruses, worms, characterization of NFTs and other digital assets
vulnerabilities, malware, Trojan horses, or other under applicable law. You acknowledge that your
harmful components. You may experience or be purchase of an NFT complies with applicable laws
the target of cyber-attacks, or other operational or and regulations in your jurisdiction.
technical difficulties by virtue of your possession
of digital assets. You are solely responsible for (f) Lawful Funds. All funds which you utilize to
ensuring the safety and security of your purchase the NFT are lawfully obtained, and not
computing systems, and expressly understand being utilized in or stem from the proceeds of any
and agree to the risk inherent in accessing digital illegal activity.
assets stored online.
(g) No Money Laundering. You are not utilizing
the purchase of any NFTs for the purpose of
WE EXPRESSLY DENY ANY OBLIGATION TO
money laundering.
INDEMNIFY YOU OR HOLD YOU HARMLESS
FOR ANY LOSSES YOU MAY INCUR BY (h) Anti-Bribery / Anti-Corruption. You have no
TRANSACTING IN NFTs OUTSIDE OF THE knowledge or reason to suspect that You (or your
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS SERVICE.
principal, if applicable) are under investigation,

(e) No Refunds. All transaction decisions
concerning the purchase of NFTs are irreversible
and final. There are no refunds. Once you
initiate a cryptocurrency transaction, the
transaction cannot be reversed; this is inherent
(i) No Tax Crimes. Your purchase of a Lot or in the nature of cryptocurrencies and not a policy
Lots, and if You are acting as an agent on behalf set by us. You are responsible for verifying that
of a principal, the arrangement between You and you have sent the correct amount to the correct
your principal, will not enable tax crimes.
digital wallet address.
charged with or convicted of any act in violation of
any anti-bribery or anti-corruption law, including
but not limited to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act.

(j) OFAC / Designated Persons. You are not
nor will become: (A) a person designated by the
U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Asset Control as a “specially designated national
or blocked person” or similar status; (B) a person
described in Section 1 of U.S. Executive Order
13244 issued on September 23, 2001; (C)
directly or indirectly owned or controlled by the
government of any country that is subject to an
embargo by the United States government; or
(D) a person acting on behalf of a government of
any country that is subject to an embargo by the
United States government.
(k) No Derivative Violations. Your purchase of
a Lot or Lots will not cause Julien’s Auctions, the
seller(s) of the NFTs, or anyone else to violate
any anti-bribery, anti-corruption, anti-money
laundering, or anti-terrorism laws, or any other
laws, rules, regulations or ordinances, or result in
the violation of the same.
4. CRYPTOCURRENCY
PAYMENT REQUIREMENTS.
If a Lot indicates that “Cryprotcurrency Payments”
are accepted, Julien’s Auctions will accept solely
the following cryptocurrencies to purchase the Lot:
Bitcoin (BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), DAI Stablecoin
(DAI), Dogecoin (DOGE), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin
(LTC), and USD Coin (USDC). If a Lot indicates
that Cryptocurrency Payments are accepted, you
are also able to pay for such purchase by our
customary payment methods in United States
dollars.

(a) Exchange Wallets. Cryptocurrency payments
from only the following exchange wallets will be
accepted: Coinbase Inc. Payments from selfhosted wallets will not be accepted for this
auction.
(b) Single Wallets Only. All payments for a Lot
must be from the same digital wallet.
(c) Additional Information. If you are the
successful bidder, you agree to provide us with
all information and documentation we request in
order to verify your identity and to confirm that
the payment was made from a digital wallet
registered in your name and maintained by one
of the platforms above.
(d) Timing of Payments; Amounts Due.
Payment in cryptocurrency must be made within
ten (10) business days of your receipt of the invoice
from us, and payment must be made between the
hours of 9:00am and 12:00pm Pacific Standard
Time, Monday through Friday (and not on a U.S.
public holiday). The amount due will be the
cryptocurrency equivalent at the time payment is
made, and Bidder will be responsible for applicable
third-party fees (including, without limitation,
network fees, taxes, transfer fees, etc.), required to
successfully conduct the transaction on the
blockchain.

the NFT within five (5) business days of the
conclusion of the Auction, we may, in our sole
discretion, treat the NFT Lot as a Lot for which You
failed to pay in full and hold you responsible for all
resulting third-party fees (including, without
limitation, custodial fees, insurance, network fees,
taxes, transfer fees, etc.).
6. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

(f) Risk of Loss. We shall have no liability for any (a) No Consequential Damages. TO THE
EXTENT
PERMITTED
BY
payment made by you in cryptocurrency that is MAXIMUM
APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL
not received by us for whatever reason.
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS, ITS AFFILIATES, AND
(g) Crypto Risk. You acknowledge the risks THE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES,
inherent to the use of cryptocurrency, including AGENTS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF EACH BE
without limitation the risk of faulty or insufficient LIABLE FOR LOST PROFITS, LOST REVENUE,
hardware, software, and internet connections; the LOST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, LOSS OF
risk of introduction or intrusion of malicious code DATA, INTERRUPTION OF BUSINESS, USER
or software; the risk of hacking or unauthorized ERROR (SUCH AS FORGOTTEN PASSWORDS,
access to your digital wallet or information stored MISTYPED
ADDRESSES,
CORRUPTED
therein, or of theft or diversion of funds therefrom; PAYMENT FILES), UNAUTHORIZED THIRD
volatility and unstable or unfavorable exchange PARTY ACTIVITIES (INCLUDING WITHOUT
rates; and the risk of unfavorable regulatory LIMITATION THE USE OF VIRUSES, WORMS,
intervention and/or tax treatment in relation to TROJAN HORSES, HARMFUL CODES,
transaction in such currency. We will have no PHISHING, SYBIL ATTACKS, 51% ATTACKS,
liability for any of the foregoing.
DISENABLING CODES OR MECHANISMS,
(h) Taxes. You are responsible for any and all BRUTEFORCING OR OTHER MEANS OF
ATTACK AGAINST THE NFT) OR ANY OTHER
taxes associated with your purchase.
INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES
5. NFT TRANSACTION FULFILLMENT.
OF ANY KIND ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY
You must provide Julien’s Auctions with your WAY RELATED TO THE SALE OR USE OF LOTS
Wallet ID from an approved wallet provider in order OR NFTs OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO THESE
to process your transaction following our receipt TERMS, REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF
of your payment in full for the Lot. We will transfer ACTION OR THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, EVEN
the NFT to the wallet address specified by you and IF THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
are not responsible for confirming that you have POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND
supplied us with the correct or a valid address, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES
and we are not responsible if the transfer of the WERE FORESEEABLE.
NFT to your wallet fails unless such failure is the
result of us sending the NFT to a wallet address (b) Liability Cap. JULIEN’S AUCTIONS’S
other than the one provided by you. Ownership of MAXIMUM AGGREGATE LIABILITY ARISING
the NFT will not transfer to you until Julien’s OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT
Auctions has received payment in full, even if in OR THE SALE OR OWNERSHIP OF NFTs,
the event we released the NFT to you prior to REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY,
receipt of payment.
WILL BE LIMITED TO THE TOTAL AMOUNT
YOU PAID TO JULIEN’S AUCTIONS FOR SUCH
(a) Direct Transfer from Seller. In the event it is LOTS. THE EXISTENCE OF MORE THAN ONE
necessary for the seller to transfer the NFT to you, CLAIM SHALL NOT EXPAND SUCH LIMIT. THE
you agree that we may provide your Wallet ID to PARTIES ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE FEES
the seller in order to execute the transfer.
AGREED UPON BETWEEN BUYER AND
(b) Security Measures. You are responsible for JULIEN’S AUCTIONS ARE BASED IN PART ON
implementing reasonable measures for securing THESE LIMITATIONS, AND THAT THESE
the wallet or other storage mechanism you use to LIMITATIONS WILL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING
receive and hold the NFT, including any requisite ANY FAILURE OF ANY ESSENTIAL PURPOSE
private key(s) or other credentials necessary to OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.
access such storage mechanism(s). It is your
express responsibility to keep your credentials 7. INDEMNIFICATION.
secure and not share them with third parties. If
Bidder agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold
your private key(s) or other access credentials are
lost, you may lose access to your NFT. Julien’s harmless Julien’s Auctions, its affiliates, and the
Auctions is not responsible for any such losses. officers, directors, employees, agents, and
representatives of each, from and against any and
(c) Wallet Size.
You understand and all claims, liabilities, costs, damages, penalties,
acknowledge that not all digital wallets can assessments, fines, losses, expenses, demands,
support storage of an NFT, and that if your wallet claims, suits, proceedings, settlements, or
does not support storage of the NFT purchased by judgments, including reasonable legal fees and
you, you may lose access to that NFT. It is your expenses, whether fixed or contingent (“Claims”),
sole responsibility to ensure that your wallet has in any way arising out of, relating to, or in
the storage capability for each NFT you purchase. connection with Bidder’s breach of its
If you fail to provide us with an address for a digital representations and warranties, covenants, and
wallet that is capable of supporting and accepting obligations hereunder.
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JOHN MCVIE: FIRST-YEAR 1953 GIBSON EB1 VIOLIN BODY
ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A 1953 Gibson EB1 violin body electric bass guitar belonging to John McVie. 1953 was the
first year for this particular model, released as a response to the success of the Fender
Precision Bass in 1951. Together with replacement hardware.
Housed in a brown hard case.
YEAR
1953
BRAND
Gibson
MODEL
EB1 Bass
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
4 2003
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
First year Gibson violin body bass guitar with mahogany body, set neck, rosewood
fingerboard. Pearl dot markers, banjo tuners, mudbucker pickup with brown cover to match
the pickguard and rear cavity plate. Compensated two-pin bridge, gold speed knobs, painted
F hole. Screw in end pin is not present. Hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds excellent, designed to emulate the sound of an upright.
CONDITION NOTES
In very decent shape for a 70-year-old. Extensive signs of use but well cared for.

$10,000 -20,000

6

7
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JOHN MCVIE: ROYAL ALBERT HALL STAGE-PLAYED 1960 FENDER PRECISION
ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A 1960 Fender Precision bass guitar, acquired by John McVie during the 1960s and used by him throughout the majority
of his time with Fleetwood Mac. McVie favored Fenders during the Peter Green era of Fleetwood Mac and this
instrument can be seen being played by McVie live on stage during the group’s appearance at Royal Albert Hall in
London. The 1960 Fender precision bass can additionally be seen being played by McVie during various concert
performances from Fleetwood Mac’s 2013 tour.
Housed in the original Fender hard case.
YEAR
1960
BRAND
Fender
MODEL
Precision Bass
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
48880
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Natural finish solid alder body, bolt-on maple neck with rosewood fingerboard and clay dot markers, correct bridge,
tortoise ply pickguard, reverse tuners. All correct and original with the exception of the active EMG pickups. The
removed pickup and pots will be found in the original Fender hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds great but the battery is dead.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.

$20,000 -40,000

8

9

Photograph Credit: Jerome Brunet/ZUMAPRESS.com/Alamy Live News
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JOHN MCVIE: 1965 HOFNER CLUB ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A c. 1965 Hofner club electric bass guitar, acquired by John McVie during the Peter Green era
of Fleetwood Mac.
Housed in the original hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1965
BRAND
Hofner
MODEL
500/2 Club Bass
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Double-bound body with German spruce top, maple back and sides, set maple neck with
rosewood fingerboard and dot markers, a pair of Hofner staple humbuckers, pearloid control
plate, two knobs and three switches, trapeze tailpiece and floating bridge. The Club bass is
virtually the same as the Beatles’ Violin bass, only the body shape is different. Original case.
OPERATION
Works, plays, and sounds great but is strung with rounds so the sound isn’t particularly
thumpy. Neck bows up, so may need a truss rod adjustment.
CONDITION NOTES
In good-plus condition with some wear and tear, but light for its age. It may have had a repair
to the seam at the headstock but if so it was long ago and well done. Case is in rough
condition: worn and missing the handle but could be restored.

$10,000 -20,000

12

13
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JOHN MCVIE: “JOHN’S BRAIN” EMPTY
RACK ROAD CASE
An empty black road case for rack gear (#B301) featuring the
words “Johns Brain” in white spray paint stenciled lettering.
25 x 23.5 x 22.5 inches

$500 -700

434

JOHN MCVIE: “RED CORONADO” ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR CASE
A black hard bass case with tape that reads “Red Coronado Bass,” along with a blue “KADX 105FM”
bumper sticker and various other pieces of tape. The case likely housed John McVie’s red Fender
Coronado bass.

$200 -300

14

15
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JOHN MCVIE: 1966 GRETSCH 6071 ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A 1966 Gretsch 6071 short scale electric bass guitar owned and used by John McVie.
Housed in a Gretsch hard case.
YEAR
1966
BRAND
Gretsch
MODEL
6071
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
86183
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Thin hollow maple body and set neck in walnut finish with ebony fretboard, dot markers and
gold hardware including VanGhent tuners, super-tron pickup, G trapeze tailpiece and volume
knob. Faux F holes, floating bridge, two toggle switches. The mute is missing and its lever
sports a plastic tip instead of a gold one. Gretsch case.
OPERATION
This short scale bass plays well and sounds good but has wiring issues and some buzzing in the
body.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with scratches and dings to body and neck. Case is in fair but worn
condition.

$7,000 -9,000

16
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JOHN MCVIE: PETER GREEN GIFTED 1962 FENDER VI
SIX-STRING ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A three-tone sunburst 1962 Fender VI six-string electric bass guitar, first gifted to Mick
Fleetwood by Peter Green c. 1967-1969, and then to John McVie by Mick Fleetwood
later on. Housed in the original tweed hard case.
YEAR
1962
BRAND
Fender
MODEL
Bass VI
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
81031
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
All original three-tone sunburst solid alder offset body, bolt-on maple neck with
rosewood fingerboard and clay dot markers, three on-off switches for each single-coil
pickup with magnetic field surrounds, two stop sign knobs, tremolo system missing
arm and six-saddle bridge, Kluson tuners and original tan hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds great but would benefit from a set-up and the switches a good
cleaning.
CONDITION NOTES
In good-plus condition with numerous dings and scratches.

$10,000 -20,000

18

19
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JOHN MCVIE: FIRST-YEAR 1970 FRETLESS FENDER
PRECISION ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A 1970 three-tone fretless Fender electric precision bass guitar, owned and used
by John McVie, featuring markings to designate his preferred tone and volume
settings. The instrument is a rare, first-year Fender fretless precision bass.
Together with a small towel and replacement bass strings and parts.
Housed in a period-correct Fender hard case.
YEAR
1970
BRAND
Fender
MODEL
Precision Bass
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
282633
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Fretless precision bass with three-tone sunburst alder body, maple neck and
unmarked rosewood fingerboard. The original pickup has been changed to an
EMG active one, all original otherwise. Three-ply tortoise pickguard, Fender
tuners, bridge, and knurled knobs. Period correct Fender hard case.
OPERATION
Plays well with minor buzz in a few spots. Batteries are almost dead so bass
produces a pleasant but unintentional fuzz tone.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition. Clean and lightly played.

$10,000 -20,000

20

21
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438

JOHN MCVIE: CALTON HARD GUITAR CASE

JOHN MCVIE: ORANGE 8X10 BASS SPEAKER
CABINET IN ROAD CASE

A red Calton hard case used by John McVie while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac. The case features tape affixed that reads “John McVie
Locker @ 3E,” as well as various other stickers and tape, and an “FM
Touring” tag that reads “6.”

An Orange 8x10 rear-ported speaker cabinet (with 1200W at 4 ohms) used by
John McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac. The speaker features a typewritten
Fleetwood Mac set list taped to the back.

$800 -1,200

Housed in a black Fleetwood Mac road case (#312).
34.5 x 52 x 22 inches (overall)

$500 -700

22

23
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JOHN MCVIE: 1970S HAGSTROM SWEDE ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A c. 1970s Hagstrom Swede electric bass guitar, owned and used by John McVie.
Housed in the original hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1974
BRAND
Hagstrom
MODEL
Swede Bass
TYPE
Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Solid natural mahogany bound medium-short scale body and set neck with ebony fingerboard and pearl
block markers. Two humbuckers with three-way selector and tone switch, four hat knobs, fixed stop
tailpiece compensated bridge, Hagstrom tuners. Original hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds great.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with some larger scratches to rear of body.

$7,000 -9,000

24

25
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JOHN MCVIE: “RUMOURS” STUDIO- AND STAGE-PLAYED PHOTOMATCHED 1976 CUSTOM ALEMBIC “CONTINUOUSLY FRETTED”
STAINLESS STEEL FINGERBOARD ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A one-of-a-kind Alembic Series 1 custom fretless electric bass guitar with distinctive stainless steel
fingerboard, made specially for John McVie and used extensively by him both in studio and on stage
c. 1976-1980. Notably, the stainless steel fingerboard Alembic can be heard being played by McVie on
“The Chain” from Rumours (Warner Bros, 1977), which features one of the most iconic bass breaks in
the history of rock and roll and during live performances of “The Chain” on tour. Together with an
Alembic power supply and cable.
Housed in a well-worn red “Fleetwood Mac” road case featuring white stencils and numerous stickers.
Alembic co-founder Susan Wickersham explains that the instrument was crafted for McVie, along with
a graphite through-body neck electric bass guitar (see Lot 442), in 1976 and that due to its stainless
steel fingerboard: “Rather than call it a fretless bass, I preferred the term ‘continuously fretted’ bass.”
YEAR
1976
BRAND
Alembic
MODEL
Series 1 Custom One-Off
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Birds eye maple top and ash bottom, neck through maple walnut center with mahogany wings. Three
Alembic pickups, 4-way rotary selector and active electronics with five knobs and two mini toggles,
bronze tailpiece and fixed single-saddle bridge, quarter-inch and 5-pin XLR outputs. Red road case.
OPERATION
A superb instrument in terms of sound, playability, build quality, and overall uniqueness.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with some minor scratches from use.

$40,000 -60,000

26

27
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442

JOHN MCVIE: PROTOTYPE 1976 ALEMBIC SERIES 1 GRAPHITE
NECK THROUGH ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
One of two prototype Alembic Series 1 graphite neck through electric bass guitars, created in
collaboration with Geoff Gould in 1976: the first two basses to be made in this way (the other was
sold to Stanley Clarke). The instrument features customized “McVie” inlay detailing and, along with
his other Alembics, was used by McVie c. 1976-1980, including during the tour in support of
Rumours (February 1977 August 1978). Together with an Alembic power supply and cable.
Housed in a black hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1976
BRAND
Alembic
MODEL
Series 1 Graphite
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
“McVie”
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Layered mahogany body with Koa top. Schaller tuners, marbled graphite neck and center block with
rosewood fingerboard and oval inlays, maple stripe tail block, active Alembic electronics, brass fixed
tail piece and bridge, five knobs, two toggles, and a rotary selector. Standard jack and 5-pin din
outputs. Original hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds great but electronics could use a service. Short scale chunky D neck.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with scratches and a couple of dings from extensive use on tour.

$20,000 -40,000

32
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443

JOHN MCVIE: SWR 8X8 SPEAKER IN
ROAD CASE (B2)
An 8x8 SWR speaker cabinet used by John McVie while
on tour with Fleetwood Mac. The 480W and 4 ohm
cabinet has a non-original Ampeg front grill.
Housed in a red Fleetwood Mac custom road case (#351).
38.5 x 26.5 x 27 inches

$500 -700

444

JOHN MCVIE: FLEETWOOD MAC BASS ROAD CASE
A red Fleetwood Mac bass road case with numerous sticks and pieces of tape affixed.
18 x 51 x 6.25 inches

$200 -300
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JOHN MCVIE: 1970S HAGSTROM PATCH 2000 ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A c. 1977 Hagstrom Patch 2000 electric bass guitar with synthesizer unit, used by John McVie, who was
intrigued by the sonic possibilities offered by this Ampeg collaboration.
Housed in the original hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1977
BRAND
Hagstrom
MODEL
Patch 2000
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Medium-short scale Swede-style bass with a synthesizer interface. It has a natural finish bound mahogany body,
set neck with ebony fingerboard and MOP block markers. Two humbucking pickups with three-way selector
and three-way tone switch, four hat knobs, fixed stop tailpiece compensated bridge, Schaller tuners. Original
hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds good but the intonation is off. Electronics could use a cleaning.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good to excellent condition. Case in good shape with one damaged latch.

$7,000 -9,000

38

39
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JOHN MCVIE: “MIRAGE” TOUR STAGE-PLAYED 1982 HAMER
CRUISE ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR (WITH DVD)
A red 1982 Hamer Cruise electric bass guitar used by John McVie during the 1982 tour in
support of Fleetwood Mac’s album Mirage (Warner Bros, 1982). The instrument can be seen
being played by McVie live on stage during numerous dates on this tour. Together with a
Mirage tour DVD.
Housed in a black hard case.
YEAR
1982
BRAND
Hamer
MODEL
Cruise PJ
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
2-5927
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Cherry solid mahogany body and set neck, rosewood fingerboard, dot markers, DiMarzio
OEM pickups with adjustable pole pieces in PJ configuration, heavy duty bridge, four black hat
knobs. Hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds great. Nice big neck like an old P bass.
CONDITION NOTES
In good condition with many dings, chips, and signs of use. The headstock plate has visible
chipping that exposes wood and there is a ding to the back of the neck.

$20,000 -30,000

40
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JOHN MCVIE: “SONGBIRD” STAGE-PLAYED ERNIE BALL EARTHWOOD
ACOUSTIC BASS GUITAR
An early 1970s Ernie Ball Earthwood acoustic bass guitar, played extensively by John McVie during Fleetwood
Mac tours c. 1975-1982. This distinctive, guitarron-style acoustic bass guitar can be seen being played live by
McVie on tours during this time period during performances of “Songbird” and “Never Going Back Again,”
among others.
Housed in a red Fleetwood Mac road case that features a penguin stencil, faded from its time on the road.
YEAR
Circa 1972
BRAND
Ernie Ball
MODEL
Earthwood
TYPE
Acoustic Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Rare superjumbo body (6 thick and 18 across) featuring solid spruce top and walnut back and sides, bolt-on
maple neck with capped fingerboard, big E logo, Grover wavy tuners, rosewood bridge and walnut neckplate,
rail soundhole pickup with acrylic mount. Full-size red ATA flight case.
OPERATION
Plays well and sounds superb with lush bottom and warm woody acoustic tone. The pickup height needs
adjustment.
CONDITION NOTES
In good-plus condition with many distinguished signs of wear including scratches, nicks, dings, dents and
chips.
12.75 x 53.75 x 22 inches (case) (overall)

$20,000 -40,000
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JOHN MCVIE: AMPEG B15T BASS AMPLIFIER
An Ampeg B15T 1x15 bass amplifier used by John McVie while on tour
with Fleetwood Mac.
YEAR
Circa 1990s
MODEL
B15T
TYPE
Bass Amplifier
SERIAL NO
B15-1218
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1x15 fliptop combo with solid state head that rests inside the cabinet
when not in use. 100W EV speaker. Gain, EQ and master volume.
Normal and padded inputs.
OPERATION
Sounds and works well. Useable for smaller gigs.
CONDITION NOTES
Good condition. Missing a latch to lock the head to the cab.

449

JOHN MCVIE: SKYWAY TRAVELING TRUNK
A Skyway traveling trunk with inner shelf used by John McVie while on tour.
30 x 16 x 16 inches

$100 -200

21.5 x 14.5 x 25 inches

$500 -700
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JOHN MCVIE: “LITTLE LIES” MUSIC VIDEO PLAYED 1980S
KRAMER FERRINGTON ELECTROACOUSTIC BASS GUITAR
A c. 1984-1986 Kramer Ferrington electroacoustic bass guitar that can be seen being played by
John McVie in Fleetwood Mac music videos from Tango in the Night (Warner Bros, 1987) including
the Billboard hit singles “Little Lies” and “Seven Wonders.”
Housed in the original black hard case.
YEAR
1984-1986
BRAND
Kramer
MODEL
Ferrington Bass
TYPE
Electroacoustic Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
FA 1118
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Jumbo body black gloss with white binding, spruce top with dual Fender-style cutaways and maple
back and sides. Banana headstock with block-style “KRAMER” logo. The bolt-on one piece maple
neck is 1.75 inches at the nut. Stylish asymmetrical soundhole, built-in active pickup system, and
rosewood bridge. Original hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds great with a rich acoustic flavor.
CONDITION NOTES
In good condition with minor damage to edge of soundboard. Case has a dent to top.

$10,000 -20,000
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451

JOHN MCVIE: 1987 GIBSON IV ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A 1987 Gibson IV electric bass guitar, owned and used by John McVie.
Housed in a black Gibson hard case.
YEAR
1987
BRAND
Gibson
MODEL
Bass IV
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
81487678
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Solid natural mahogany body and set neck with pointy headstock and ebony
fretboard pearl dots. Two thunderbird pickups, V V T knobs, black hardware, Schaller
roller bridge. Hard case.
OPERATION
Sounds and plays well but needs a set up. Neck bows up under tension. A variation of
the Thunderbird with a more traditional body shape. T-Birds are notorious for neck
dive where this is well balanced.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with some scratches and signs of use.

$5,000 -7,000
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JOHN MCVIE: “BEHIND THE MASK” STUDIO-PLAYED 1988
HEARTFIELD DR5 5-STRING ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A black 1988 5-string Heartfield DR5 electric bass guitar owned and used by John McVie
while recording with Fleetwood Mac.
Housed in a black hard case.
McVie adopted this Fender collaboration with Japanese manufacturer Matsumoko in 1990
and is pictured playing it (along with its fretless counterpart) in the Fall 1990 issue of Fender
Frontline, where he also discusses the importance of the 5-string’s low B to the sound of
Behind the Mask (Warner Bros, 1990). McVie’s Heartfield basses can be heard on tracks such
as “Back in My Mind,” “Hard Feelings,” and “Standing on a Rock.” Link to an image of McVie
with the bass can be provided upon request.
YEAR
1988
BRAND
Heartfield
MODEL
DR5
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
C89110
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Alder body 5-string with bolt on maple and graphite neck, rosewood fretboard, dot
markers, graphite headstock plate, active EMG J-type pickups, three knobs and mini toggle,
Gotoh tuners, chrome bridge. Hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds good with very wide neck and typically active tone.
CONDITION NOTES
In excellent condition.

$10,000 -20,000
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JOHN MCVIE: AMPEG ROCKET BASS COMBO
AMPLIFIER IN ROAD CASE
An Ampeg Rocket bass combo amplifier used by John McVie while on
tour with Fleetwood Mac. Housed in a red Fleetwood Mac road case
(#B306).
YEAR
Circa 2000
BRAND
Ampeg
MODEL
B-50R
TYPE
Bass amplifier
SERIAL NO
N/A

454

JOHN MCVIE: ALEMBIC BASS ROAD CASE

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1x12 combo amplifier with 50W RMS in retro blue check Tolex.
In rolling road case.

A black bass guitar road case designed for an Alembic bass used by
John McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac. Together with a
black towel.

OPERATION
Untested.

51 x 6 x 18 inches

CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.

$200 -300

23 x 25 x 25 inches

$500 -700
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JOHN MCVIE: IBANEZ 8-STRING ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A c. 1980s Ibanez Musician 8-string electric bass guitar, owned and used by John McVie.
Housed in a white Ibanez hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1980
BRAND
Ibanez
MODEL
Musician 8 String
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
A329180119
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Neck through maple with mahogany wings, dot inlaid 24 fret ebony fretboard, two passive single
coil pickups, 3-way selector with three speed knobs and active 3-band EQ with three hat knobs, in
out switch, gold hardware, tuners, tailpiece, and Tune-o-Matic dual post, 8-saddle bridge.
Ibanez hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds well but could use a setup. Pickup selector is intermittent. The EQ is very musical
and offers great tone variations.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with many light scratches and a few dings.

$7,000 -9,000
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JOHN MCVIE: CATALOG PHOTOSHOOT USED 1985
IBANEZ RB885 5-STRING ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A white 1985 Ibanez RB885 electric bass guitar, owned and used by John McVie in
the 1980s. McVie can be seen with the instrument in a 1985 Ibanez catalog (link to
image available upon request).
Housed in a brown chainsaw hard case.
YEAR
1985
BRAND
Ibanez
MODEL
RB885
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
G856450
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
5-string pearl gold solid basswood compact body, bolt on maple neck with ebony
fretboard, black hardware, and large active soapbar pickups. Ibanez chainsaw hard
case.
OPERATION
Plays well. The action is a bit high so a setup is recommended. The battery is fading
(still sounded good but low volume).
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition, with the rear cavity cover replaced. One notable small ding to
rear of body.

$5,000 -7,000
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JOHN MCVIE: “BEHIND THE MASK” STUDIO-PLAYED 1990
HEARTFIELD FRETLESS DR5 5-STRING ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A rare c. 1990 fretless 5-string Heartfield DR5 electric bass guitar owned and used by John McVie while
recording with Fleetwood Mac.
Housed in a black hard case.
McVie adopted this Fender collaboration with Japanese manufacturer Matsumoko in 1990 and is pictured
playing it (along with its fretted counterpart) in the Fall 1990 issue of Fender Frontline, where he also discusses
the importance of the 5-string’s low B to the sound of Behind the Mask (Warner Bros, 1990). McVie’s Heartfield
basses can be heard on tracks such as “Back in My Mind,” “Hard Feelings,” and “Standing on a Rock.”
McVie was one of only two Heartfield endorsees (Steve Bailey was the other). According to the Heartfield
website, “The regular public was not able to order factory fretless instruments. Only people who worked for
Fender, or who endorsed Heartfields, could get them.” Link to an image of McVie with the bass can be
provided upon request.
YEAR
Circa 1990
BRAND
Heartfield
MODEL
DR5 Fretless
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
A90132
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Alder flame maple capped body with bolt on maple graphite neck and unmarked rosewood fingerboard with
graphite headstock plate, active J type pickups, three knobs and mini toggle, Gotoh tuners, and gold bridge.
Hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds good with very wide neck.
CONDITION NOTES
In excellent condition.

$10,000 -20,000
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JOHN MCVIE: YAMAHA MGP12X 12CHANNEL AUDIO MIXER
A c. 2010s Yamaha MGP12X 12-channel audio mixer
belonging to John McVie.
YEAR
Circa 2010s
BRAND
Yamaha
MODEL
MGP12X
TYPE
Audio Mixer
SERIAL NO
UCSL01584
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
12 Channel portable mixer designed to work with IOS devices. Features USB, dual digital FX DSP and vintage style EQ.
works worldwide with most voltages.
OPERATION
Works well.
CONDITION
In near mint condition.

$200 -300

458

JOHN MCVIE: AMPEG JET II SPEAKER
An Ampeg Jet II speaker used by John McVie while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac.
Housed in a cardboard box with extensive tape and markings.
24.5 x 14 x 20 inches

$500 -700

460

JOHN MCVIE: YAMAHA POWERED SPEAKERS IN ROAD CASE
A pair of 15-inch Yamaha DSR 115 two-way powered speakers used by John McVie.
Each delivers 1300W and can be used for PA mains or touring stage monitors.
Housed in a red Fleetwood Mac road case (#420).
39 x 21 x 38.5 inches

$500 -700
66
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JOHN MCVIE: “THE DANCE” STAGE-PLAYED TURNER RENAISSANCE
ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR (WITH DVD)
A Rick Turner Renaissance electric bass guitar used by John McVie throughout the 1990s, including during
Fleetwood Mac’s performance at Warner Bros. Studios in Burback, CA on May 23, 1997 which would later
be released as The Dance (Reprise, 1997). The Renaissance bass can be seen being played by McVie
during “Say You Love Me” and “Over My Head” from the 1997 performance.
The instrument can be seen being played by him during additional performances in the early 2000s,
including 2004’s Fleetwood Mac - Live in Boston. Together with a copy of The Dance DVD.
YEAR
Circa 1980s
BRAND
Turner
MODEL
Renaissance Bass
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Cedar top, mahogany back, sides, and bridge. Tortoise binding, maple-graphite neck with JPE fingerboard
and active D-tar Piezo pickup, long scale, 5lbs weight. Beige hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds very nice with unique acoustic to hollow body tones.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with some scratches, dings, and finish checking.

$20,000 -30,000
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Photograph Credit: John Bunker

462

JOHN MCVIE: TOBIAS CLASSIC FRETLESS ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A fretless Tobias Classic electric bass guitar, which accompanied John McVie c. the mid-1990s through
2004 while on tour with Fleetwood Mac.
Housed in a black hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1990s
BRAND
Tobias
MODEL
Classic
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
3924
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Natural finish with black hardware, neck through maple walnut with birdseye maple wings, two active
bartolini pickups, active electronics, five knobs and 3-way toggle, pau ferro fingerboard, Grover tuners.
Hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds good.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition, well cared for.

$10,000 -20,000
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JOHN MCVIE: 2004 TOUR STAGE-PLAYED “SPARE” TOBIAS KILLER B4
ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A c. 1990s Tobias Killer B4 electric bass guitar owned and used by John McVie. The instrument has been
labeled “Spare Tobias” and was used as such by McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac. The instrument can
be seen being played by McVie live on stage during a 2004 performance at The Chronicle Pavilion in Concord,
CA.
Housed in black Tobias hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1997
BRAND
Tobias
MODEL
Killer B4
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
10031
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Two piece solid body that looks like quilted maple with bolt on multi-ply maple neck, pau ferro unmarked
fretboard, dual Bartolini pickups, black bridge, and Grover tuners. Five black knurled knobs and a three-way
mini-toggle control the active electronics. Tobias hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds great.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with minor signs of wear. Case has a broken latch.

$10,000 -20,000
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Photograph Credit: Copyright Tim Mosenfelder 2000

464

JOHN MCVIE: SWR 8X8 SPEAKER CABINET IN ROAD CASE (A1)
An 8x8 SWR speaker cabinet used by John McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac.
The 480W and 4 ohm cabinet has a non-original Ampeg front grill.
Housed in a red Fleetwood Mac custom road case (#350).
46 x 26.25 x 22 inches (overall)

$500 -700

465

JOHN MCVIE: WIRELESS RECEIVER RACK IN ROAD CASE
A wireless receiver rack used by John McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac.
Housed in a black road case (#308).
19 x 25.25 x 24.25 inches (overall)

$500 -700
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JOHN MCVIE: TOBIAS SIGNATURE 4 ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A dark wood Tobias Signature 4 electric bass guitar, used by John McVie c. the mid-1990s
through the 2000s.
Housed in the original black hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1990s
BRAND
Tobias
MODEL
Signature 4
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
7894
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Nine-piece neck through construction of several exotic woods. Bartolini active pickups with five
knobs and three-way mini toggle, black bridge and tuners. Original Tobias logo hard case.
OPERATION
Works and plays well and sounds very nice.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with a few dings.

$7,000 -9,000
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JOHN MCVIE: TURNER ELECTROLINE F4 FRETLESS
ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A blonde Rick Turner Electroline F4 fretless electric bass guitar, used by John
McVie c. the 1990s through the 2000s. Together with a leather guitar strap.
Housed in a red Calton hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1990s
BRAND
Turner
MODEL
Electroline F4
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Solid ash body, bolt-on fretless unlined unmarked maple neck with JPE
fretboard, two body-mounted active soapbar pickups, chunky bridge, four black
knurled knobs, unbranded tuners. Custom red Calton flight case.
OPERATION
Works sounds and plays great.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.

$7,000 -9,000
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JOHN MCVIE: ZETA CROSSOVER UPRIGHT ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A c. 1990s Zeta Crossover electric bass guitar owned and used by John McVie. The instrument can be
played either with a strap or in an upright configuration with a peg.
Housed in the original black polyfoam case.
YEAR
1990s
BRAND
Zeta
MODEL
Crossover Bass
TYPE
Upright Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Chambered natural swamp ash body with bolt-on maple neck, rosewood fingerboard, Black strados
bridge black knobs and Gotoh tuners. Active electronics with EQ. Original polyfoam case.
OPERATION
Very hot output but works and sounds great in both fretless and EUB styles.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition: very clean and attractive.

$3,000 -5,000
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JOHN MCVIE: DRESSER ROAD CASE WITH ORANGE CRUSH 12 PRACTICE AMPLIFIER
A red road case (#DR31) with removable door and eight used by John McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac. The case includes: an
Orange Crush 12 practice amplifier, electric kettle, flashlight, and two small bags.

469

31 X 30.5 X 47 inches

JOHN MCVIE: SWR 8X8 SPEAKER
CABINET IN ROAD CASE (C3)

$500 -700

An 8x8 SWR speaker cabinet used by John McVie while
on tour with Fleetwood Mac. The 480W and 4 ohm
cabinet has a non-original Ampeg front grill.
Housed in a red Fleetwood Mac custom road case
(#352).
39 x 26.5 x 27 inches

$500 -700
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JOHN MCVIE: 1990S FENDER CUSTOM SHOP PRECISION BASS GUITAR
A c. 1990s Fender Custom Shop precision bass guitar owned and used by John McVie.
YEAR
Circa 1990s
BRAND
Fender
MODEL
Custom Shop Precision Bass
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
0127
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Natural finish solid alder body, bolt on maple neck, rosewood fretboard, EMP active PJ pickups. Tortoise
pickguard, three knurled knobs, Fender (Schaller type) tuners. Tweed hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds very nice.
CONDITION NOTES
In excellent condition.

$10,000 -20,000
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JOHN MCVIE: “THE DANCE” STAGE-PLAYED 1997 TOBIAS CLASSIC
ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR (WITH DVD)
A c. 1997 Tobias Classic electric bass guitar owned and used by John McVie during the late 1990s revival
era of Fleetwood Mac and beyond. The Tobias Classic can be seen being played extensively by McVie live
on stage for some of Fleetwood Mac’s most beloved songs during their iconic performance at Warner
Bros. Studios in Burback, CA on May 23, 1997 which would later be released as The Dance (Reprise, 1997).
The instrument can additionally be seen being played by McVie during the band’s performance at their
1998 induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, the 1998 Brit Awards and many other occasions in the
late 1990s and early 2000s. Together with a copy of The Dance DVD.
Housed in the original Tobias hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1997
BRAND
Tobias
MODEL
Classic 4
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
2569
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Seven-piece neck through maple and walnut core, bubinga wings, unmarked wenge fingerboard. A pair of
Bartolini active pickups in a J configuration, Tobias bridge and Grover tuners, five black plastic knobs and a
two-way mini-toggle for tone shaping. Original Tobias case.
OPERATION
A finely built instrument that plays and sounds great.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with minor signs of wear a few scratches and smudges on the back of body.

$20,000 -30,000
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JOHN MCVIE: DAN ARMSTRONG AMPEG “SEE-THROUGH” ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A 21st century reissue of Dan Armstrong’s “see-through” polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) guitars and basses, owned and used by
John McVie.
Housed in a blue check Ampeg hard case.
First created in 1969 in collaboration with Ampeg, the instrument has been known variously as the Dan Armstrong “Plexi,” “Lucite,” or
“see-through” guitar, and was favored by The Rolling Stones’ Keith Richards and Bill Wyman, as well as Lou Reed and others. This is
one of the last instruments of this type to be created before Dan Armstrong passed away in 2004.
YEAR
Circa 2000
BRAND
Ampeg / Dan Armstrong
MODEL
ADAB
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Short scale MIJ custom shop reissue with clear lucite body. Interchangeable pickup maple neck rosewood fretboard, mirror
holographic pickguard, and headstock plate. Two knobs and toggle switch, Grover tuners, pickup variant. Blue check Tolex Ampeg
case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds punchy and isn’t too heavy.
CONDITION NOTES
In excellent condition.

$7,000 -9,000
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475

JOHN MCVIE: SPEAKERS AND CABLES
IN ROAD CASE
474

A red Fleetwood Mac road case (#304) used by John McVie.
The case contains two raw 15-inch Eminence speakers in
boxes, a dual Speakon cable, two pieces of foam (possibly
for speaker placement), plexiglass panels, and a black
wooden box .

JOHN MCVIE: AMPEG SPEAKER CABINETS IN ROAD CASE
Two Ampeg speaker cabinets used by John McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac:
one SVT 410 Pro and one 1x15 speaker cabinet.

52.5 x 29.5 x 24.5 inches

Housed in a red Fleetwood Mac road case (#355).

$300 -500

YEAR
Circa 1995
BRAND
Ampeg
MODEL
SVT-410 Pro
TYPE
Bass Cabinet
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
4x10 cabinet handles 600W at 8 ohms and the 1x15 is rated at 200W. Both finished in black Tolex.
OPERATION
Working well. Each is effectively powerful enough for small to medium venues on its own but
paired can cover very large stages.
CONDITION NOTES
Good condition. Some tears to Tolex.
34.5 x 36 x 27.5 inches (overall)

$500 -700
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JOHN MCVIE: HOFNER CT500 CLUB ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
An early 2000s cherry red Hofner CT500 Club electric bass guitar owned and used by John
McVie.
Housed in a black Hofner gig bag.
YEAR
Circa 2000s
BRAND
Hofner
MODEL
CT-500/2
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Cherry red semi-hollow singlecut spruce top, maple back and sides, 22 fret set maple/walnut
neck with dot markers. Pearloid pickguard and control panel with two gold top knobs and
three slider switches, white binding to body and neck, two Hofner staple pickups, trapeze
bridge, and adjustable ebony floating bridge, open back tuners, flatwounds. Hofner gig bag.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds nice. Electronics are a bit intermittent.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good to excellent condition. Very pretty.

$5,000 -7,000
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JOHN MCVIE: 2001 HOFNER 500/7
CONTEMPORARY ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A 2001 brownburst Hofner 550/7 Contemporary electric bass
guitar owned and used by John McVie.
Housed in a Hofner hard case.
YEAR
2001
BRAND
Hofner
MODEL
Contemporary 500/7
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
01215B065
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Hollow brownburst flame maple body and neck rosewood
fingerboard with pearl stripe inlays, zero fret, two staple
humbucker pickups, four knobs, trapeze tail floating bridge and
vintage style tuners. Hofner hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds good, nice and light short-scale.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good to excellent condition.

$5,000 -7,000
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JOHN MCVIE: 2003 “SAY YOU WILL” STUDIO-PLAYED
MUSIC MAN STINGRAY BASS
A 2003 Ernie Ball Music Man Stingray electric bass guitar, used by John McVie
during recording sessions for Fleetwood Mac’s studio album, Say You Will (Reprise,
2003). Together with cables and paperwork.
Housed in a Music Man hard case.
YEAR
2003
BRAND
Ernie Ball Music Man
MODEL
Stingray
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
E19990
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Natural finish solid ash body, bolt-on satin finish maple neck with ebony fretboard
and dot markers 3 & 1 tuners. Black oval pickguard, chrome bridge, active
humbucker with V, B and T knobs on chrome plate. Musicman molded hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds great.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.

$10,000 -20,000
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JOHN MCVIE: TOY PLANE IN FLEETWOOD MAC ROAD CASE
479

JOHN MCVIE: AMPEG SVP 1500 BASS POWER AMP
An Ampeg SVP 1500 bass power amplifier used by John McVie while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac.
YEAR
Circa 1990s

A VolantexRC brand toy plane including a remote control, toy plane parts, and stickers. Housed
in a black road case (JM DR #2) with “JM DR” and the Fleetwood Mac penguin logo spray
painted in white.
26.25 x 40 x 10.5 inches (overall)

$200 -300

BRAND
Ampeg
TYPE
Power Amp
SERIAL NO
AADDJ110017
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Two channel rack mountable power amp provides 750 per side and can be bridged for
1500 Watts mono. Inputs are inch jack with level controls for each channel. The speaker
outs have both banana terminals and inch jacks. An internal fan and vented front for cool
operation.
OPERATION
Working well.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with a few scratches, some gaffer tape, and tape residue.

$300 -500
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JOHN MCVIE: 2004 “DESTINY RULES” STAGE- AND STUDIOPLAYED TURNER ELECTROLINE ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
(WITH DVD)
A Rick Turner Electroline electric bass guitar, used by John McVie c. 1990s-2000s. The Turner
Electroline can be seen being played live on stage by McVie frequently c. 2003-2004, including
while on tour with Fleetwood Mac in 2004 and during live appearances on The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno and The Today Show’s concert series, both in 2003. The instrument is additionally
featured in the documentary, Destiny Rules (Candlewood Films, 2004).
Housed in a red Calton hard case.
YEAR
Circa 1990s
BRAND
Turner
MODEL
Electroline Bass
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Solid basswood body, bolt-on maple neck and JPE fretboard with pearl dots, two body
mounted active soapbar pickups, chunky bridge, 4 black knurled knobs, Schaller tuners.
Red custom flight case.
OPERATION
Works and plays well, high action. Could use a set-up and new batteries.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.

$10,000 -20,000
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482

JOHN MCVIE: STEVIE NICKS GIFTED SURFBOARD
A beige Island Fin custom surfboard gifted to John McVie by Stevie Nicks as a
joke while he was living in Hawaii (McVie did not and does not surf). The tail is
detached from the board.
118 x 23.5 x 9 inches

$6,000 -8,000
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JOHN MCVIE: “UNLEASHED” 2009 TOUR STAGE-PLAYED 1980S
CUSTOM TURNER JMV 4-STRING ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A c. 1980s custom blonde Rick Turner JMV 4-string electric bass guitar owned and used by
John McVie. The blonde Turner JMV can be seen being played by McVie live on stage with
Fleetwood Mac on numerous occasions, including during the 2009 Unleashed tour, Fleetwood
Mac’s 2013 tour, and others.
Housed in a black gig bag.
YEAR
Circa 1980s
BRAND
Turner
MODEL
Custom JMV 4 String
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Large Alembic-style solid body with satin finish natural birdseye maple top and back with a dark
underlayer that also matches the headstock, possibly ebony. The bolt-on maple neck has a
rosewood fingerboard and pearl dot markers. Dual active soapbar pickups and four black knurled
knobs one of which is a stacked set. Hardtail top loading bridge and open back tuners. In soft case.
OPERATION
This bass sounds huge and plays very well. There is an on-off toggle recessed in the side of body
near the jack socket.
CONDITION NOTES
In excellent condition.

$10,000 -20,000
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484

JOHN MCVIE: 2013 FLEETWOOD MAC TOUR STAGEPLAYED CARVIN AC40 ELECTROACOUSTIC BASS GUITAR
A c. 2010 Carvin AC40 electroacoustic bass guitar with John McVie pick affixed to the
front of the instrument. This Carvin can be seen being played by McVie live on stage while
on tour with Fleetwood Mac in 2013.
Housed in a Carvin gig bag.
YEAR
Circa 2010
BRAND
Carvin
MODEL
AC40
TYPE
Electroacoustic Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
109379
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Electroacoustic bass guitar with a quilted maple top with matching headstock plate,
mahogany through neck and chambered body, rosewood fingerboard with dot markers,
tortoise binding, and ebony through body bridge, active LR Baggs electronics, three
knurled metal knobs. Carvin gigbag.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds very nicely, a very bright sound. The action is set very low and there is
some fretbuzz if you dig in at all.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good to excellent condition

$5,000 -7,000
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Photograph Credit: Jason DeBord

486
485

JOHN MCVIE: SWR BABY BLUE II BASS SYSTEM SPEAKER
An SWR brand Baby Blue II bass system speaker used by John McVie.
25.5 x 14 x 12.25 inches

$300 -500

JOHN MCVIE: WARDROBE ROAD CASE
A red wardrobe road case (#DR15) used by John McVie while on
tour with Fleetwood Mac. Includes travel itineraries from the June
2019 Europe tour and Australia/New Zealand tour; a personal
Mesa Safe Company brand safe; box of toiletries; a pillow; a
brown Merci Marie bag; a king size heat pad; and an Orange
brand Crush Mini guitar amplifier combo.
72.75 x 31.25 x 25.75 inches (overall)

$500 -700

124

125

487

JOHN MCVIE: “FLEETWOOD MAC LIVE 2013” TOUR STAGEPLAYED LAKLAND 44-64 USA ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A blonde Lakland 44-64 USA electric bass guitar, used by John McVie c. 2013-2018 while on
tour with Fleetwood Mac. The instrument can be seen being played extensively by McVie live
on stage during Fleetwood Mac tours c. 2013-2015 and other dates around that time,
including Fleetwood Mac’s 2014 appearance on NBC’s Today.
Housed in a white hard case.
YEAR
Circa 2000s
MODEL
44-64 USA
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Natural finish, light Precision body, bolt-on bound maple J-type neck with rosewood board that
tapers past the bone nut. Block pearl inlays, active EMG pickup, tortoise pickguard, two knobs,
through body or bridge string. Hipshot tuners. White hard case.
OPERATION
This has passive vintage sound but is quite active. Great feel and balance.
CONDITION NOTES
Good+ with a few dings and some buckle rash.

$10,000 -20,000
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Photograph Credit: Jason DeBord

Photograph Credit: Jason DeBord
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Photograph Credit: Jason DeBord

488

JOHN MCVIE: CARVIN PB4 PRECISION BASS GUITAR
A natural finish c. 2013 Carvin PB-4 precision bass guitar owned and used by John McVie.
YEAR
Circa 2013
BRAND
Carvin
MODEL
PB-4
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Natural satin finish body with bolt-on maple neck, rosewood fretboard, pearl dot markers,
Carvin split pickup and chunky chrome bridge. Carvin badged G&G hard case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds great. A very nice USA P bass.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.

$5,000 -7,000

132
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489

JOHN MCVIE: 2013 GODIN A4 ULTRA ELECTROACOUSTIC BASS GUITAR
A 2013 Godin A4 Ultra electroacoustic bass guitar owned and used by John McVie.
Housed in a tan Godin gig bag.
YEAR
2013
BRAND
Godin
MODEL
A4 Ultra
ITEM
Electroacoustic Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
14142107
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Semi-acoustic, single cut electric bass with surface mount Lace magnetic and saddle mounted transducer pickups.
Solid spruce top, basswood chambered body, active Godin preamp with 5 band EQ and presets. 13 pin socket for
synth or computer interfacing. Tele-style bolt on maple neck and rosewood fretboard with dot markers. Ebony
bridge and pins. Godin gig bag.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds good.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.

$5,000 -7,000
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490

JOHN MCVIE: 2013 TOUR STAGE-PLAYED LAKLAND
44-64 SKYLINE ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A black Lakland 44-64 Skyline electric bass guitar, used extensively by John McVie
c. 2013-2018 while on tour with Fleetwood Mac. The instrument can be seen being
played by McVie live on stage during The Fleetwood Mac Tour 2013, the band’s
appearance on NBC’s Today concert at Rockefeller Plaza in 2014, during their
performance at the 60th Annual GRAMMY Awards after being honored as
MusiCares’ first “Person of the Year” in 2018, and the iHeart Radio Music Festival
(also in 2018).
YEAR
Circa 2000s
BRAND
Lakland
MODEL
44-64 Skyline
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
08050243
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Black gloss ash body with bolt-on maple neck, rosewood fretboard, dot markers,
active EMG split P pickup, one gold and one silver knurled metal knob, mint green
pickguard, hipshot tuners. Molded case.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds nice.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good to excellent condition.

$10,000 -20,000
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Photograph Credit: Kevin Mazur / Contributor / Getty Images

491

JOHN MCVIE: ORANGE TERROR BASS 1000 RACK AMPLIFIERS IN CUSTOM ROAD CASE
A rack of four Orange Terror Bass 1000 amplifiers used by John McVie while on recent tours with Fleetwood Mac. The rack can be seen
behind McVie during various performances with Fleetwood Mac, including the band’s appearance at the iHeart Radio Music Festival at the
T-Mobile Arena in Las Vegas, NV in 2018.
Housed in a black road case (#307).
29 x 27 x 48 inches

$3,000 -5,000

142

143

492

JOHN MCVIE: 2018 MUSICARES PERSON OF THE YEAR CEREMONY STAGE-PLAYED 2014
GODIN SHIFTER 4 CLASSIC ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A 2014 Godin Shifter 4 Classic electric bass guitar, used by John McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac c. 2014-2018. The instrument can
be seen being played by McVie on stage during The Classic East Festival in 2017, the ceremony honoring the band as MusiCares’ first
“Person of the Year” on January 26, 2018, as well as the iHeart Radio Music Festival held in Las Vegas, NV (also in 2018), during their
appearance at Madison Square Garden while on tour in 2019.
Housed in a tan Godin gig bag.
YEAR
2014
BRAND
Godin
MODEL
Shifter 4 Classic
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO:
14074118
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Solid basswood blonde body, bolt-on one piece maple neck with tele headstock and dot markers Godin P and J pickups two knurled knobs,
4 way selector, chrome bridge with thru-body or top mount, 4 in line tuners, tortoise 3 ply pickguard. Godin gigbag.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds very well with a variety of tones.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good to excellent condition.

$10,000 -20,000

144
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493

JOHN MCVIE: “ON WITH THE SHOW” TOUR STAGEPLAYED 2015 GODIN SHIFTER 4 CLASSIC BLACK
ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR
A black 2015 Godin Shifter 4 Classic electric bass guitar, used by John McVie
while performing with Fleetwood Mac c. 2015-2018. McVie can be seen with the
instrument on stage during the group’s On with the Show tour in 2014-2015, the
Isle of Wight Festival in 2015, and other dates during this time period.
Housed in a tan Godin gig bag.
YEAR
2015
BRAND
Godin
MODEL
Shifter 4 Classic
TYPE
Electric Bass Guitar
SERIAL NO
15265241
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Blackburst finish solid basswood body with bolt-on one piece maple neck, tele
headstock and dot markers. Godin P and J pickups, two knurled metal knobs,
four-way selector, chrome bridge with through-body or top mount options, black
pickguard. Godin gigbag.
OPERATION
Plays and sounds very well.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good to excellent condition with minor signs of use.

$10,000 -20,000
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Photograph Credit: Mark Holloway / Contributor / Getty Images
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495

JOHN MCVIE: BASS GUITAR STAND (A1)
A gray folding guitar stand used by John McVie while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac.
36 x 18 x 5 inches

$200 -300

494

JOHN MCVIE: FENDER PRINCETON REVERB-AMP SPEAKER
A Fender brand Princeton Reverb-AMP speaker belonging to John McVie. Together with a
Fender brand soft cover.
18 x 20.25 x 9 inches

$700 -900

496

JOHN MCVIE: BASS GUITAR STAND (B2)
A gray folding guitar stand used by John McVie while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac.
18.25 x 36.25 x 4.5 inches (case)

$100 -200
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498

JOHN MCVIE: ASSORTED BASS STRINGS
497

A collection of D’Addario and Thomastik-Infeld bass strings belonging to John McVie including: five sets of
D’Addario XL regular light gauge string, one set of Thomastik-Infeld Acousticore bass strings, two boxes of
D’Addario XL singles of varying gauges, and one package of D’Addario half-rounds electric bass strings that has
been hand labeled “Turner” in black marker.

JOHN MCVIE: AMPEG SVT-15E SPEAKER CABINETS
IN ROAD CASE
A pair of Ampeg SVT-15E 1x15 speaker cabinets housed in a red Fleetwood Mac
road case (#353). The case features tape that reads: “John McVie Locker 6 of 6 / 3rd
Encore / Los Angeles.”

$300 -500

YEAR
Circa 1990s
BRAND
Ampeg
MODEL
SVT-15E
TYPE
Bass Cabinets
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1x15 bass cabs in black tolex finish. 200W at 8 ohms. 1/4 inch and Speakon
connectors.
OPERATION
Working and sounding well.
CONDITION NOTES
In good condition with some tears to the Tolex.
35 x 27.5 x 36 inches (overall)

$500 -700

499

JOHN MCVIE: CUSTOM
“FLEETWOOD MAC” BASS STRAP
AND D’ADDARIO BASS STRINGS
A pair of leather bass guitar straps and six sets of
D’Addario medium gauge bass strings. One strap features
embroidery that reads “Custom Made By Levy’s for the
MTS Centre June 6, 2009” on one side. The other side
features the initials “JM” embroidered above a Fleetwood
Mac penguin logo.

$500 -700
154
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500

JOHN MCVIE: ORANGE OBC BASS
SPEAKER CABINETS IN ROAD CASE
(C3)

502

JOHN MCVIE: GATOR CASES GIG BAG
A black Gator Cases gig bag with tape affixed that reads
“John McVie / Locker.”

A pair of Orange OBC410 bass speaker cabinets used
by John McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac. Each
cabinet handles 600W at 8 ohms with Speakon and 1/4
inch connectors.

$200 -300

Housed in a black Fleetwood Mac road case (#311).
35 x 43 x 28. 25 inches

$500 -700

503

JOHN MCVIE: ORANGE OBC
SPEAKERS IN ROAD CASE (A1)

501

JOHN MCVIE: EQ AND POWER UNITS WITH CABLES
A box of cables and other equipment used by John McVie while on tour, including:
two Rane ME15 EQ units, two Furman power conditioners, a Speakon to jack
device, and assorted cables.
Housed in a cardboard box that reads: “John McVie Locker @ 3E / 4 of 4.”
22.5 x 17 x 10.5 inches

A pair of Orange OBC115 bass speaker
cabinets used by John McVie while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac. Each cabinet handles 600W at
8 ohms with Speakon and 1/4 inch connectors.
Housed in a black Fleetwood Mac road
case (#309).
44 x 29 X 31 inches

$700 -900

$300 -500
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504

JOHN MCVIE: KACES III GIG BAG
A Kaces III brand black guitar bag. Together with
three sets of bass strings and a bag of customized
John McVie logo guitar picks.
48.25 x 17 inches (overall)

$200 -300

506

JOHN MCVIE: SWR BASS AMPLIFIER
HEAD IN ROAD CASE
An SWR SM900 bass amplifier head, rack mounted in a black
road case (#G3). The amplifier head can run stereo, biamped or
produce 800W at 4 ohms when bridged in monocan. An
extensive tube preamp and EQ system allows for tone shaping
and level limiting. There is extra rack space for additional gear.
33.5 x 23.5 x 24 inches

$500 -700

505

JOHN MCVIE: LEATHER BASS STRAPS
AND THOMASTIK-INFELD BASS STRINGS

JOHN MCVIE: MUSIKBORSEN GIG BAG

A pair of brown leather bass straps and five sets of ThomastikInfeld Jazz Bass long scale 34-inch strings.

A Musikborsen brand black gig bag. Together with four sets of
bass strings.

$300 -500

50 x 15.5 inches (overall)

507

$200 -300
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510

JOHN MCVIE: RICK TURNER GIG BAG (B2)
508

A black Levy’s brand gig bag with Rick Turner logo
printed in turquoise.

JOHN MCVIE: RICK TURNER GIG BAG (A1)

48.25 x 17 inches

A black Levy’s brand gig bag with Rick Turner logo
printed in turquoise.

$200 -300

46 x 21 inches

$200 -300

511

JOHN MCVIE: “AUSTRALIA”
DUFFEL BAG WITH CABLES
509

A small black nylon duffel bag featuring the
Australian flag and the word “Australia” with
various tour-used items inside: gloves, cables, a
sheet of paper with printed technical
information, a small black towel, and two black
nylon bass guitar straps.

JOHN MCVIE: PAIR OF ORANGE OBC
SPEAKERS IN ROAD CASE (B2)
A pair of Orange OBC410 bass speaker cabinets used by
John McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac. Each 400W
ported enclosure is made of 13-ply birch covered in black
Tolex and loaded with a 15-inch Eminence Kappa speaker.
Housed in a black Fleetwood Mac road case (#310).

10 x 16 x 8 inches (bag)

$100 -200

44 x 29 x 31 inches

$700 -900
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514

JOHN MCVIE: ORANGE PPC112 SPEAKER
An Orange PPC112 speaker used by John McVie.
18.5 x 22.75 x 11.5 inches

$200 -300
512

JOHN MCVIE: AMPEG AND CARVIN MULTI-AMPLIFIERS IN ROAD CASE
Two Carvin BX1200 dual mono bass amplifiers, two Ampeg brand SVP 1500 amplifiers, and one Ampeg brand
SVT-4 Pro amplifier used by John McVie while on tour with Fleetwood Mac.
Housed in a black road case (#B36).
34.5 x 31.25 x 26 inches (overall)

$500 -700

513

JOHN MCVIE: SUEDE BASS
STRAPS AND THOMASTIKINFELD BASS STRINGS
A pair of suede bass guitar straps (one two-tone
brown suede, one tan suede and black leather)
and four sets of Thomastik-Infeld Acousticore long
scale 34-inch bass guitar strings.

$300 -500

515

JOHN MCVIE: RAW REPLACEMENT SPEAKERS
A collection of six raw replacement speakers belonging to John McVie, including two 8-inch speakers
(one of which is labeled Celestion BG8-60 and one of which has no markings but is housed in an SWR box) and
four 10-inch SLM Eminence speakers (32 ohm, as used in 4 ohm SVT 8x10 speaker cabinets). Three of the boxes
containing the speakers have been opened, the remaining have never been opened.
16 x 28 x 20 inches (overall)

$300 -500
162
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

Auction Terms and Conditions Effective Date: September 14, 2022
The following terms are supplemental to our Terms
of Use and apply to Auctions conducted on the
Service and offline by Julien's Auctions. Our Terms
of Use are incorporated here by reference.
Capitalized terms not defined in these Auction
Terms and Conditions have the meanings set forth
in our Terms of Use. By completing an online Bidder
Registration Form and establishing a Member
Account on the Service, you agree that you have
read, understood, and agree to be bound by the
Terms of Use and these Auction Terms and
Conditions.

2.1 Information Required. To register, Bidders
are required to submit their name, physical address,
telephone number, email address, and credit card
information. You hereby represent that all
information you submit in connection with
registration is truthful and accurate. By submitting
your information, you consent to have your personal
information processed by Julien’s Auctions in the
United States. Julien’s Auctions has implemented
commercially
reasonable
technical
and
organizational measures designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or
disclosure. However, we cannot guarantee that
unauthorized third parties will never be able to
defeat those measures or use your personal
information for improper purposes. You
acknowledge that you provide your personal
information at your own risk.

Julien Entertainment.com, Inc., a California
corporation d/b/a Julien’s Auctions (“Julien’s
Auctions”, “Company”, “we”, “our”, or “us”)
hereby provides the following terms (“Auction
Terms and Conditions”) to apply to sales by Bids
conducted by Julien’s Auctions (each an “Auction”
and collectively, the “Auctions”). By completing a
Bidder Registration Form, you agree that you have
read, understood and agree to be bound by these 2.2 First Time Bidders. For verification purposes,
Bidders who have not participated in an Auction are
Auction Terms and Conditions.
required to submit a copy of their (A) official
PLEASE READ THESE AUCTION TERMS AND government-issued identification document, e.g., a
CONDITIONS CAREFULLY. THESE AUCTION driver’s license, passport, or state identification card,
TERMS AND CONDITIONS INCLUDE AN which such identification document may be
AGREEMENT TO MANDATORY ARBITRATION, redacted to exclude sensitive personal information
WHICH MEANS THAT YOU AGREE TO SUBMIT other than the Bidder’s name and photo and (B)
ANY DISPUTE ARISING UNDER, RELATED TO, OR credit card. Copies of such documents may be
IN CONNECTION WITH THE AUCTION TO submitted in person, via facsimile 310-388-0207 or
BINDING INDIVIDUAL ARBITRATION RATHER email bidding@juliensauctions.com . Failure to do so
THAN
PROCEED
IN
COURT.
THE may inhibit your ability to register.
DISPUTES/ARBITRATION PROVISION ALSO
INCLUDES A CLASS ACTION WAIVER, WHICH 2.3 Credit Card Authorization. We (and/or our
MEANS THAT YOU AGREE TO PROCEED WITH third-party payment processor) may verify credit
ANY DISPUTE INDIVIDUALLY AND NOT AS PART card information in order to register. To verify your
OF A CLASS ACTION. THIS AGREEMENT ALSO
card, we will charge $1.00 to it. After the card is
INCLUDES A JURY WAIVER.
verified, we will immediately refund the card .
Your card issuer will credit your card balance within
1. AUCTIONS.
thirty (30) days from the date of the refund. In the
Each Auction conducted is of a designated set of event you add or replace a credit card, we may also
items (each a “Lot”) on a designated date. Lots are verify such new or replacement credit card.
provided by the party that wishes us to sell property
on their behalf (each such party a “Consignor”). We 2.4 Minors. Bids will not be accepted from those
will provide the pertinent information for each persons under eighteen (18) years of age (i) without
Auction, including: date, start time of auction, each
written consent of said person’s parent or legal
Lot to be sold, and location. Auctions may be
guardian, or (ii) unless such person is an
conducted
live
in-person,
online
via
http://www.julienslive.com (the “Service”), or both. emancipated minor. Written consent must
All Auctions conducted by Julien’s Auctions, and acknowledge the terms and conditions of sale. This
these Auction Terms and Conditions, are governed written consent constitutes an agreement to be
by the laws of the State of California. Julien’s bound thereby on behalf of the Bidder. If you are
Auctions maintains a bond on file with the California under 18 years of age you may participate in
Secretary of State as required by California Civil Auctions only if you are either an emancipated
minor, or possess legal parental or guardian
Code §1812.600.
consent, and are fully able and competent to enter
2. REGISTRATION.
into the terms, conditions, obligations, affirmations,
In order to participate in an Auction, registration is representations, and warranties set forth in these
required for all persons wishing to Bid (“Bidders”). Auction Terms and Conditions, and to abide by and
Any person registering to Bid by phone, absentee, comply with these Auction Terms and Conditions.
or in person will complete a Bidder Registration
Form. Online Bidders will submit a completed IF YOU ARE A PARENT OR GUARDIAN AND YOU
YOUR
CONSENT
TO
THE
electronic form through the Service, where they may PROVIDE
also establish an online account (“Member REGISTRATION OF YOUR CHILD, YOU AGREE TO
Account”). Each Auction requires a separate BE BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT WITH RESPECT
registration; Bidders with a Member Account may TO, THROUGH, AND IN CONNECTION WITH SUCH
register for Auctions via their account.
REGISTRATION AND AUCTION PARTICIPATION.

2.5 Online Member Accounts. Bidder can elect
to set up a Member Account on the Service in
accordance with the policies set forth on the
Service. Bidder acknowledges and agrees that all
Bids placed under a Member Account are
considered to be placed by the Member or with
Member’s authorization.
2.6 Approval of Registration. Julien’s Auctions,
in its sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right
to approve or reject Bidders for its Auctions at any
time. We are under no obligation to accept your
application for registration.
2.7 Term of Registration. Upon approval by
Julien’s Auctions, your registration is effective
throughout the applicable Auction for which you
registered and any post-Auction obligations you
incur in connection with Bids you placed during
such Auction.
3.

BIDDING.

Upon completed and approved registration, Bidders
may submit a binding offer to purchase a Lot at a
specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.
3.1 Placement; Payment Authorization. When a
Lot at the Auction goes live, you are free to place
bids on such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an
Auction conducted both in-person and online, until
the individual conducting the sale for Julien’s
Auctions (the “Auctioneer”) determines that bidding
on such Lot has closed, or (ii) if an online-only
Auction, in accordance with the parameters set forth
on the Service for such Lot. As bids are placed,
Julien’s Auctions reserves the right to authorize your
credit card for any bidamount placed. If an
authorization was made on a Bid and you are
subsequently outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release
that authorization.
3.2 Notifications. If you are placing Bids via the
Service or by proxy, each time you are outbid
Julien’s Auctions will send you an email message
notification advising you of such. If you are a
telephone or in-person Bidder, it is your
responsibility to monitor the Lot(s) for which you
placed Bid(s) in the event you are outbid. If you are
the winning Bidder for a given Lot, Julien’s Auctions
will send you an email message confirmation.
3.3 Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves
the right to accept or decline any Bid. Bids must be
for an entire Lot. Each Lot constitutes a separate
sale. All Bids are per Lot unless otherwise
announced at a live sale by the Auctioneer. All
winning Bids are subject to a Buyer’s Premium (as
defined herein). Live auction Lots will be sold in their
numbered sequence unless the Auctioneer directs
otherwise. Julien’s Auctions may cancel any Lot and
have it removed from an Auction prior to acceptance
of a winning Bid. In the event a Lot is removed from
an Auction, notice will be provided (i) if an online
Auction, by a posting on the Service and by email to
Bidders who placed their Bid on such Lot via the
Service, and (ii) if the Auction is an in-person
Auction, at the physical location of the Auction. In
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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such instance of Lot removal from an Auction, any
Bids previously placed on such Lot prior to its
removal from the Auction shall be cancelled, and
Julien’s Auctions will not receive any further Bids on
such Lot.
3.4 Purchase Obligations. In connection with
making Bids, Bidders agree that the registered
Bidder with the highest Bid at the close of the
Auction will be obligated to purchase the Lot. By
bidding on any Lot, you agree to purchase the Lot
at the price you have Bid. You agree that should you
Bid on a Lot and that Bid is the winning Bid, that you
are bound to pay Julien’s Auctions the winning bid
amount for the Lot. All sales are final and winners
cannot cancel. No exceptions will be made. You
further acknowledge and agree that the Winning Bid
you submit for each Lot is subject to: (i) additional
fees, including the Buyer’s Premium and Online
Service Fee (if applicable), and (ii) additional costs,
including taxes, shipping (if applicable), storage (if
applicable), and customs (if applicable), and that you
are obligated to pay such fees and costs in
connection with your winning Bid.
3.5 Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for Bidders
to collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay
less than the fair value for Lot(s). Bidders
participating in both live and online auctions
acknowledge that the law provides for substantial
penalties for those who violate these provisions.
3.6 Disputes Between Bidders.
For live
auctions the Auctioneer will have final discretion in
the event that any dispute should arise between
Bidders. The Auctioneer will determine the
successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or re-offer and
resell the Lot or Lots in dispute. Julien’s Auctions will
have final discretion to resolve any disputes arising
after the sale and in online auctions. If any dispute
arises our sale record is conclusive.

During a live auction the auctioneer may open any
Lot by bidding on behalf of the Consignor and may
bid up to the amount of the Reserve, by placing
successive or consecutive bids for a Lot or Bids in
response to other Bidders. Online sales may do the
same by employing the use of a starting Bid which
will commence bidding at or below the reserve price
agreed to by the Consignor.

(b) Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to
and including $1,000,000.00. For individual Lots
with a Hammer Price of one hundred United States
Dollars and one cent ($100.01) to one million United
States Dollars and zero cents ($1,000,000.00), a
Buyer’s Premium of twenty-five percent (25%) will
be added to the Hammer Price.

Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is one
3.10 Rights Issues in NFT Lots. If the Lot hundred and fifty thousand United States Dollars
contains an NFT, Bidder expressly acknowledges ($150,000). The Winning Bidder would pay a
and agrees that though an NFT is based upon an Buyer’s Premium of 25%, i.e., thirty-seven
Underlying Asset, Bidder is not acquiring ownership thousand five hundred United States Dollars
rights or Intellectual Property Rights in such ($37,500.00) on such Lot.
Underlying Asset unless expressly stated in the Lot
(c) Lots with a Hammer Price of $1,000,000.01
description or the related smart contract. Others
may still be able to download, view, or listen to the and above. For individual Lots with a Hammer
work that was minted into the NFT. The buyer of Price of one million United States Dollars and one
such NFT cannot profit from the use of the cent ($1,000,000.01) and above, a Buyer’s Premium
Underlying Asset, nor does the buyer acquire a of twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the
copyright interest in the Underlying Asset. Bidder Hammer Price up to $1,000,000.00, and an
further expressly acknowledges that other versions additional Buyer’s Premium of twenty percent (20%)
or editions of NFTs containing the Underlying Asset will be added to any amount above $1,000,000.00.
may be sold.
Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is one
million, two hundred and fifty thousand United
States Dollars ($1,250,000.00). The Winning
At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a Lot Bidder would pay a total Buyer’s Premium of three
will be considered the “Hammer Price”, and the hundred thousand United States Dollars
successful Bidder shall be informed by email (the ($300,000.00) on such Lot, calculated as follows:
“Winning Bidder” or the “Purchaser”). The 25% of the first $1,000,000.00, i.e., two hundred
Winning Bidder is responsible for paying to Julien’s and fifty thousand United States Dollars
Auctions the Hammer Price, Buyer’s Premium, and ($250,000.00), plus 20% of the remaining
all applicable taxes, plus shipping costs (if $250,000.00, i.e., fifty thousand United States
applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for Dollars ($50,000.00).
items not picked up in person), Online Service Fee
(if the Winning Bidder placed the Bid online via the 4.3 Online Service Fee. For all Lots where the
Service) and any applicable customs and/or duties Winning Bid is submitted online via the Service, an
(such amounts collectively, the “Total Purchase additional three percent (3%) of the Hammer Price
Price”). Upon conclusion of the Auction, we will (the “Online Service Fee”) will be added to the
provide the Winning Bidder with an accounting Buyer’s Premium amount detailed immediately
above.
statement of the Total Purchase Price by email.

4.

WINNING BIDS.

4.1 Risk of Loss; Release of Lots. Upon
establishment of the Hammer Price for the
purchase of the Lot (the “Sale”), the Winning Bidder
immediately thereafter assumes full responsibility for
all risk of loss or damage (including, without
limitation, liability for or damage to frames or glass
covering prints, paintings, photos, or other works)
and will immediately pay the Total Purchase Price or
such part as Julien’s Auctions may require. All Sales
are final.
You expressly acknowledge that
subsequent to the Sale, a Lot’s value may remain
the same, increase in value where you may be able
to resell the Lot at a profit, or decrease in value even
to the point where such Lot is worth zero. Lots will
be released to you (or the shipping company, as
applicable) upon our receipt of payment of the Total
Purchase Price in full from you.

Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is two
hundred and fifty thousand United States Dollars
($250,000.00), with the highest Bid being placed
online via the Service. The Winning Bidder would
pay, in addition to the Buyer’s Premium, an Online
Service Fee of seven thousand five hundred United
States Dollars ($7,500.00).

4.2 Buyer’s Premium. Winning Bidder agrees
that in addition to the Hammer Price, the Lot will be
subject to an additional charge on the Hammer
Price calculated as set forth below (the “Buyer’s
Premium”) as part of the Total Purchase Price. The
3.9 Reserve. All of the Lots offered at Auction are Buyer’s Premium is as follows:
subject to a confidential minimum price acceptable
(a) Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00.
to the Consignor at which the Lot will be sold (the
For individual Lots with a Hammer Price of up to
“Reserve”). Julien’s Auctions is not obligated to sell and including one hundred United States Dollars
the Lot unless the Reserve is met. A Lot or Lots may and zero cents ($100.00), the Buyer’s Premium is
be withdrawn from an Auction if there is no Bid twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents
($25.00).
equal to or above the Reserve.

4.5 Lot Retrieval. All Lots must be removed from
our premises by the Winning Bidder within thirty (30)
calendar days of the conclusion of the Auction at the
Winning Bidder’s own expense.

3.7 Absentee Bids. Julien’s Auctions will execute
order or absentee bids, and accept telephone bids
as a courtesy to clients who are unable to attend the
live auctions. notwithstanding the foregoing, we take
no responsibility for any errors or omissions in
connection with this courtesy.
3.8 Online Bids. Our online auction software is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.” High speed
internet access is required to access the Service
effectively. The Service is subject to limitations,
delays and other problems inherent in the use of the
Internet and electronic communications. Julien’s
Auctions is not responsible for any delays, delivery
failures, or other damage resulting from such
problems.
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4.4 Taxes. Winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all
applicable taxes due in connection with such Lot,
including but not limited to sales tax, use tax, and
value-added tax (VAT). All items picked up in
California will be charged California state sales tax,
as will all items sent to California residents. All items
sent to New York residents will be charged New York
state sales tax.

(a) In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees. If you
intend to pick up your items as the winning Bidder,
arrangements must be made upon payment of the
Total Purchase Price for the Lot. Pick-ups are by
appointment only, Monday-Friday between 10:00am
and 4:00pm. If, after thirty (30) days following your
payment of the Total Purchase Price, the Lot is not
removed:

(A) a handling charge of eight dollars ($8.00) per
day or one percent (1%) of the Total Purchase Price
per month, whichever is greater, will be payable to
us by the winning Bidder, with a minimum of five
hundred dollars ($500.00) or five percent (5%) of the
Total Purchase Price for any Lot not so removed
within sixty (60) calendar days after the Sale,
whichever is greater (the “Storage Fees”); and (B)
we may send the Lot to a public warehouse or
storage facility, at winning Bidder’s sole risk and
expense. If winning Bidder fails to remove the Lot
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following
the Sale, then, in addition to the Storage Fees,
Julien’s Auctions shall have the right (but not the
obligation) to dispose of or retain any such Lot. All
costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection
with the removal or disposal of any such Lot shall be
paid by winning Bidder within ten (10) days of our
demand therefor.
(b) Packing; Shipping. Winning Bidders are
responsible for all costs to pack and ship their items,
including related insurance fees as detailed in
Section 4.5 (c) below. Packing and shipping is not
included in the Hammer Price of your auction items.
Julien’s Auctions is not responsible for, and
does not assume responsibility for, packing and/or
shipping costs. All packing and shipping costs shall
be the responsibility of the Winning Bidders. Please
review the packing and shipping terms for your
items. Some items may be shipped directly by
Julien’s Auctions, or we or you (upon notice to us)
may contract with an outside shipping company,
such as Federal Express (FedEx), United Parcel
Service (UPS) or another chosen delivery service
(“Shippers”), to ship your Lot to you. Winning
Bidders may elect to utilize their own direct billing
number with such Shippers to cover shipping costs.
Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot
to you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of
the Auction, the destination address of the Lot, and
the method of transportation to deliver the Lot.
Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not responsible
for returned or undeliverable shipments.
Special Note Regarding COVID-19: Please allow
for additional time for packaging, shipping and
delivery in the event that 1) federal, state, and/or
local governments and municipalities impose
business operating restrictions and/or 2) any other
unforeseen circumstances arise related to COVID19 that may affect our ability to prepare and ship
items within our standard timeframes.
(c) Insurance. If Winning Bidders elect to have
their items shipped, Winning Bidders are
responsible for procuring and paying for applicable
insurance to cover the value of the item in
connection with such shipments, whether the
Shippers are engaged by us or by the Winning
Bidder, such insurance to commence upon our
release of the items to the Shippers.
(d) International. Julien’s Auctions will provide
you with a customs document detailing the value of
items purchased. Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are
not responsible if there are any delays in customs.
Purchasers are responsible for compliance with all
laws and regulations applicable to the international
purchase and shipment of items. Purchaser
understands that the shipment of Lots internationally
is subject to United States export controls and trade
and economic sanctions laws, and agrees to

comply with all such laws and regulations, including
the Export Administration Regulations maintained
by the United States Department of Commerce, and
the trade and economic sanctions maintained by the
United States Treasury Department’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control.

(c) Credit Card Authorization. Bidder authorizes
Julien’s Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card
provided at registration for all items purchased at
any Auction that Bidder may participate in, if not
paid in full within ten (10) calendar days after the
close of the Auction. By providing your credit card
number to us at registration, Bidder grants Julien’s
Auctions the express authority to charge such card.
Chargebacks are expressly prohibited. Except as
expressly set forth in these Auction Terms and
Conditions, ALL SALES FINAL – RETURNS /
REFUNDS / EXCHANGES are not possible.
Processing fees for credit card payments may apply.
All invoices under five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged to
the credit card on file unless prior arrangements are
made. All invoices over five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged five
thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) as a
deposit to the credit card on file unless prior
arrangements are made. A two percent (2%) credit
card processing fee is assessed and added to the
total of all invoices five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) or higher which have payment
made by credit card.
(d) Payment Plans; No Lot Rights Until
Payment is Made in Full. In the event Julien’s
Auctions has agreed in writing prior to the Auction
to provide payment terms or an extended period of
time for payment to you, you acknowledge and
agree that you shall have no right, title, or interest in
and to any property purchased by you until all
amounts owed by you are paid in full.

(e) Release for Lot Transport. Winning Bidder,
on behalf of itself and its successors, assigns, and
successors in interest (all of the foregoing are
collectively referred to herein for convenience as
“Releasors”), hereby now and forever fully and
completely and forever releases, discharges, and
covenants not to sue Julien’s Auctions of and from
any and all present or future rights, demands,
actions, causes of action, losses, costs, expenses,
liens, debts, liabilities, allegations, suits, damages,
sums, judgments, equitable or injunctive relief of any
sort, obligations or claims of any kind or character
whatsoever, including without limitation attorneys'
fees and costs (collectively for purposes of this
Paragraph, “Claims”), whether known or unknown,
foreseen or unforeseen, accrued or that may
hereafter accrue, fixed or contingent, whether arising
by law, equity, or otherwise, or pursuant to any
current or future federal, state, local or common law,
regulation, statute, rule, ordinance, directive, order,
or court ruling, whether based in tort, contract, or
any other theory of recovery that the Releasors
have, or may hereafter have, which arise out of or
are in any way connected with (or are alleged to
arise out of or be in any way connected with), either
directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, from the
condition of the Lot after release of the property to If you fail to comply with the terms of the payment
plan or extended payment period, upon your
Shippers.
default, Julien’s Auctions shall have the unequivocal
(f) Indemnity for Lot Transport. Winning Bidder right, at its sole discretion, to sell some or all of the
agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless property on which you were the Winning Bidder, and
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and to apply the proceeds toward the balance of any
other affiliated companies, and the employees, monies owed by you to Julien’s Auctions. If the
contractors, agents, officers and directors of each, monies received through the sale of the items do not
from and against any and all claims, damages, meet your outstanding obligations, Julien’s Auctions
obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and shall have the right to pursue any and all remedies
expenses (including but not limited to attorney’s available under the law against you pursuant to the
fees) arising from the shipment of the Lot by provisions set forth herein. If the monies received
Shippers and all losses arising from and after release through the sale of the items exceed your
outstanding obligations, the excess, minus any fees
of the Property to Shippers.
or costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection
with and arising out of the sale of the properties,
4.6 Invoices and Payments.
shall be refunded to you.
(a) Timing of Payments. All invoices must be
paid within ten (10) calendar days after the close of (e) Late Payment Fees. Commencing with the
the Auction, unless the Lot description indicates an tenth day following the sale, payments not received
by Julien’s Auctions will incur a late charge of oneearlier payment date is required.
and-a-half percent (1.5%) per month (or the highest
(b) Payment Methods. Julien’s Auctions accepts rate allowable by law, whichever is lower) on the
payment by: (i) cashier’s check; (ii) personal check; outstanding Total Purchase Price.
(iii) wire transfer; and (iv) credit card, namely
American Express, Mastercard, and Visa. When (f) Excess Fund Return. In the event you are the
indicated, for certain Lots Julien’s Auctions also Winning Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction you
accepts payment by cryptocurrency, namely Bitcoin provided us with a deposit for your Bid which
exceeds the Total Purchase Price, we will return any
(BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), DAI Stablecoin (DAI),
such excess within thirty (30) business days of the
Dogecoin (DOGE), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC),
conclusion of the Auction, unless delay is compelled
and USD Coin (USDC). Winning Bidders who wish
by (A) legal proceedings, or (B) our inability, through
to pay by check may do so by making checks no fault of our own, to transfer title to the Lot or
payable to:
comply with any provision of California Civil Code
Julien’s Auctions
Section 1812.600-1812.609, the California
13007 Western Avenue
Commercial Code, the California Code of Civil
Procedure, or other provision of applicable law.
Gardena, CA 90249
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4.7 Representations and Warranties. You
represent and warrant to us and to each Consignor
that:
(a) No Money Laundering. You are not utilizing
the purchase of any Lot or Lots for the purposes of
money laundering.
(b) Anti-Bribery / Anti-Corruption. You have no
knowledge or reason to suspect that you are under
investigation, charged with or convicted of any act in
violation of any anti-bribery or anti-corruption law,
including but not limited to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act.
(c) No Tax Crimes. Your purchase of any Lot or
Lots will not enable tax crimes.
(d) OFAC / Designated Persons. You are not nor
will become: (A) a person designated by the U.S.
Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Asset
Control as a “specially designated national or
blocked person” or similar status; (B) a person
described in Section 1 of U.S. Executive Order
13244 issued on September 23, 2001; (C) directly or
indirectly owned or controlled by the government of
any country that is subject to an embargo by the
United States government; or (D) a person acting on
behalf of a government of any country that is subject
to an embargo by the United States government.
(e) Financial Means. You have the financial
means to pay for all Lots at the price at which you
submit a Bid.
(f) No Derivative Violations. Your purchase of a
Lot or Lots will not cause Julien’s Auctions, the
Consignors of the Lot(s), or anyone else to violate
any anti-bribery, anti-corruption, anti-money
laundering, or anti-terrorism laws, or any other laws,
rules, regulations or ordinances, or result in the
violation of the same.
4.8 Defaults; Company’s Remedies. If winning
Bidder does not comply with the conditions herein,
such winning Bidder will be in default. In addition to
any and all other remedies available to Julien’s
Auctions and the Consignor by law and at equity,
including, without limitation, the right to hold the
winning Bidder liable for the Total Purchase Price,
including all fees, charges and expenses more fully
set forth herein, we, at our option, may: (a) cancel the
Sale of the subject Lot, or any other lots sold to the
defaulting Purchaser at the same or any other
Auction, retaining as liquidated damages all
payments madeby the Purchaser; (b) resell the
purchased property, whether at public auction or by
private sale; or (c) effect any combination thereof. In
any case, the Purchaser will be liable for any
deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, late
charges, expenses of both sales, our commissions
on both sales at our regular rates, legal fees and
expenses, collection fees and incidental damages.
We may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds
of sale then due or thereafter becoming due to the
Purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any
payment made by the Purchaser to us or any
affiliated company, where or not intended to reduce
the Purchaser’s obligations with respect to the
unpaid Lot or Lots, to the deficiency and any other
amounts due to us or any affiliated companies. In
addition, a defaulting Purchaser will be deemed to
have granted and assigned to us and our affiliated
companies, a continuing security interest of first
priority in any property or money of our owing to
such Purchaser in our possession or in the
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possession of any of our affiliated companies, and
we may retain and apply such property or money as
collateral security for the obligations due to us or to
any affiliated company of ours. Payment will not be
deemed to have been made in full until we have
collected good funds. In the event the purchaser fails
to pay any or all of the Total Purchase Price for any
Lot and Julien’s Auctions elects to pay the Consignor
any portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser
acknowledges that Julien’s Auctions shall have all of
the rights of the Consignor to pursue the Purchaser
for any amounts paid to the Consignor, whether at
law, in equity, or under these Auction Terms and
Conditions.
Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to prohibit
defaulting Purchasers from being approved for
registration at future Auctions.
5.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

5.1 Exclusion of Consequential Damages. TO
THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL JULIEN’S
AUCTIONS, ITS AFFILIATES, OFFICERS,
DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, OR ITS
LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES,
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION DAMAGES FOR
LOSS OF PROFITS, GOODWILL, USE, DATA OR
OTHER INTANGIBLE LOSSES, ARISING OUT OF
OR RELATING TO THESE AUCTION TERMS AND
CONDITIONS, REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF
LIABILITY, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. THROUGHOUT THE
AUCTION, JULIEN’S AUCTIONS IS NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONDUCT (WHETHER
ONLINE OR OFFLINE) OF ANY BIDDER,
CONSIGNOR, OR NON-COMPANY PERSONNEL.
5.2 Liability Cap. COMPANY’S MAXIMUM
AGGREGATE LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF OR
RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, REGARDLESS
OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, WILL BE LIMITED
TO THE GREATER OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
($500) AND THE TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE PAID
OR PAYABLE BY YOU TO JULIEN’S AUCTIONS.
THE EXISTENCE OF MORE THAN ONE CLAIM
SHALL NOT EXPAND SUCH LIMIT. THE PARTIES
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE FEES AGREED UPON
BETWEEN YOU AND JULIEN’S AUCTIONS ARE
BASED IN PART ON THESE LIMITATIONS, AND
THAT THESE LIMITATIONS WILL APPLY
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ANY
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.
THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
SHALL APPLY TO THE FULLEST EXTENT
PERMITTED BY LAW IN THE APPLICABLE
JURISDICTION.
6.

INDEMNITY.

In addition to as otherwise set forth herein, You
agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and
other affiliated companies, and the employees,
contractors, agents, officers and directors of each,
from and against any and all claims, damages,
obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and
expenses (including but not limited to attorney’s
fees) arising from your violation of any term of these

Auction Terms and Conditions, including without
limitation, (i) your breach of any of the
representations and warranties herein; (ii) your
violation of any law, rule or regulation of the United
States or any other country.
7.

LOTS.

7.1 Warranty; Disclaimers. Julien’s Auctions
only warrants the authenticity of Attribution (as
defined below) of property listed in the catalogue or
online as stated in the Attribution Warranty in
Section 8 below. Except for the Attribution
Warranty, all property is sold “As Is.” We make no
warranties, nor does the Consignor, as to the
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose,
the correctness of the catalogue or other
description of the physical condition, size, quality,
rarity, importance, medium, provenance,
exhibitions, literature or historical relevance of any
property. No oral or written statements made in the
catalogue, online listing, advertisement, the Service,
internet or application-based sites, social media,
Pre-Sale Condition report, bill of sale, and
announcement or elsewhere made by employees,
contractors, and/or us (including affiliated and
related companies) shall be considered a warranty.
We and the Consignor make no representations
and warranties, express or implied, as to whether
the purchaser acquires any Intellectual Property
Rights, including but not limited to, any
reproduction rights of any property. No copyright is
transferred in any item offered for sale at Auction
absent an express written instrument from the
Consignor specifically transferring such rights
provided with and conditioned upon the Consignor
receiving consideration for the item. We and the
Consignor are not responsible for errors and
omissions in the catalogue, online listings, the
Service, internet or application-based sites, or any
other supplemental material. We make no
warranties, express or implied, that any Lot has any
value, whether actual, perceived, or intrinsic.
7.2 Evaluation; Item Descriptions. It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to
perform their own due diligence, and to make the
determination of whether a Lot is suitable for Bid.
7.3 Catalogues. While Julien’s Auctions
customarily produces printed catalogues of all Lots
available for an Auction, such catalogues are for
illustrative purposes only. Descriptions of Lots
therein are not comprehensive and may contain
errors. we do not warrant any aspect of content in
our catalogues other than the Attribution of Lots.
7.4 Pre-Sale Condition Reports. Bidders may
request a written report of the Lot’s repair and
restoration history (a “Pre-Sale Condition Report”)
by emailing info@juliensauctions.com for a Pre-Sale
Condition Report. Other than Attribution, we do not
make any representations or warranties, express or
implied, concerning any content in a Pre-Sale
Condition Report. We will customarily provide PreSale Condition Reports so long as we receive a
written request from you at least forty-eight (48)
hours prior to the Auction. You agree that any PreSale Condition Report(s) we provide to you are the
confidential information of Julien’s Auctions, are to
be utilized for your personal purposes only, are to
be treated by you with the same degree of care that

you utilize to protect your own confidential
information (provided, however, that you must at
least use reasonable care), and are not to be
disclosed to third parties unless mandated by law.
If you breach any obligations in this Section, Julien’s
Auctions shall be entitled to seek equitable relief to
protect its interest therein, including but not limited
to injunctive relief as well as money damages.
These confidentiality obligations will survive the
conclusion of any Auction.
7.5 Pricing. All Lot pricing is listed in United
States Dollars. We may offer certain programs,
tools, and site experiences of particular interest to
international users, such as estimated local
currency conversion and international shipping
calculation tools, but these are offered for
convenience only. Bidders are obligated to pay the
total amount pursuant to pricing in United States
Dollars, irrespective of currency conversions and/or
fluctuations should they elect to pay in a currency
other than United States Dollars.
8.

ATTRIBUTION WARRANTY.

8.1 Attribution. “Attribution” is defined by Julien’s
Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or source of
origin, as the case may be as stated in the (a)
Heading set forth in bold type of a Lot in a live
auction catalogue, and only that bold type heading,
as may be amended by specific statements at the
site of the auction by the auctioneer and/or by written
salesroom notices and announcements (“Bold Type
Heading”) or (b) the lot title, and only the lot title of
an online auction, as amended by any online notices
and announcements (“Online Lot Heading”) (Bold
Type Heading and Online Lot Heading collectively,
“Attribution Headings”).
8.2 Attribution Warranty.
Subject to the
exclusions below, we make no warranties to
information not contained in Attribution Headings.
Subject to the exclusions listed below, Julien’s
Auctions warrants the Attribution of a Lot for a period
of one (1) year from the date of sale and only to the
original Purchaser on record at the auction. If it is
determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution is
incorrect, the sale will be rescinded if the Lot is
returned to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility
in the same condition in which it was at the time of
sale. In order to satisfy us that the Attribution of a Lot
is indeed incorrect we reserve the right to require the
Purchaser to obtain, at the Purchaser’s expense, the
opinion of two experts in the field, mutually
acceptable to Julien’s Auctions and the Purchaser,
before we agree to rescind the sale under this
Attribution Warranty. For clarity, should Purchaser
elect on Purchaser’s own volition to obtain a postsale third-party short-form opinion or look (e.g. from
third parties such as Professional Sports
Authenticator (PSA), James Spence Authentication
(JSA), Beckett Authentication Services, Roger
Epperson Authentication, and others), such opinions
or looks are insufficient and shall not qualify the item
for recission irrespective of the conclusions provided.
This Attribution Warranty is not assignable and
applies only to the original Purchaser on record with
Julien’s Auctions. This Attribution Warranty does not
transfer to any subsequent owners of any purchased
property (this includes without limitation, heirs,
successors, beneficiaries or assigns).

8.3 Remedies. Should a Sale be rescinded and
the Total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically
understood that this will be considered the sole
remedy. It is exclusive and in lieu of any other
remedy available as a matter of law, or in equity.

trademarks or trade dress of Julien
Entertainment.com, Inc. Julien’s Auctions
trademarks and trade dress may not be used in
connection with any product or service that is not
ours, in any manner that is likely to cause confusion
among customers, or in any manner that disparages
8.4 Exclusions. Exclusions will be made and this or discredits Julien’s Auctions.
Attribution Warranty does not apply to Attribution
which on the date of sale was in accordance with 9.4 Data. Julien’s Auctions owns the aggregate,
the then generally accepted opinion of scholars and statistical, and sales data related to, derived from,
specialists, or the identification of periods or dates and concerning its Auctions, and reserves all
of execution which may be proven inaccurate by Intellectual Property Rights to utilize such data for
means of scientific processes not generally its own business purposes.
accepted for use until after publication of the
catalogue or listing online, or which were 9.5 Ideas and Comments. You may choose to,
unreasonably expensive or impractical to employ. or we may invite you to, submit comments or
ideas about our Auctions, including without
9. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY.
limitation about how to improve our operations,
our Service, and/or our products (“Ideas”). By
Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title, and interest submitting any Idea, you agree that your disclosure
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property is gratuitous, unsolicited and without restriction and
Rights) in and to the items outlined in this Section, will not place Julien’s Auctions under any fiduciary
and all derivatives, modifications, or enhancements or other obligation, that we are free to disclose the
thereto. you agree to take any action reasonably Ideas on a non-confidential basis to anyone or
requested by Julien’s Auctions to evidence, otherwise use the Ideas without any additional
maintain, enforce or defend our Intellectual Property compensation to you. you acknowledge that, by
Rights. you shall not take any action to jeopardize, acceptance of your Idea submission, Julien’s
encumber, limit or interfere in any manner with Auctions does not waive any rights to use similar or
Julien’s Auctions ownership of and rights with related ideas previously known to Julien’s Auctions,
respect to the items outlined in this Section. All or developed by its employees, or obtained from
rights not expressly licensed to you in these Auction sources other than you.
Terms and Conditions are expressly reserved by
Julien’s Auctions.
10. DISPUTES.
9.1 Definition. “Intellectual Property Right” PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. IT
means any patent, copyright, trade or service mark, INCLUDES A MANDATORY ARBITRATION
trade dress, trade name, database right, goodwill, PROVISION, WHICH MEANS THAT YOU AGREE
logo, trade secret right, or any other intellectual TO SUBMIT ANY DISPUTE RELATED TO YOUR
property right or proprietary information right, in USE OF ANY OF THE SITES TO BINDING
each case whether registered or unregistered, and INDIVIDUAL ARBITRATION RATHER THAN
whether arising in any jurisdiction, including without PROCEED IN COURT. THIS PROVISION ALSO
limitation all rights of registrations, applications, and INCLUDES A CLASS ACTION WAIVER, WHICH
renewals thereof and causes of action for MEANS THAT YOU AGREE TO PROCEED WITH
infringement or misappropriation related to any of ANY DISPUTE INDIVIDUALLY AND NOT AS PART
the foregoing.
OF A CLASS ACTION. THIS SECTION ALSO
INCLUDES A JURY WAIVER.
9.2 Content. The Auction, the Service, and all
You and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute,
materials, including, without limitation, software,
controversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise
images, text, images, graphics, illustrations, logos,
between us relating in any way to your use of or
catalogues, Pre-Sale Condition Reports, patents,
access to the Auction, the Service, any
trademarks,
service
marks,
copyrights,
interpretation, breach, enforcement, or termination
photographs, audio, videos, footage, music, or other
of these Auction Terms and Conditions, or
forms of data, materials, content, or information, in
otherwise relating to Julien’s Auctions in any way
any form (the “Content”), and all Intellectual
(collectively, “Covered Matters”) will be resolved in
Property rights related thereto, are the exclusive
accordance with the provisions set forth in this
property of Julien’s Auctions and its licensors.
Section 10.
Except as explicitly provided herein, nothing in this
Agreement shall be deemed to create a license in or
under any such Intellectual Property Rights, and you 10.1 Informal Resolution. If you have any
agree not to sell, license, rent, modify, distribute, dispute with us, you agree that before taking any
copy, reproduce, transmit, publicly display, publicly formal action, you will contact us at
perform, publish, adapt, edit or create derivative info@juliensauctions.com, provide a brief, written
works from any materials or Content made available description of the dispute and your contact
to you by Julien’s Auctions orally or in writing information (including your username, if your
regardless of form of media. Use of the Content for dispute relates to an account) and allow sixty (60)
any purpose not expressly permitted by these days to pass, during which time we will attempt to
Auction Terms and Conditions is strictly prohibited. reach an amicable resolution of your issue.
9.3 Trademarks.
“Julien’s Auctions”, “The
Auction House to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions The
Auction House to the Stars”, and other logos and
service names are trademarks, registered

10.2 Applicable Law. the laws of the State of
California, and applicable federal law, will govern
all Covered Matters. California conflicts of law
rules shall apply.
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10.3 Arbitration. Subject only to the optional
exceptions in Paragraph 10.5 below, you and
Julien’s Auctions each agree that any and all
disputes, claims, or controversies that have arisen,
or may arise, between you and Julien’s Auctions
relating in any way to or arising out of this or
previous versions of the Auction Terms and
Conditions or the breach, termination,
enforcement, interpretation or validity thereof, your
use of or access to our services, or any products
or services sold, offered, or purchased through
Company’s services shall be resolved exclusively
through final and binding arbitration, rather than in
court. Any claims arising out of, relating to, or
connected with these Auction Terms and
Conditions not resolved through Informal
resolution pursuant to paragraph 10.1 above must
be asserted individually in a binding arbitration to
be administered by Signature Resolution, LLC
(“Signature”) in Los Angeles County, California
pursuant to the Signature Comprehensive
Arbitration Rules. Both parties further agree that
the arbitration shall be conducted before a single
Signature arbitrator who is a retired California or
federal judge or justice. the arbitrator shall strictly
apply California substantive law and the California
rules of evidence. BY AGREEING TO ARBITRATE,
YOU WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU HAVE TO A COURT
OR JURY TRIAL. The arbitrator shall not conduct
any form of class or collective arbitration nor join
or consolidate claims by or for individuals

different users, but is bound by rulings in prior
arbitrations involving the same Julien’s Auctions
user to the extent required by applicable law. the
arbitrator’s award shall be final and binding and
judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator
may be entered in any court having jurisdiction
thereof. THE ARBITRATOR MAY AWARD RELIEF
(INCLUDING MONETARY, INJUNCTIVE, AND
DECLARATORY RELIEF) ONLY IN FAVOR OF THE
INDIVIDUAL PARTY SEEKING RELIEF AND ONLY
TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY TO PROVIDE
RELIEF NECESSITATED BY THAT PARTY’S
INDIVIDUAL CLAIM(S). ANY RELIEF AWARDED
CANNOT AFFECT OTHER USERS.

10.7 Future Amendments to the Agreement
to Arbitrate. Notwithstanding any provision in the
Auction Terms and Conditions to the contrary, you
and we agree that if we make any amendment to
this agreement to arbitrate in the future, that
amendment shall not apply to any claim that was
filed in a legal proceeding against Julien’s Auctions
prior to the effective date of the amendment. The
amendment shall apply to all other disputes or
claims governed by the agreement to arbitrate that
have arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
Auctions. If you do not agree to these amended
terms, you may close your account within thirty
(30) days of the posting or notification and you will
not be bound by the amended terms.

10.5 Exceptions.
There are only two
exceptions in which the parties may elect to seek 10.8 Judicial Forum for Legal Disputes. Unless
resolution outside of Arbitration before Signature: you and we agree otherwise, in the event that the
agreement to arbitrate above is found not to apply
(i) First, if we reasonably believe that you have to you or to a particular claim or dispute, either as
in any manner infringed upon or violated or a result of your decision to opt out of the
threatened to violate or infringe any of our agreement to arbitrate, as a result of a decision by
Intellectual Property Rights, privacy rights, the arbitrator or a court order or because of an
publicity rights, or data security, in which case you election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e) above, you
acknowledge that there may be no adequate agree that any claim, controversy, or dispute that
remedy at law and we may seek injunctive or other has arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
appropriate relief in any court of competent Auctions must be resolved exclusively by a state,
federal, or small claims court located in Los
jurisdiction, without any attempt at informal
Angeles County, California. you and Julien’s
resolution pursuant to paragraph 10.1 above.
Auctions agree to submit to the exclusive personal
The arbitrator, and not any federal, state, or local (ii) Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at the jurisdiction of the courts located within Los
court or agency, shall have exclusive authority to option of the claiming party, be resolved in small Angeles County, California for the purpose of
resolve any dispute relating to the interpretation, claims court in Los Angeles County, California, if litigating all such claims or disputes.
applicability, enforceability or formation of these the claim and the parties are within the jurisdiction
Auction Terms and Conditions, including, any of the small claims court and so long as the matter 10.9 Opt-Out. IF YOU ARE A NEW JULIEN’S
claim that all or any part of these Auction Terms remains in such court and advances only on an AUCTIONS USER, YOU CAN CHOOSE TO
and Conditions is void or voidable or that a individual (non-class, non- representative) basis. REJECT THE AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE
PROVISION (“OPT-OUT”) BY EMAILING US AN
particular claim is subject to arbitration. Judgment
NOTICE
TO
on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be 10.6 Costs of Arbitration. Payment of all filing, OPT-OUT
entered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
ARBITRATIONOPTOUT@JULIENSAUCTIONS.
administration, and arbitrator fees will be governed
by JAMS rules, unless otherwise stated in this COM (“OPT-OUT NOTICE”) OR VIA US MAIL TO:
10.4 Award. You agree and acknowledge that
agreement to arbitrate. If the value of the relief JULIEN ENTERTAINMENT.COM, INC., 13007
in any award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your
WESTERN AVENUE, GARDENA, CA 90249. THE
rights and remedies against us or any distributor, sought is $5,000 or less, at your request, Julien’s
OPT-OUT NOTICE MUST BE RECEIVED NO
financier or other party related to the Auction or Auctions will reimburse you for all filing,
LATER THAN THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER THE
administration,
and
arbitrator
fees
associated
with
Service shall be limited to an action at law for
DATE YOU ACCEPT THESE TERMS FOR THE
the
arbitration
following
the
earlier
of
the
money damages, and you hereby waive all other
rights and remedies you may have at law or in arbitrator’s decision or settlement. In the event the FIRST TIME. IF YOU ARE NOT A NEW JULIEN’S
equity (including, without limitation, injunctive arbitrator determines the claim(s) you assert in the AUCTIONS USER, YOU HAVE UNTIL THIRTY (30)
relief, rescission, cancellation, and termination of arbitration to be frivolous, Julien’s Auctions is DAYS AFTER THE POSTING OF THE NEW
this Agreement or the right to enjoin or restrain the relieved of its obligation to reimburse you for any TERMS TO SUBMIT AN ARBITRATION OPT-OUT
advertisement, promotion, marketing or fees associated with the arbitration. the prevailing NOTICE.
exploitation by Julien’s Auctions or any third party party shall be entitled to an award of all attorneys’
in connection with the Auction and/or any rights or fees, costs and expenses incurred by it in In order to opt-out, the Opt-Out Notice must be
activities hereunder in any and all manner of media connection with the dispute. “Attorneys’ fees and sent by email or physical mail as set forth
whatsoever, whether now known or hereafter expenses” includes, without limitation, paralegals’ immediately above and the Opt-Out Notice must
devised). For matters where the relief sought is fees and expenses, attorneys’ consultants’ fees contain your name, complete address (including
over $5,000, the arbitrator’s decision will include and expenses, expert witness’ fees and expenses, street address, city, state, and zip code), and email
the essential findings and conclusions upon which
and all other expenses incurred by the prevailing address(es) associated with your Member
the arbitrator based the award. The arbitrator will
party or its attorneys in the course of their Account(s) to which the opt-out applies. This
decide the substance of all claims in accordance
procedure is the only way you can opt out of the
with applicable law, including recognized representation of the prevailing party in
agreement to arbitrate. If you opt out of the
principles of equity, and will honor all claims of anticipation of and/or during the course of the
agreement to arbitrate, all other parts of these
litigation,
whether
or
not
otherwise
recoverable
as
privilege recognized by law. The arbitrator’s award
Auction Terms and Conditions and its Disputes
“attorneys’
fees”
or
as
“costs”
under
California
of damages must be consistent with the terms of
the “Limitation of Liability” section as to the types law; and the same may be sought and awarded in Section will continue to apply to you. Opting out of
and the amounts of damages for which a party accordance with California procedure as this agreement to arbitrate has no effect on any
may be held liable. The arbitrator shall not be pertaining to an award of contractual attorneys’ previous, other, or future arbitration agreements
that you may have with us.
bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involving fees.
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10.10 WAIVER. BY AGREEING TO THESE
AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU
HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU
MAY HAVE TO A COURT TRIAL (OTHER THAN
SMALL CLAIMS COURT AS PROVIDED ABOVE),
A JURY TRIAL, OR TO SERVE AS A
REPRESENTATIVE, AS A PRIVATE ATTORNEY
GENERAL, OR IN ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIVE
CAPACITY, OR TO PARTICIPATE AS A MEMBER
OF A CLASS OF CLAIMANTS, IN ANY LAWSUIT,
ARBITRATION OR OTHER PROCEEDING FILED
AGAINST US AND/OR RELATED THIRD PARTIES.

11.4 Entire Agreement. These Auction Terms
and Conditions contains the entire understanding
of the parties in respect of its subject matter and
supersedes all prior agreements and
understandings (oral or written) between the
parties with respect to such subject matter.

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THESE
AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND
AGREE TO COMPLY WITH THEM.
BIDDER

11.5 Modifications.
Any modification,
amendment, or addendum to these Auction Terms By: ________________________________________
and Conditions must be in writing and signed by
both parties.
(signature)

11.6 Assignment. You may not assign these
Name:
10.11 STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AND Auction Terms and Conditions or any of your
___________________________________________
WAIVER OF CLAIMS. REGARDLESS OF ANY rights, obligations, or benefits hereunder, by
operation
or
law
or
otherwise,
without
our
prior
STATUTE OR LAW TO THE CONTRARY, ANY
(please print)
CLAIM OR CAUSE OF ACTION ARISING OUT OF written consent.
OR RELATED TO USE OF THE SITE, SERVICE,
11.7 No Third Party Beneficiaries. The
OR THIS AGREEMENT MUST BE FILED WITHIN representations, warranties and other terms Date:
ONE (1) YEAR AFTER SUCH CLAIM OR CAUSE contained herein are for the sole benefit of the
___________________________________________
OF ACTION ARISES OR IT WILL BE FOREVER parties hereto and their respective successors and
WAIVED AND BARRED.
permitted assigns, and they shall not be construed
11. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
11.1 Governing Law. These Auction Terms
and Conditions will be governed by and construed
in accordance with the laws of the State of
California and the applicable federal laws of the
United States of America. California conflicts of
law rules shall apply.
11.2 Force Majeure. Except for the obligation
to pay money, neither party will be liable for any
failure or delay in its performance under these
Auction Terms and Conditions due to any cause
beyond its reasonable control, including acts of
war, acts of god, earthquake, flood, weather
conditions, embargo, riot,
civil disorders,
rebellions or revolutions, health risks or disease
(including pandemics, epidemics, and public
health emergencies, delays relating to obtaining
supplies, parts and other products from impacted
areas, governmental edicts, actions, declarations,
or quarantines by a governmental entity or health
organization due to government health orders
pertaining to COVID-19 or any variant thereof, and
delays in key completion dates or costs
attributable thereto) , acts of terrorism, acts or
omissions of vendors or suppliers, equipment
failures, sabotage, labor shortage or dispute,
governmental act, failure of the Internet or any
cellular-based Internet service, or other acts
beyond such party’s reasonable control (each, a
“Force Majeure Event”), provided that the delayed
party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice of
such Force Majeure Event; and (ii) uses reasonable
commercial efforts to correct promptly such failure
or delay in performance.

as conferring any rights on any other persons.
11.8 Severability. If any provision of these
Auction Terms and Conditions is held by a court or
arbitrator of competent jurisdiction to be contrary
to law, such provision shall be changed by the
court or by the arbitrator and interpreted so as to
best accomplish the objectives of the original
provision to the fullest extent allowed by law, and
the remaining provisions of these Auction Terms
and Conditions shall remain in full force and effect.

ACKNOWLEDGED BY

11.9 Notices. Any notice or communication
required or permitted to be given hereunder may
be delivered by hand, deposited with an overnight
courier, sent by email or mailed by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, postage
prepaid to the address for the other party first
written above or at such other address as may
hereafter be furnished in writing by either party
hereto to the other party. Such notice will be
deemed to have been given as of the date it is
delivered, if by personal delivery or email; the next
business day, if deposited with an overnight
courier; and five days after being so mailed.

___________________________________________

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
By: ________________________________________
(signature)
Name:

(please print)
Title:
___________________________________________

Date:
___________________________________________

11.10 Headings. The headings of the sections
of these Auction Terms and Conditions are for
convenience only and do not form a part hereof,
and in no way limit, define, describe, modify,
interpret or construe its meaning, scope or intent.

11.11 No Waiver. No failure or delay on the part
of either party in exercising any right, power or
remedy under these Auction Terms and Conditions
shall operate as a waiver, nor shall any single or
partial exercise of any such right, power or remedy
preclude any other or further exercise or the
11.3 Counterparts; Facsimile. These Auction exercise of any other right, power or remedy.
Terms and Conditions may be executed in any
number of counterparts and in facsimile or 11.12 Survival. Sections of the Auction Terms
electronically, each of which shall be an original and Conditions intended by their nature and
but all of which together shall constitute one and content to survive termination of the Auction
the same instrument.
Terms and Conditions shall so survive.
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Julien’s Auctions NFT
Auction Terms and Conditions
The following terms and conditions apply to
auctions of NFTs conducted by Julien
Entertainment.com, Inc. d/b/a Julien’s Auctions
(“Julien’s Auctions”).
These terms are
supplemental to the Julien’s Auctions Terms and
Conditions
set
forth
at
https://juliensauctions.com/terms-and-conditions
which are incorporated here by reference.
1. DEFINITIONS.
“Non-Fungible Tokens” or “NFTs” mean a
unique digital indication of an ownership right to
an Underlying Asset which is stored separately
and uniquely associated with such token. Such
digital indication of ownership right is established
on the blockchain utilizing smart contracts.
“Related Materials” means the metadata,
content, Underlying Asset and/or physical item if
any to which an NFT relates.
“Underlying Asset” means a media file
containing an original work of digital art, sound
recording, audiovisual work, or compilations
thereof, as identified by a particular Lot at auction.
“Unique Record Indicator” or “URI” is the
particular code contained in the NFT which points
to the Underlying Asset
“Wallet ID” means the unique digital identifier of
the Buyer of the NFT which enables such NFT to be
transferred to the Buyer upon payment therefor.
2. NFT LOT PROVISIONS.

(a) Possessory Rights Only. You acknowledge
that ownership of an NFT carries no rights,
express or implied, other than property rights for
the Lot (specifically, the Underlying Asset
tokenized by the NFT).
(b) No IP Rights in Underlying Asset. You
understand that you have no Intellectual Property
Rights in or to the Underlying Asset of the NFT. All
such rights are retained by the artist. You
understand and agree that You are solely are
obtaining a limited use license to the Underlying
Asset where You have the right to use the
Underlying Asset for your own personal noncommercial purposes and display the same. Others
may still be able to download, view or listen to the
work that was minted into the NFT. You cannot
profit from the use of the Underlying Asset, nor do
you acquire a copyright interest in the Underlying
Asset. You further understand that the NFT you
purchase may be subject to royalty payments to the
artist from the proceeds of your purchase, as well as
if you later elect to sell such NFT.
(c) Other Versions. You further expressly
acknowledge that other versions or edits of NFTs
containing the Underlying Asset may be sold.
(d) Julien’s Auctions is the Auctioneer, Not the
Issuer. You understand and accept that NFTs are
issued by third parties, and not by Julien’s
Auctions itself. Julien’s Auctions, as an auctioneer,
is simply acting as an intermediary to facilitate
transactions between you as a buyer and the
seller(s) who have consigned the NFTs in order to
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solicit Bids for the same.

3. BUYER’S REPRESENTATIONS,
WARRANTIES, AND COVENANTS.

(e) Assumption of Risk. You acknowledge and
agree that there are risks associated with By bidding on, and purchasing, NFT Lots, you
purchasing and holding NFTs, and agree to represent, warrant, and covenant to Julien’s
assume all risks associated with the purchase, Auctions that:
holding, and use thereof.
(a) Genuine bidding. Your bids on NFTs are
(f) Price and Valuation Volatility. You honest and genuine, and are not the product of
collusive or anti-competitive activity with any other
acknowledge and agree that the prices of
person or entity.
blockchain assets (including NFTs) are extremely
volatile. Julien’s Auctions does not make any (b) Risks. By purchasing, holding and using
representations, express or implied, concerning NFTs, you expressly acknowledge and assume all
the future value of such digital assets. Such risks including, but not limited to: risk of losing
assets may have little to no intrinsic value at all, access to an NFT due to loss of private key(s),
and may not retain the value of Your purchase custodial error or purchaser error, risk of mining
price or attain or retain any future value. Your attacks, risk of hacking and security weaknesses,
risk of financial loss may be substantial. The risk of unfavorable regulatory intervention in one
value and/or utility of an NFT is inherently or more jurisdictions, risks related to token
subjective and is based on subjective and taxation, risk of personal information disclosure,
market factors outside of the control of Julien’s risk of uninsured losses, ransomware, viruses, or
other harmful or disenabling codes, unanticipated
Auctions. You are solely responsible for making
risks, and volatility risks.
your own independent appraisal and
investigation into the risks of each NFT and (c) Understanding of Tokens, Token Storage,
Underlying Asset. You expressly acknowledge and Blockchain Technology. You acknowledge
that any NFT purchase you make may later be that you have a sufficient understanding of the
worthless, and Julien’s Auctions is not functionality, usage, storage, transmission
responsible for any losses you may mechanisms and other material characteristics of
cryptographic tokens (like NFTs and Ether), token
subsequently incur.
storage mechanisms (such as token wallets),
(g) Depictions. We make no representations or blockchain technology and blockchain-based
warranties regarding the accuracy or reliability of software systems to understand these Terms and
any simulation or videos depicting the intended to appreciate the risks and implications of
performance of the NFT or the Related Materials, purchasing NFTs. You acknowledge that you have
whether displayed on our websites or on any other obtained sufficient information to make an
informed decision to purchase an NFT, including
platform.
carefully reviewing the code of the smart contract
(h) No Warranties; Disclaimer. NFTs are and the NFT and fully understand and accept the
provided on an “as is” and “as available” basis functions of the same.
without warranties of any kind, and we expressly (d) Cryptocurrency Payments. By making a
disclaim all implied warranties as to the NFTs, payment online with one of the Cryptocurrencies
including, without limitation, implied warranties of listed in Section 4 below, you (i) warrant that you
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, are the lawful holder of the cryptocurrency utilized;
title and non-infringement. We cannot and do not and (ii) acknowledge that Julien’s Auctions has no
represent or warrant that an NFT is reliable, liability for your payment not reaching us,
correctly programmed, current or error-free, meets including, but not limited to, instances where
or will meet your requirements, or that defects in payment through the blockchain is unsuccessful.
the NFT can or will be corrected. We make no It is solely your responsibility to confirm with
representations or warranties as to whether the Julien’s Auctions and the blockchain that the
NFT or any related materials is subject to payment has been accepted.
copyright. We cannot and do not represent or
(e) Compliance. You acknowledge and represent
warrant that an NFT or the delivery mechanism for
that there is substantial uncertainty as to the
an NFT are free
of viruses, worms, characterization of NFTs and other digital assets
vulnerabilities, malware, Trojan horses, or other under applicable law. You acknowledge that your
harmful components. You may experience or be purchase of an NFT complies with applicable laws
the target of cyber-attacks, or other operational or and regulations in your jurisdiction.
technical difficulties by virtue of your possession
of digital assets. You are solely responsible for (f) Lawful Funds. All funds which you utilize to
ensuring the safety and security of your purchase the NFT are lawfully obtained, and not
computing systems, and expressly understand being utilized in or stem from the proceeds of any
and agree to the risk inherent in accessing digital illegal activity.
assets stored online.
(g) No Money Laundering. You are not utilizing
the purchase of any NFTs for the purpose of
WE EXPRESSLY DENY ANY OBLIGATION TO
money laundering.
INDEMNIFY YOU OR HOLD YOU HARMLESS
FOR ANY LOSSES YOU MAY INCUR BY (h) Anti-Bribery / Anti-Corruption. You have no
TRANSACTING IN NFTs OUTSIDE OF THE knowledge or reason to suspect that You (or your
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS SERVICE.
principal, if applicable) are under investigation,

(e) No Refunds. All transaction decisions
concerning the purchase of NFTs are irreversible
and final. There are no refunds. Once you
initiate a cryptocurrency transaction, the
transaction cannot be reversed; this is inherent
(i) No Tax Crimes. Your purchase of a Lot or in the nature of cryptocurrencies and not a policy
Lots, and if You are acting as an agent on behalf set by us. You are responsible for verifying that
of a principal, the arrangement between You and you have sent the correct amount to the correct
your principal, will not enable tax crimes.
digital wallet address.
charged with or convicted of any act in violation of
any anti-bribery or anti-corruption law, including
but not limited to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act.

(j) OFAC / Designated Persons. You are not
nor will become: (A) a person designated by the
U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Asset Control as a “specially designated national
or blocked person” or similar status; (B) a person
described in Section 1 of U.S. Executive Order
13244 issued on September 23, 2001; (C)
directly or indirectly owned or controlled by the
government of any country that is subject to an
embargo by the United States government; or
(D) a person acting on behalf of a government of
any country that is subject to an embargo by the
United States government.
(k) No Derivative Violations. Your purchase of
a Lot or Lots will not cause Julien’s Auctions, the
seller(s) of the NFTs, or anyone else to violate
any anti-bribery, anti-corruption, anti-money
laundering, or anti-terrorism laws, or any other
laws, rules, regulations or ordinances, or result in
the violation of the same.
4. CRYPTOCURRENCY
PAYMENT REQUIREMENTS.
If a Lot indicates that “Cryprotcurrency Payments”
are accepted, Julien’s Auctions will accept solely
the following cryptocurrencies to purchase the Lot:
Bitcoin (BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), DAI Stablecoin
(DAI), Dogecoin (DOGE), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin
(LTC), and USD Coin (USDC). If a Lot indicates
that Cryptocurrency Payments are accepted, you
are also able to pay for such purchase by our
customary payment methods in United States
dollars.

(a) Exchange Wallets. Cryptocurrency payments
from only the following exchange wallets will be
accepted: Coinbase Inc. Payments from selfhosted wallets will not be accepted for this
auction.
(b) Single Wallets Only. All payments for a Lot
must be from the same digital wallet.
(c) Additional Information. If you are the
successful bidder, you agree to provide us with
all information and documentation we request in
order to verify your identity and to confirm that
the payment was made from a digital wallet
registered in your name and maintained by one
of the platforms above.
(d) Timing of Payments; Amounts Due.
Payment in cryptocurrency must be made within
ten (10) business days of your receipt of the invoice
from us, and payment must be made between the
hours of 9:00am and 12:00pm Pacific Standard
Time, Monday through Friday (and not on a U.S.
public holiday). The amount due will be the
cryptocurrency equivalent at the time payment is
made, and Bidder will be responsible for applicable
third-party fees (including, without limitation,
network fees, taxes, transfer fees, etc.), required to
successfully conduct the transaction on the
blockchain.

the NFT within five (5) business days of the
conclusion of the Auction, we may, in our sole
discretion, treat the NFT Lot as a Lot for which You
failed to pay in full and hold you responsible for all
resulting third-party fees (including, without
limitation, custodial fees, insurance, network fees,
taxes, transfer fees, etc.).
6. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

(f) Risk of Loss. We shall have no liability for any (a) No Consequential Damages. TO THE
EXTENT
PERMITTED
BY
payment made by you in cryptocurrency that is MAXIMUM
APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL
not received by us for whatever reason.
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS, ITS AFFILIATES, AND
(g) Crypto Risk. You acknowledge the risks THE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES,
inherent to the use of cryptocurrency, including AGENTS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF EACH BE
without limitation the risk of faulty or insufficient LIABLE FOR LOST PROFITS, LOST REVENUE,
hardware, software, and internet connections; the LOST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, LOSS OF
risk of introduction or intrusion of malicious code DATA, INTERRUPTION OF BUSINESS, USER
or software; the risk of hacking or unauthorized ERROR (SUCH AS FORGOTTEN PASSWORDS,
access to your digital wallet or information stored MISTYPED
ADDRESSES,
CORRUPTED
therein, or of theft or diversion of funds therefrom; PAYMENT FILES), UNAUTHORIZED THIRD
volatility and unstable or unfavorable exchange PARTY ACTIVITIES (INCLUDING WITHOUT
rates; and the risk of unfavorable regulatory LIMITATION THE USE OF VIRUSES, WORMS,
intervention and/or tax treatment in relation to TROJAN HORSES, HARMFUL CODES,
transaction in such currency. We will have no PHISHING, SYBIL ATTACKS, 51% ATTACKS,
liability for any of the foregoing.
DISENABLING CODES OR MECHANISMS,
(h) Taxes. You are responsible for any and all BRUTEFORCING OR OTHER MEANS OF
ATTACK AGAINST THE NFT) OR ANY OTHER
taxes associated with your purchase.
INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES
5. NFT TRANSACTION FULFILLMENT.
OF ANY KIND ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY
You must provide Julien’s Auctions with your WAY RELATED TO THE SALE OR USE OF LOTS
Wallet ID from an approved wallet provider in order OR NFTs OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO THESE
to process your transaction following our receipt TERMS, REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF
of your payment in full for the Lot. We will transfer ACTION OR THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, EVEN
the NFT to the wallet address specified by you and IF THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
are not responsible for confirming that you have POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND
supplied us with the correct or a valid address, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES
and we are not responsible if the transfer of the WERE FORESEEABLE.
NFT to your wallet fails unless such failure is the
result of us sending the NFT to a wallet address (b) Liability Cap. JULIEN’S AUCTIONS’S
other than the one provided by you. Ownership of MAXIMUM AGGREGATE LIABILITY ARISING
the NFT will not transfer to you until Julien’s OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT
Auctions has received payment in full, even if in OR THE SALE OR OWNERSHIP OF NFTs,
the event we released the NFT to you prior to REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY,
receipt of payment.
WILL BE LIMITED TO THE TOTAL AMOUNT
YOU PAID TO JULIEN’S AUCTIONS FOR SUCH
(a) Direct Transfer from Seller. In the event it is LOTS. THE EXISTENCE OF MORE THAN ONE
necessary for the seller to transfer the NFT to you, CLAIM SHALL NOT EXPAND SUCH LIMIT. THE
you agree that we may provide your Wallet ID to PARTIES ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE FEES
the seller in order to execute the transfer.
AGREED UPON BETWEEN BUYER AND
(b) Security Measures. You are responsible for JULIEN’S AUCTIONS ARE BASED IN PART ON
implementing reasonable measures for securing THESE LIMITATIONS, AND THAT THESE
the wallet or other storage mechanism you use to LIMITATIONS WILL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING
receive and hold the NFT, including any requisite ANY FAILURE OF ANY ESSENTIAL PURPOSE
private key(s) or other credentials necessary to OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.
access such storage mechanism(s). It is your
express responsibility to keep your credentials 7. INDEMNIFICATION.
secure and not share them with third parties. If
Bidder agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold
your private key(s) or other access credentials are
lost, you may lose access to your NFT. Julien’s harmless Julien’s Auctions, its affiliates, and the
Auctions is not responsible for any such losses. officers, directors, employees, agents, and
representatives of each, from and against any and
(c) Wallet Size.
You understand and all claims, liabilities, costs, damages, penalties,
acknowledge that not all digital wallets can assessments, fines, losses, expenses, demands,
support storage of an NFT, and that if your wallet claims, suits, proceedings, settlements, or
does not support storage of the NFT purchased by judgments, including reasonable legal fees and
you, you may lose access to that NFT. It is your expenses, whether fixed or contingent (“Claims”),
sole responsibility to ensure that your wallet has in any way arising out of, relating to, or in
the storage capability for each NFT you purchase. connection with Bidder’s breach of its
If you fail to provide us with an address for a digital representations and warranties, covenants, and
wallet that is capable of supporting and accepting obligations hereunder.
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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MICK FLEETWOOD: WOODEN LATIN
PERCUSSION CLAPPER
A wooden Latin Percussion brand clapper owned by
Mick Fleetwood.
10 x 3 inches

$75 -100

517

MICK FLEETWOOD: BROKEN
CAREER-USED CYMBAL (A1)
A broken 22-inch Zildjian cymbal, career-used
by Mick Fleetwood.
22 inches

$200 -300

518

MICK FLEETWOOD: AHEAD SIGNATURE DRUMSTICKS IN CUSTOM LEATHER “M.J.K.F.
LOVE THAT BURNS” CASE
A pair of black signature Ahead drumsticks in a custom leather case with “MJKF LOVE THAT BURNS” embossed (stamped) along one side.
Enclosed with metal studs, includes wrist strap, drum key, and tiger’s eyes cube charm attached with thread macrame. Drumsticks used by
Fleetwood and feature his preferred taping.
18.5 x 3 inches (case)

$1,000 -2,000
6

7

519

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUMHEAD
WITH LOGO (C3)
A Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s
logo initials.
15 x 15 inches

$75 -100

521

MICK FLEETWOOD: ROAD CASE (255)
A red road case (#255) used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour
with Fleetwood Mac. The case features several interior
compartments.
49 x 31 x 40 inches

520

$1,000 -2,000

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUMHEAD
WITH LOGO (D4)
A Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s l
ogo initials.
15 x 15 inches

$75 -100

8

9

523

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUMHEAD WITH STICKER AND
“MIRAGE” TOUR STAGE PASS (D4)
A Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s initial logo. Accompanied by one
vintage sticker and a 1982 Fleetwood Mac Mirage tour stage pass.
15 x 15 inches (largest)

$100 -200

524
522

MICK FLEETWOOD: RACK GEAR IN ROAD CASES
A pair of red Fleetwood Mac road cases (“M.F. Hotel 1 and 2”) used by Mick
Fleetwood while on tour. The cases house recording, maintenance and other
gear including a Motu Micro express MIDI sync unit, Neutrik TRS patchbay,
Alesis SR-16 drum machine, a zip drive and a rack drawer with guitar tuner,
strings, tools, zip discs, and other miscellaneous items (in the first case). The
second case holds a DBX compressor, Alesis graphic EQ, Rane headphone
mixer, Tascam DA-30 DAT, Crest amp, Furman power conditioner and a rack
drawer with additional tools and supplies.

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUMHEAD
WITH VINTAGE STICKER AND
“MIRAGE” TOUR STAGE PASS (A1)
A Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s logo
initials. Accompanied by one vintage sticker and a
1982 Fleetwood Mac Mirage tour stage pass.
15 x 15 (largest)

$100 -200

26 x 22 x 33 inches (each)

$2,000 -3,000

10

11

525

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM VELVET
FLORAL BLAZER (WITH SIGNED
MAGAZINE)

526

A velvet double-breasted blazer, custom tailored by Novex,
featuring a floral design, two front pockets, two interior pockets,
and a navy interior lining. No size present.

A custom black single-vent coat, by Turnbull & Asser, featuring
braid toggle fasteners down the front, braided cord piping along
the trim, two side pockets, two interior pockets, and a silver satin
interior lining. No size present.

Includes a 2022 Rolling Stone Special Edition magazine, signed
by Fleetwood in black marker.

$800 -1,200

MICK FLEETWOOD: TURNBULL & ASSER
COAT (WITH SIGNED CD)

Includes a CD of Fleetwood Mac’s 50 Years Don’t Stop, signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$800 -1,200

12

13

528

MICK FLEETWOOD: COLLAPSIBLE TOP HAT
A black collapsible top hat, personally owned by Mick Fleetwood. The
satin hat features a black ribbon hat band, and matching black interior
lining. Tag reads size “7 3/8 - Printed in U.S.A.” No label present.
Writing for Express in 2014, Fleetwood explained his love of hats in an
article that, in part, reads: “Hats have always been a big part of my
showmanship. Traditionally, after the encore, I walk on-stage to say my
goodnights wearing a red, collapsible top hat, reminiscent of a mad
ringmaster under the big top. Even Stevie will don her top hat at some
point during our show.”

527

$1,000 -2,000

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM PINSTRIPE
SUIT (WITH SIGNED CD)
A custom blue pinstripe suit, by Si Beau, including: a single-vent
long blazer with three front pockets, two interior pockets, and
navy buttons, as well as an embroidered interior patch that reads
“Hand Made For Mick Fleetwood by Sibeau,” no size present; and
two pair of matching pinstripe trousers each with two side
pockets and one back pocket, no size present.
Includes a CD of Fleetwood Mac’s 50 Years Don’t Stop, signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$800 -1,200
14

15

16

17

529

MICK FLEETWOOD: BROWN LEATHER
COAT (WITH SIGNED CD)
A brown leather single-vent long coat, by Rainforest, featuring three
front pockets, three interior pockets, brown buttons, and a brown
interior lining. An embroidered interior patch reads, “Mick Enjoy,
R.K.” Size L.
Includes a CD of The Mick Fleetwood Band’s Something Big, signed
by Fleetwood in black marker.

$800 -1,200

530

MICK FLEETWOOD: CASUAL SHIRT AND ROBE
(WITH SIGNED CD)
A blue ribbed cotton long shirt and robe, by Coton Blanc, the long sleeve shirt
with blue buttons, velvet trim, and a matching belt; the robe with two front
pockets, velvet trim, and an attached belt with side loops. Both size L.
Includes a CD of The Mick Fleetwood Band’s Something Big, signed by
Fleetwood in black marker.

$300 -500

18

19

532

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUMHEAD WITH VINTAGE STICKER
AND “MIRAGE” TOUR STAGE PASS (B2)
A Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s logo initials. Accompanied by one vintage
sticker and a 1982 Fleetwood Mac Mirage tour stage pass.
15 x 15 (largest)

$100 -200

531

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM BLACK
BLAZER (WITH SIGNED MAGAZINE)
A custom black single-vent long blazer, by Louis Wells, featuring
three front pockets, two interior pockets, shoulder pads, black
buttons, and a red and cream polka dot interior lining.
Embroidered in gold on an interior label reads, “Exclusively
Tailored for Mick Fleetwood.” No size present.
Includes a 2022 Rolling Stone Special Edition magazine, signed
by Fleetwood in black marker.

$800 -1,200

533

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (E5)
A black Gator drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The case has a
piece of paper with a DW Drums address printed on it affixed to
the exterior with duct tape.
23 x 25 x 25 inches

$500 -700

20

21

534

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (F6)
A black Gator drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The case
has a piece of paper with a DW Drums address printed on it
affixed to the exterior with duct tape.
23 x 27 x 27 inches

$500 -700

535

MICK FLEETWOOD: “PETER GREEN’S FLEETWOOD MAC”
DEBUT 1967 JAZZ & BLUES FESTIVAL WINDSOR POSTER
A framed 7th Annual Jazz and Blues Festival Windsor poster that indicates the debut of
“Peter Green’s Fleetwood Mac.” The poster has been in Mick Fleetwood’s personal
possession since the event, which took place at Balloon Meadow at the Royal Windsor
Racecourse August 11-13, 1967. Cream, Pink Floyd, Donovan, and Chicken Shack (the
band Christine McVie performed with before joining Fleetwood Mac) are also listed among
the acts appearing at the festival.
This poster is encased within a black wooden frame with a UV protective glass panel and
was displayed prominently in Fleetwood's home until recently.
20.25 x 26 inches

$2,000 -3,000

22

23

538

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “THEN PLAY ON”
RECORD ALBUM WITH PURSE
A copy of Fleetwood Mac’s studio album Then Play On (Reprise, 1969)
signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker. Together with a small purse
crafted from a record and featuring the cover artwork from the album.
12.25 x 12.25 inches (record)

$100 -200

536

MICK FLEETWOOD: EARLY UK
FLEETWOOD MAC RECORD ALBUMS
Three Fleetwood Mac record albums, from Mick Fleetwood’s
personal collection: Blues Jam at Chess (Blue Horizon, 1969),
The Pious Bird of Good Omen (Blue Horizon, 1969), and
Fleetwood Mac Live at the Boston Tea Party (Vinyl Lovers,
2009). The former two albums are Limited Edition UK imports.
12.25 x 12.25 inches

$100 -200

539

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 1969 DAVID
SINGER FILLMORE WEST FLEETWOOD
MAC CONCERT POSTER

537

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “FLEETWOOD MAC - THE
COMPLETE BLUE HORIZON SESSIONS 1967-1969” CD SET
(WITH PHOTOS)
A Fleetwood Mac: The Complete Blue Horizon Sessions (1967-1969) CD box set (Blue
Horizon, 1999) that has been signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker. Together with three
black and white photographs of Peter Green, Danny Kirwan, Jeremy Spencer, John McVie,
and Mick Fleetwood (from Fleetwood’s personal collection).

A vintage David Singer concert poster with abstract design (Tea
Lautrec Litho) signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold marker. The
poster advertises six Fleetwood Mac performances presented by
Bill Graham at the Fillmore West in San Francisco August 5-10,
1969 and lists Fleetwood Mac, SRC, Jr. Walker and the All Stars,
Lee Michaels, and Tony White as the performers.
22 x 14 inches

$100 -200

12.25 x 6.25 x 2 inches (CD box set)

$100 -200

24

25

540

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 1969
LEE CONKLIN FILLMORE WEST
FLEETWOOD MAC CONCERT POSTER
A vintage psychedelic Lee Conklin concert poster (Tea Lautrec
Litho) signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold marker. The poster
advertises four Fleetwood Mac performances presented by Bill
Graham at the Fillmore West in San Francisco January 15-18,
1969 and lists Creedence Clearwater Revival, Fleetwood Mac,
and Albert Collins as the three acts.
21 x 14 inches

543

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1970S-1980S
MICK FLEETWOOD AND
JOHN MCVIE PHOTOS
Approximately 15 photographs of Mick Fleetwood and
John McVie (c. 1970s-1980s), picturing them performing
on stage with Fleetwood Mac.
14 x 11 inches (largest)

$100 -200

$100 -200

541

MICK FLEETWOOD: “PETER GREEN’S
FLEETWOOD MAC” PHOTO PRINTS
Two framed black and white prints of photographs from the
Peter Green era of Fleetwood Mac, one featuring John McVie
and one featuring Mick Fleetwood and the other band
members.
25.75 x 19.5 inches

$200 -300

544

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “KILN
HOUSE” ALBUM RECORD
Fleetwood Mac’s record album Kiln House (Reprise Records,
1970) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
12.5 x 12.5 inches

$100 -200

542

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1970S FLEETWOOD
MAC PHOTOS
A collection of approximately 15 Fleetwood Mac band member
photographs from the 1970s. The photos include images of band
members playing on stage, holding awards, and more. Copyright
not included.
14.5 x 11.5 inches (largest)

$100 -200

545

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “SHOW-BIZ
BLUES 1968 TO 1970 - VOLUME 2” CD
ALBUM (A1)
Fleetwood Mac’s compilation CD album Show-Biz Blues 1968 to
1970 Volume 2 (Receiver Records, 2001). Signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$75 -100

26

27

546

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “SHOW-BIZ
BLUES 1968 TO 1970 VOLUME 2” CD
ALBUM (B2)
Fleetwood Mac’s CD album Show-Biz Blues 1968 to 1970 Volume
2 (Receiver Records, 2001). Signed by Mick Fleetwood in black
marker.

549

5 x 5.5 inches

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 1970
DAVID SINGER FILLMORE WEST
FLEETWOOD MAC CONCERT
POSTER

$75 -100

A vintage David Singer concert poster with eagle and
American flag design (Tea Lautrec Litho) signed by Mick
Fleetwood in gold marker. The poster advertises three
Fleetwood Mac performances presented by Bill Graham
at the Fillmore West in San Francisco January 2-4, 1970
and lists The Byrds, Fleetwood Mac, and John Hammond
as the performers (with the Brotherhood of Light
providing visuals).

547

22 x 14 inches

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “SHOW-BIZ
BLUES 1968 TO 1970 - VOLUME 2” CD
ALBUM (C3)

$100 -200

Fleetwood Mac’s CD compilation album Show-Biz Blues 1968 to
1970 Volume 2 (Receiver Records, 2001). Signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$75 -100

548

550

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “THE
VAUDEVILLE YEARS OF FLEETWOOD
MAC 1968 TO 1970” CD ALBUM

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “FUTURE
GAMES” RECORD ALBUM

Fleetwood Mac’s CD compilation album The Vaudeville
Years of Fleetwood Mac 1968 to 1970 (Receiver Records
Ltd., 1998) signed by Mick Fleetwood with black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

Fleetwood Mac’s record album Future Games (Reprise
Records, 1971) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
12.5 x 12.25 inches

$100 -200

$75 -100

28

29

Photograph Credit: Jason DeBord
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551

MICK FLEETWOOD: “BARE TREES” RIAA “GOLD” RECORD AWARD
A RIAA “Gold” Certified Sales Award for the sale of over 500,000 copies of the Fleetwood Mac album
Bare Trees (Reprise Records, 1972), presented to Mick Fleetwood.
Bare Trees was Fleetwood Mac’s sixth studio album and the last album to feature Danny Kirwan. The
album would reach number 70 on the U.S. Billboard 200 chart in June 1972 and stay on the chart for a
total of 27 weeks, later achieving “Platinum” status in 1988. Top songs from this album include “Child of
Mine,” “The Ghost,” and “Sunny Side of Heaven.”
The award is housed in a gold-tone frame with brown matting and features a gold-tone Bare Trees record,
a depiction of the album’s cover art, and a commemoration plaque.
17 x 21 x 1.25 inches

$40,000 -60,000
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555

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“MYSTERY TO ME” RECORD
ALBUM
Fleetwood Mac’s record album Mystery to Me
(Reprise Records, 1973) signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.
12.5 x 12.5 inches

$100 -200

552

553

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “BARE TREES”
CASSETTE TAPE ALBUM

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “BARE
TREES” RECORD ALBUM

Fleetwood Mac’s cassette tape album Bare Trees (Warner Bros., 1972)
signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

Fleetwood Mac’s record album Bare Trees (Reprise Records,
1972) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

4.5 x 3 inches

12.5 x 12.5 inches

$75 -100

$100 -200

556
554

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “FLEETWOOD MAC 1973 TO 1974”
RECORD ALBUM BOX SET
Fleetwood Mac’s record album box set compilation Fleetwood Mac 1973 to 1974 (Warner Records, 2020),
including four records. Signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.
12.75x 12.5x 1.5 inches

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“PENGUIN” RECORD ALBUM (A1)
Fleetwood Mac’s record album Penguin (Reprise
Records, 1973) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black
marker.
12.5 x 12.25 inches

$100 -200

$200 -300
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557

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“PENGUIN” RECORD ALBUM (B2)

559

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “HEROES
ARE HARD TO FIND” RECORD ALBUM
(B2)

Fleetwood Mac’s record album Penguin ( Reprise
Records, 1973) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
12.25 x 12.25 inches

$100 -200

Fleetwood Mac’s record album Heroes are Hard to Find (Reprise
Records,1974) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
12.5 x 12.25 inches

$100 -200

560

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “HEROES
ARE HARD TO FIND” RECORD ALBUM
(A1)
558

A copy of Fleetwood Mac’s album Heroes Are Hard to Find
(Reprise, 1974) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

MICK FLEETWOOD: VINTAGE BOB WELCH FLEETWOOD MAC PHOTO

12.25 x 12.25 inches

A framed vintage photograph of Fleetwood Mac from the Bob Welch years c. 1971-1974, featuring Welch, Mick
Fleetwood and John and Christine McVie.

$100 -200

16.25 x 12.75 inches

$100 -200
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562

MICK FLEETWOOD: WARDROBE
ROAD CASE (DR16)

MICK FLEETWOOD: WARDROBE
ROAD CASE (DR18)

A custom red Fleetwood Mac wardrobe road case
(DR16) used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour, featuring
green tape that reads “To LA / 3rd Encore” and a white
piece of paper that reads “Mick.”

A red Fleetwood Mac road case (DR18) used by
Mick Fleetwood on tour. The interior features a bar
for clothing and two drawers and the exterior
features yellow tape that reads “Mick’s Storage 3E”
and a piece of paper that reads “Australia / Mick.”

79 x 31 x 26 inches

$3,000 -5,000

38

73 x 26 x 32 inches

$3,000 -5,000
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563

564

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM COTTON
HAWAIIAN BLAZER (WITH SIGNED VHS)

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM GREEN
BLAZER (WITH SIGNED MAGAZINE)

A custom single-vent blue tapa blazer, made with organic hand
woven cotton by Annacoco Hawaii, featuring hand embellished
embroidery and block prints, three front pockets, and black
buttons. Stamped on the interior in yellow is “Mick,” “Maui,” as
well as the brand stamp in blue. Features a doodle in black on the
interior. No size present.

A custom muted green double-breasted long blazer, by Si
Beau, featuring three front pockets, two interior pockets,
tortoise shell pattern buttons, and a silk green interior lining.
An embroidered interior patch reads, “Specially Designed
For Mick Fleetwood by Si beau.” No size present.

Includes a VHS copy of The Mick Fleetwood Story: Two Sticks and
a Drum (CreaTVty, 2000), signed by Fleetwood in black marker.

Includes a 2022 Rolling Stone Special Edition magazine,
signed by Fleetwood in black marker.

$600 -800

$800 -1,200
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566

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM GREY BLAZER
(WITH SIGNED MAGAZINE)

MICK FLEETWOOD: STAGE-WORN ENSEMBLE

A custom grey single-vent long blazer, by Louis Wells, featuring three
front pockets, three interior pockets, shoulder pads, brown buttons, and a
silk champagne patterned interior lining. Embroidered in gold on an
interior label reads, “Exclusively Tailored for Mick Fleetwood.” No size
present.
Includes a 2022 Rolling Stone Special Edition magazine, signed by
Fleetwood in black marker.

An ensemble, stage-worn by Mick Fleetwood. This lot includes a white 100% cotton ribbed tank top by
“Harbor Bay” with a half circle ripped in the center from the bottom hem, size 4XLT; a white short sleeve
button down with cuffed sleeves and mother of pearl buttons down the front, no size or label present; a pair
of black footed tights by “Capezio,” size XX Large; a black velvet striped vest by “Louis Wells,” with grey trim,
silver Fleetwood Mac penguin buttons, three front pockets, one interior pocket, a buckle back, and a black
satin back and interior lining, as well as “24” handwritten in grey marker on the interior label, no size present;
and a pair of matching custom black velvet striped trousers, by “Louis Wells,” with a front zipper, hook and
eye closure, and velcro fastener, no size present.

$3,000 -5,000

$800 -1,200

42

43

Photograph Credit: Jason DeBord

567

MICK FLEETWOOD: STAGE-WORN RED
COLLAPSIBLE TOP HAT (WITH SIGNED PHOTO)
A custom red collapsible top hat, stage worn by Mick Fleetwood to close
out performances on multiple tour stops with Fleetwood Mac throughout
his career. An avid collector and wearer of hats, this particular top hat
holds special significance for Fleetwood, which he discusses in a short
piece for Sunday Express in 2014: “Traditionally, after the encore, I walk
on-stage to say my goodnights wearing a red, collapsible top hat,
reminiscent of a mad ringmaster under the big top.”
The satin top hat features a red ribbon hat band, a black leather sweat
band, and a black and white interior with two strips of attached neon
yellow tape crisscrossed on the interior lining.
Includes an 8x10 photograph of Fleetwood holding the hat on stage,
signed in silver marker: “Mick Fleetwood xx.”
12.25 x 10 x 5 inches

$8,000 -12,000
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568

MICK FLEETWOOD: CLOCK BROOCH
A costume brooch, composed of clock parts and decorated
with simulated gemstones. One piece deficient.
2 inches

$100 -200

569

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM PINK
CHECKERED BLAZER (WITH SIGNED
MAGAZINE)
A custom pink and grey checkered, single-vent long blazer,
by Louis Wells, featuring three front pockets, three interior
pockets, shoulder pads, black buttons, and a silk grey stripe
interior lining. Embroidered in gold on an interior label reads,
“Exclusively Tailored for Mick Fleetwood.” No size present.
Includes a 2022 Rolling Stone Special Edition magazine,
signed by Fleetwood in black marker.

$800 -1,200
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570

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM TAILORED
JACKET (WITH SIGNED CD)
A burgundy zip-up jacket, custom tailored by Jonathan Behr for
Mick Fleetwood. The jacket features five front pockets, two interior
pockets, dark brown buttons, and a matching silk interior lining. An
interior patch embroidered in gold reads “Exclusively Tailored for
Mick Fleetwood.” No size present.
Includes a CD of Fleetwood Mac’s 50 Years Don’t Stop, signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$600 -800

571

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM VELVET BLAZER
AND CUMBERBAND (WITH SIGNED MAGAZINE)
A black velvet blazer, custom tailored by Si Beau, featuring an olive green,
orange, and maroon geometric pattern, two front pockets, two interior
pockets, and a black nylon interior lining. An interior patch with golden
embroidery reads, “Specially Designed For Mick Fleetwood by Si Beau.”
Along with a matching velvet cumberband. No size present.
Includes a 2022 Rolling Stone Special Edition magazine, signed by Fleetwood
in black marker.

$800 -1,200
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573

MICK FLEETWOOD: BYKOWSKI FEDORA HAT
A black Bykowski Tailor & Garb-brand fedora hat, personally owned by
Mick Fleetwood. The hat features a chocolate brown ribbon hat band, tan
leather sweat band, and blue and tan striped interior lining. No size
present.

572

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM GREY PINSTRIPE
SUIT (WITH SIGNED MAGAZINE)

Writing for Express in 2014, Fleetwood explained his love of hats in an
article that, in part, reads: “I’ve always worn hats, many hats, too many hats
at times, and even though I’ve never given losing my hair much thought,
hats have proven to be rather a chic fashion segue as the years have gone
by. Hats are poetic, romantic; they provide generous amounts of theatrics
for an old drama queen like myself. They’re also handy to keep about in
case things get desperate. Did you know they make great coin collectors
for busking? My channeling of the Mad Hatter began as a “spark” from
seeing my father getting ready for work, donning his Air Force peaked
hats and berets. I have memories of playing dress up in them. I still have
them but, after some 30 years in showbusiness, sad to say my head is
somewhat larger than it once was, so my father’s hats no longer fit. I am a
collector of hats.”

$800 -1,200

A custom grey and white pin-stripe suit, by Si Beau, including a singlevent long blazer with three front pockets, two interior pockets, grey
buttons, a silk pink paisley print interior lining, and an embroidered
interior patch that reads, “Hand Made For Mick Fleetwood by Sibeau,” no
size present; and a pair of matching trousers with two front pockets, one
back pocket, and belt loops, no size present.
Includes a 2022 Rolling Stone Special Edition magazine, signed by
Fleetwood in black marker.

$800 -1,200
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574

MICK FLEETWOOD: SMALL DW DRUM KIT IN ROAD CASE (212)
A three-piece blue sparkle drum kit with 22-inch
ride cymbal, owned and used by Mick Fleetwood.
Together with two hi-hat stands and two cymbal
stands. Housed in a red Fleetwood Mac flight case
(#212).

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Three-piece mini kit with 16-inch bass drum, 15-inch
tom, and 13-inch snare. Also includes a hi-hat and
22-inch Zildjian K ride cymbal and four stands for
snare hi-hat and two cymbals. In red road case.

YEAR
Circa 2010s

OPERATION
Sounds and plays great.

BRAND
DW

CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.
41 x 26 x 36 inches (case)

MODEL
Collector’s Series

$5,000 -7,000

TYPE
Drums
SERIAL NO
N/A
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577

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“FLEETWOOD MAC”
CASSETTE TAPE ALBUM
Fleetwood Mac’s cassette tape album
Fleetwood Mac (Reprise Records, 1975) signed
by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

575

4.5 x 3 inches

MICK FLEETWOOD: “FLEETWOOD MAC” AMPEX GOLDEN
REEL AWARD (WITH SIGNED RECORD ALBUM)

$75 -100

Ampex Golden Reel award: “Awarded to Mick Fleetwood / For ‘FLEETWOOD MAC’ / Studio:
Kendun Recorders, Inc.” Commemorating a “priceless performance.” Together with a signed
copy of the record album.
15.5 x 12.75 inches (award)

$300 -500

578

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“FLEETWOOD MAC” CD ALBUM
Fleetwood Mac’s CD album Fleetwood Mac (Warner Bros.
Records Inc., Reprise Records, 1975,1976, & 2004) signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$75 -100

579

MICK FLEETWOOD:
SIGNED “FLEETWOOD
MAC” RECORD ALBUM
WITH PRESS KIT

576

Fleetwood Mac’s record album Fleetwood
Mac (Reprise Records, 1975) signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
Accompanied by a press kit that includes
one folder, one packet of band information,
one sheet of tour schedule information,
two sheets of record album information,
one sheet of contact information, five
copies of newspaper articles, and five
headshot photographs.

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “FLEETWOOD MAC
1975 TO 1987” RECORD ALBUM BOX SET
Fleetwood Mac’s record box set compilation Fleetwood Mac 1975 to 1987
(Warner Records Inc., Reprise Records, 2019) with five records, signed by
Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.
12.75x 12.5x 1.25 inches

$200 -300

12.5 x 12.25 inches (largest)

$100 -200
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580

MICK FLEETWOOD: STAGE AND STUDIO-PLAYED TALKING DRUM
An iconic talking drum personally owned and played by Mick Fleetwood throughout his career with the band Fleetwood Mac.
This unique hourglass-shaped percussion instrument is designed to imitate the sound and tone of human speech through the
player squeezing the tension cords at different levels of intensity. Mick would use this talking drum in countless live performances,
as well as in the recording of the outro of the hit song “World Turning” from the album Fleetwood Mac (Reprise Records, 1975).
Since the song’s initial release, Mick Fleetwood has used a talking drum during live performances of “World Turning” and creates
a new solo with the instrument at every concert. Fleetwood would often come to the front of the stage with this talking drum and
rely on the audience’s excitement as he creates his music.
This is one of two main talking drums used by Mick Fleetwood during performances, the other having red tension cords. As
Fleetwood writes about talking drums:”It is a part of me, a portable way to express myself. When I play it, this primitive, one-drum
signature becomes a part of my body. It allows me to participate without the cumbersome grandeur of a drum kit, and it takes me
back to the basics: the intense need we humans have to communicate.”
He additionally writes: “Over the years, I began embellishing my performance by talking nonsense, speaking in tongues, exposing
the audience to bits of the provocative streaming of my subconscious. Almost inaudibly, I croon, mostly pitiful fragments, such as:
Don’t leave me! I can’t stand to be alone! I add some heavy breathing and a sprinkle of: Don’t you want me? And it’s cooking. The
audience begins echoing my calls and there you have it. A fire starts and the intricate improvisation around the beat of my African
drum takes off! This is my moment.”
The two drumheads are joined to the hourglass body with leather stitching along the edges, while the woven tension cords are
joined to both drumheads. The custom handmade leather strap features a hand-stitch alternating colorful textile centerpiece, and
padding along the verso.
24 x 13 inches

$100,000 -200,000
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582

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1976
FLEETWOOD MAC CONCERT
PHOTOS

581

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1970S FLEETWOOD MAC BAND PHOTOS
A collection of approximately 15 photo sheets (c. 1970s) featuring an assortment of studio shot
photographs of Fleetwood Mac. The portrait photographs feature each individual member of
Fleetwood Mac, as well as group shots, and bear photographer Sam Emerson’s stamp and various
notes for image selection and editing. Copyright not included.
12 x 10 inches (largest)

A collection of approximately 20 photo sheets
(c. 1976) featuring an assortment of concert
photographs of Fleetwood Mac, bearing
photographer Sam Emerson’s stamp and various
notes for image selection and editing.
Housed in Richard Photo Lab envelopes that have
been hand labeled in red pencil: Copyright not
included.
12 x 10 inches (largest)

$100 -200

$100 -200
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583

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1976 FLEETWOOD MAC
BAND PORTRAITS
A collection of approximately 10 photo sheets and some accompanying
negatives (c. 1976) featuring an assortment of candid and portrait
photographs of Fleetwood Mac. The portrait photographs feature individual
members of Fleetwood Mac, as well as group shots, and bear photographer
Sam Emerson’s stamp and various notes for image selection and editing.
Housed in Richard Photo Lab envelopes that have been hand labeled in red
pencil. Copyright not included.
12 x 10 inches (largest)

$100 -200

584

MICK FLEETWOOD: SCRAPBOOK AND NOTES
A black three-ring binder scrapbook containing various notes
(handwritten quotations and lyrics), doodles (a hand outline, a man’s face,
), and print-outs (sheets of paper that read: “Water Boy,” “Go Your Own
Way,”Mystified,” “Everyway,” “Caroline,” and more. The cover has a
Polaroid of Mick Fleetwood holding a chalkboard with a drum diagram
as well as various pieces of paper affixed with tape.
11.5 x 10.25 x 2 inches

$200 -300
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585

MICK FLEETWOOD: “RUMOURS” STAGE AND ALBUM COVER-WORN
HANGING WOODEN BALLS AND SIGNED ART PRINT
The two wooden balls worn by Mick Fleetwood as part of his attire for the album cover of Rumours (Warner
Bros, 1977). The balls feature a dark finish that has been worn away in a band around the circumference of
each ball, exposing the lighter wood beneath. Attached to leather cords and housed in a soft maroon cloth
drawstring case with the words “Open Sesame” embroidered in gold-tone thread.
Lost and found many times over, the balls were originally lavatory chains snatched from a club Fleetwood
Mac played during their early years and incorporated to his stage attire in a ribald nod to the blues tradition.
As Fleetwood explained to Maui Time in 2009: “In truth, I started off as a blues player. The whole ethic of a
lot of blues music is slightly suggestive, might I say. And suitably, I walked out on stage with these two
lavatory chains with these wooden balls hanging down, and after that it just stuck.”
Together with a framed art print of Fleetwood wearing the balls featuring a small doodle and inscription
from Fleetwood: “Born with them / leave with them!! / Always love / Mick Fleetwood.” and a copy of the
Rumours (Warner Bros., 1977) record album.
2.5 inches (each ball); 29.5 x 29.5 inches (print)

$100,000 -200,000
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588

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“RUMOURS” CD ALBUM
586

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“FLEETWOOD MAC/RUMOURS”
CD BOX SET
Fleetwood Mac’s CD box set Fleetwood
Mac/Rumours (Warner Bros. Records Inc., 1977)
signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours ( Warner Bros.
Records Inc., 1977) CD album signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$100 -200

$75 -100

587

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “RUMOURS
30TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION”
MOCK-UP CD ALBUM

589

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“RUMOURS” RECORD ALBUM

Fleetwood Mac’s CD album Rumours 30th Anniversary Collection
(Warner Bros. Records Inc., 1977, 2007) mock-up version.
Contains two CDs and one DVD with blank prototype booklet
and three pull out sheets. Signed by Mick Fleetwood in black
marker.
7.75 x 5.75 x 1 inches

Fleetwood Mac’s studio record album Rumours (Reprise
Records, 2009 reprint) signed by Mick Fleetwood in
silver marker.

$100 -200

12.5 x 12.25 inches

$100 -200
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590

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “RUMOURS” RECORD ALBUM WITH PRESS KIT
Fleetwood Mac’s studio record album Rumours (Reprise Records, 2009 reprint) signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold
marker. Accompanied by a 1977 press kit that includes one folder, two packets of band information, one sheet of tour
schedule information, one sheet of record album information, five copies of newspaper articles, and five band member
photographs.
12.5 x 12.25 inches (largest)

592

$200 -300

MICK FLEETWOOD: YAMAHA CP80 BABY
GRAND ELECTRIC PIANO
A c. 1970s Yamaha CP80 baby grand electric piano owned by
Mick Fleetwood. Together with detachable legs.

$700 -900

591

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 1977
“RUMOURS” TOUR BOOKLET
Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours (Warner Bros, 1977) tour
booklet. Signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
12 x 12 inches

$200 -300
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593

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED STUDIO-PLAYED “RUMOURS”
SNARE DRUM
A DW Collector’s Series “Rumours” Icon snare drum, that is limited edition number one and
was personally used and signed by Mick Fleetwood while in studio.
This unique snare drum features the Rumours album cover art composed of laser-cut and
hand-inlaid Italian grey poplar, padauk, dyed black pearwood, and white popular, set in curly
maple wood. Much like other equipment used by Mick Fleetwood throughout his career, the
hardware is gold-tone. Included is one of Fleetwood’s DW drum stands, featuring a gold-tone
finish and classic tripod design.
The head of the snare drum is signed by Fleetwood in black ink, along with a small doodle.
This item is accompanied by a Letter of Authenticity from DW Drums, indicating that this snare
drum is number 1 of 250.
20 x 12 inches (case)

$8,000 -10,000
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594

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1977 RUMOURS
“FAVORITE ALBUM” AMERICAN MUSIC
AWARD
A 1977 American Music Awards award, presented to
Fleetwood Mac for Favorite Album - Pop Rock ‘N’ Roll Music
for Rumours (Warner Bros, 1977).
14 inches

595

$5,000 -7,000

MICK FLEETWOOD: FLEETWOOD MAC POLAROID ARCHIVE
A collection of approximately 100 Polaroids of Fleetwood Mac, crew members, and unknown
individuals on tour, on stage, and in various candid situations. Some feature handwritten notes
and doodles.
4.5 x 4.5 x 3 inches (overall)

$300 -500

596

MICK FLEETWOOD: “SAINT
PAUL WELCOMES FLEETWOOD
MAC” FLYER DISPLAY
A framed triptych display titled “Saint Paul
Welcomes Back Fleetwood Mac” featuring three
flyers from Fleetwood Mac performances taking
place in Saint Paul, MN: one from 1977, one from
2003, and one from 2009.
16.75 x 26.5 inches

$100 -200
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598

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1977-1979 FLEETWOOD MAC PHOTOS WITH MAGAZINE
A collection of approximately 20 photo sheets (c. 1977-1979) featuring an assortment of concert, candid, and portrait photographs of Fleetwood Mac.
Some photographs feature individual members of Fleetwood Mac, as well as group shots, and bear photographer Sam Emerson’s stamp and various
notes for image selection and editing.
The sheets for the included “Seedy Mgt.” print advertisements feature Mick Fleetwood and John McVie furtively bringing RIAA awards into a pawn
shop. Together with a copy of the September 17, 1977 Record World Presents Salute to Fleetwood Mac, which features the advertisement in which a
photo from the “Seedy Mgt.” contact sheet appears.
Housed in Richard Photo Lab envelopes that have been hand labeled in red pencil. Copyright not included.
13.5 x 10 inches (largest)

$100 -200

597

MICK FLEETWOOD: PERSONAL PHOTO
ALBUMS (C3)
Two brown spiralbound photo albums with a red and green
stripe on the front cover containing Polaroids (of various
Fleetwood Mac members and unknown individuals). One
album contains a number of photos from one of the band’s
tours to Japan.
11.5 x 10 x 2.5 inches (overall)

$200 -300
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77

600

MICK FLEETWOOD: VINTAGE MICK FLEETWOOD AND RICHARD DASHUT
COLOR PHOTOS
Two vintage c. 1970s color photographs, one featuring Mick Fleetwood and the other featuring producer Richard Dashut.
The images are housed in clear plastic box frames.
14.25 x 11.25 x 1.5 inches

$200 -300

599

MICK FLEETWOOD: TEENAGE FENCING COSTUMES AND GEAR (WITH PHOTOS)
A group of fencing costumes and gear, from the teenage years of Mick Fleetwood. This lot is composed of three Castello-brand cream
fencing jackets, one with a blue collar, all size Large; a pair of cream suede fencing gloves, one with an “X” drawn in pencil, and “Mick”
with an doodle of Fleetwood on the other, size 10.5; a single suede cream fencing glove; a forearm pad from “Flarico,” size L; four
fencing swords (two Castello brand, one Paul brand, one unlabeled); two extra blades; and a blue fencing duffle bag from Castello,
with white trim and an attached torn airline tag.
Participating in the sport as a teenager later inspired Fleetwood in choosing his stage attire, which he shed light on in a 2014 article
written for Express. In the piece he shares: “I really wanted a costume that stood out when I played gigs. It had to be original, not too hot
to play in, and cheap, he shares. I still had my school gym kit and fencing gear. I wore the knickerbockers, tore the sleeves off the jacket to
make a waistcoat, put my gym shoes on. That was the start of my stage costume, captured on the iconic ‘Rumours’ cover, and I’ve worn
some version of that ever since.”
Includes three 3.5 x 5 inch color photographs of Fleetwood fencing in an empty arena after one of Fleetwood Mac’s concerts,
circa late 1970s.

$2,000 -3,000

601

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“CALIFORNIA JAM” CONCERT
PHOTOGRAPH (A1)
A photograph of Mick Fleetwood performing
with Fleetwood Mac at California Jam II, which
was held at the Ontario Motor Speedway on
March 18, 1978. Signed by Fleetwood in gold
marker.
18 x 12 inches

$100 -200
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602

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“CALIFORNIA JAM” CONCERT
PHOTOGRAPH (B2)
A photograph of Mick Fleetwood performing with Fleetwood
Mac at California Jam II, which was held at the Ontario Motor
Speedway on March 18, 1978. Signed by Fleetwood in gold
marker.
18 x 12 inches

$100 -200

605

MICK FLEETWOOD: BROKEN
CAREER-USED CYMBAL (C3)
A broken 17-inch Zildjian cymbal, career-used by
Mick Fleetwood.
17 inches

$200 -300

603

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“CALIFORNIA JAM” CONCERT
PHOTOGRAPH (C3)
A photograph of Mick Fleetwood performing with Fleetwood
Mac at California Jam II, which was held at the Ontario Motor
Speedway on March 18, 1978. Signed by Fleetwood in gold
marker.
18 x 12 inches

$100 -200

604

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“CALIFORNIA JAM” CONCERT
PHOTOGRAPH (D4)
A photograph of Mick Fleetwood and Stevie Nicks performing
with Fleetwood Mac at California Jam II, which was held at the
Ontario Motor Speedway on March 18, 1978. Signed by
Fleetwood in gold marker.
12 x 14 inches

$100 -200

606

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED DRUMSTICKS WITH DRUMHEAD
AND STICKERS (B2)
Two drumsticks used by Mick Fleetwood with one signed in silver marker. Accompanied by a Remo
brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s logo initials and two vintage stickers.
15 x 15 (largest)

$200 -300
80

81

607

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (D4)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

609

MICK FLEETWOOD: “TALKING
DRUM” ROAD CASE (210)

608

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (E5)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

A road case (#210) used by Mick Fleetwood
while on tour with Fleetwood Mac. The case
features several interior compartments (one
marked “Small” and one marked “Large”) as well
as tape on the exterior that reads “talking drum.”
33 x 30 x 30 inches

$1,000 -2,000

$200 -300

82

83

611

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (F6)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

612

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (G7)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300
610

MICK FLEETWOOD: MICK FLEETWOOD
BLUES BAND ROAD CASE (251)
A road case (#251) used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac.
34 x 48.5 x 30.75 inches

$1,000 -2,000

84

85

Photograph Credit: Kevin Mazur / Contributor / Getty Images

613

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM
PINSTRIPE SUIT (WITH SIGNED CD)
A custom black velvet pinstripe suit, by Louis Wells,
including black velvet striped vest with three front
pockets, two interior pocket, a buckle back, and a black
satin back and interior lining, as well as “24” handwritten
in grey marker on the interior label, no size present; and a
pair of matching custom black velvet striped trousers, by
“Louis Wells,” with a front zipper, hook and eye closure,
and velcro fastener, no size present.
Includes a CD of Fleetwood Mac’s 50 Years Don’t Stop,
signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$800 -1,200

86

87

615

614

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM
STRIPED TROUSERS (WITH SIGNED
PHOTO)
A pair of striped velvet Rumours-style custom cropped
trousers, by “Louis Wells,” with burgundy, orange, pink,
cream, and black stripes, as well as a front zipper, hook
and eye closure, and velcro fastener. No size present.

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM VELVET TROUSERS
(WITH SIGNED PHOTO)
A pair of black velvet Rumours-style custom cropped trousers, by “Louis Wells,”
with a front zipper, hook and eye closure, and velcro fastener. No size present.
Includes an 8x10 photograph of Fleetwood on stage, signed in grey marker,
“Mick Fleetwood xx.”

$600 -800

Includes an 8 x 10 photograph of Fleetwood on stage,
signed in grey marker, “Mick Fleetwood xx.”

$300 -500

88

89

616

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM VEST
FABRIC SWATCHES
A group of twenty-five fabric swatches along with two blue fabric
buttons used in the making of Mick Fleetwood’s custom vests.
The satin swatches of different shapes and sizes feature various
floral patterns, with multiple holes in a few of the pieces.
Various Sizes

$200 -300

618

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM THREE
PIECE SUIT (WITH SIGNED CD)
A custom navy blue three piece suit, by Si Beau using Holland &
Sherry English Mohairs, including: a single-vent long blazer, by Si
Beau, featuring three front pockets, two interior pockets, navy
buttons, and a silk bubblegum pink interior lining, no size
present; a matching suit vest with four front pockets, navy blue
buttons, and a blue silk interior lining, no size present; and a pair
of matching trousers with two side pockets and one back pocket,
no size present.

617

MICK FLEETWOOD: EYEBOBS PEAK PERFORMER EYEGLASSES
A pair of metal half-rim Eyebobs Peak Performer readers with horn temples along with a yellow
graphic lens cloth.

Includes a CD of Fleetwood Mac’s Say You Will albumfrom Mick
Fleetwood’s personal collection, signed by Fleetwood in black
marker on the front.

$800 -1,200

6 inches

$400 -600

90

91

621

MICK FLEETWOOD:
AMBER CROSS PENDANT
NECKLACE
A carved amber cross pendant,
suspended by a brown leather cord.
1.25 inches (Cross Length)

$100 -200

619

MICK FLEETWOOD: FLANNEL SHIRT
(WITH SIGNED CD)
A colorful flannel button-down shirt, by Mahuva, in shades of
blue, yellow, red, and green, with a single left breast pocket and
marbled buttons. Size L.
Includes a CD of The Mick Fleetwood Band’s Something Big,
signed by Fleetwood in black marker.

$300 -500

622

MICK FLEETWOOD: STAGE-WORN BLACK LOAFERS AND SOCKS
A pair of black loafers by “Pret Susan Bennis Warren Edwards” with brown leather interiors, size 10 and
a pair of black long socks with an orange stripe on each toe seam.
Size 10

$600 -800

620

MICK FLEETWOOD: B&L RAY BAN AVIATOR SUNGLASSES
A pair of B&L Aviator double-bridge sunglasses with loop temple tips along with a black leather
Oliver Peoples glasses case.
6.25 x 2.25 x 1.25 inches

$600 -800

92

93

625
623

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (H8)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

MICK FLEETWOOD: “SNARE DRUMS”
ROAD CASE
A red road case used by Mick Fleetwood, labeled “snare drums.”
The case features compartments inside for drum storage.
53 x 30 x 29 inches

$1,000 -2,000

624

MICK FLEETWOOD:
DRESSING ROOM ROAD
CASE

626

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED CUSTOM 5-INCH BRADY SNARE DRUM

A dressing room road case used by Mick
Fleetwood while on tour with Fleetwood Mac.

A custom Brady snare drum signed by Mick Fleetwood
in gold marker.

29 x 61 x 33 inches

$1,000 -2,000

YEAR
2004
BRAND
Brady Drums
MODEL
Jarrah Ply Custom Snare
TYPE
Drums

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Stunning 5x14-inch 10-tube lug exotic wood snare
drum (combined jarrah and possibly curly maple).
Nickelworks throw off.
OPERATION
Sounds great.
CONDITION NOTES
In excellent condition.
5 x 14 inches

$1,000 -2,000

SERIAL NO
JP-0801

94

95

627

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED PAISTE FAST
CRASH CYMBAL
An 18-inch Paiste fast crash cymbal signed by Mick Fleetwood in
black marker.
18 inches

$200 -300

629

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (I9)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

630
628

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED DRUMSTICKS WITH
DRUMHEAD AND STICKERS (A1)
Two drumsticks used by Mick Fleetwood with one signed in silver marker. Accompanied
by a Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s logo initials and two vintage
Fleetwood Mac stickers.

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (J10)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

15 x 15 (largest)

$200 -300

96

97

632

MICK FLEETWOOD: ROAD CASE (P3)
A road case (#P3) used by Mick Fleetwood.
52 x 30 x 29 inches

$1,000 -2,000

631

MICK FLEETWOOD: ROAD CASE (207 USC)
An empty black road case (#207 USC) used by Mick Fleetwood
featuring blue tape that reads: “MF Locker 3E (5 of 6).”
58 x 31 x 26 inches

$1,000 -2,000

98

99

633

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (K11)

635

A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (M13)

$200 -300

A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

636

MICK FLEETWOOD:
DRUM CASE (K11)
634

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (L12)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

A black Gator drum case used
by Mick Fleetwood. The case has
“MICK FLEETWOOD” spraypainted on the side in white.
9 x 20 x 18 inches

$500 -700

$200 -300

100

101

637

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (L12)
A black Gator drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The case has
“MICK FLEETWOOD / SET 2” spray-painted on the side in white
and a piece of paper with a DW Drums address printed on it.

638

12 x 16 x 16 inches

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1979 “FLEETWOOD MAC/DANNY DOUMA” FALL TOUR SCHEDULE

$500 -700

A tan Danny Douma tour itinerary with cat sketch printed on the cover from Fleetwood Mac's fall Tusk tour (Douma was the opening act).
The itinerary features performance dates from October-December 1979 with the accompanying hotel and venue information.
8.5 x 6 inches

$1,000 -2,000

102

103

639

640

MICK FLEETWOOD: “TUSK”
EPHEMERA AND
PHOTOGRAPHS

MICK FLEETWOOD: USC TROJANS MARCHING BAND
HELMET WITH SIGNED "TUSK" ALBUM
A USC Marching Band Trojan-style helmet, personally owned by Mick Fleetwood. The
gold-tone plastic helmet features a maroon feather mohawk, an ornate design featuring
the letters “S. C.” to the front, a leather chin strap, and a plastic helmet interior lining. A
barcode on the interior reads, “USC Trojan Marching Band - 0372.”

A collection of ephemera and photographs
relating to Fleetwood Mac’s studio album Tusk
(Warner Bros, 1979), tour, and song of same
name including: photographs from the music
video shoot that took place at USC; a
newspaper clipping from The Aquarian
(November 14, 1979) covering Tusk, saved by
Mick Fleetwood; a copy of the Tusk record
album, signed by Fleetwood; and an original
Fall 1979 U.S. tour schedule for the Tusk tour
with doodles and annotations.

Fleetwood Mac famously utilized the 112-piece USC Marching Band for the
promotional video for the song “Tusk” from their album of the same name which was
filmed at Dodger Stadium in 1979. Fleetwood Mac would perform the song live with the
marching band many times over the years, including during their live performances on
The Dance tour in 1997, at the USC Football halftime show on 11/28/1998, and in 2016
alongside Will Ferrell and the Cancer for College for a team drum off.
Mick Fleetwood also enjoyed a special relationship with the band, performing with
them on multiple occasions following the taping of the “Tusk” video, and was gifted this
helmet by the band director on one of those occasions.

11 x 14 inches (largest photo)

$1,000 -2,000

Together with a Tusk (Warner Bros, 1979) record album signed by Mick Fleetwood in
black marker.

$1,000 -2,000

104

105

641

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1979 “TUSK” JUDY WONG FALL TOUR SCHEDULE
A Fleetwood Mac Tusk 1979 USA fall tour schedule with handwritten notes belonging to Judy Wong, who
handled merchandise for the band. Unpulled backstage pass included inside.
8.5 x 6 inches

642

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1979 “TUSK” PRESS KIT AND MICK FLEETWOOD
AND JOHN MCVIE SIGNED “TUSK” TOUR PROGRAM

$1,000 -2,000

A 1979 press kit for Fleetwood Mac’s album Tusk (Warner Bros, 1979) that includes one folder, four stapled
packets of band and album information, one sheet of Danny Douma information, one sheet of single picks,
one sheet of discography information, one sheet of band facts, and three band member photographs.
Accompanied by a Tusk tour program signed on the cover by Mick Fleetwood in black marker, Fleetwood
again on the inside in black pen, and on the inside by John McVie in black pen.
14 x 11 inches

$200 -300

106

107

643

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1979-1980 “TUSK” TOUR EPHEMERA AND “1980 TUSK PACIFIC TOUR”
SCHEDULE
A white three-ring binder containing ephemera relating to Fleetwood Mac’s tour in support of Tusk (Warner Bros, 1979) as well as to events that
occurred during that time (October 1979 - September 1980) including: security manager Wayne Cody’s documents (hotel charges annotated in
pencil by Cody, notes); photocopies (1967 Zigzag magazine timeline / fact sheet by Peter Frame “Fleetwood Mac: (Almost) All You Ever Wanted to
Know”); newspaper clippings and photocopies of news articles (John McVie’s marriage to Julie Ann Rubens and various legal matters relating to the
couple, the declaration of “Fleetwood Mac Day” by Honolulu mayor Frank Fasi, performance reviews); Warner Bros publicity shots of the band
members; backstage and dressing room passes from the tour; a photograph of Wayne Cody (signed by Cody); two vintage Penguin Promotions
bumper stickers and an assortment of concert tickets (mounted on blue paper); public relations correspondence from Sharon Weisz; a January
through June 1980 itinerary; “Seedy Management, Inc” band riders detailing requirements for crew, transportation, stage, and dressing rooms;
stage and rigging plan diagrams; an official Warner Bros press kit for the album. The binder has a 1979 “backstage dressing room” pass affixed to
the spine and the materials inside are housed in plastic sleeves (with the exception of photocopies, which are not).
Together with a 1980 “Tusk Pacific Tour” schedule containing the group’s travel details for this leg of the tour.
11.5 x 10.25 x 1.75 inches

$1,000 -2,000

108

109

644

MICK FLEETWOOD: CHRISTINE AND
JOHN MCVIE PENGUIN PHOTOGRAPH
WITH VINTAGE BUMPER STICKERS
A black and white c. 1979 photograph of Christine and John
McVie holding a penguin together with two vintage bumper
stickers, one beige and one yellow, and a small black patch
with white letters and border.
The beige sticker reads “Have you hugged your penguin
today? / Fleetwood Mac / Penguin Promotions” and the yellow
sticker reads “Caution I break for penguins / stop at Penguin
Feather for records and tapes.” The patch reads “Penguins.”
10 x 8 inches (photo); 3 x 11.5 inches (bumper stickers)

$200 -300

645

MICK FLEETWOOD: PERSONAL PHOTO ALBUM (B2)
A three-ring binder style photo album with dark brown marbled cover with a gold border
containing newspaper clippings (Fleetwood Mac concert reviews dated 1979-1980) and
Polaroids (of various Fleetwood Mac members and unknown individuals).
13 x 13 x 1.5 inches

$200 -300

110

111

646

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “TUSK” POSTER
Fleetwood Mac Tusk poster signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.
24 x 36 inches

$100 -200

647

648

MICK FLEETWOOD: “30 SECOND TV” STORYBOARD AND SIGNED “TUSK”
RECORD ALBUM

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
LIMITED EDITION “TUSK” POSTER

Fleetwood Mac’s studio record album Tusk (Warner Bros. Records Inc., 1979) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black
marker. Accompanied by a 30 Second TV storyboard produced by Freeman Mathews and Milne.

A Fleetwood Mac Tusk limited edition poster signed by
Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.

12.75 x 12.5 inches

34 x 24 inches

$100 -200

$200 -300

112

113

650

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1980 “TUSK”
SPRING TOUR SCHEDULE WITH
BACKSTAGE PASS (A1)
A Fleetwood Mac Tusk 1980 US and Canada spring
tour schedule with handwritten notes. Unpulled
backstage pass included inside.
8.5 x 6 inches

$1,000 -2,000

649

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1980 “TUSK”
EUROPEAN TOUR SCHEDULE WITH
BACKSTAGE PASS
A Fleetwood Mac Tusk 1980 European tour schedule
with handwritten notes. Unpulled back stage pass
included inside.
8.5 x 6 inches

$1,000 -2,000

114

115

652

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1980 “TUSK”
SUMMER TOUR SCHEDULE
A Fleetwood Mac Tusk 1980 US summer tour
schedule with handwritten notes. Unpulled backstage
pass included inside.
8.5 x 6 inches

$1,000 -2,000

651

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1980 “TUSK”
SPRING TOUR SCHEDULE WITH
BACKSTAGE PASS (B2)
Fleetwood Mac Tusk 1980 US and Canada spring
tour schedule with handwritten notes. Unpulled
backstage pass included inside.
8.5 x 6 inches

$1,000 -2,000

116

117

653

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1980 PRESS
CLIPPINGS ENVELOPE AND
PORTFOLIO
654

One envelope containing one handwritten note
and 13 press clippings. Written on the note: “10-1282 Dear Mick, There’s so much to say-yet nothing at
all. Just keep doing good! xoxox S.” Accompanied
by a portfolio of approximately 53 loose pages of
press clippings with articles about Fleetwood Mac
from 1980.

MICK FLEETWOOD: PERSONAL
PHOTO ALBUM (E5)
A red marbled spiral bound with “Photo Album” in gold
lettering on front cover the front cover containing
photos from the Fleetwood Mac tour, summer 1980.
Contains a “Fleetwood Mac Summer Tour / United
States / August 1980” tour book sheet on first page and
a slip of yellow paper that reads “Judy took penguin
picture plane” on the last page.

14.5 x 13 x 1 inches

$1,000 -2,000

11.5 x 10 x 1.5 inches

$200 -300

118

119

655

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“FLEETWOOD MAC LIVE”
CASSETTE TAPE ALBUM

658

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “LIVE”
DELUXE EDITION RECORDS AND
CD ALBUMS (C3)

Fleetwood Mac’s cassette tape album
Fleetwood Mac Live (Warner Bros. Records
Inc., 1980) signed by Mick Fleetwood in
black marker.

Fleetwood Mac’s deluxe edition of Live (Warner Records
Inc., 2021 reprint) with three CDs, two vinyl record LPs,
one 7” vinyl record, and one booklet, with outside cover
signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.

4.5 x 3 inches

12.75x 12.5x .75 inches

$75 -100

$200 -300

656

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“FLEETWOOD MAC LIVE”
PROMO CASSETTE TAPE
ALBUM
Fleetwood Mac’s promotional cassette tape
album Fleetwood Mac Live (Warner Bros.
Records Inc., 1987) signed by Mick Fleetwood
in black marker.

659

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “LIVE”
RECORD ALBUM (A1)
Fleetwood Mac’s record album Live ( Warner Bros.
Records Inc., 1980) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black
marker.

4.5 x 3 inches

12.5 x 12.25 inches

$75 -100

$100 -200

657

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“LIVE” CD BOX SET

660

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “LIVE”
RECORD ALBUM (B2)

Fleetwood Mac’s CD box set Live (Warner
Bros. Records Inc., 1980) with two CDs.
Signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
12.5 x 5.75 inches

Fleetwood Mac’s live record album Live (Warner Bros.
Records Inc., 1980) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black
marker.

$75 -100

12.5 x 12.25 inches

$100 -200

120

121

662

MICK FLEETWOOD: PRINCE CHARLES AND LADY DIANA
COMMEMORATIVE MARRIAGE TIN
A commemorative tin related to the marriage of H.R.H The Prince of Wales and Lady
Diana Spencer on July 29th, 1981. The maroon tin features a round photograph of
Charles and Diana in the center with an ornate golden border.
5.25 x 5.25 x 2 inches

$50 -75

663
661

MICK FLEETWOOD: FLEETWOOD MAC CREW
PHOTOGRAPH ARCHIVE
A collection of approximately 30 photos (mostly black and white, with several color) of
various Fleetwood Mac crew members c. 1975-1987 in studio, on stage, and on tour.
Together with the September 17, 1977 issue of Record World Presents: A Salute to
Fleetwood Mac, which includes photos and discussion of some of the members pictured
such as lighting director Curry Grant, road manager John Courage, and others.

MICK FLEETWOOD: STEVIE NICKS
“EDGE OF SEVENTEEN” RECORD
SINGLE
A 7-inch 45rpm record single of the Stevie Nicks hit
“Edge of Seventeen,” including the previously
unreleased live version, from the personal record
collection of Mick Fleetwood.
7 x 7.25 Inches

$100 -200

11 x 14 inches (largest photo)

$100 -200

122

123

665

MICK FLEETWOOD: “GYPSY” AMERICAN VIDEO AWARD
A 1982 “Special Merit” American Video Award, presented to Mick Fleetwood for the
music video for “Gypsy, “ from Fleetwood Mac’s thirteenth studio album, Mirage (Warner
Bros, 1982).
7 x 9 x 6 inches

$5,000 -7,000

664

MICK FLEETWOOD: STEVIE NICKS GICLEE ARTWORK
A canvas with a digital art giclee of Stevie Nicks, signed “Gelardi ‘19.”
41 x 42 inches

$200 -300

124

125

668

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“MIRAGE” RECORD ALBUM
A copy of Fleetwood Mac’s studio album,
Mirage (Warner Bros, 1982) signed by Mick
Fleetwood in gold marker.

666

MICK FLEETWOOD: “MIRAGE” TOUR EPHEMERA
WITH VIOLET VINYL RECORD ALBUM

12.25 x 12.25 inches

$100 -200

A collection of ephemera relating to Fleetwood Mac’s tour in support of
Mirage (Warner Bros, 1982) including a three-ring binder (containing an
assortment of travel and accommodation documents, penguin tags, and
photocopies of press coverage of the tour) and Wayne Cody’s schedule for
the taping of the tour performances October 21 - 22, 1982 at the Forum in
Los Angeles, CA. Together with a violet vinyl pressing of the Mirage record
album.
12.25 inches x 12.25 inches

$300 -500

669

MICK FLEETWOOD: END OF
TOUR PHOTO

667

MICK FLEETWOOD: MIRAGE RECORDING EPHEMERA WITH POSTER AND
SIGNED QUIEX II LIMITED EDITION PROMOTIONAL RECORD ALBUM

A framed and matted color crew photograph
commemorating the end of an unidentified
Fleetwood Mac tour.

A collection of ephemera relating to the production of Fleetwood Mac’s thirteenth studio album, Mirage (Warner
Bros, 1982) including: an itinerary for the group’s trip to France to record at Le Chateau in Herouville with the name
“Wayne-O” (Wayne Cody) written on the cover; a blue folder containing a Polaroid and an assortment of
handwritten documents from the time of production (including quotations from producer Ken Caillat); and two
itineraries for meetings in the UK, on Bright Music Limited letterhead.

13.25 x 16.25 inches

$50 -75

Together with a Quiex II Limited Edition promotional pressing of the album and a large vintage Mirage poster, both
signed by Mick Fleetwood.
24 x 48 inches (poster)

$300 -500

126

127

672

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (B2)

670

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 1983 “FIRST ANNUAL 10K ROCK ‘N’ RUN 3K
CELEBRITY RUN AND CONCERT” POSTER (WITH PHOTO)
A poster for the 1983 First Annual 10K Rock ‘N’ Run 3K Celebrity Run and Concert signed by Mick Fleetwood in
gold marker. Accompanied by a photo depicting the band members of Fleetwood Mac holding the poster.

A black Gator drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The
case has “Mick Fleetwood - Set 1” spray-painted on the
side and a piece of red tape that reads “Silver Cocktail Kick
w Mic,” as well as a piece of paper with a DW Drums
address printed on it.

27.5 x 20.75 inches (poster)

19 x 23 x 23 inches

$200 -300

$500 -700

673

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
DRUMSTICKS WITH DRUMHEAD
AND STICKERS (D4)

671

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (A1)
A black Gator drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The
case has “Mick Fleetwood - Set 2” spray-painted on the
side and an FM Touring tag that reads “4.”
16 x 19 x 19 inches

Two drumsticks used by Mick Fleetwood with one
signed in silver marker. Accompanied by a Remo
brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s logo
initials and two vintage stickers.

$500 -700

15 x 15 (largest)

$200 -300

128

129

674

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (A1)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

675

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (B2)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

676

MICK FLEETWOOD: ROAD CASE (111)
A road case (#111) used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour
with Fleetwood Mac.
38 x 39 x 25 inches

$1,000 -2,000

131

678

MICK FLEETWOOD: ZILDJIAN LOW EARTH PLATE
A Zildjian brand Earth Plate (Low), personally used by Mick Fleetwood, with
small cord affixed for mounting or hanging.
11.5 inches

$50 -75

677

MICK FLEETWOOD: ROAD CASE (D46)
A road case (#D46) used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour
with Fleetwood Mac.
35 x 58 x 35 inches

$1,000 -2,000

679

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUMHEAD AND STICKERS
WITH ZZ TOP DRUMSTICK
A Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s logo initials. Accompanied
by two vintage Fleetwood Mac stickers and a 2003 ProMark ZZ Top Frank
Beard drumstick.
15 x 15 (largest)

$100 -200

132

133

680

MICK FLEETWOOD:
DRUMHEAD WITH LOGO (A1)
A Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s
logo initials.
15 x 15 inches

682

$75 -100

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (C3)
A black Gator drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The case
has “Mick Fleetwood - Set 2” spray-painted on the side and
a piece of paper with a DW Drums address printed on it.
18 x 21 x 21 inches

$500 -700

683

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (D4)
681

MICK FLEETWOOD:
DRUMHEAD WITH LOGO (B2)
A Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s
logo initials.

A black drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The case has a
piece of tape that reads “FM 17” affixed to it, and an FM
Touring tag.
24 x 25 x 25 inches

$500 -700

15 x 15 inches

$75 -100

134

135

685

MICK FLEETWOOD: JEFF HAMILTON
LIMITED-EDITION SUPERBOWL
PATCH LEATHER JACKET
A Jeff Hamilton black leather jacket with various large
Super Bowl patches throughout, silver snap buttons down
the front, two front pockets, one interior pocket, and a red
satin interior lining. Featured on the interior is a large black
patch with golden embroidery that reads “99/100 Limited
Edition Jacket Designed By Jeff Hamilton,” and is signed
by Hamilton in gold marker. Size XL.

$800 -1,200
684

MICK FLEETWOOD: GREY AQUASCUTUM BLAZER
A grey double-breasted long blazer, by Aquascutum, featuring two back vents,
three front pockets, four interior pockets, shoulder pads, black buttons, and a
midnight blue interior lining. No size present.

$600 -800

136

137

687

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM GREY SUIT
(WITH SIGNED MAGAZINE)

686

A black 100% wool coat, by Lane Davis, featuring black velvet swirl details
embellished with black rhinestones, a peak lapel, black fabric buttons, two front
pockets, two interior pockets, and a satin patterned interior lining. No size present.

A custom grey suit, by Si Beau using Holland & Sherry English
Mohairs, including: a single-vent long blazer with three front
pockets, two interior pockets, grey buttons, and an iridescent
purple interior lining, as well as an embroidered interior patch
that reads “Hand Made For Mick Fleetwood by Sibeau,” no size
present; and a pair of matching grey trousers with two side
pockets and one back pocket, no size present.

Includes a VHS copy of The Mick Fleetwood Story: Two Sticks and a Drum (CreaTVty,
2000), signed by Fleetwood in black marker.

Includes a 2022 Rolling Stone Special Edition magazine, signed
by Fleetwood in black marker.

$600 -800

$800 -1,200

MICK FLEETWOOD: LANE DAVIS EMBELLISHED COAT
(WITH SIGNED VHS)

138

139

688

MICK FLEETWOOD: HERBERT JOHNSON BOWLER HAT
A black Herbert Johnson brand Bowler hat, personally owned by Mick Fleetwood. The
hat features a black ribbon hat band, brown leather sweat band, and cream satin
interior lining. Tag reads size “7 1/4 - 59.”
Writing for Express in 2014, Fleetwood explained his love of hats in an article that, in
part, reads: “I’ve always worn hats, many hats, too many hats at times, and even though
I’ve never given losing my hair much thought, hats have proven to be rather a chic
fashion segue as the years have gone by. Hats are poetic, romantic; they provide
generous amounts of theatrics for an old drama queen like myself. They’re also handy to
keep about in case things get desperate. Did you know they make great coin collectors
for busking? My channeling of the Mad Hatter began as a “spark” from seeing my father
getting ready for work, donning his Air Force peaked hats and berets. I have memories
of playing dress up in them. I still have them but, after some 30 years in showbusiness,
sad to say my head is somewhat larger than it once was, so my father’s hats no longer fit.
I am a collector of hats.”

689

MICK FLEETWOOD: VINTAGE HAT STRETCHER
A vintage metal hat form mold and hat stretcher with electrical cord. Made
by S&S Hardware Co. factory supplies.
12 x 7 x 8.5 inches

$200 -300

$800 -1,200

140

141

690

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM BLUE
BLAZER (WITH SIGNED MAGAZINE)
A custom blue single-vent blazer, by Si Beau, featuring
three front pockets, two interior pockets, navy buttons,
and a navy interior lining. embroidered interior patch
reads, “Specially designed For Mick Fleetwood by
Si beau.” No size present.
Includes a 2022 Rolling Stone Special Edition magazine,
signed by Fleetwood in black marker.

$800 -1,200

691

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1984 CHRISTINE MCVIE TOUR EPHEMERA
A collection of ephemera relating to Christine McVie’s 1984 U.S. Tour (April - May 1984) in support of her second solo album, Christine McVie
(Warner Bros, 1984) including: four tour itineraries (including tour manager Wayne Cody’s annotated copy) and a white three-ring binder containing:
a note from manager John Courage; a photocopied setlist; various tickets and backstage passes (mounted on blue paper); a script for the “Love Will
Show Us How” music video; a Warner Bros press kit and publicity photo and more.
Together with a poster featuring the album artwork.
11.75 x 10.5 x 2 inches (overall)

$200 -300
142

143

692

MICK FLEETWOOD: CHRISTINE MCVIE SOLO ALBUM POSTER AND SHEET MUSIC
Sheet music for McVie’s song “Got a Hold on Me” and a large poster featuring the album cover artwork from her self-titled solo
album Christine McVie (Warner Bros, 1984).
24 x 36 inches (poster)

$100 -200

693

MICK FLEETWOOD: PERSONAL
PHOTO ALBUM (A1)
A three-ring binder style photo album with gold border on
the front cover. The album contains photos (Polaroids of
various Fleetwood Mac members and unknown individuals)
and newspaper clippings (concerning miscellaneous
events, most dated 1984: the flooding of the Saltair Resort
in Utah, the death of Andy Kaufman, the return of the
Sphinx’s chin, and genetic engineering). Roughly half of the
pages contain material, the remainder are blank.
12 x 11.5 x 3 inches

$200 -300

144

145

694

MICK FLEETWOOD: MICK FLEETWOOD’S ZOO PHOTOGRAPHS AND EPHEMERA
WITH USED AND SIGNED DRUMSTICKS
A collection of photographs and ephemera relating to the band Mick Fleetwood’s Zoo including: photographs of the group
performing together; a tour itinerary booklet detailing performances from 1983; a photocopy of a 1986 article in which Fleetwood
discusses the group; and a script for a never-produced music video for the song “Tear It Up” titled “Plastic Surgery.”
Together with a pair of signed signature Mick Fleetwood drumsticks, personally owned and used by Fleetwood.
12 x 9 inches (booklet)

$200 -300

695

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1980S
FLEETWOOD MAC PHOTOS
A collection of approximately 30 photo sheets
(c. 1980s) featuring an assortment of
photographs of Fleetwood Mac at events and
performances. Copyright not included.

696

12 x 10 inches (largest)

A spiralbound photo album with light green patterned cover
that reads “Photo Album” in gold writing containing photos of
various Fleetwood Mac members and unknown individuals,
including shots from Japan and a performance at Nassau
Coliseum (two pages contain yellow strips of torn notebook
paper that read “Stevie by Mick” and “Nassau,” respectively).

MICK FLEETWOOD: PERSONAL PHOTO
ALBUM (D4)

$100 -200

11.5 x 10.5 x 1.5 inches

$200 -300

146

147

697

MICK FLEETWOOD: MICK FLEETWOOD'S ZOO "SHAKING THE CAGE" STAGE-PLAYED
DW COLLECTOR'S SERIES DRUM KIT IN ROAD CASE
A silver five-piece DW Collector’s Series drum kit used by Mick
Fleetwood during his performances with Mick Fleetwood’s Zoo c.
1983-1993. A silver kit can be seen being played by Fleetwood live on
stage with the Zoo during live television appearances, including their
appearance on American Bandstand in 1984 and their appearances
with Bekka Bramlett on The Dennis Miller Show in 1992. Fleetwood
formed Mick Fleetwood’s Zoo with Fleetwood Mac guitarist Billy
Burnette, guitarist/vocalist Steve Ross, and bassist/vocalist George
Hawkins. Housed in a red road case (F2) featuring a National sun logo.

SERIAL NO
TBC

YEAR
Circa 1980s-1990s

CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.

BRAND
DW

54 x 33 x 33 (road case); 21 x 21 x 17 inches (additional box)

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Maple in silver grey sparkle (28, 18, 16, 14, and 12-inch). Housed
in red flight case trunk.
OPERATION
Sounds great.

$7,000 -9,000

MODEL
Custom Collector’s Series
TYPE
Drums

148

149

698

MICK FLEETWOOD:
1980S MCVIE EVENT
PHOTOS (WITH
BACKSTAGE PASSES)
A collection of approximately 15 photo
sheets featuring photos taken during
Christine McVie’s 1983 event, An
Evening with Christine McVie and
Special Guests (MTV/Music Television,
Warner Bros Records). Housed in a
Richard Photo Lab envelope that has
been hand labeled in red pencil.
Copyright not included.
Together with Mick Fleetwood’s passes
from the event.
12 x 10 inches (largest)

$100 -200

699

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1985
FAN-MADE STEVIE NICKS
AND MICK FLEETWOOD
ARTWORK
A fan-made drawing of Mick Fleetwood
and Stevie Nicks by Mike Moentk, signed
and dated “6/85” by Moentk in blue
pencil.
17.5 x 15.5 inches

$100 -200

700

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1987 “SHAKE THE CAGE” NORTH AMERICAN TOUR EPHEMERA
A collection of ephemera relating to the North American leg of Fleetwood Mac’s Shake the Cage tour (September - December 1987)
including security manager Wayne Cody’s annotated tour itinerary booklet and a white three-ring binder containing various sleeved
and unsleeved ephemera: backstage passes mounted on blue paper; photos of the band; tour rider; a photocopied setlist; a list of
pass-holders; travel, accommodation, and venue information
11.75 x 10.5 x 2 inches (overall)

$1,000 -2,000

150

151

703

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“TANGO IN THE NIGHT”
CASSETTE ALBUM
Cassette tape box for Fleetwood Mac’s Tango
In The Night (Warner Bros. Records Inc., 1987)
signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
Inside is a cassette tape for Fleetwood Mac’s
Live (Warner Bros. Records Inc., 1980).
4.5 x 3 inches

$75 -100

701

MICK FLEETWOOD: RECORD ALBUMS AND
SIGNED MUSIC BOOKS WITH MOCK-UP
A pair of Fleetwood Mac music books (featuring transcriptions of the
songs from Tusk and Tango in the Night) that have been signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker. Together with the corresponding
record albums and a pre-publication mock-up music book
(unknown).
12.25 x 12.25 inches (records)

$100 -200

704

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “TANGO
IN THE NIGHT” RECORD ALBUM WITH
“SEVEN WONDERS” MUSIC VIDEO
SET SKETCH COPY
702

A copy of Fleetwood Mac’s studio album Tango in the Night
(Warner Bros, 1987) that has been signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “1987
FLEETWOOD MAC IN CONCERT”
TOUR PROGRAM

Together with a vintage copy of the sketch of the set for the
music video for “Seven Wonders.” The copy has been
labeled “Fleetwood Mac ‘Seven Wonders’ Music Video /
Design: Louis Mawcinitt.”

Fleetwood Mac’s 1987 Fleetwood Mac In Concert
(Fleetwood Tours, 1987) tour program. Signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

17 x 11 inches (sketch copy)

12 x 9 inches

$200 -300

$100 -200

152

153

705

MICK FLEETWOOD: FLEETWOOD MAC
BAND MEMBER SIGNED PHOTO
A photograph depicting the band Fleetwood Mac signed by
Christine McVie, John McVie, and Mick Fleetwood in black
marker.
14 x 11 inches

$300 -500

706

MICK FLEETWOOD: FLEETWOOD MAC
SNAPSHOT ARCHIVE

707

A collection of approximately 100 snapshots of Fleetwood
Mac (c. 1977-1987) depicting the band, crew members, and
unknown individuals on tour, on stage, and in various candid
situations.

A collection of ephemera relating to the European leg Fleetwood Mac’s Shake the Cage tour (May - June 1988) including
security manager Wayne Cody’s annotated tour itinerary and a white three-ring binder containing various sleeved and
unsleeved ephemera: photos of the band; backstage pass; a program from the June 25 performance at the RDS Arena
in Dublin (along with a photocopy of a negative review of the show); various memos, some illustrated; accommodation
and travel information; and photocopied setlists.

7 x 5 x 3 inches (overall)

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1988 “SHAKE THE CAGE” EUROPEAN TOUR EPHEMERA

12 x 11 x 2 inches

$100 -200

$1,000 -2,000

154

155

708

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1988 SIGNED
“HAPPY BIRTHDAY STEVIE NICKS
AND MICK FLEETWOOD” FAN
MAGAZINE WITH RUMOURS
EPHEMERA
A May/June 1988 “Happy Birthday Stevie Nicks and
Mick Fleetwood” issue of the Rumours fan magazine
that has been signed by Mick Fleetwood in black
marker.
Together with an assortment of Rumours press
materials, a vintage Rumours sticker, and a copy of
the record album.
12.25 x 12.25 inches (record)

$100 -200

709

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1988 STEVIE NICKS FAN ARTWORK
A framed and matted fan-made pencil drawing of Stevie Nicks that has been hand
labeled “Gypsy / Stevie,” sign “Carrie,” and dated “6/22/88” in pencil.
25 x 22 inches

$100 -200

710

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1989 “THE FAB FOURTH”
DSP / ABC AWARD
A framed display presented to Mick Fleetwood in acknowledgement of
his help with The Fab Fourth weekend special that aired July 4, 1989
commemorating the 25th anniversary of The Beatles’ arrival in the
U.S.A. The award features a “gold” record, a small The Fab Fourth
badge, and a DSP plaque that reads: “Presented To / Mick Fleetwood /
For their help in the production of / THE FAB FOURTH / for Denny
Somach Productions / and / The ABC Radio Networks.”

711

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1990 “BEHIND THE MASK”
TOUR EPHEMERA

21 x 17 inches

A collection of ephemera relating to Fleetwood Mac’s 1990 Behind the Mask
World Tour including two schedule booklets (from the European and “Down
Under” legs of the tour) and a white three-ring binder containing: The Daily
Capsule Fleetwood Mac humorous newsletter; various tickets to concerts;
numerous handwritten notes from security manager Wayne Cody; memos and
day sheets; setlist; various hotel expense documents.

$200 -300

11.5 x 10 x 1.5 inches

$500 -700

156

157

713

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1990 “BEHIND THE MASK” TOUR
SCHEDULE BOOKS
Three tour schedule books from Fleetwood Mac’s 1990 Behind the Mask World Tour
including a leatherbound book from the North American leg of the tour and
paperbound books from the “Down Under” and European legs of the tour. The
“Down Under” book contains security manager Wayne Cody’s annotations.
9.5 x 8 x 3 inches

$500 -700

712

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1990 “BEHIND
THE MASK” TOUR PROGRAM WITH
PHOTOS
A copy of Fleetwood Mac’s 1990 Behind the Mask tour
program. Together with approximately 35 photos of band
members, mainly Mick Fleetwood and John McVie (but
also Rick Vito, Billy Burnette, and guest percussionist
Okyerema Asante) some of which are featured in the tour
book.
14 x 11 inches (tour book)

$100 -200

714

MICK FLEETWOOD: “BEHIND THE MASK” STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHS AND
MEDIUM FORMAT NEGATIVES
A collection of approximately 30 color photographs of Fleetwood Mac in studio for the recording of Behind the Mask
(Warner Bros, 1990) and some of the accompanying medium-format negatives. Many of these photos are featured in the
official Fleetwood Mac Behind the Mask world tour book. Copyright not included.
6 x 4.5 x 1.5 inches (overall)

$100 -200
158

159

715

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1990 “GOLD” SWISS
“BEHIND THE MASK” CD ALBUM AWARD
A 1990 framed, blue matte mounted Swiss Musikvertrieb AG
Zurich “Gold” CD Album Award, presented to Mick Fleetwood for
over 25,000 copies sold of the Fleetwood Mac album, Behind the
Mask (Warner Bros, 1990).

$300 -500

717

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1993
BILL CLINTON INAUGURAL
BALL “PERFORMING ARTIST”
CUSTOM LEATHER JACKET
A brown leather jacket, custom made for Mick
Fleetwood after Fleetwood Mac’s
performance at Bill Clinton’s 1993 Inaugural
Ball. The insulated zip-up jacket, by “Golden
Bear,” features shoulder straps, a wool knit
hem, an olive green acetate interior lining, two
front pockets, two side pockets, and one
interior pocket with an embroidered leather
patch that reads, “President and Vice
President Inauguration 1993 - Performing
Artist - The 52nd Presidential Inauguration.”
Size XL.

716

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“BEHIND THE MASK” CD ALBUM
Fleetwood Mac’s CD album Behind the Mask
(Warner Bros. Records Inc., 1990) signed by Mick
Fleetwood with black marker.

$6,000 -8,000

5 x 5.5 inches

$100 -200

160

161

718

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“A CELEBRATION OF THE BLUES”
MEMORIAL CD ALBUM (A1)
Mick Fleetwood’s CD album A Celebration of the
Blues (Mick Fleetwood, 1994) dedicated to the
memory of Albert Collins 1932-1993. Signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$75 -100

719

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“A CELEBRATION OF THE BLUES”
MEMORIAL CD ALBUM (B2)
Mick Fleetwood’s CD album A Celebration of the
Blues (Mick Fleetwood, 1994) dedicated to the
memory of Albert Collins 1932-1993. Signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$75 -100

720

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1990S FREEDOM ITALY SUNGLASSES
A pair of vintage 1990s Freedom Italy rounded sunglasses with blue lenses, made in Italy,
with a leather nose bridge, and a black leather “Superfocus” hard case.
6 x 2.5 x 1 inches (case)

$600 -800

162

163

Photograph Credit: Ralph Dominguez / MediaPunch / Alamy Stock Photo
721

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1990S RED CARPET-WORN
VELVET JACKET
A custom velvet jacket, by Si Beau, featuring an abstract vine and colorful
leaf pattern, three front pockets, two interior pockets, matching velvet
buttons, and a black silk interior lining, as well as an embroidered interior
patch that reads “Specially Designed for Mick Fleetwood by Si beau.”
Mick Fleetwood was photographed wearing the jacket on multiple
occasions including: on August 23, 1993 during the premiere of Boxing
Helena at Music Hall Theater in Beverly Hills, California; to the VH1 Honors
Special held on April 29, 1996; and alongside Stevie Nicks on May 8, 1996
during the Twister premiere at Mann Village Theatre in Westwood,
California.

$1,000 -2,000

164

723

MICK FLEETWOOD: “THE DANCE”
EPHEMERA
722

A collection of ephemera relating to Fleetwood Mac’s
live album The Dance (Reprise, 1997) including: a
poster featuring the album artwork (signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker); a double Best Buy
Presents Fleetwood Mac Tour 97 CD; four identical
promotional “The Mac is Back” album booklets; and
over 80 5x5-inch color photographs of Fleetwood in
the outfit seen on the album cover (along with contact
sheets).

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1995 “IN THESE STRANGE TIMES” FAX AND JOHN MCVIE
HANDWRITTEN LETTER
A handwritten letter from Mick Fleetwood to John McVie concerning the inclusion and placement of “In These Strange Times”
on Fleetwood Mac’s sixteenth studio album, Time (Warner Bros, 1995). The letter was written in pen on three sheets of paper
and reads in part:
“Having reached somewhat of an impasse with regards to my song I felt it appropriate to let you know my feelings and to try and
have you understand why it has all left me hurt and suffocated” and concludes “I felt this letter was a way of clearing the air, and of
letting you know just how deeply my feelings have been affected by this whole matter. Still this crazy world goes on. I love you
very much.”

24 x 18 inches (poster)

$100 -200

Together with a fax from John Courage (dated June 6, 1995) discussing the naming of the album that concludes: “Hope all is
going well and indeed it is very strange to be finishing an album this way.”
12.75 x 9 inches

$200 -300

166

167

724

MICK FLEETWOOD: “THE DANCE” RIAA CERTIFIED SALES AWARD
A RIAA Certified Sales Award presented to Mick Fleetwood for the sale of more than five million copies
of the compact disc and cassette album, and over one million copies of the music video for the
Fleetwood Mac’s The Dance (Reprise, 1997).
The matte black frame features the cover art forThe Dance along with five copies of the CD and a
commemorative plaque along the bottom edge.
21 x 21 inches

725

MICK FLEETWOOD: FLEETWOOD MAC FULLY BAND SIGNED
“THE DANCE” PROMOTIONAL POSTER (A1)
A promotional poster for Fleetwood Mac’s live album, The Dance (Reprise, 1997), signed by all five
members of the classic Fleetwood Mac lineup in black marker: Stevie Nicks, Mick Fleetwood, John
McVie, Christine McVie, and Lindsey Buckingham.

$2,000 -3,000

24 x 18 inches

$1,000 -2,000

168

169

727

728

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“TEMPORARY ONE, SILVER SPRINGS”
PROMO CD ALBUM

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “THE
DANCE” CD ALBUM

Fleetwood Mac’s promotional CD album Temporary One, Silver
Springs (Reprise Records, 1997). Signed by Mick Fleetwood in
black marker.
5 x 5 inches

Fleetwood Mac’s CD album The Dance (Reprise Records, 1997)
signed by Mick Fleetwood with black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$100 -200

$100 -200

726

MICK FLEETWOOD: FLEETWOOD MAC FULLY BAND SIGNED
“THE DANCE” PROMOTIONAL POSTER (B2)
A Fleetwood Mac full band signed promotional poster for the live album, The Dance (Reprise, 1997).
Signed by Mick Fleetwood, Stevie Nicks, Christine McVie, John McVie, and Lindsey Buckingham in
black marker.
24 x 18 inches

$1,000 -2,000

729

MICK FLEETWOOD: FLEETWOOD MAC MAGAZINES
WITH MICK FLEETWOOD SIGNED MAGAZINES
A collection of nine magazines featuring stories on Fleetwood Mac including: HITS,
Record World Presents, Pulse, People Weekly, and Rolling Stone. The Rolling Stone
Special Fleetwood Mac Edition and October 30, 1997 issue, the November 26,
1979 issue of People, and the September 17, 1977 Record World Presents Salute to
Fleetwood Mac have all been signed by Mick Fleetwood. The August 29, 1997 issue
of HITS has a photograph tucked into the front cover labeled “Hits Mag.”
14 x 11 x 2 inches (overall)

$100 -200

170

171

730

MMICK FLEETWOOD: STAGE-USED ZILDJIAN TRADITIONAL GONG (WITH DVD)
A 40-inch Zildjian brand gong with wrought iron frame, used by Mick Fleetwood as part of his touring equipment c. 19972019. Described by Mick as “the biggest member of the [Zildjian] family,” the gong can be seen being played by Fleetwood
on stage during Fleetwood Mac’s 1997 tour that would be recorded for The Dance (Warner Bros, 1997) and beyond. Features
a small octopus mobile decoration attached to the bottom bar of the frame. Housed in an official red “Fleetwood Mac” road
case (#253). Accompanied by a DVD of The Dance (MTV Concerts, 1997).
40 inches (gong)

$100,000 -200,000

172

173

Photograph credit: Jason DeBord

175

731

MICK FLEETWOOD: 1998 ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME AWARD
(WITH MAGAZINE)
A Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Award presented to Mick Fleetwood for the band Fleetwood Mac’s
induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1998.
This award was presented to the band members of Fleetwood Mac in 1998 and features a metal
figure on a marble base. In the figure’s hands is a gold-tone disc, resembling a record. The plaque at
the base reads, “Mick Fleetwood/ Fleetwood Mac/ The/ Rock and Roll/ Hall of Fame/ 1998.” Includes
a magzine showing the Mick holding the award.
15.25 x 4.25 inches

$10,000 -20,000

176

177

178

179

732

MICK FLEETWOOD:
SIGNED “SILVER SPRINGS”
CD ALBUM
Fleetwood Mac’s CD album Silver Springs
(Reprise Records, 1998) signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$75 -100

733

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED WINE
BOTTLE WITH 1998 FLEETWOOD WINE
POSTER (A1)
A 2005 Mick Fleetwood chardonnay wine bottle signed by
Fleetwood in gold marker. Accompanied by a 1998 cuvee wine
poster.
18 x 12 inches (largest)

$50 -75

735

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED CUSTOM 8-INCH BRADY SNARE DRUM (B2)
A custom Brady snare drum signed by Mick Fleetwood
in black marker.
YEAR
2009

734

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED WINE
BOTTLE WITH 1998 FLEETWOOD WINE
POSTER (B2)
An empty 2011 Mick Fleetwood merlot wine bottle signed by
Fleetwood in gold marker. Accompanied with a 1998 cuvee wine
poster.
18 x 12.5 (largest)

BRAND
Brady Drums
MODEL
Custom Jarrah Ply Snare
TYPE
Drums

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Stunning 8x14-inch ten-tube lug Australian wood snare
drum (jarrah and wandoo blonde stain burl),
Nickelworks throw-off.
OPERATION
Sounds great.
CONDITION NOTES
In excellent condition. The snare throw off mechanism
has a repaired crack in the plastic housing.
8 x 14 inches

$1,000 -2,000

SERIAL NO
JP1690

$50 -75

180

181

738

MICK FLEETWOOD:
DRUMHEAD WITH
VINTAGE STICKER AND
“MIRAGE” TOUR STAGE
PASS (C3)

736

MICK FLEETWOOD: BROKEN
CAREER-USED CYMBAL (B2)

18 inches

A Remo brand drumhead with Mick
Fleetwood’s logo initials. Accompanied
by one vintage Fleetwood Mac sticker
and a 1982 Mirage tour stage pass.

$200 -300

15 x 15 inches (largest)

A broken 18-inch Zildjian cymbal, career-used by
Mick Fleetwood.

$100 -200

737

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
DRUMSTICKS WITH
DRUMHEAD AND STICKERS
(C3)
Two drumsticks used by Mick Fleetwood with
one signed in silver marker. Accompanied by a
Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s
logo initials and two vintage stickers.

739

MICK FLEETWOOD:
DRUMHEAD WITH
VINTAGE STICKERS (A1)

15 x 15 (largest)

A Remo brand drumhead with Mick
Fleetwood’s logo initials. Accompanied
by two vintage Fleetwood Mac stickers.

$200 -300

15 x 15 (largest)

$100 -200

182

183

742

MICK FLEETWOOD:
DRUMHEAD WITH
VINTAGE STICKERS
(B2)
A Remo brand drumhead with
Mick Fleetwood’s logo initials.
Accompanied by two vintage
Fleetwood Mac stickers.
15 x 15 (largest)

$100 -200
740

MICK FLEETWOOD: ROAD CASE (215)
A road case (#215) used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour
with Fleetwood Mac.
38 x 24 x 39 inches

$1,000 -2,000

743

MICK FLEETWOOD:
GIORGIO ARMANI SUIT

741

MICK FLEETWOOD: LOCKER
ROAD CASE (MF LOCKER 3E)

A black wool suit, by Giorgio Armani,
including: a black dress jacket with a satin
lapel, black buttons, three front pockets,
two interior pockets, shoulder pads, and
“Fleetwood” handwritten in blue ink on the
interior pocket tag, size 58 (US size 48); a
pair of matching trousers with ribbon trim,
black buttons, two side pockets, two back
pockets, and belt loops, size 58 (US size
48); a matching cumberband; and a
matching silk-blend bow tie.

A red road case with three interior compartments
for drum storage used by Mick Fleetwood.
45 x 23 x 29 inches

$1,000 -2,000

$800 -1,200

184

185

Photograph Credit: Jason DeBord

744

MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM STEVIE
NICKS CROW TOP HAT
A black felt top hat with two attached taxidermy crows, custom
made for Stevie Nicks by Mick Fleetwood. The structured hat
features a wide black ribbon hat band, a curved brim with ribbon
trim, a wide sweat band, and a black nylon interior lining. The hat
can be seen being worn by Nicks during a photo shoot for her
2020 24 Karat Gold Tour. Additional images available upon
request.
17.75 x 11.25 inches (Overall, including crow feathers)

$10,000 -20,000
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MICK FLEETWOOD: GERMAN COLOGNE AND
PERFUME ATOMIZER
A 27.1 fl. oz. bottle of Muelhens 4711 Unisex Eau de Cologne, No. 4711,
along with a crystal perfume atomizer spray bottle with a raspberry bulb and
silver-tone details.
This cologne and sprayer was used by Mick Fleetwood before every live
show on Fleetwood Mac’s recent tour.
Largest, 9.5 x 4.5 x 3.25 inches
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$200 -300

MICK FLEETWOOD: PARROT BROOCH
A costume brooch, designed as a large parrot head entirely
covered in simulated diamonds and accented by a simulated
emerald eye and black stone beak. Suspending an articulated
fringe of simulated diamond tassels.
2.5 x 6.75 inches

$100 -200

748

MICK FLEETWOOD:
DRUMHEAD WITH VINTAGE
STICKERS (C3)
A Remo brand drumhead with Mick
Fleetwood’s logo initials. Accompanied by
two vintage Fleetwood Mac stickers.
15 x 15 (largest)
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$100 -200

MICK FLEETWOOD: HAIR TOOLS
A pair of hair tools including a steel blue Conair Ionic CordKeeper hair dryer as well as a black octagonal hair brush with a
finger loop and white tips.
7.25 x 3 x 14.25 inches

$100 -200
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (C3)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

750

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (M13)
A blue drum case used by Mick Fleetwood.
12 x 18 x 18 inches

$500 -700

751

MICK FLEETWOOD: HARDWARE ROAD CASE
A red hardware road case used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour with Fleetwood Mac. The
small case features orange tape with “#3” written on it on the top as well as a “Smelly Tuna”
sticker on the front and "Fleetwood Mac" stenciled on the top of the case.
61 x 16 x 22 inches

$1,000 -2,000
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SETLIST AND
EVENT SCHEDULE EPHEMERA

752

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “THE JUST
‘CAUSE I LOVE YOU BAND”
PERFORMANCE POSTER (A1)

A grouping of 17 paper items including setlists,
rehearsal schedules, stage layout, lyric printouts,
event flyer printouts, and a Penguin Productions Inc
envelope. The items relate to recent performances by
the Mick Fleetwood Band and Fleetwood Mac and
include a Yardbirds Reunion concert setlist.
9 x 12 inches (largest)

$200 -300

A poster for The Just ‘Cause I Love You Band performance
signed by Mick Fleetwood, Christine McVie, Stevie Nicks, and
one other (illegible) in black marker.
17 x 11 inches

$500 -700
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “THE MICK
FLEETWOOD STORY: TWO STICKS AND
A DRUM” VHS TAPE
A VHS tape of The Mick Fleetwood Story-Two Sticks and a
Drum ( CreaTVty Ltd. and Westbrook Films Ltd., 2000) signed
by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
7.75 x 4.25 x 1 inches

$75 -100

753

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “THE JUST
‘CAUSE I LOVE YOU BAND” POSTER (B2)

756

A poster for The Just ‘Cause I Love You Band performance signed
by Mick Fleetwood, Christine McVie, Stevie Nicks, and one other
(illegible) in black marker.
17 x 11 inches

$500 -700

MICK FLEETWOOD: 2001 WHITE HOUSE
PERFORMANCE PHOTOGRAPHS
Two matted color photos taken by Claude A. Taylor Jan 2001, one
of Fleetwood animatedly playing cymbals, one of
John McVie and Fleetwood together on stage.
Photog written on back in pencil: “The White House / Jan. 2001 /
Mr. Fleetwood, / We never stopped / Thinking about tomorrow /
Thank you”
11.25 x 14.25 inches

$200 -300
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193
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MICK FLEETWOOD 2003 “GOOD MORNING AMERICA” STAGEPLAYED DW COLLECTOR’S SERIES DRUM KIT
Four pieces of a DW brand drum kit used by
Mick Fleetwood in the early 2000s. Fleetwood can
be seen playing a drum kit of this finish during
various performances with Fleetwood Mac in 2003,
including during their first UK tour since 1988 and
their appearance on Good Morning America (NBC,
2003).

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
A compact portable drum kit in natural exotic
wood finish that suits many purposes from small
gigs and practice, as an extra stage kit to a
recording “tunnel” for increased low end and
fatness. A pair of bass drums 22x 12 and 20 x 12
plus 12 and 14 rack toms, i n black fiber cases.

YEAR
Circa 2000

OPERATION
Nice drums. While full sized bass drums provide
more lows, the mobility, size and weight
difference make one consider just taking the little
big kit.

BRAND
DW
MODEL
Collector’s Series

CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with a lovely exotic wood
finish.

ITEM
Drums

$3,000 -5,000

SERIAL NO
N/A
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MICK FLEETWOOD: BILL CLINTON SIGNED DRUMHEAD AND FAREWELL
CONCERT SETLIST
A framed and matted drumhead that is personally inscribed by President Bill Clinton to Mick Fleetwood and
original setlist from a private performance by Fleetwood Mac for Clinton’s farewell from office, organized by the
White House staff in 2001.
The clear Remo Weatherking Ambassador is inscribed from President Bill Clinton and reads, “With thanks for
hosting me from beginning to end!/ Bill Clinton/ 6/22/2001.” Fleetwood Mac would come together after a hiatus to
perform at the 1993 Inaugural Ball and played again after a hiatus for his farewell from the office of President. This
item also includes Mick’s original setlist from the performance, detailing the songs that would be performed and
the instrument that he would use in each song. This performance was a complete surprise to Bill Clinton at the time,
having been organized by members of his staff as a thank you for his work.
In a quote from Lindsey Buckingham with Rolling Stone: “We were involved in a small way in ushering in his
administration, so it was nice to kind of complete that cycle. Before we did the last song, I said we were just pleased
to be here at the end, just as in the beginning . . . Especially in light of what we have coming now, you have to
appreciate a lot of the things that he did and what he tried to do and even the things he couldn’t do.”
The Fleetwood Mac song “Don’t Stop” was Bill Clinton’s campaign song, something that was important to both
Clinton and the band.
This performance in itself was important because it was the first time that Fleetwood Mac had been reunited as a
band in about three years.
Both items mounted in a dark wooden frame with dark gray matting. The set notes are completed in black marker
on white notebook paper.
Frame: 32 x 24 x 1.5 inches

$40,000 -60,000
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Photograph Credit: Iris / Contributor / Getty Images
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MICK FLEETWOOD: 2001 “HOUSE OF
BLUES” STAGE-WORN GOLD VEST
(WITH SIGNED VHS)
A custom gold silk vest by featuring a grid and dot pattern,
two front pockets, matching fabric buttons, and a buckle
back. No size or label present.
Mick Fleetwood was photographed wearing the vest during
a 2001 performance at the House of Blues in Los Angeles,
California, for the music memorabilia auction held by his
company, Fleetwood Owen.
Includes a VHS copy of The Mick Fleetwood Story: Two Sticks
and a Drum (CreaTVty, 2000), signed by Fleetwood in black
marker.

$1,000 -2,000

198
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MICK FLEETWOOD: RON THOMPSON AND THE
RESISTORS POSTERS
Two brightly colored posters advertising three concerts given by
Ron Thompson and the Resistors which featured Mick Fleetwood as a guest
performer. One concert took place at 14 Below in Santa Monica (October
26) and the other two took place at The West End in Santa Monica (February
10 and 17).
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22 x 14 inches

MICK FLEETWOOD: 2003-2004 “SAY YOU WILL” TOUR EPHEMERA

$100 -200

A collection of ephemera relating to Fleetwood Mac’s 2003-2004 tour in support of Say You Will
(Warner Bros, 2003) including: one of Mick Fleetwood’s FM Touring 2003 tags; one black binder of
press clippings from the Australian leg of the tour (compiled by Fleetwood’s mother); and two promo
photos of the band.
12 x 9 inches (binder)

$300 -500

200
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MICK FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM BLUE VELVET SHORTS
(WITH SIGNED PHOTO)
A pair of custom blue velvet shorts, designed circa 2003, featuring black beaded
stripes down the sides, a front zipper, hook and eye closure, and velcro fastener.
An interior tag reads, “Name: Mick - Date: 4-03.” No size or label present.
Includes an 8x10 photograph of Fleetwood on stage, signed in grey marker,
"Mick Fleetwood xx.

$600 -800

764
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MICK FLEETWOOD: FLEETWOOD MAC
2003 TOUR JACKET (WITH SIGNED CD)

MICK FLEETWOOD: FAN-GIFTED 2003
PETER GREEN HANDWRITTEN SET LIST
DISPLAY

A black commemorative jacket related to Fleetwood Mac’s
2003 tour. The wool blend zip-up jacket, by Roots Canada,
features “Fleetwood Mac 2003 Tour” embroidered in white to
the front, and “Concerts West An AEG Live Company”
embroidered in white, blue, and red, to the back, as well as
leather trim details, two front pockets, two interior pockets,
and a black nylon interior lining. Size XXL.

A framed display featuring: a set list from a Peter Green Splinter
Group performance following the release of Reaching the Cold
100 (Eagle Records, 2003), handwritten by Green in black marker;
a color photograph of Green performing; a flyer advertising “An
evening with Peter Green Splinter Group”; a color caricature of a
young Peter Green by Norman Hood.

Includes a CD of Fleetwood Mac’s Say You Will album from
Mick Fleetwood’s personal collection, signed by Fleetwood in
black marker on the front.

The display was gifted to Mick Fleetwood by a fan in 2013 and
typewritten note to Fleetwood is affixed to the back of the frame.

$600 -800

$300 -500
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MICK FLEETWOOD: RIAA “LIVE IN
BOSTON” DVD “PLATINUM” AWARD
WITH DVD ART PROOFS
A framed “platinum” RIAA award for the Fleetwood Mac
DVD Live in Boston.
Together with an assortment of DVD art proof materials.
26.25 x 14.5 inches (award)

$2,000 -3,000

204
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MICK FLEETWOOD: BAND MEMBER
SIGNED “SAY YOU WILL”
AUSTRALIAN TOUR POSTER (A1)
Fleetwood Mac band signed 2004 Say You Will Australian
tour poster. Signed by Mick Fleetwood, Stevie Nicks, John
McVie, and Lindsey Buckingham in silver marker.
23 x 16 inches

$500 -700

205
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED "SAY
YOU WILL" CD ALBUM (C3)
Fleetwood Mac's CD album Say You Will (Reprise
Records, 2003) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black
marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$75 -100
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “SAY YOU WILL” CD ALBUM (A1)
Fleetwood Mac’s CD album Say You Will (Reprise Records, 2003) signed by Mick Fleetwood in
black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

770

$75 -100

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 2003
“SAY YOU WILL” TOUR PROGRAM
Fleetwood Mac’s tour program for the Say You Will tour.
Signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
14 x 11 inches

$100 -200

768

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“SAY YOU WILL” CD ALBUM (B2)
771

Fleetwood Mac’s CD album Say You Will (Reprise
Records, 2003) signed by Mick Fleetwood in black
marker.

MICK FLEETWOOD: 2004 “DESTINY
RULES” SESSION EPHEMERA

5 x 5.5 inches

A collection of Mick Fleetwood’s ephemera from
Fleetwood Mac’s sessions for Fleetwood Mac: Destiny
Rules (Candlewood Films, 2004) including printed lyric
sheets with annotations and lined notebook paper with
notes and doodles.

$75 -100

11 x 8.5 inches

$300 -500
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MICK FLEETWOOD: 2004 FLEETWOOD MAC
AUSTRALIAN TOUR JACKET (WITH SIGNED CD)
A commemorative jacket related to Fleetwood Mac’s 2004 Australian
Tour. The black nylon zip-up jacket, by Australian Spirit, features “Andrew
McManus Presents: Fleetwood Mac 2004 Australian Tour” embroidered
on the front and back, two front pockets, one interior pocket, a drawstring
waist, and a red polyester interior lining. Size XXL.
Includes a CD of Fleetwood Mac’s Say You Will album from Mick
Fleetwood’s personal collection, signed by Fleetwood in black marker on
the front.
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$800 -1,200

MICK FLEETWOOD: BAND MEMBER SIGNED 2004 “SAY YOU WILL”
AUSTRALIAN TOUR POSTER (B2)
A Fleetwood Mac band signed 2004 Say You Will Australian tour poster. Signed by Mick Fleetwood,
Stevie Nicks, John McVie, and Lindsey Buckingham in silver marker.
23 x 16 inches

$500 -700
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
“SOMETHING BIG” CD ALBUM
A CD album of The Mick Fleetwood Band’s
Something Big (Sanctuary Records, 2004)
signed by Fleetwood in black marker.
6 x 6 inches

$75 -100
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MICK FLEETWOOD: STEVIE NICKS
AND MICK FLEETWOOD SIGNED
“LIVE IN BOSTON” DVD AND CD
ALBUM
Fleetwood Mac’s Live in Boston (Reprise Records,
2004) DVD recording and CD album with two DVDs
and one CD. Signed by Mick Fleetwood and Stevie
Nicks in silver marker.
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MICK FLEETWOOD: BAND MEMBER SIGNED 2004 “SAY YOU WILL”
AUSTRALIAN TOUR POSTER (C3)

5 x 5.5 inches

$300 -500

A Fleetwood Mac band signed 2004 Say You Will Australian tour poster. Signed by Mick Fleetwood,
Stevie Nicks, John McVie, and Lindsey Buckingham in silver marker.
23 x 16 inches

$500 -700
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 2009
“UNLEASHED” TOUR POSTER
A French language Unleashed tour poster from Fleetwood Mac’s
March 25, 2009 performance at Centre Bell in Montreal, QC,
signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.
18 x 12 inches

$50 -75

779

MICK FLEETWOOD: FLEETWOOD’S
2012 GRAND OPENING PHOTO
A framed photograph of Mick Fleetwood performing at the
grand opening of his restaurant, Fleetwood’s on Front
Street, in Maui, Hawaii which took place on August 23,
2012. The back of the frame has been labeled “Fleetwood’s
on Front Street / “Grand Opening” / August 23rd / 2012” in
silver marker.
15.5 x 12.5 inches

$100 -200
777

MICK FLEETWOOD: 2000S FLEETWOOD MAC PHOTOS
Approximately 10 photos of Fleetwood Mac from the 2000s, featuring individual shots as
well as images of pairs of band members, the band in studio, and a publicity shot from Say
You Will (Reprise, 2003).
12.5 x 13.75 inches (largest)

$100 -200

780

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED WINE BOTTLE (WITH FLEETWOOD’S MENU)
An empty Mick Fleetwood 2012 chardonnay wine bottle signed by Fleetwood in gold marker. Accompanied by a
menu from Fleetwood’s restaurant, Fleetwood’s on Front Street, in Maui.
13 x 9 (largest)

$50 -75
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MICK FLEETWOOD: BAND
MEMBER SIGNED “LIVE 2013”
TOUR POSTER
A Fleetwood Mac Live 2013 tour poster signed by
Mick Fleetwood, Stevie Nicks, John McVie, and
Lindsey Buckingham in black marker.
24 x 18 inches

$500 -700

783
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MICK FLEETWOOD: 2013 EVENT-WORN CUSTOM PINSTRIPE JACKET
A custom brown and white pinstripe long suit jacket, by Si Beau, featuring a single-vent, three front pockets, two
interior pockets, a brown silk paisley print interior lining, and brown buttons, as well as an embroidered interior
patch that reads “Hand Made For Mick Fleetwood by Sibeau.” No size present.
Mick Fleetwood was photographed wearing the suit jacket on February 27, 2013 while attending the opening
night for Cavalia’s “Odysseo” in Burbank, California.
Link to image available upon request.

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 2013
LIMITED EDITION “CELEBRATING
THE 35TH ANNIVERSARY OF
RUMOURS” POSTER
A Limited Edition Fleetwood Mac 2013 Celebrating
the 35th Anniversary of Rumours limited edition
poster. Signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.
Poster number 15 of 55.
24 x 18 inches

$200 -300

$1,000 -2,000
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MICK FLEETWOOD: 2013 STAGE-USED "CHERRY PICKED" DW COLLECTOR'S
SERIES TOURING DRUM KIT
An 11-piece DW Collector’s Series All-Cherry double drum
kit that, along with his Zildjian gong, served as the core of
Mick Fleetwood’s equipment during Fleetwood Mac’s 2013
tour. Comprising two kits, one seated and one cocktail, both
can be seen being played live by Mick on stage during the
2013 tour, as well as in an exclusive making-of video with
DW Senior Executive Vice President and wood guru John
Good on YouTube. One Zildjian brand K light ride cymbal
with stand is included, no other stands or pedals.
BRAND
DW
MODEL
Custom Shop Cherry

SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
This collection of 11 drums specially made for Mick Fleetwood in
all cherry wood incorporates both full and cocktail kits that can be
used in many configurations. 22-inch Zildjian “K” ride cymbal
included in soft case
OPERATION
These drums sound and feel great. They are top of the DW
custom shop range and have a unique rich dark timbre. A stand
for the ride cymbal is included but no other stands or pedals are
included.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition with a beautiful finish and pattern.

TYPE
Drums

$8,000 -12,000
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MICK FLEETWOOD: 2014-2015
“ON WITH THE SHOW” POSTER
A framed poster advertising two Fleetwood Mac On
with the Show concert dates at Philips Arena in
Atlanta, GA, one in 2014 and one in 2015.
25.25 x 19.25 inches

$100 -200
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MICK FLEETWOOD: GUY GILCHRIST “THE MUPPETS ANIMAL” CANVAS ILLUSTRATION
A 2015 mixed media canvas illustration of the character Animal from The Muppets by Guy
Gilchrist. Gilchrist was a cartoonist forThe Muppets comic strip. Gilchrist has signed the
painting “Guy Gilchrist & Jim Henson’s Muppets” below the inscription: “To Animal’s
Hero! The great Mick Fleetwood! Love, Light & Rock n Roll.”
18 x 24 inches

$200 -300

788

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED AND
INSCRIBED 2015 “MARRIED TO THE
BLUES” FAN-MADE ARTWORK

786

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 2014
LIMITED EDITION “ON WITH THE
SHOW TOUR” POSTER

An oil/multimedia fan-made artwork by R.W. Cooke depicting
Mick Fleetwood as a bride and John McVie as a groom. The work
is titled “Married to the Blues” and was given to Fleetwood during
the On with the Show tour in 2015.

Fleetwood Mac On with the Show Tour limited edition
poster signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.
Poster print number 141 of 200.

Fleetwood has inscribed the lower corner of the matte “Love
gone wrong, like this painting!! God bless” and signed his name
in black marker.

24 x 18 inches

28.5 x 24.5 inches

$200 -300

$100 -200
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MICK FLEETWOOD: TROMBONE
PORTRAIT
A framed photograph of Mick Fleetwood holding a trombone
and surrounded by other instruments.
22 x 27 inches

$50 -75

MICK FLEETWOOD: AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL
DVD AND BOOK EPHEMERA WITH
DRUMSTICKS
A collection of ephemera relating to two of Mick Fleetwood’s
autobiographical projects The Mick Fleetwood - Two Sticks and a
Drum (Image Entertainment, 2002) and Love That Burns: A
Chronicle of Fleetwood Mac (Genesis Publications, 2017)
including: proofs for the Two Sticks and a Drum DVD box and a
signed copy of the DVD and a large box containing page proofs
for Love That Burns.
Together with an issue of Rolling Stone in which Fleetwood
discusses his autobiographical aspirations and a pair of signed
Mick Fleetwood signature drumsticks, personally owned and
used by Fleetwood.
17.75 x 13 x 1.5 (page proofs box)

$100 -200

790

MICK FLEETWOOD: 2016 ANNOTATED
STAGE-USED MICK FLEETWOOD BLUES
BAND SET LIST
An annotated set list from the 2016 Mick Fleetwood Blues Band
tour, used by Mick Fleetwood while performing and featuring
two pieces of tape that affixed it to a drum case.
11 x 8.5 inches

$200 -300
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MICK FLEETWOOD: STAGE-USED
TOWEL
A black textured bath towel, used by Mick
Fleetwood on stage during Fleetwood Mac’s recent
tours. No size or labels present.
56 x 28 inches

$200 -300
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
2017 “ROLLING STONE”
MAGAZINE WITH COLOR VINYL
RECORD ALBUMS

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 2017
LIMITED EDITION “CLASSIC EAST
CONCERT” POSTER
A limited edition 2017The Classic East Concert poster
(Fleetwood Mac, Eagles, Steely Dan, Journey, Earth,
Wind and Fire, and The Doobie Brothers) signed by
Mick Fleetwood in gold marker. Poster number 1441 of
1500.

A 2017 issue of Rolling Stone’s Fleetwood Mac
50th Anniversary Special Edition that has been
signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
Together with three Fleetwood Mac color vinyl
record albums of Tusk, Mirage, and Tango in the
Night (Warner Bros, 1979, 1982, 1987).

24 x 18 inches

$200 -300

12.25 x 12.25 inches (records)

$100 -200

221
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MICK FLEETWOOD: “UNLEASHED” TOUR STAGE-USED DW
COLLECTOR’S SERIES DRUM KIT
A c. 2009 10-piece gold sparkle DW Collector’s Series drum kit used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac. Fleetwood used a gold sparkle drum kit extensively during the Unleashed tour in 2009. The
kit includes a 22-inch ride cymbal housed in a soft case (other stands and pedals are not included).”
YEAR
Circa 2009
BRAND
DW
MODEL
Collector’s Series
TYPE
Drums
SERIAL NO
N/A
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Lovely gold sparkle kit with gold lugs. Sizes are 24 18 16 15 14 13 10 and 8 toms plus 14 and 10 snares
which can be used in a number of configurations as one or more separate kits.
OPERATION
Sounds and works great.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition. An attractive retro look.

$7,000 -9,000
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Photograph Credit: Ethan Miller / Staff / Getty Images
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MICK FLEETWOOD: 2018 “THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW” SCREEN AND
STAGE-WORN ENSEMBLE
An ensemble, stage-worn by Mick Fleetwood on various tour stops including on September 21, 2018 in Las Vegas,
Nevada as part of Fleetwood Mac’s “An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour, as well as bits of the ensemble worn during
the band’s 2018 debut appearance on The Ellen DeGeneres Show (Time Telepictures Television, 2003-2022). This lot
includes a white 100% cotton ribbed tank top by “Harbor Bay” with a half circle ripped in the center from the bottom hem,
size 4XLT; a white short sleeve button down with cuffed sleeves and mother of pearl buttons down the front, no size or
label present; a pair of black Speedo bloomers, size 38; a red 100% cotton bandana; a black velvet striped vest by “Louis
Wells,” with red trim, silver buttons, three front pockets, one interior pocket, a buckle back, and a black satin back and
interior lining, as well as “27” handwritten in grey marker on the interior label, no size present; and a pair of matching
custom black velvet striped trousers, by “Louis Wells,” with red trim, a front zipper with a hook and eye closure, and a
velcro fastener, no size present.

$8,000 -12,000

224
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “50 YEARS
DON’T STOP” CD ALBUM (A1)
797

MICK FLEETWOOD: 2018 “REHEARSALS
SONY STUDIOS” STAGE PASSES
Four original stage passes for Fleetwood Mac’s 2018 Rehearsals
Sony Studios live performance.

Fleetwood Mac’s CD album 50 years Don’t Stop (Warner Bros.
Records Inc., 2018) with three CDs. Signed by Mick Fleetwood in
black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$75 -100

$200 -300

800

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED “50 YEARS
DON’T STOP” CD ALBUM (B2)
Fleetwood Mac’s CD album 50 years Don’t Stop (Warner Bros.
Records Inc., 2018) with three CDs. Signed by Mick Fleetwood in
black marker.
5 x 5.5 inches

$75 -100

798

MICK FLEETWOOD: 2018-2019
ANNOTATED STAGE-USED “AN EVENING
WITH FLEETWOOD MAC” SET LIST
An annotated set list from the 2018-2019 Fleetwood Mac tour, An
Evening with Fleetwood Mac, used by Mick Fleetwood while
performing.
17.75 x 7 inches

$200 -300

801

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 2018
LIMITED EDITION “FLEETWOOD MAC
THE FORUM LOS ANGELES” CONCERT
POSTER
A Fleetwood Mac 2018 limited edition poster Fleetwood Mac The
Forum Los Angeles signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.
Poster number 30 of 900.
24 x 18 inches

$200 -300
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MICK FLEETWOOD: 2018 DW COLLECTOR’S SERIES
DRUM KIT
A c. 2018 six-piece DW Collector’s Series drum kit in salmon pearl finish owned and
used by Mick Fleetwood.
YEAR
Circa 2018
BRAND: DW
MODEL
Collector Series
TYPE
Drums
SERIAL NO
44183
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
A Collector’s Series six-piece, all-maple drum kit in salmon pearl. Includes 24, 22, 18,
16-inch, and two 14-inch rack toms. Gold-tone hardware.
OPERATION
Working sounding and made beautifully.
CONDITION NOTES
In very good condition.

$7,000 -9,000

228
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MICK FLEETWOOD: STAGE-WORN PERCUSSION VEST ENSEMBLE (WITH PHOTOS)
An ensemble, stage-worn by Mick Fleetwood during Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019 “An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. This lot
includes a black velvet percussion vest by “Louis Wells,” with lace up sides, attached swirl details, four patches on the front for
electronic attachments, five interior compartments for equipment, and a satin floral printed back with a single pocket, no size
present; and a pair of matching custom black velvet trousers with metal woven buttons, a front zipper, hook and eye closure, and
velcro fastener, no size or label present.
Fleetwood’s infamous “vest solo” was performed using his custom MIDI vest while performing “World Turning” onstage. The
original vest had five sensors which produced noises such as bells, screams, and shattering glass, among others.
Includes seven 4 x 6 color photographs of Fleetwood on stage wearing a similar percussion vest.

$8,000 -12,000
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MICK FLEETWOOD: STAGE-WORN
DRUMMING WRIST BANDAGES (WITH
SIGNED MAGAZINE)
A pair of stage-worn drumming wrist bandages, worn by Mick
Fleetwood on multiple tour stops of Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019
“An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. Printed in red on the
edge of one bandage reads, “ACE Elastic Bandage, 3M.”
Fleetwood frequently wore the bandages wrapped around his
wrist while on stage.
Includes a 2022 Rolling Stone Special Edition magazine, signed
by Fleetwood in black marker.
24 x 2 inches

$300 -500
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MICK FLEETWOOD: STAGE-WORN RED
FABRIZIO SHOES (WITH SIGNED PHOTO)
A pair of custom red suede oxford shoes by “Di Fabrizio,” stage
worn by Mick Fleetwood on multiple occasions during Fleetwood
Mac’s 2018-2019 “An Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. The
shoes feature a brown leather interior, red laces, and a chip in the
outer corner of the right heel, done purposefully to keep from
hitting the stand while performing. Written in black marker on the
interior of both shoes reads, “Show” crossed out as well as “4” in
the left shoe.
Includes an 8 x 10 photograph of Fleetwood wearing the shoes
on stage, signed in grey marker “Mick Fleetwood xx.”
Shoe Length, 12 inches

$1,000 -2,000

234

235
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MICK FLEETWOOD: TOUR MEET AND GREET-WORN ENSEMBLE
An ensemble, worn by Mick Fleetwood on various Meet and Greet appearances as part of Fleetwood Mac’s 2018-2019 “An
Evening With Fleetwood Mac” tour. This ensemble includes a black 100% cotton v neck t shirt by “Dolce & Gabbana,” no size
present; a white cotton-blend, button-down shirt by “Kiton,” with mother of pearl buttons, and a front left breast pocket, size XXL; a
custom yellow double-vent blazer by “Mr. Young’s,” featuring four front pockets, two interior pockets, mother of pearl buttons, a
white interior lining, and “Exclusively Tailored for Mick Fleetwood” embroidered on an interior tag, no size present; a pair of black
skinny trousers by “Lululemon,” featuring three front pockets, three back pockets (two in one pocket), belt loops, and black buttons,
size 34; and a black genuine fur ballcap by “Kangol,” with an embroidered Kangaroo logo to the front, size large.

$2,000 -3,000
237

807

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED CUSTOM 8-INCH BRADY SNARE DRUM (A1)
A custom Brady snare drum signed by Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.
YEAR
2003
BRAND
Brady Drums
MODEL
Jarrah Ply Custom Snare
TYPE
Drums
SERIAL NO
JP-0542
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Stunning 8x14-inch ten-tube lug Australian wood snare drum
(jarrah and wandoo dark stain burl), Nickelworks throw-off.

808

OPERATION
Sounds great.
CONDITION
In excellent condition. The snare wire has been loosened and
needs to be readjusted. The throw off is taped and probably
needs replacing.
8 x 14 inches

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 2019 “AN EVENING WITH
FLEETWOOD MAC” CONCERT POSTER
A Fleetwood Mac An Evening with Fleetwood Mac 2019 concert poster signed by
Mick Fleetwood in gold marker.
24 x 18 inches

$100 -200

$1,000 -2,000

238

239
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 2019
“FLEETWOOD MAC AT THE LEGACY
ARENA” CONCERT POSTER
A 2019 Fleetwood Mac concert poster for Fleetwood Mac at
the Legacy Arena in Birmingham, Alabama.
Signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
17 x 11 inches

$200 -300

811

MICK FLEETWOOD: DELUXE EDITION “LIVE” RECORD ALBUM AND
SIGNED PHOTO
A record album of Fleetwood Mac’s Live (Warner Bros. Records Inc., 2021, 1980) deluxe edition with 3
CDs, 2 LPs, and one 7” single inside.
Accompanied by a photograph of Mick Fleetwood, John McVie, and Christine McVie. Photo signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
14 x 11 inches (largest)

$300 -400

810

812

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED 2019
LIMITED EDITION “FLEETWOOD MAC
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN”
CONCERT POSTER

MICK FLEETWOOD: DELUXE EDITION
“LIVE” RECORD AND CD ALBUM WITH
SIGNED AND PLAYED DRUMSTICKS
Fleetwood Mac’s record album Live (Warner Bros. Records Inc.,
2021, 1980) deluxe edition with two LPs, one 7” single, and
three CDs.

A Fleetwood Mac limited edition 2019 Fleetwood Mac
Madison Square Garden concert poster signed by
Mick Fleetwood in gold marker. Poster number 306 of 700.
24 x 18 inches

Accompanied by a pair of drumsticks signed and played by
Mick Fleetwood in silver marker.

$200 -300

12.5 x 12.25 inches (largest)

$200 -300

240
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MICK FLEETWOOD: HARRY STYLES PLEASING
“SHROOM BLOOM” CAMPAIGN ENSEMBLE
A psychedelic purple swirl patterned suit and top hat, worn by Mick Fleetwood
during a collaboration for Harry Styles’ beauty brand “Pleasing.” The suit features
an open-face top with a wide lapel, matching trousers with a front button and
zipper closure, and a matching belt with golden fringe on each end, no size or
labels present. The eggplant purple top hat, by Scala Classico, features a 100%
wool exterior, matching purple ribbon hat band with a “Scala” decal, and a white
satin interior. Tag reads size Large.
Shot by Anthony Pham at Fleetwood’s home in Maui, the collaborative “Shroom
Bloom” campaign features four shades of nail polish, hand and nail balm, and
Acid Drops Lucid Overnight Serum. According to the Pleasing website, the
collection “evokes the feeling of lying in a park in early spring. The air feels cool,
your senses are heightened. Perhaps, for the first time this year, you’re truly
noticing nature.”
The ensemble is prominently featured in promotional material as well as official
campaign photographs with Fleetwood wearing various Pleasing nail polish
shades.
100% of the proceeds from the sale of this lot will go to benefit the MusiCares
organization.

$20,000 -30,000

242

243
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
PAISTE POWER CRASH CYMBAL
A 20-inch Paiste power crash cymbal signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.
20 inches

$200 -300

814

MICK FLEETWOOD: MUSSER
KELON MARIMBA
A mid-sized 3.5 octave Musser marimba
owned and used by Mick Fleetwood. The
marimba is light and portable with folding legs
and made of Kelon (a composite material
rather than wood which reduces both cost and
susceptibility to temperature pitch variations).

$2,000 -3,000

816

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED DRUMSTICKS WITH DRUM
HEAD AND STICKERS (E5)
Two drumsticks used by Mick Fleetwood with one signed in silver marker. Accompanied
by a Remo brand drumhead with Mick Fleetwood’s logo initials and two vintage stickers.
15 x 15 (largest)

$200 -300

244

245
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD
(O14)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

819

MICK FLEETWOOD: ROAD CASE (205)
A road case (#205) used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac.
49 x 9 x 45 inches

$1,000 -2,000

818

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (P15)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

246

247
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (Q16)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

820

MICK FLEETWOOD: ROAD CASE
(DRUM KAT)
A road case (“Drum Kat”) used by Mick Fleetwood while
on tour with Fleetwood Mac.
21 x 21 x 22 inches

$1,000 -2,000

822

MICK FLEETWOOD: OLIVIA HARRISON TICKET ENVELOPE
A white envelope once containing concert tickets and passes to one of Mick
Fleetwood/Fleetwood Mac’s concerts, for Olivia Harrison, widow of George Harrison. Written
in black marker on the front reads, “Harrison, Olivia. 3 Tix. 3 Lams. In Hand Parking. MF.”
9.5 x 4 inches

$100 -200

248

249
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MICK FLEETWOOD: PERSONAL BEATLES
EPHEMERA
Mick Fleetwood’s personal collection of Beatles ephemera
including two books, one magazine, and one 7-inch single record
album.
13 x 11.5 inches (largest)

$50 -75

824

MICK FLEETWOOD: HAWAIIN
EXOTICA MUSIC RECORD ALBUMS
A collection of seven Hawaiian and exotica record albums
belonging to Mick Fleetwood, including music by Hugo
Winterhalter, Andy Williams, Nelson Waikik, and others.
12.5 x 12.5 inches

$50 -75

825

MICK FLEETWOOD: THE CURE
“STANDING ON A BEACH-THE SINGLES”
RECORD ALBUM

826

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED ERIC
CLAPTON “SIX-STRING STORIES” LIMITED
EDITION BOOK

From Mick Fleetwood’s personal record collection, The Cure’s
compilation record album Standing on a Beach-The Singles
(Fiction Records, 1986).

A limited edition book Six-String Stories (Genesis Publications
Ltd., 2012) by Eric Clapton from Mick Fleetwood’s personal book
collection. The book is number 1810 of 2000 and is signed by
Eric Clapton. Housed in a hardcover case and cloth bag.

12.25 x 12.25 inches

$50 -75

14 x 11 x 2.5 inches

$800 -900

250

251
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MICK FLEETWOOD: CD COLLECTION
A collection of approximately 100 CDs from Mick
Fleetwood’s personal collection housed in a black Case
Logic binder. The collection includes rock, blues, jazz, soul,
and opera, as well as a Bob Dylan box set of 15 CDs.
11.5 x 12 x 2.5 inches (binder); 6 x 6 x 6 inches (set)

$100 -200

830

MICK FLEETWOOD: SONY DAT TCD-D100
DIGITAL RECORDING WALKMAN WITH
ACCESSORIES
A Sony DAT TCD-D100 Digital Recording Walkman from Mick
Fleetwood’s personal electronics collection. Comes with an
adapter plug, two digital recording tapes, and a carrying bag.

828

9 x 6 inches (largest)

MICK FLEETWOOD: MUSIC BOOKS

$100 -200

Three music books from Mick Fleetwood’s personal
collection. Hatch Show Print: The History of a Great
American Poster Shop (Country Music Foundation, Inc.,
2001) by Jim Sherraden, Rock Style: How Fashion Moves to
Music (Universe Publishing, 2000) by Tommy Hilfiger, and
Rolling Stone: The Photographs ( Straight Arrow Publishers,
1989) Edited by Laurie Kratochvil.
17 x 12.5 x 3 inches

$50 -75

829

831

MICK FLEETWOOD: VINTAGE SONY CD
PLAYERS WITH CDS

MICK FLEETWOOD: ELECTRONIC
COLLECTION OF PORTABLE SPEAKERS

Two vintage Sony CD players from Mick Fleetwood’s personal
electronics collection. One Sony G-Protection D-CS901 with The
Verve’s Urban Hymns (VC Records Ltd., 1997) CD album inside.
One Sony G-Protection D-EJ100 with a Legends of Soul: Marvin
Gaye (Universal Music Enterprises, 2001) compilation CD album
inside.

Three portable speakers that were part of Mick Fleetwood’s
personal electronics collection. One Goal Zero portable speaker
with USB, one Sonic Impact i-f2 portable MP3 player and speaker
with adapter plug, and one Sonic Impact i-p22 portable MP3
player and speaker with adapter plug.

6 x 5 (largest)

$50 -75

252

9 x 6 x 3.5 (largest)

$50 -75

253
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MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (R17)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

833

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD (S18)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by Mick
Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

254

255
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MICK FLEETWOOD: GOLD & SILVER SPARKLE DW DRUM KIT
A combination gold and silver sparkle DW Collector’s Series drum kit owned and used by Mick
Fleetwood. Fleetwood favored a gold sparkle drum kit during the 2009 Unleashed tour with Fleetwood
Mac and can be seen playing drums in a similar finish with The Mick Fleetwood Blues Band c. 20162020.
YEAR
c.2000
BRAND
DW
MODEL
Collectors Series
SERIAL NO
582309
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Maple ply 4 piece kit with gold and silver sparkle finish and nickel lugs that reflect lighting and ambient
color. Sizes: kick and floor tom are both 18 inch with both the rack tom and snare at 12 inches.
OPERATION
Great sounding kit for situations and genres that may use smaller kits from jazz and blues to drum & bass
and trap.
CONDITION NOTES
VGC

$3,000 -5,000

256

257

837
835

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED ZILDJIAN CYMBAL

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD
(T19)

A Zildjian cymbal signed by Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

A Remo King drum head, used and signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

$200 -300

836

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
DRUMSTICKS
A pair of Ahead Mick Fleetwood Signature drumsticks,
used by Mick Fleetwood and signed by him in silver
marker.

838

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD
(U20)

16 inches

$100 -200

A Remo King drum head, used and signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

258

259
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839

MICK FLEETWOOD: ROAD CASE (203)

MICK FLEETWOOD: ROAD CASE (D51)

A road case (#203) used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac.

A road case (D51) used by Mick Fleetwood while on tour with
Fleetwood Mac.

64 x 32 x 37 inches

36 x 45 x 41 inches

$1,000 -2,000

$1,000 -2,000

260

261
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MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (G7)
A black Gator drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The case
has “MICK FLEETWOOD” spray-painted on the side in white.
11 x 29 x 28 inches

$500 -700

841

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD
(V21)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

844

$200 -300

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (H8)
A black Gator drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The case
has “MICK FLEETWOOD” spray-painted on the side in
white and a piece of paper with a DW Drums address
printed on it.
25 x 32 x 29 inches

$500 -700

842

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED
CAREER-USED DRUMHEAD
(W22)
A Remo King drum head, used and signed by
Mick Fleetwood in black marker.

$200 -300

262

845

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (I9)
A black Gator drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The case has
“MICK FLEETWOOD / SET 2” spray-painted on the side in white.
13 x 16 x 16 inches

$500 -700

263

846

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM CASE (J10)
A black Gator drum case used by Mick Fleetwood. The case has
“MICK FLEETWOOD / SET 1” spray-painted on the side in white
and a piece of paper with a DW Drums address printed on it.
9 x 17 x 17 inches

$500 -700

848

MICK FLEETWOOD: DRUM PHOTOGRAPHS AND MEMORABILIA
A collection of approximately 50 color photographs of Mick Fleetwood playing his drum kit, his beloved
red talking drum, and his custom percussive vest live on stage.
Together with an assortment of drum-related memorabilia and items including: a signed VHS tape copy
of Fleetwood’s The Mick Fleetwood Story: Two Sticks and a Drum (Image Entertainment, 2000); three
drummer magazines (Vintage Drummer, Not So Modern Drummer, and Modern Drummer); and a twopage typewritten list of six songs recorded by the Ghanian drumming ensemble Adzor Cultural Troupe
for Fleetwood’s solo album, The Visitor (RCA Records, 1981) which was recorded at Ghana Film
Industries, Inc. Studio in Accra, Ghana.
11 x 14 inches (largest)

$100 -200

849

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED PETER
GREEN GUITAR PHOTOGRAPH
847

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED DRUMSTICKS WITH
DRUMHEAD AND STICKERS (F6)
Two drumsticks used by Mick Fleetwood with one signed in silver marker.
Accompanied by a Remo brand drumhead with Fleetwood’s initials logo and
two vintage Fleetwood Mac stickers.

A color photograph featuring Mick Fleetwood embracing a
Gibson Les Paul electric guitar that was originally owned by
Fleetwood Mac co-founder and guitar virtuoso, Peter Green.
Signed by both Fleetwood and the photographer.
16 x 12 inches

$100 -200

15 x 15 (largest)

$200 -300

264
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MICK FLEETWOOD: WRITING DESK
A wooden writing desk owned by Mick Fleetwood.
47 x 31 x 15.5 inches

$200 -300

850

MICK FLEETWOOD: TOURING
MASSAGE CHAIR AND YOGA
BALL IN ROAD CASE (DR13)
A massage chair and yellow yoga ball used by
Mick Fleetwood while on tour.

852

Housed in a black Fleetwood Mac road case
(#DR13).

MICK FLEETWOOD: ORIGINAL
LETTERHEAD KIT

48 x 34 x 53 inches (case)

$1,000 -2,000

An original letterhead kit for Mick Fleetwood’s
personal stationary including: three letterhead
envelopes, two letterhead transparencies, one
receipt, and two letterhead stationary mock-ups.
20 x 13 inches

$100 -200

266
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MICK FLEETWOOD: HAND HELD WOODEN TOTEM
A carved wooden hand held totem belonging to Mick Fleetwood.

853

22.5 inches

MICK FLEETWOOD: DESK SUPPLIES

$100 -200

A pair of desk supplies including a gold-tone swingline stapler
and a geometric gold-tone tape dispenser with a roll of tape.
7 x 1 x 2.5 inches (largest)

$100 -200

854

MICK FLEETWOOD: SIGNED PHOTO WITH PROFESSIONAL PHOTOS
Approximately 15 professional portrait photographs of Mick Fleetwood, including one which he has signed in
black marker.

856

MICK FLEETWOOD: SWISS ARMY KNIFE
A red swiss army knife with multiple silver blades as well as a
keychain loop.

11.5 x 9.5 inches (largest)

$100 -200

4 inches (closed)

$50 -75
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Print Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Company (if applicable): ________________________________________ Title: _________________________________________

Please return completed forms via fax at (310) 388-0207 or e-mail to Bidding@JuliensAuctions.com
Forms must be received by 12:00 pm (noon) Pacific Time on the day prior to the auction day in order for your registration information to be timely reviewed and verified.

MAIL ONLY: Julien’s Auctions | 13007 S. Western Avenue | Gardena, CA 90249
phone: (310) 836-1818 | fax: (310) 388-0207 | email: info@juliensauctions.com
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Auction Terms and Conditions Effective Date: September 14, 2022
The following terms are supplemental to our Terms
of Use and apply to Auctions conducted on the
Service and offline by Julien's Auctions. Our Terms
of Use are incorporated here by reference.
Capitalized terms not defined in these Auction
Terms and Conditions have the meanings set forth
in our Terms of Use. By completing an online Bidder
Registration Form and establishing a Member
Account on the Service, you agree that you have
read, understood, and agree to be bound by the
Terms of Use and these Auction Terms and
Conditions.

2.1 Information Required. To register, Bidders
are required to submit their name, physical address,
telephone number, email address, and credit card
information. You hereby represent that all
information you submit in connection with
registration is truthful and accurate. By submitting
your information, you consent to have your personal
information processed by Julien’s Auctions in the
United States. Julien’s Auctions has implemented
commercially
reasonable
technical
and
organizational measures designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or
disclosure. However, we cannot guarantee that
unauthorized third parties will never be able to
defeat those measures or use your personal
information for improper purposes. You
acknowledge that you provide your personal
information at your own risk.

Julien Entertainment.com, Inc., a California
corporation d/b/a Julien’s Auctions (“Julien’s
Auctions”, “Company”, “we”, “our”, or “us”)
hereby provides the following terms (“Auction
Terms and Conditions”) to apply to sales by Bids
conducted by Julien’s Auctions (each an “Auction”
and collectively, the “Auctions”). By completing a
Bidder Registration Form, you agree that you have
read, understood and agree to be bound by these 2.2 First Time Bidders. For verification purposes,
Bidders who have not participated in an Auction are
Auction Terms and Conditions.
required to submit a copy of their (A) official
PLEASE READ THESE AUCTION TERMS AND government-issued identification document, e.g., a
CONDITIONS CAREFULLY. THESE AUCTION driver’s license, passport, or state identification card,
TERMS AND CONDITIONS INCLUDE AN which such identification document may be
AGREEMENT TO MANDATORY ARBITRATION, redacted to exclude sensitive personal information
WHICH MEANS THAT YOU AGREE TO SUBMIT other than the Bidder’s name and photo and (B)
ANY DISPUTE ARISING UNDER, RELATED TO, OR credit card. Copies of such documents may be
IN CONNECTION WITH THE AUCTION TO submitted in person, via facsimile 310-388-0207 or
BINDING INDIVIDUAL ARBITRATION RATHER email bidding@juliensauctions.com . Failure to do so
THAN
PROCEED
IN
COURT.
THE may inhibit your ability to register.
DISPUTES/ARBITRATION PROVISION ALSO
INCLUDES A CLASS ACTION WAIVER, WHICH 2.3 Credit Card Authorization. We (and/or our
MEANS THAT YOU AGREE TO PROCEED WITH third-party payment processor) may verify credit
ANY DISPUTE INDIVIDUALLY AND NOT AS PART card information in order to register. To verify your
OF A CLASS ACTION. THIS AGREEMENT ALSO
card, we will charge $1.00 to it. After the card is
INCLUDES A JURY WAIVER.
verified, we will immediately refund the card .
Your card issuer will credit your card balance within
1. AUCTIONS.
thirty (30) days from the date of the refund. In the
Each Auction conducted is of a designated set of event you add or replace a credit card, we may also
items (each a “Lot”) on a designated date. Lots are verify such new or replacement credit card.
provided by the party that wishes us to sell property
on their behalf (each such party a “Consignor”). We 2.4 Minors. Bids will not be accepted from those
will provide the pertinent information for each persons under eighteen (18) years of age (i) without
Auction, including: date, start time of auction, each
written consent of said person’s parent or legal
Lot to be sold, and location. Auctions may be
guardian, or (ii) unless such person is an
conducted
live
in-person,
online
via
http://www.julienslive.com (the “Service”), or both. emancipated minor. Written consent must
All Auctions conducted by Julien’s Auctions, and acknowledge the terms and conditions of sale. This
these Auction Terms and Conditions, are governed written consent constitutes an agreement to be
by the laws of the State of California. Julien’s bound thereby on behalf of the Bidder. If you are
Auctions maintains a bond on file with the California under 18 years of age you may participate in
Secretary of State as required by California Civil Auctions only if you are either an emancipated
minor, or possess legal parental or guardian
Code §1812.600.
consent, and are fully able and competent to enter
2. REGISTRATION.
into the terms, conditions, obligations, affirmations,
In order to participate in an Auction, registration is representations, and warranties set forth in these
required for all persons wishing to Bid (“Bidders”). Auction Terms and Conditions, and to abide by and
Any person registering to Bid by phone, absentee, comply with these Auction Terms and Conditions.
or in person will complete a Bidder Registration
Form. Online Bidders will submit a completed IF YOU ARE A PARENT OR GUARDIAN AND YOU
YOUR
CONSENT
TO
THE
electronic form through the Service, where they may PROVIDE
also establish an online account (“Member REGISTRATION OF YOUR CHILD, YOU AGREE TO
Account”). Each Auction requires a separate BE BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT WITH RESPECT
registration; Bidders with a Member Account may TO, THROUGH, AND IN CONNECTION WITH SUCH
register for Auctions via their account.
REGISTRATION AND AUCTION PARTICIPATION.

2.5 Online Member Accounts. Bidder can elect
to set up a Member Account on the Service in
accordance with the policies set forth on the
Service. Bidder acknowledges and agrees that all
Bids placed under a Member Account are
considered to be placed by the Member or with
Member’s authorization.
2.6 Approval of Registration. Julien’s Auctions,
in its sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right
to approve or reject Bidders for its Auctions at any
time. We are under no obligation to accept your
application for registration.
2.7 Term of Registration. Upon approval by
Julien’s Auctions, your registration is effective
throughout the applicable Auction for which you
registered and any post-Auction obligations you
incur in connection with Bids you placed during
such Auction.
3.

BIDDING.

Upon completed and approved registration, Bidders
may submit a binding offer to purchase a Lot at a
specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.
3.1 Placement; Payment Authorization. When a
Lot at the Auction goes live, you are free to place
bids on such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an
Auction conducted both in-person and online, until
the individual conducting the sale for Julien’s
Auctions (the “Auctioneer”) determines that bidding
on such Lot has closed, or (ii) if an online-only
Auction, in accordance with the parameters set forth
on the Service for such Lot. As bids are placed,
Julien’s Auctions reserves the right to authorize your
credit card for any bidamount placed. If an
authorization was made on a Bid and you are
subsequently outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release
that authorization.
3.2 Notifications. If you are placing Bids via the
Service or by proxy, each time you are outbid
Julien’s Auctions will send you an email message
notification advising you of such. If you are a
telephone or in-person Bidder, it is your
responsibility to monitor the Lot(s) for which you
placed Bid(s) in the event you are outbid. If you are
the winning Bidder for a given Lot, Julien’s Auctions
will send you an email message confirmation.
3.3 Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves
the right to accept or decline any Bid. Bids must be
for an entire Lot. Each Lot constitutes a separate
sale. All Bids are per Lot unless otherwise
announced at a live sale by the Auctioneer. All
winning Bids are subject to a Buyer’s Premium (as
defined herein). Live auction Lots will be sold in their
numbered sequence unless the Auctioneer directs
otherwise. Julien’s Auctions may cancel any Lot and
have it removed from an Auction prior to acceptance
of a winning Bid. In the event a Lot is removed from
an Auction, notice will be provided (i) if an online
Auction, by a posting on the Service and by email to
Bidders who placed their Bid on such Lot via the
Service, and (ii) if the Auction is an in-person
Auction, at the physical location of the Auction. In
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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such instance of Lot removal from an Auction, any
Bids previously placed on such Lot prior to its
removal from the Auction shall be cancelled, and
Julien’s Auctions will not receive any further Bids on
such Lot.
3.4 Purchase Obligations. In connection with
making Bids, Bidders agree that the registered
Bidder with the highest Bid at the close of the
Auction will be obligated to purchase the Lot. By
bidding on any Lot, you agree to purchase the Lot
at the price you have Bid. You agree that should you
Bid on a Lot and that Bid is the winning Bid, that you
are bound to pay Julien’s Auctions the winning bid
amount for the Lot. All sales are final and winners
cannot cancel. No exceptions will be made. You
further acknowledge and agree that the Winning Bid
you submit for each Lot is subject to: (i) additional
fees, including the Buyer’s Premium and Online
Service Fee (if applicable), and (ii) additional costs,
including taxes, shipping (if applicable), storage (if
applicable), and customs (if applicable), and that you
are obligated to pay such fees and costs in
connection with your winning Bid.
3.5 Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for Bidders
to collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay
less than the fair value for Lot(s). Bidders
participating in both live and online auctions
acknowledge that the law provides for substantial
penalties for those who violate these provisions.
3.6 Disputes Between Bidders.
For live
auctions the Auctioneer will have final discretion in
the event that any dispute should arise between
Bidders. The Auctioneer will determine the
successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or re-offer and
resell the Lot or Lots in dispute. Julien’s Auctions will
have final discretion to resolve any disputes arising
after the sale and in online auctions. If any dispute
arises our sale record is conclusive.

During a live auction the auctioneer may open any
Lot by bidding on behalf of the Consignor and may
bid up to the amount of the Reserve, by placing
successive or consecutive bids for a Lot or Bids in
response to other Bidders. Online sales may do the
same by employing the use of a starting Bid which
will commence bidding at or below the reserve price
agreed to by the Consignor.

(b) Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to
and including $1,000,000.00. For individual Lots
with a Hammer Price of one hundred United States
Dollars and one cent ($100.01) to one million United
States Dollars and zero cents ($1,000,000.00), a
Buyer’s Premium of twenty-five percent (25%) will
be added to the Hammer Price.

Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is one
3.10 Rights Issues in NFT Lots. If the Lot hundred and fifty thousand United States Dollars
contains an NFT, Bidder expressly acknowledges ($150,000). The Winning Bidder would pay a
and agrees that though an NFT is based upon an Buyer’s Premium of 25%, i.e., thirty-seven
Underlying Asset, Bidder is not acquiring ownership thousand five hundred United States Dollars
rights or Intellectual Property Rights in such ($37,500.00) on such Lot.
Underlying Asset unless expressly stated in the Lot
(c) Lots with a Hammer Price of $1,000,000.01
description or the related smart contract. Others
may still be able to download, view, or listen to the and above. For individual Lots with a Hammer
work that was minted into the NFT. The buyer of Price of one million United States Dollars and one
such NFT cannot profit from the use of the cent ($1,000,000.01) and above, a Buyer’s Premium
Underlying Asset, nor does the buyer acquire a of twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the
copyright interest in the Underlying Asset. Bidder Hammer Price up to $1,000,000.00, and an
further expressly acknowledges that other versions additional Buyer’s Premium of twenty percent (20%)
or editions of NFTs containing the Underlying Asset will be added to any amount above $1,000,000.00.
may be sold.
Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is one
million, two hundred and fifty thousand United
States Dollars ($1,250,000.00). The Winning
At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a Lot Bidder would pay a total Buyer’s Premium of three
will be considered the “Hammer Price”, and the hundred thousand United States Dollars
successful Bidder shall be informed by email (the ($300,000.00) on such Lot, calculated as follows:
“Winning Bidder” or the “Purchaser”). The 25% of the first $1,000,000.00, i.e., two hundred
Winning Bidder is responsible for paying to Julien’s and fifty thousand United States Dollars
Auctions the Hammer Price, Buyer’s Premium, and ($250,000.00), plus 20% of the remaining
all applicable taxes, plus shipping costs (if $250,000.00, i.e., fifty thousand United States
applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for Dollars ($50,000.00).
items not picked up in person), Online Service Fee
(if the Winning Bidder placed the Bid online via the 4.3 Online Service Fee. For all Lots where the
Service) and any applicable customs and/or duties Winning Bid is submitted online via the Service, an
(such amounts collectively, the “Total Purchase additional three percent (3%) of the Hammer Price
Price”). Upon conclusion of the Auction, we will (the “Online Service Fee”) will be added to the
provide the Winning Bidder with an accounting Buyer’s Premium amount detailed immediately
above.
statement of the Total Purchase Price by email.

4.

WINNING BIDS.

4.1 Risk of Loss; Release of Lots. Upon
establishment of the Hammer Price for the
purchase of the Lot (the “Sale”), the Winning Bidder
immediately thereafter assumes full responsibility for
all risk of loss or damage (including, without
limitation, liability for or damage to frames or glass
covering prints, paintings, photos, or other works)
and will immediately pay the Total Purchase Price or
such part as Julien’s Auctions may require. All Sales
are final.
You expressly acknowledge that
subsequent to the Sale, a Lot’s value may remain
the same, increase in value where you may be able
to resell the Lot at a profit, or decrease in value even
to the point where such Lot is worth zero. Lots will
be released to you (or the shipping company, as
applicable) upon our receipt of payment of the Total
Purchase Price in full from you.

Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is two
hundred and fifty thousand United States Dollars
($250,000.00), with the highest Bid being placed
online via the Service. The Winning Bidder would
pay, in addition to the Buyer’s Premium, an Online
Service Fee of seven thousand five hundred United
States Dollars ($7,500.00).

4.2 Buyer’s Premium. Winning Bidder agrees
that in addition to the Hammer Price, the Lot will be
subject to an additional charge on the Hammer
Price calculated as set forth below (the “Buyer’s
Premium”) as part of the Total Purchase Price. The
3.9 Reserve. All of the Lots offered at Auction are Buyer’s Premium is as follows:
subject to a confidential minimum price acceptable
(a) Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00.
to the Consignor at which the Lot will be sold (the
For individual Lots with a Hammer Price of up to
“Reserve”). Julien’s Auctions is not obligated to sell and including one hundred United States Dollars
the Lot unless the Reserve is met. A Lot or Lots may and zero cents ($100.00), the Buyer’s Premium is
be withdrawn from an Auction if there is no Bid twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents
($25.00).
equal to or above the Reserve.

4.5 Lot Retrieval. All Lots must be removed from
our premises by the Winning Bidder within thirty (30)
calendar days of the conclusion of the Auction at the
Winning Bidder’s own expense.

3.7 Absentee Bids. Julien’s Auctions will execute
order or absentee bids, and accept telephone bids
as a courtesy to clients who are unable to attend the
live auctions. notwithstanding the foregoing, we take
no responsibility for any errors or omissions in
connection with this courtesy.
3.8 Online Bids. Our online auction software is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.” High speed
internet access is required to access the Service
effectively. The Service is subject to limitations,
delays and other problems inherent in the use of the
Internet and electronic communications. Julien’s
Auctions is not responsible for any delays, delivery
failures, or other damage resulting from such
problems.
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4.4 Taxes. Winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all
applicable taxes due in connection with such Lot,
including but not limited to sales tax, use tax, and
value-added tax (VAT). All items picked up in
California will be charged California state sales tax,
as will all items sent to California residents. All items
sent to New York residents will be charged New York
state sales tax.

(a) In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees. If you
intend to pick up your items as the winning Bidder,
arrangements must be made upon payment of the
Total Purchase Price for the Lot. Pick-ups are by
appointment only, Monday-Friday between 10:00am
and 4:00pm. If, after thirty (30) days following your
payment of the Total Purchase Price, the Lot is not
removed:

(A) a handling charge of eight dollars ($8.00) per
day or one percent (1%) of the Total Purchase Price
per month, whichever is greater, will be payable to
us by the winning Bidder, with a minimum of five
hundred dollars ($500.00) or five percent (5%) of the
Total Purchase Price for any Lot not so removed
within sixty (60) calendar days after the Sale,
whichever is greater (the “Storage Fees”); and (B)
we may send the Lot to a public warehouse or
storage facility, at winning Bidder’s sole risk and
expense. If winning Bidder fails to remove the Lot
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following
the Sale, then, in addition to the Storage Fees,
Julien’s Auctions shall have the right (but not the
obligation) to dispose of or retain any such Lot. All
costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection
with the removal or disposal of any such Lot shall be
paid by winning Bidder within ten (10) days of our
demand therefor.
(b) Packing; Shipping. Winning Bidders are
responsible for all costs to pack and ship their items,
including related insurance fees as detailed in
Section 4.5 (c) below. Packing and shipping is not
included in the Hammer Price of your auction items.
Julien’s Auctions is not responsible for, and
does not assume responsibility for, packing and/or
shipping costs. All packing and shipping costs shall
be the responsibility of the Winning Bidders. Please
review the packing and shipping terms for your
items. Some items may be shipped directly by
Julien’s Auctions, or we or you (upon notice to us)
may contract with an outside shipping company,
such as Federal Express (FedEx), United Parcel
Service (UPS) or another chosen delivery service
(“Shippers”), to ship your Lot to you. Winning
Bidders may elect to utilize their own direct billing
number with such Shippers to cover shipping costs.
Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot
to you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of
the Auction, the destination address of the Lot, and
the method of transportation to deliver the Lot.
Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not responsible
for returned or undeliverable shipments.
Special Note Regarding COVID-19: Please allow
for additional time for packaging, shipping and
delivery in the event that 1) federal, state, and/or
local governments and municipalities impose
business operating restrictions and/or 2) any other
unforeseen circumstances arise related to COVID19 that may affect our ability to prepare and ship
items within our standard timeframes.
(c) Insurance. If Winning Bidders elect to have
their items shipped, Winning Bidders are
responsible for procuring and paying for applicable
insurance to cover the value of the item in
connection with such shipments, whether the
Shippers are engaged by us or by the Winning
Bidder, such insurance to commence upon our
release of the items to the Shippers.
(d) International. Julien’s Auctions will provide
you with a customs document detailing the value of
items purchased. Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are
not responsible if there are any delays in customs.
Purchasers are responsible for compliance with all
laws and regulations applicable to the international
purchase and shipment of items. Purchaser
understands that the shipment of Lots internationally
is subject to United States export controls and trade
and economic sanctions laws, and agrees to

comply with all such laws and regulations, including
the Export Administration Regulations maintained
by the United States Department of Commerce, and
the trade and economic sanctions maintained by the
United States Treasury Department’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control.

(c) Credit Card Authorization. Bidder authorizes
Julien’s Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card
provided at registration for all items purchased at
any Auction that Bidder may participate in, if not
paid in full within ten (10) calendar days after the
close of the Auction. By providing your credit card
number to us at registration, Bidder grants Julien’s
Auctions the express authority to charge such card.
Chargebacks are expressly prohibited. Except as
expressly set forth in these Auction Terms and
Conditions, ALL SALES FINAL – RETURNS /
REFUNDS / EXCHANGES are not possible.
Processing fees for credit card payments may apply.
All invoices under five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged to
the credit card on file unless prior arrangements are
made. All invoices over five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged five
thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) as a
deposit to the credit card on file unless prior
arrangements are made. A two percent (2%) credit
card processing fee is assessed and added to the
total of all invoices five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) or higher which have payment
made by credit card.
(d) Payment Plans; No Lot Rights Until
Payment is Made in Full. In the event Julien’s
Auctions has agreed in writing prior to the Auction
to provide payment terms or an extended period of
time for payment to you, you acknowledge and
agree that you shall have no right, title, or interest in
and to any property purchased by you until all
amounts owed by you are paid in full.

(e) Release for Lot Transport. Winning Bidder,
on behalf of itself and its successors, assigns, and
successors in interest (all of the foregoing are
collectively referred to herein for convenience as
“Releasors”), hereby now and forever fully and
completely and forever releases, discharges, and
covenants not to sue Julien’s Auctions of and from
any and all present or future rights, demands,
actions, causes of action, losses, costs, expenses,
liens, debts, liabilities, allegations, suits, damages,
sums, judgments, equitable or injunctive relief of any
sort, obligations or claims of any kind or character
whatsoever, including without limitation attorneys'
fees and costs (collectively for purposes of this
Paragraph, “Claims”), whether known or unknown,
foreseen or unforeseen, accrued or that may
hereafter accrue, fixed or contingent, whether arising
by law, equity, or otherwise, or pursuant to any
current or future federal, state, local or common law,
regulation, statute, rule, ordinance, directive, order,
or court ruling, whether based in tort, contract, or
any other theory of recovery that the Releasors
have, or may hereafter have, which arise out of or
are in any way connected with (or are alleged to
arise out of or be in any way connected with), either
directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, from the
condition of the Lot after release of the property to If you fail to comply with the terms of the payment
plan or extended payment period, upon your
Shippers.
default, Julien’s Auctions shall have the unequivocal
(f) Indemnity for Lot Transport. Winning Bidder right, at its sole discretion, to sell some or all of the
agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless property on which you were the Winning Bidder, and
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and to apply the proceeds toward the balance of any
other affiliated companies, and the employees, monies owed by you to Julien’s Auctions. If the
contractors, agents, officers and directors of each, monies received through the sale of the items do not
from and against any and all claims, damages, meet your outstanding obligations, Julien’s Auctions
obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and shall have the right to pursue any and all remedies
expenses (including but not limited to attorney’s available under the law against you pursuant to the
fees) arising from the shipment of the Lot by provisions set forth herein. If the monies received
Shippers and all losses arising from and after release through the sale of the items exceed your
outstanding obligations, the excess, minus any fees
of the Property to Shippers.
or costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection
with and arising out of the sale of the properties,
4.6 Invoices and Payments.
shall be refunded to you.
(a) Timing of Payments. All invoices must be
paid within ten (10) calendar days after the close of (e) Late Payment Fees. Commencing with the
the Auction, unless the Lot description indicates an tenth day following the sale, payments not received
by Julien’s Auctions will incur a late charge of oneearlier payment date is required.
and-a-half percent (1.5%) per month (or the highest
(b) Payment Methods. Julien’s Auctions accepts rate allowable by law, whichever is lower) on the
payment by: (i) cashier’s check; (ii) personal check; outstanding Total Purchase Price.
(iii) wire transfer; and (iv) credit card, namely
American Express, Mastercard, and Visa. When (f) Excess Fund Return. In the event you are the
indicated, for certain Lots Julien’s Auctions also Winning Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction you
accepts payment by cryptocurrency, namely Bitcoin provided us with a deposit for your Bid which
exceeds the Total Purchase Price, we will return any
(BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), DAI Stablecoin (DAI),
such excess within thirty (30) business days of the
Dogecoin (DOGE), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC),
conclusion of the Auction, unless delay is compelled
and USD Coin (USDC). Winning Bidders who wish
by (A) legal proceedings, or (B) our inability, through
to pay by check may do so by making checks no fault of our own, to transfer title to the Lot or
payable to:
comply with any provision of California Civil Code
Julien’s Auctions
Section 1812.600-1812.609, the California
13007 Western Avenue
Commercial Code, the California Code of Civil
Procedure, or other provision of applicable law.
Gardena, CA 90249
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4.7 Representations and Warranties. You
represent and warrant to us and to each Consignor
that:
(a) No Money Laundering. You are not utilizing
the purchase of any Lot or Lots for the purposes of
money laundering.
(b) Anti-Bribery / Anti-Corruption. You have no
knowledge or reason to suspect that you are under
investigation, charged with or convicted of any act in
violation of any anti-bribery or anti-corruption law,
including but not limited to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act.
(c) No Tax Crimes. Your purchase of any Lot or
Lots will not enable tax crimes.
(d) OFAC / Designated Persons. You are not nor
will become: (A) a person designated by the U.S.
Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Asset
Control as a “specially designated national or
blocked person” or similar status; (B) a person
described in Section 1 of U.S. Executive Order
13244 issued on September 23, 2001; (C) directly or
indirectly owned or controlled by the government of
any country that is subject to an embargo by the
United States government; or (D) a person acting on
behalf of a government of any country that is subject
to an embargo by the United States government.
(e) Financial Means. You have the financial
means to pay for all Lots at the price at which you
submit a Bid.
(f) No Derivative Violations. Your purchase of a
Lot or Lots will not cause Julien’s Auctions, the
Consignors of the Lot(s), or anyone else to violate
any anti-bribery, anti-corruption, anti-money
laundering, or anti-terrorism laws, or any other laws,
rules, regulations or ordinances, or result in the
violation of the same.
4.8 Defaults; Company’s Remedies. If winning
Bidder does not comply with the conditions herein,
such winning Bidder will be in default. In addition to
any and all other remedies available to Julien’s
Auctions and the Consignor by law and at equity,
including, without limitation, the right to hold the
winning Bidder liable for the Total Purchase Price,
including all fees, charges and expenses more fully
set forth herein, we, at our option, may: (a) cancel the
Sale of the subject Lot, or any other lots sold to the
defaulting Purchaser at the same or any other
Auction, retaining as liquidated damages all
payments madeby the Purchaser; (b) resell the
purchased property, whether at public auction or by
private sale; or (c) effect any combination thereof. In
any case, the Purchaser will be liable for any
deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, late
charges, expenses of both sales, our commissions
on both sales at our regular rates, legal fees and
expenses, collection fees and incidental damages.
We may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds
of sale then due or thereafter becoming due to the
Purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any
payment made by the Purchaser to us or any
affiliated company, where or not intended to reduce
the Purchaser’s obligations with respect to the
unpaid Lot or Lots, to the deficiency and any other
amounts due to us or any affiliated companies. In
addition, a defaulting Purchaser will be deemed to
have granted and assigned to us and our affiliated
companies, a continuing security interest of first
priority in any property or money of our owing to
such Purchaser in our possession or in the
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possession of any of our affiliated companies, and
we may retain and apply such property or money as
collateral security for the obligations due to us or to
any affiliated company of ours. Payment will not be
deemed to have been made in full until we have
collected good funds. In the event the purchaser fails
to pay any or all of the Total Purchase Price for any
Lot and Julien’s Auctions elects to pay the Consignor
any portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser
acknowledges that Julien’s Auctions shall have all of
the rights of the Consignor to pursue the Purchaser
for any amounts paid to the Consignor, whether at
law, in equity, or under these Auction Terms and
Conditions.
Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to prohibit
defaulting Purchasers from being approved for
registration at future Auctions.
5.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

5.1 Exclusion of Consequential Damages. TO
THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL JULIEN’S
AUCTIONS, ITS AFFILIATES, OFFICERS,
DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, OR ITS
LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES,
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION DAMAGES FOR
LOSS OF PROFITS, GOODWILL, USE, DATA OR
OTHER INTANGIBLE LOSSES, ARISING OUT OF
OR RELATING TO THESE AUCTION TERMS AND
CONDITIONS, REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF
LIABILITY, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. THROUGHOUT THE
AUCTION, JULIEN’S AUCTIONS IS NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONDUCT (WHETHER
ONLINE OR OFFLINE) OF ANY BIDDER,
CONSIGNOR, OR NON-COMPANY PERSONNEL.
5.2 Liability Cap. COMPANY’S MAXIMUM
AGGREGATE LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF OR
RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, REGARDLESS
OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, WILL BE LIMITED
TO THE GREATER OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
($500) AND THE TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE PAID
OR PAYABLE BY YOU TO JULIEN’S AUCTIONS.
THE EXISTENCE OF MORE THAN ONE CLAIM
SHALL NOT EXPAND SUCH LIMIT. THE PARTIES
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE FEES AGREED UPON
BETWEEN YOU AND JULIEN’S AUCTIONS ARE
BASED IN PART ON THESE LIMITATIONS, AND
THAT THESE LIMITATIONS WILL APPLY
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ANY
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.
THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
SHALL APPLY TO THE FULLEST EXTENT
PERMITTED BY LAW IN THE APPLICABLE
JURISDICTION.
6.

INDEMNITY.

In addition to as otherwise set forth herein, You
agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and
other affiliated companies, and the employees,
contractors, agents, officers and directors of each,
from and against any and all claims, damages,
obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and
expenses (including but not limited to attorney’s
fees) arising from your violation of any term of these

Auction Terms and Conditions, including without
limitation, (i) your breach of any of the
representations and warranties herein; (ii) your
violation of any law, rule or regulation of the United
States or any other country.
7.

LOTS.

7.1 Warranty; Disclaimers. Julien’s Auctions
only warrants the authenticity of Attribution (as
defined below) of property listed in the catalogue or
online as stated in the Attribution Warranty in
Section 8 below. Except for the Attribution
Warranty, all property is sold “As Is.” We make no
warranties, nor does the Consignor, as to the
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose,
the correctness of the catalogue or other
description of the physical condition, size, quality,
rarity, importance, medium, provenance,
exhibitions, literature or historical relevance of any
property. No oral or written statements made in the
catalogue, online listing, advertisement, the Service,
internet or application-based sites, social media,
Pre-Sale Condition report, bill of sale, and
announcement or elsewhere made by employees,
contractors, and/or us (including affiliated and
related companies) shall be considered a warranty.
We and the Consignor make no representations
and warranties, express or implied, as to whether
the purchaser acquires any Intellectual Property
Rights, including but not limited to, any
reproduction rights of any property. No copyright is
transferred in any item offered for sale at Auction
absent an express written instrument from the
Consignor specifically transferring such rights
provided with and conditioned upon the Consignor
receiving consideration for the item. We and the
Consignor are not responsible for errors and
omissions in the catalogue, online listings, the
Service, internet or application-based sites, or any
other supplemental material. We make no
warranties, express or implied, that any Lot has any
value, whether actual, perceived, or intrinsic.
7.2 Evaluation; Item Descriptions. It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to
perform their own due diligence, and to make the
determination of whether a Lot is suitable for Bid.
7.3 Catalogues. While Julien’s Auctions
customarily produces printed catalogues of all Lots
available for an Auction, such catalogues are for
illustrative purposes only. Descriptions of Lots
therein are not comprehensive and may contain
errors. we do not warrant any aspect of content in
our catalogues other than the Attribution of Lots.
7.4 Pre-Sale Condition Reports. Bidders may
request a written report of the Lot’s repair and
restoration history (a “Pre-Sale Condition Report”)
by emailing info@juliensauctions.com for a Pre-Sale
Condition Report. Other than Attribution, we do not
make any representations or warranties, express or
implied, concerning any content in a Pre-Sale
Condition Report. We will customarily provide PreSale Condition Reports so long as we receive a
written request from you at least forty-eight (48)
hours prior to the Auction. You agree that any PreSale Condition Report(s) we provide to you are the
confidential information of Julien’s Auctions, are to
be utilized for your personal purposes only, are to
be treated by you with the same degree of care that

you utilize to protect your own confidential
information (provided, however, that you must at
least use reasonable care), and are not to be
disclosed to third parties unless mandated by law.
If you breach any obligations in this Section, Julien’s
Auctions shall be entitled to seek equitable relief to
protect its interest therein, including but not limited
to injunctive relief as well as money damages.
These confidentiality obligations will survive the
conclusion of any Auction.
7.5 Pricing. All Lot pricing is listed in United
States Dollars. We may offer certain programs,
tools, and site experiences of particular interest to
international users, such as estimated local
currency conversion and international shipping
calculation tools, but these are offered for
convenience only. Bidders are obligated to pay the
total amount pursuant to pricing in United States
Dollars, irrespective of currency conversions and/or
fluctuations should they elect to pay in a currency
other than United States Dollars.
8.

ATTRIBUTION WARRANTY.

8.1 Attribution. “Attribution” is defined by Julien’s
Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or source of
origin, as the case may be as stated in the (a)
Heading set forth in bold type of a Lot in a live
auction catalogue, and only that bold type heading,
as may be amended by specific statements at the
site of the auction by the auctioneer and/or by written
salesroom notices and announcements (“Bold Type
Heading”) or (b) the lot title, and only the lot title of
an online auction, as amended by any online notices
and announcements (“Online Lot Heading”) (Bold
Type Heading and Online Lot Heading collectively,
“Attribution Headings”).
8.2 Attribution Warranty.
Subject to the
exclusions below, we make no warranties to
information not contained in Attribution Headings.
Subject to the exclusions listed below, Julien’s
Auctions warrants the Attribution of a Lot for a period
of one (1) year from the date of sale and only to the
original Purchaser on record at the auction. If it is
determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution is
incorrect, the sale will be rescinded if the Lot is
returned to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility
in the same condition in which it was at the time of
sale. In order to satisfy us that the Attribution of a Lot
is indeed incorrect we reserve the right to require the
Purchaser to obtain, at the Purchaser’s expense, the
opinion of two experts in the field, mutually
acceptable to Julien’s Auctions and the Purchaser,
before we agree to rescind the sale under this
Attribution Warranty. For clarity, should Purchaser
elect on Purchaser’s own volition to obtain a postsale third-party short-form opinion or look (e.g. from
third parties such as Professional Sports
Authenticator (PSA), James Spence Authentication
(JSA), Beckett Authentication Services, Roger
Epperson Authentication, and others), such opinions
or looks are insufficient and shall not qualify the item
for recission irrespective of the conclusions provided.
This Attribution Warranty is not assignable and
applies only to the original Purchaser on record with
Julien’s Auctions. This Attribution Warranty does not
transfer to any subsequent owners of any purchased
property (this includes without limitation, heirs,
successors, beneficiaries or assigns).

8.3 Remedies. Should a Sale be rescinded and
the Total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically
understood that this will be considered the sole
remedy. It is exclusive and in lieu of any other
remedy available as a matter of law, or in equity.

trademarks or trade dress of Julien
Entertainment.com, Inc. Julien’s Auctions
trademarks and trade dress may not be used in
connection with any product or service that is not
ours, in any manner that is likely to cause confusion
among customers, or in any manner that disparages
8.4 Exclusions. Exclusions will be made and this or discredits Julien’s Auctions.
Attribution Warranty does not apply to Attribution
which on the date of sale was in accordance with 9.4 Data. Julien’s Auctions owns the aggregate,
the then generally accepted opinion of scholars and statistical, and sales data related to, derived from,
specialists, or the identification of periods or dates and concerning its Auctions, and reserves all
of execution which may be proven inaccurate by Intellectual Property Rights to utilize such data for
means of scientific processes not generally its own business purposes.
accepted for use until after publication of the
catalogue or listing online, or which were 9.5 Ideas and Comments. You may choose to,
unreasonably expensive or impractical to employ. or we may invite you to, submit comments or
ideas about our Auctions, including without
9. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY.
limitation about how to improve our operations,
our Service, and/or our products (“Ideas”). By
Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title, and interest submitting any Idea, you agree that your disclosure
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property is gratuitous, unsolicited and without restriction and
Rights) in and to the items outlined in this Section, will not place Julien’s Auctions under any fiduciary
and all derivatives, modifications, or enhancements or other obligation, that we are free to disclose the
thereto. you agree to take any action reasonably Ideas on a non-confidential basis to anyone or
requested by Julien’s Auctions to evidence, otherwise use the Ideas without any additional
maintain, enforce or defend our Intellectual Property compensation to you. you acknowledge that, by
Rights. you shall not take any action to jeopardize, acceptance of your Idea submission, Julien’s
encumber, limit or interfere in any manner with Auctions does not waive any rights to use similar or
Julien’s Auctions ownership of and rights with related ideas previously known to Julien’s Auctions,
respect to the items outlined in this Section. All or developed by its employees, or obtained from
rights not expressly licensed to you in these Auction sources other than you.
Terms and Conditions are expressly reserved by
Julien’s Auctions.
10. DISPUTES.
9.1 Definition. “Intellectual Property Right” PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. IT
means any patent, copyright, trade or service mark, INCLUDES A MANDATORY ARBITRATION
trade dress, trade name, database right, goodwill, PROVISION, WHICH MEANS THAT YOU AGREE
logo, trade secret right, or any other intellectual TO SUBMIT ANY DISPUTE RELATED TO YOUR
property right or proprietary information right, in USE OF ANY OF THE SITES TO BINDING
each case whether registered or unregistered, and INDIVIDUAL ARBITRATION RATHER THAN
whether arising in any jurisdiction, including without PROCEED IN COURT. THIS PROVISION ALSO
limitation all rights of registrations, applications, and INCLUDES A CLASS ACTION WAIVER, WHICH
renewals thereof and causes of action for MEANS THAT YOU AGREE TO PROCEED WITH
infringement or misappropriation related to any of ANY DISPUTE INDIVIDUALLY AND NOT AS PART
the foregoing.
OF A CLASS ACTION. THIS SECTION ALSO
INCLUDES A JURY WAIVER.
9.2 Content. The Auction, the Service, and all
You and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute,
materials, including, without limitation, software,
controversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise
images, text, images, graphics, illustrations, logos,
between us relating in any way to your use of or
catalogues, Pre-Sale Condition Reports, patents,
access to the Auction, the Service, any
trademarks,
service
marks,
copyrights,
interpretation, breach, enforcement, or termination
photographs, audio, videos, footage, music, or other
of these Auction Terms and Conditions, or
forms of data, materials, content, or information, in
otherwise relating to Julien’s Auctions in any way
any form (the “Content”), and all Intellectual
(collectively, “Covered Matters”) will be resolved in
Property rights related thereto, are the exclusive
accordance with the provisions set forth in this
property of Julien’s Auctions and its licensors.
Section 10.
Except as explicitly provided herein, nothing in this
Agreement shall be deemed to create a license in or
under any such Intellectual Property Rights, and you 10.1 Informal Resolution. If you have any
agree not to sell, license, rent, modify, distribute, dispute with us, you agree that before taking any
copy, reproduce, transmit, publicly display, publicly formal action, you will contact us at
perform, publish, adapt, edit or create derivative info@juliensauctions.com, provide a brief, written
works from any materials or Content made available description of the dispute and your contact
to you by Julien’s Auctions orally or in writing information (including your username, if your
regardless of form of media. Use of the Content for dispute relates to an account) and allow sixty (60)
any purpose not expressly permitted by these days to pass, during which time we will attempt to
Auction Terms and Conditions is strictly prohibited. reach an amicable resolution of your issue.
9.3 Trademarks.
“Julien’s Auctions”, “The
Auction House to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions The
Auction House to the Stars”, and other logos and
service names are trademarks, registered

10.2 Applicable Law. the laws of the State of
California, and applicable federal law, will govern
all Covered Matters. California conflicts of law
rules shall apply.
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10.3 Arbitration. Subject only to the optional
exceptions in Paragraph 10.5 below, you and
Julien’s Auctions each agree that any and all
disputes, claims, or controversies that have arisen,
or may arise, between you and Julien’s Auctions
relating in any way to or arising out of this or
previous versions of the Auction Terms and
Conditions or the breach, termination,
enforcement, interpretation or validity thereof, your
use of or access to our services, or any products
or services sold, offered, or purchased through
Company’s services shall be resolved exclusively
through final and binding arbitration, rather than in
court. Any claims arising out of, relating to, or
connected with these Auction Terms and
Conditions not resolved through Informal
resolution pursuant to paragraph 10.1 above must
be asserted individually in a binding arbitration to
be administered by Signature Resolution, LLC
(“Signature”) in Los Angeles County, California
pursuant to the Signature Comprehensive
Arbitration Rules. Both parties further agree that
the arbitration shall be conducted before a single
Signature arbitrator who is a retired California or
federal judge or justice. the arbitrator shall strictly
apply California substantive law and the California
rules of evidence. BY AGREEING TO ARBITRATE,
YOU WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU HAVE TO A COURT
OR JURY TRIAL. The arbitrator shall not conduct
any form of class or collective arbitration nor join
or consolidate claims by or for individuals

different users, but is bound by rulings in prior
arbitrations involving the same Julien’s Auctions
user to the extent required by applicable law. the
arbitrator’s award shall be final and binding and
judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator
may be entered in any court having jurisdiction
thereof. THE ARBITRATOR MAY AWARD RELIEF
(INCLUDING MONETARY, INJUNCTIVE, AND
DECLARATORY RELIEF) ONLY IN FAVOR OF THE
INDIVIDUAL PARTY SEEKING RELIEF AND ONLY
TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY TO PROVIDE
RELIEF NECESSITATED BY THAT PARTY’S
INDIVIDUAL CLAIM(S). ANY RELIEF AWARDED
CANNOT AFFECT OTHER USERS.

10.7 Future Amendments to the Agreement
to Arbitrate. Notwithstanding any provision in the
Auction Terms and Conditions to the contrary, you
and we agree that if we make any amendment to
this agreement to arbitrate in the future, that
amendment shall not apply to any claim that was
filed in a legal proceeding against Julien’s Auctions
prior to the effective date of the amendment. The
amendment shall apply to all other disputes or
claims governed by the agreement to arbitrate that
have arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
Auctions. If you do not agree to these amended
terms, you may close your account within thirty
(30) days of the posting or notification and you will
not be bound by the amended terms.

10.5 Exceptions.
There are only two
exceptions in which the parties may elect to seek 10.8 Judicial Forum for Legal Disputes. Unless
resolution outside of Arbitration before Signature: you and we agree otherwise, in the event that the
agreement to arbitrate above is found not to apply
(i) First, if we reasonably believe that you have to you or to a particular claim or dispute, either as
in any manner infringed upon or violated or a result of your decision to opt out of the
threatened to violate or infringe any of our agreement to arbitrate, as a result of a decision by
Intellectual Property Rights, privacy rights, the arbitrator or a court order or because of an
publicity rights, or data security, in which case you election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e) above, you
acknowledge that there may be no adequate agree that any claim, controversy, or dispute that
remedy at law and we may seek injunctive or other has arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
appropriate relief in any court of competent Auctions must be resolved exclusively by a state,
federal, or small claims court located in Los
jurisdiction, without any attempt at informal
Angeles County, California. you and Julien’s
resolution pursuant to paragraph 10.1 above.
Auctions agree to submit to the exclusive personal
The arbitrator, and not any federal, state, or local (ii) Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at the jurisdiction of the courts located within Los
court or agency, shall have exclusive authority to option of the claiming party, be resolved in small Angeles County, California for the purpose of
resolve any dispute relating to the interpretation, claims court in Los Angeles County, California, if litigating all such claims or disputes.
applicability, enforceability or formation of these the claim and the parties are within the jurisdiction
Auction Terms and Conditions, including, any of the small claims court and so long as the matter 10.9 Opt-Out. IF YOU ARE A NEW JULIEN’S
claim that all or any part of these Auction Terms remains in such court and advances only on an AUCTIONS USER, YOU CAN CHOOSE TO
and Conditions is void or voidable or that a individual (non-class, non- representative) basis. REJECT THE AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE
PROVISION (“OPT-OUT”) BY EMAILING US AN
particular claim is subject to arbitration. Judgment
NOTICE
TO
on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be 10.6 Costs of Arbitration. Payment of all filing, OPT-OUT
entered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
ARBITRATIONOPTOUT@JULIENSAUCTIONS.
administration, and arbitrator fees will be governed
by JAMS rules, unless otherwise stated in this COM (“OPT-OUT NOTICE”) OR VIA US MAIL TO:
10.4 Award. You agree and acknowledge that
agreement to arbitrate. If the value of the relief JULIEN ENTERTAINMENT.COM, INC., 13007
in any award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your
WESTERN AVENUE, GARDENA, CA 90249. THE
rights and remedies against us or any distributor, sought is $5,000 or less, at your request, Julien’s
OPT-OUT NOTICE MUST BE RECEIVED NO
financier or other party related to the Auction or Auctions will reimburse you for all filing,
LATER THAN THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER THE
administration,
and
arbitrator
fees
associated
with
Service shall be limited to an action at law for
DATE YOU ACCEPT THESE TERMS FOR THE
the
arbitration
following
the
earlier
of
the
money damages, and you hereby waive all other
rights and remedies you may have at law or in arbitrator’s decision or settlement. In the event the FIRST TIME. IF YOU ARE NOT A NEW JULIEN’S
equity (including, without limitation, injunctive arbitrator determines the claim(s) you assert in the AUCTIONS USER, YOU HAVE UNTIL THIRTY (30)
relief, rescission, cancellation, and termination of arbitration to be frivolous, Julien’s Auctions is DAYS AFTER THE POSTING OF THE NEW
this Agreement or the right to enjoin or restrain the relieved of its obligation to reimburse you for any TERMS TO SUBMIT AN ARBITRATION OPT-OUT
advertisement, promotion, marketing or fees associated with the arbitration. the prevailing NOTICE.
exploitation by Julien’s Auctions or any third party party shall be entitled to an award of all attorneys’
in connection with the Auction and/or any rights or fees, costs and expenses incurred by it in In order to opt-out, the Opt-Out Notice must be
activities hereunder in any and all manner of media connection with the dispute. “Attorneys’ fees and sent by email or physical mail as set forth
whatsoever, whether now known or hereafter expenses” includes, without limitation, paralegals’ immediately above and the Opt-Out Notice must
devised). For matters where the relief sought is fees and expenses, attorneys’ consultants’ fees contain your name, complete address (including
over $5,000, the arbitrator’s decision will include and expenses, expert witness’ fees and expenses, street address, city, state, and zip code), and email
the essential findings and conclusions upon which
and all other expenses incurred by the prevailing address(es) associated with your Member
the arbitrator based the award. The arbitrator will
party or its attorneys in the course of their Account(s) to which the opt-out applies. This
decide the substance of all claims in accordance
procedure is the only way you can opt out of the
with applicable law, including recognized representation of the prevailing party in
agreement to arbitrate. If you opt out of the
principles of equity, and will honor all claims of anticipation of and/or during the course of the
agreement to arbitrate, all other parts of these
litigation,
whether
or
not
otherwise
recoverable
as
privilege recognized by law. The arbitrator’s award
Auction Terms and Conditions and its Disputes
“attorneys’
fees”
or
as
“costs”
under
California
of damages must be consistent with the terms of
the “Limitation of Liability” section as to the types law; and the same may be sought and awarded in Section will continue to apply to you. Opting out of
and the amounts of damages for which a party accordance with California procedure as this agreement to arbitrate has no effect on any
may be held liable. The arbitrator shall not be pertaining to an award of contractual attorneys’ previous, other, or future arbitration agreements
that you may have with us.
bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involving fees.
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10.10 WAIVER. BY AGREEING TO THESE
AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU
HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU
MAY HAVE TO A COURT TRIAL (OTHER THAN
SMALL CLAIMS COURT AS PROVIDED ABOVE),
A JURY TRIAL, OR TO SERVE AS A
REPRESENTATIVE, AS A PRIVATE ATTORNEY
GENERAL, OR IN ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIVE
CAPACITY, OR TO PARTICIPATE AS A MEMBER
OF A CLASS OF CLAIMANTS, IN ANY LAWSUIT,
ARBITRATION OR OTHER PROCEEDING FILED
AGAINST US AND/OR RELATED THIRD PARTIES.

11.4 Entire Agreement. These Auction Terms
and Conditions contains the entire understanding
of the parties in respect of its subject matter and
supersedes all prior agreements and
understandings (oral or written) between the
parties with respect to such subject matter.

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THESE
AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND
AGREE TO COMPLY WITH THEM.
BIDDER

11.5 Modifications.
Any modification,
amendment, or addendum to these Auction Terms By: ________________________________________
and Conditions must be in writing and signed by
both parties.
(signature)

11.6 Assignment. You may not assign these
Name:
10.11 STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AND Auction Terms and Conditions or any of your
___________________________________________
WAIVER OF CLAIMS. REGARDLESS OF ANY rights, obligations, or benefits hereunder, by
operation
or
law
or
otherwise,
without
our
prior
STATUTE OR LAW TO THE CONTRARY, ANY
(please print)
CLAIM OR CAUSE OF ACTION ARISING OUT OF written consent.
OR RELATED TO USE OF THE SITE, SERVICE,
11.7 No Third Party Beneficiaries. The
OR THIS AGREEMENT MUST BE FILED WITHIN representations, warranties and other terms Date:
ONE (1) YEAR AFTER SUCH CLAIM OR CAUSE contained herein are for the sole benefit of the
___________________________________________
OF ACTION ARISES OR IT WILL BE FOREVER parties hereto and their respective successors and
WAIVED AND BARRED.
permitted assigns, and they shall not be construed
11. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
11.1 Governing Law. These Auction Terms
and Conditions will be governed by and construed
in accordance with the laws of the State of
California and the applicable federal laws of the
United States of America. California conflicts of
law rules shall apply.
11.2 Force Majeure. Except for the obligation
to pay money, neither party will be liable for any
failure or delay in its performance under these
Auction Terms and Conditions due to any cause
beyond its reasonable control, including acts of
war, acts of god, earthquake, flood, weather
conditions, embargo, riot,
civil disorders,
rebellions or revolutions, health risks or disease
(including pandemics, epidemics, and public
health emergencies, delays relating to obtaining
supplies, parts and other products from impacted
areas, governmental edicts, actions, declarations,
or quarantines by a governmental entity or health
organization due to government health orders
pertaining to COVID-19 or any variant thereof, and
delays in key completion dates or costs
attributable thereto) , acts of terrorism, acts or
omissions of vendors or suppliers, equipment
failures, sabotage, labor shortage or dispute,
governmental act, failure of the Internet or any
cellular-based Internet service, or other acts
beyond such party’s reasonable control (each, a
“Force Majeure Event”), provided that the delayed
party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice of
such Force Majeure Event; and (ii) uses reasonable
commercial efforts to correct promptly such failure
or delay in performance.

as conferring any rights on any other persons.
11.8 Severability. If any provision of these
Auction Terms and Conditions is held by a court or
arbitrator of competent jurisdiction to be contrary
to law, such provision shall be changed by the
court or by the arbitrator and interpreted so as to
best accomplish the objectives of the original
provision to the fullest extent allowed by law, and
the remaining provisions of these Auction Terms
and Conditions shall remain in full force and effect.

ACKNOWLEDGED BY

11.9 Notices. Any notice or communication
required or permitted to be given hereunder may
be delivered by hand, deposited with an overnight
courier, sent by email or mailed by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, postage
prepaid to the address for the other party first
written above or at such other address as may
hereafter be furnished in writing by either party
hereto to the other party. Such notice will be
deemed to have been given as of the date it is
delivered, if by personal delivery or email; the next
business day, if deposited with an overnight
courier; and five days after being so mailed.

___________________________________________

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
By: ________________________________________
(signature)
Name:

(please print)
Title:
___________________________________________

Date:
___________________________________________

11.10 Headings. The headings of the sections
of these Auction Terms and Conditions are for
convenience only and do not form a part hereof,
and in no way limit, define, describe, modify,
interpret or construe its meaning, scope or intent.

11.11 No Waiver. No failure or delay on the part
of either party in exercising any right, power or
remedy under these Auction Terms and Conditions
shall operate as a waiver, nor shall any single or
partial exercise of any such right, power or remedy
preclude any other or further exercise or the
11.3 Counterparts; Facsimile. These Auction exercise of any other right, power or remedy.
Terms and Conditions may be executed in any
number of counterparts and in facsimile or 11.12 Survival. Sections of the Auction Terms
electronically, each of which shall be an original and Conditions intended by their nature and
but all of which together shall constitute one and content to survive termination of the Auction
the same instrument.
Terms and Conditions shall so survive.
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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Julien’s Auctions NFT
Auction Terms and Conditions

(e) Assumption of Risk. You acknowledge and
agree that there are risks associated with
purchasing and holding NFTs, and agree to
The following terms and conditions apply to
assume all risks associated with the purchase,
auctions of NFTs conducted by Julien
Entertainment.com, Inc. d/b/a Julien’s Auctions holding, and use thereof.
(“Julien’s Auctions”).
These terms are
supplemental to the Julien’s Auctions Terms and (f) Price and Valuation Volatility. You
Conditions
set
forth
at acknowledge and agree that the prices of
https://juliensauctions.com/terms-and-conditions blockchain assets (including NFTs) are extremely
which are incorporated here by reference.
volatile. Julien’s Auctions does not make any
representations, express or implied, concerning
1. DEFINITIONS.
the future value of such digital assets. Such
“Non-Fungible Tokens” or “NFTs” mean a assets may have little to no intrinsic value at all,
unique digital indication of an ownership right to and may not retain the value of Your purchase
an Underlying Asset which is stored separately price or attain or retain any future value. Your
and uniquely associated with such token. Such risk of financial loss may be substantial. The
digital indication of ownership right is established value and/or utility of an NFT is inherently
on the blockchain utilizing smart contracts.
subjective and is based on subjective and
“Related Materials” means the metadata, market factors outside of the control of Julien’s
content, Underlying Asset and/or physical item if Auctions. You are solely responsible for making
any to which an NFT relates.
your own independent appraisal and
investigation into the risks of each NFT and
“Underlying Asset” means a media file
containing an original work of digital art, sound Underlying Asset. You expressly acknowledge
recording, audiovisual work, or compilations that any NFT purchase you make may later be
thereof, as identified by a particular Lot at auction. worthless, and Julien’s Auctions is not
responsible for any losses you may
“Unique Record Indicator” or “URI” is the subsequently incur.
particular code contained in the NFT which points
to the Underlying Asset
(g) Depictions. We make no representations or
“Wallet ID” means the unique digital identifier of warranties regarding the accuracy or reliability of
the Buyer of the NFT which enables such NFT to be any simulation or videos depicting the intended
transferred to the Buyer upon payment therefor. performance of the NFT or the Related Materials,
whether displayed on our websites or on any other
2. NFT LOT PROVISIONS.
platform.
(a) Possessory Rights Only. You acknowledge
that ownership of an NFT carries no rights,
express or implied, other than property rights for
the Lot (specifically, the Underlying Asset
tokenized by the NFT).
(b) No IP Rights in Underlying Asset. You
understand that you have no Intellectual Property
Rights in or to the Underlying Asset of the NFT. All
such rights are retained by the artist. You
understand and agree that You are solely are
obtaining a limited use license to the Underlying
Asset where You have the right to use the
Underlying Asset for your own personal noncommercial purposes and display the same. Others
may still be able to download, view or listen to the
work that was minted into the NFT. You cannot
profit from the use of the Underlying Asset, nor do
you acquire a copyright interest in the Underlying
Asset. You further understand that the NFT you
purchase may be subject to royalty payments to the
artist from the proceeds of your purchase, as well as
if you later elect to sell such NFT.
(c) Other Versions. You further expressly
acknowledge that other versions or edits of NFTs
containing the Underlying Asset may be sold.
(d) Julien’s Auctions is the Auctioneer, Not the
Issuer. You understand and accept that NFTs are
issued by third parties, and not by Julien’s
Auctions itself. Julien’s Auctions, as an auctioneer,
is simply acting as an intermediary to facilitate
transactions between you as a buyer and the
seller(s) who have consigned the NFTs in order to
solicit Bids for the same.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

3. BUYER’S REPRESENTATIONS,
WARRANTIES, AND COVENANTS.
By bidding on, and purchasing, NFT Lots, you
represent, warrant, and covenant to Julien’s
Auctions that:

(a) Genuine bidding. Your bids on NFTs are
honest and genuine, and are not the product of
collusive or anti-competitive activity with any other
person or entity.
(b) Risks. By purchasing, holding and using
NFTs, you expressly acknowledge and assume all
risks including, but not limited to: risk of losing
access to an NFT due to loss of private key(s),
custodial error or purchaser error, risk of mining
attacks, risk of hacking and security weaknesses,
risk of unfavorable regulatory intervention in one
or more jurisdictions, risks related to token
taxation, risk of personal information disclosure,
risk of uninsured losses, ransomware, viruses, or
other harmful or disenabling codes, unanticipated
risks, and volatility risks.

(c) Understanding of Tokens, Token Storage,
and Blockchain Technology. You acknowledge
that you have a sufficient understanding of the
functionality, usage, storage, transmission
mechanisms and other material characteristics of
cryptographic tokens (like NFTs and Ether), token
storage mechanisms (such as token wallets),
blockchain technology and blockchain-based
software systems to understand these Terms and
to appreciate the risks and implications of
purchasing NFTs. You acknowledge that you have
obtained sufficient information to make an
informed decision to purchase an NFT, including
carefully reviewing the code of the smart contract
and the NFT and fully understand and accept the
(h) No Warranties; Disclaimer. NFTs are functions of the same.
provided on an “as is” and “as available” basis
(d) Cryptocurrency Payments. By making a
without warranties of any kind, and we expressly
payment online with one of the Cryptocurrencies
disclaim all implied warranties as to the NFTs, listed in Section 4 below, you (i) warrant that you
including, without limitation, implied warranties of are the lawful holder of the cryptocurrency utilized;
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and (ii) acknowledge that Julien’s Auctions has no
title and non-infringement. We cannot and do not liability for your payment not reaching us,
represent or warrant that an NFT is reliable, including, but not limited to, instances where
correctly programmed, current or error-free, meets payment through the blockchain is unsuccessful.
It is solely your responsibility to confirm with
or will meet your requirements, or that defects in Julien’s Auctions and the blockchain that the
the NFT can or will be corrected. We make no payment has been accepted. In place of the credit
representations or warranties as to whether the card processing fee listed in Section 4, a 1.5%
NFT or any related materials is subject to Coinbase processing fee is added to the total
copyright. We cannot and do not represent or invoice.
warrant that an NFT or the delivery mechanism for
(e) Compliance. You acknowledge and represent
an NFT are free
of viruses, worms, that there is substantial uncertainty as to the
vulnerabilities, malware, Trojan horses, or other characterization of NFTs and other digital assets
harmful components. You may experience or be under applicable law. You acknowledge that your
the target of cyber-attacks, or other operational or purchase of an NFT complies with applicable laws
technical difficulties by virtue of your possession and regulations in your jurisdiction.
of digital assets. You are solely responsible for
(f) Lawful Funds. All funds which you utilize to
ensuring the safety and security of your purchase the NFT are lawfully obtained, and not
computing systems, and expressly understand being utilized in or stem from the proceeds of any
and agree to the risk inherent in accessing digital illegal activity.
assets stored online.
(g) No Money Laundering. You are not utilizing
WE EXPRESSLY DENY ANY OBLIGATION TO the purchase of any NFTs for the purpose of
INDEMNIFY YOU OR HOLD YOU HARMLESS money laundering.
FOR ANY LOSSES YOU MAY INCUR BY (h) Anti-Bribery / Anti-Corruption. You have no
TRANSACTING IN NFTs OUTSIDE OF THE knowledge or reason to suspect that You (or your
principal, if applicable) are under investigation,
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS SERVICE.

(e) No Refunds. All transaction decisions
concerning the purchase of NFTs are irreversible
and final. There are no refunds. Once you
initiate a cryptocurrency transaction, the
transaction cannot be reversed; this is inherent
(i) No Tax Crimes. Your purchase of a Lot or in the nature of cryptocurrencies and not a policy
Lots, and if You are acting as an agent on behalf set by us. You are responsible for verifying that
of a principal, the arrangement between You and you have sent the correct amount to the correct
your principal, will not enable tax crimes.
digital wallet address.
charged with or convicted of any act in violation of
any anti-bribery or anti-corruption law, including
but not limited to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act.

(j) OFAC / Designated Persons. You are not
nor will become: (A) a person designated by the
U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Asset Control as a “specially designated national
or blocked person” or similar status; (B) a person
described in Section 1 of U.S. Executive Order
13244 issued on September 23, 2001; (C)
directly or indirectly owned or controlled by the
government of any country that is subject to an
embargo by the United States government; or
(D) a person acting on behalf of a government of
any country that is subject to an embargo by the
United States government.
(k) No Derivative Violations. Your purchase of
a Lot or Lots will not cause Julien’s Auctions, the
seller(s) of the NFTs, or anyone else to violate
any anti-bribery, anti-corruption, anti-money
laundering, or anti-terrorism laws, or any other
laws, rules, regulations or ordinances, or result in
the violation of the same.
4. CRYPTOCURRENCY
PAYMENT REQUIREMENTS.
If a Lot indicates that “Cryprotcurrency Payments”
are accepted, Julien’s Auctions will accept solely
the following cryptocurrencies to purchase the Lot:
Bitcoin (BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), DAI Stablecoin
(DAI), Dogecoin (DOGE), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin
(LTC), and USD Coin (USDC). If a Lot indicates
that Cryptocurrency Payments are accepted, you
are also able to pay for such purchase by our
customary payment methods in United States
dollars.

(a) Exchange Wallets. Cryptocurrency payments
from only the following exchange wallets will be
accepted: Coinbase Inc. Payments from selfhosted wallets will not be accepted for this
auction.
(b) Single Wallets Only. All payments for a Lot
must be from the same digital wallet.
(c) Additional Information. If you are the
successful bidder, you agree to provide us with
all information and documentation we request in
order to verify your identity and to confirm that
the payment was made from a digital wallet
registered in your name and maintained by one
of the platforms above.
(d) Timing of Payments; Amounts Due.
Payment in cryptocurrency must be made within
ten (10) business days of your receipt of the invoice
from us, and payment must be made between the
hours of 9:00am and 12:00pm Pacific Standard
Time, Monday through Friday (and not on a U.S.
public holiday). The amount due will be the
cryptocurrency equivalent at the time payment is
made, and Bidder will be responsible for applicable
third-party fees (including, without limitation,
network fees, taxes, transfer fees, etc.), required to
successfully conduct the transaction on the
blockchain.

conclusion of the Auction, we may, in our sole
discretion, treat the NFT Lot as a Lot for which You
failed to pay in full and hold you responsible for all
resulting third-party fees (including, without
limitation, custodial fees, insurance, network fees,
taxes, transfer fees, etc.).
6. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

(a) No Consequential Damages. TO THE
(f) Risk of Loss. We shall have no liability for any MAXIMUM
EXTENT
PERMITTED
BY
payment made by you in cryptocurrency that is APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL
not received by us for whatever reason.
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS, ITS AFFILIATES, AND
(g) Crypto Risk. You acknowledge the risks THE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES,
inherent to the use of cryptocurrency, including AGENTS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF EACH BE
without limitation the risk of faulty or insufficient LIABLE FOR LOST PROFITS, LOST REVENUE,
hardware, software, and internet connections; the LOST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, LOSS OF
risk of introduction or intrusion of malicious code DATA, INTERRUPTION OF BUSINESS, USER
or software; the risk of hacking or unauthorized ERROR (SUCH AS FORGOTTEN PASSWORDS,
ADDRESSES,
CORRUPTED
access to your digital wallet or information stored MISTYPED
therein, or of theft or diversion of funds therefrom; PAYMENT FILES), UNAUTHORIZED THIRD
volatility and unstable or unfavorable exchange PARTY ACTIVITIES (INCLUDING WITHOUT
rates; and the risk of unfavorable regulatory LIMITATION THE USE OF VIRUSES, WORMS,
intervention and/or tax treatment in relation to TROJAN HORSES, HARMFUL CODES,
transaction in such currency. We will have no PHISHING, SYBIL ATTACKS, 51% ATTACKS,
liability for any of the foregoing.
DISENABLING CODES OR MECHANISMS,
BRUTEFORCING OR OTHER MEANS OF
(h) Taxes. You are responsible for any and all
ATTACK AGAINST THE NFT) OR ANY OTHER
taxes associated with your purchase.
INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES
5. NFT TRANSACTION FULFILLMENT.
OF ANY KIND ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY
You must provide Julien’s Auctions with your WAY RELATED TO THE SALE OR USE OF LOTS
Wallet ID from an approved wallet provider in order OR NFTs OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO THESE
to process your transaction following our receipt TERMS, REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF
of your payment in full for the Lot. We will transfer ACTION OR THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, EVEN
the NFT to the wallet address specified by you and IF THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
are not responsible for confirming that you have POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND
supplied us with the correct or a valid address, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES
and we are not responsible if the transfer of the WERE FORESEEABLE.
NFT to your wallet fails unless such failure is the
result of us sending the NFT to a wallet address (b) Liability Cap. JULIEN’S AUCTIONS’S
other than the one provided by you. Ownership of MAXIMUM AGGREGATE LIABILITY ARISING
the NFT will not transfer to you until Julien’s OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT
Auctions has received payment in full, even if in OR THE SALE OR OWNERSHIP OF NFTs,
the event we released the NFT to you prior to
REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY,
receipt of payment.
WILL BE LIMITED TO THE TOTAL AMOUNT
(a) Direct Transfer from Seller. In the event it is YOU PAID TO JULIEN’S AUCTIONS FOR SUCH
necessary for the seller to transfer the NFT to you, LOTS. THE EXISTENCE OF MORE THAN ONE
you agree that we may provide your Wallet ID to CLAIM SHALL NOT EXPAND SUCH LIMIT. THE
PARTIES ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE FEES
the seller in order to execute the transfer.
AGREED UPON BETWEEN BUYER AND
(b) Security Measures. You are responsible for JULIEN’S AUCTIONS ARE BASED IN PART ON
implementing reasonable measures for securing THESE LIMITATIONS, AND THAT THESE
the wallet or other storage mechanism you use to LIMITATIONS WILL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING
receive and hold the NFT, including any requisite ANY FAILURE OF ANY ESSENTIAL PURPOSE
private key(s) or other credentials necessary to OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.
access such storage mechanism(s). It is your
express responsibility to keep your credentials 7. INDEMNIFICATION.
secure and not share them with third parties. If
your private key(s) or other access credentials are Bidder agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold
lost, you may lose access to your NFT. Julien’s harmless Julien’s Auctions, its affiliates, and the
Auctions is not responsible for any such losses. officers, directors, employees, agents, and
representatives of each, from and against any and
(c) Wallet Size.
You understand and
acknowledge that not all digital wallets can all claims, liabilities, costs, damages, penalties,
support storage of an NFT, and that if your wallet assessments, fines, losses, expenses, demands,
does not support storage of the NFT purchased by claims, suits, proceedings, settlements, or
you, you may lose access to that NFT. It is your judgments, including reasonable legal fees and
sole responsibility to ensure that your wallet has expenses, whether fixed or contingent (“Claims”),
the storage capability for each NFT you purchase. in any way arising out of, relating to, or in
If you fail to provide us with an address for a digital connection with Bidder’s breach of its
wallet that is capable of supporting and accepting representations and warranties, covenants, and
the NFT within five (5) business days of the obligations hereunder.
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
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